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Abstract

This dissertation is a study of the rvays in which childbirth was

medicalized between the 1880s and 1920s through an intensive

examination of the transformation of childbirth care in Manitoba. During

these years, maternal and infant rnortality and morbidity became public

health concerns and the newly established professions of medicine and

nursing aimed at both professional and social standing in Canada. The

dissertation argues that the presence of physicians in the birthing roorn

and, ultimately, the transition of the locus of childbitth from home to

hospital, were neither accompanied by nor represented an immediate

transfer of authority over the birth experience. As nurses and as patients,

women were critical to the process of medicalizing childbirth. The

dissertation is based upon patient records from Winnipeg hospitals and

clinics, rnedical textbooks and journals, as well as information about

medical and nursing education and practices, and demographic

information about Winnipeg and Manitoba

Medicine offered the promise of safer, less painful births through

the use of instruments and narcotics. However, these same remedies were

often controversial within the profession and for patients. Physicians

advocated their authority in the birthing room, but acknowledged their

paucity of knowledge about the field of obstetrics. Nurses represented a

new breed of medical professionals and struggled to forge a feminine

professional identity alongside male physicians. Through their attendance

at childbirth cases as scientifically trained caregivers, nurses gravitated

between the two worlds of medicine and mothers. Patients, meanwhile,

indirectly influenced the involvement of medical practitioners. By seeking

or rejecting medical attendants, parturient women had a degree of control

in the management of the birth process.
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Introduction

The grear events of cm age, appear lo lhose living lhrottgh Íhem,

as bctckdrops only to the vaslly n'rore con'tpelting dratnas of rheit' ott,n live'ç.1

Since I began this dissertation, the world around me has changed considerably. In

the last year alone, I have witnessed the dawn of a new millennium and the birth of a new

Canadian territory. Future historians will have to decide whether these events were truly

'historic' and redefining, or merely 'celebrated' in their time and historically incidental.

'Whichever category will apply, these events had a relatively minor itnpact on rny daily

existence. I have been far more engaged in and influenced by those ordinaly milestones

by which we map courses through our individual lives - obtaining employment, tloving

to a new city, starting a family. In truth, it has been the comparatively mundane activities

of life that have had far more influence on me. These apparently apolitical and

unhistorical events have shaped my personal history and ury perception of the world

around me.

It therefore seems appropriate to rne that my topic - the childbirth experiences of

some Canadian women between 1880s and 1920s - is mundane in comparison to the

gra¡d events of history. This subject-matter neither contributed to an overtly iclentifiable

redefinition of the socio-political make-up of Canada, nor reshaped the geo-political rnap.

No¡etheless, it constitutes a significant part of the Canadian historical experience. For

nnderstanding how individuals experienced the plainer happenings of day{o-day life

provicles a window into a private world, off-centre on the historical chaús, but

' Guy Gavriel Kay, Lord of Emperot's. Toronto: Viking, 2000,312.
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influencing the development of Canada as a nation, and significantly impacting on its

citizens. Such common experiences of personal history coloured the way in which

individual Canadians perceived the world around them, and affected how they reacted to

that world. To assess comprehensively the development of Canadian society, this

important stories must be told. The isolation and analysis in the historical recolcl of the

Individual 7'represents an alternative and supplementary dimension to the isolation aud

analysis of the Collective 'We',the latter representing the traditional focus of social

history writing.2

At the turn of the twentieth century, Canadian society was redefining itself in a

movement from an agrarian and rural-based economy to one rootecl in urbanization and

industrialism. Industríalizalion and rapid urban growth had created "an urban-industrial

working class" and an "urbarl bourgeoisie".3 The social and political concerns of these

different socio-economic groups conjoined in a reform movement which advocated tnoral

and physical cleanliness. The 'bourgeoisie' fuelled a social purity ntovernent coustituting

a "powerful if inforrnal coalition for the moral regeneration of the state, civil society, the

farnily and the individual."a Simultaneously, fi'orn the newly-politicized working classes,

2 For a discussion of the problems in identifying women's history within a collectivity,
see Iris Marion Young, "Gender as Seriality: Thinking about Women as a Social
Collective", Signs, 19: 3, 1994, 713-738.

3 Mariana Valverde, The Age of Light, Soap, and Water: Moral Refornt in English
Canada, 1 885-l 925. Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 799I, 15.

a Valverde, The Age of Light, Soap, and Water, 17 .
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emerged radical social reform rhetoric which publicly identified class disparities of

privilege and income and brought to the forefront the plight of the poor.

The concerns of both working class and bourgeois groups were brought together

in tlre organizations of yet a third group, "a middle group" comprised of neither radical

labourers nor business leaders.5 This third educated group has beeu characterized as an

intellectual community reacting to the social crisis of industrialization and urbanization ir.l

Canada and adapting social reform to the political agenda.6 Through this window, the

domestic world, traditionally the realm of women, crept ottt from the private home to

influence the political world of public affairs. Tliis facilitated the development of an

"increasingly important social domain that connected the public wolld of politics and the

home."7 The result was that traditiorially fernale topics - house keeping, childbilth,

children - were acquiring a political identity. Through matters that touched on the

do¡restic, a nurnber of female organizations emerged to have a political impact otl

¡ational discussions.s A religious reform tnovement, the Social Gospel, lent aclditional

lhetoric and a pulpit to the social reform cause. "There was an overlap in both personnel

5 Gerald Friesen, The Canadian PraÌries; A HisÍory. Toronto: University of Toronto

Press, 1993,369.

6 Dor-rglas Owram, The Governmenf Generation: Canadian Intellectuals and the Srarc,

1900-1945. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1986,29-49.

7 Gail Cuthbert Brandt, "Postmodern Patchwork: Some Recent Trends in the Writing of
Women'S History in Canada", CanadÌan Historical Review, LXXII: 4,1991.,453.

8 See Wendy Mitchinson, "Early Women's Organizations and Social Refortn: Prelude to

tlre Welfale State," in Allan Moscovitch and Jim Albert, eds., The "Benevolenl" State:

The Growth of Welfare in Canacla. Toronto: Garamond Press, 1987,77-92.
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a¡d ideas between the social gospel and social purity."e Interuational influences frour the

United States and Britain contributed further flourish to a reform tnovernent which

increasingly adopted progressive terminology and agendas.r0

The social agenda of the Canadian progressive movement included a purity

campaign that fueled public health reforms and programs. Middle-class reformers, with

the support of the still young Canadian rnedical and nursing professions, identified the

filth and contamination of urban sprawl as a key contributor to clisease.r I Refolmers

scrutinized every aspect of the lives of all classes - diet, hygiene, behaviours. But their

attentions were especially captivated by the working classes and the poor. The traditional

assumptions about the distilrctness of public and private spheres was challenged by

reformers seeking to eradicate social ills. Openly contradictir-rg Victorian notions of the

home as a private sphere, reformers publicized the living conditions of the poor and took

it upon themselves to enter homes and "cleanse" communities.

e Valverde, The Age of LÌght, Soap, andWater,18. For description of Anglican
Church/Social Gospel involvement in the private issues of childbearing, see Angus

Mclaren and Arlene Tigar-Mclarcn. The Bedroom and the State: The Changing
Practices and Politics of Contraception and Abortion in Canada, I8B0-1980. Toronto:
McClelland and Stewart, 1990,120.

r0 For illustration of US influences, see Linda Kerber, "Separate Spheres, Female Worlds,
Wornan's Place: The Rhetoric of Women's History," Journal oJ'Anterican HistoryT5,
1988, 9-39. For illustration of British influences, see Martha Vicinus, Independent

Women; Work and Conntunity.for Single Wonten, I850-1930. Chicago: Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1985.

lr See Heather MacDougall, AcÍittisls and Advocates: Toronlo's lIealrh Departntenl,

1883-1983. Toronto: Dundurn Ptess, 1990, 85.
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Reformers used motherhood as one of the 'hooks' to advance their carnpaigns.

I-Iigh infant and maternal mortality rates calalyzed the social refotmers' wide-open

examination of private lives. Social reform organizalions targeted women as mothers and

pote¡tial mothers.r2 The mother image becarne a driving force behind the agendas of

many reform organizations, even if this image completely contradicted the actual

experience of working-class families. r3

'Women's issues could be found at the forefront of many of these social refolm

initiatives. Womanhood was adopting a new political persotla in years surrouuding the

Great War. Emerging frorn a turbulent period, women had dernonstrated their ability to

support their farnilies and country. While historians have argued that wotnen's sr-rffi'age

was a result of "political expediency"ra, the fact remainecl that through having obtainecl

the vote, women had obtained lirnited social and political roles rooted in their identities as

mothers of the nation. In giving their sons to the war, women had earned recognition and

social support from the nation for whorn they had made enormous sacrifices.r5 The lesult

was that issues normally contained witliin the feminine comrtunity became part of

r2 For a brief discussion of the origins of maternalism, see Setli Kovert aucl Sonya Michel,
"Introduction: Mother Worlds," in Mothers of a New Iilorld: Maternalist Politics and the

Origins of the lilelfare States, Koven and Michel, eds. New York: Routledge, 1993, 10-

T9,

13 Linda Gordon, Pitíed Bt¡ Not Enrirled; single Mothers and the History of the Welfare,

1 890- I 9 3 5. New York: The Free Press, 1994, 55 .

r4 Roberl Craig Brown and Ramsay Cook, Canada 1896-1921: A Natiott Transfornted.

Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 197 4, 298.

'5 Brownand Cook, Canada, 1896-1921,298.
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political debates and social reform discussious. Professional wotnen, such as Dr. Helen

McMurchy, director of the Maternal and Child Hygiene Division, rvere able to garner

fairly prominent voices in celtain issues perceived to be within the realm of the country's

mothers.

What preoccupied many health reformers and wotnen alike was the very real

dangers of death and disability associated with childbirth. Thus, as the country faced a

period of reconstruction, it was not surprising that attention should turn to the high price

wonìen paid in chilclbirth. As 'mothers of the land', reformers used socio-political pulpits

to decry the fate of working-class women. Such organizations as the Women's Chlistian

Temperance Union (WCTU) embarked on socio-political missions rooted in domesticity

and religious gospel.t6 lrlol surprisingly, some of the reform initiatives targeted childbirth

as a primary cause of women's health problems.

Despite the developing political presence of wonten's issues in health care and

social reform debates, tlie medicalization of childbirth was a gradual process, not

instigated by liospitalization and the medical profession alone, but initially equally

effected by women in the homes of patients. Historian Wendy Mitchinson has carefully

explored the involvement of women in their medical treatment and, where sources permit,

has demonstrated that women "did have a certain amount of power and they used it when

r(' See Nancy M. Sheehan, 'Vy'omen Helping Wornen': The WCTU and the Foreign
Population in the West, 1905-1930",International Jotu'nal of [4/onten's Studies 6, 1983,

395-411.
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they u,ere able."r7 Her arguments are equally applicable to a more single issue focussed

approach to women's health care. As will be illustrated in the following chapters,

women themselves were accomplices in introducing and effecting the involvemeut of

medical practitioners in childbirth attendance during the first three decades of the

twentieth century. Fears of high morbidity and morlality rates were prevalent, among

professionals and patients alike, and the promise of safer, less painful birtlis was alluring

to both groups. Physicians saw a large potential market in obstetrics. Mothers saw a

reprieve from the fear and desperation associated with giving birth. And nllrses -

gravitated between these two worlds of medicine and tnothers - contributed to a mediated

envirorunent of maternal medical care.

Fiowever, while women encouraged, and in sollte cases clemancled, the

opportu¡ities physicians made available for safer birthing, they did not uecessarily see the

need to relilquish control of their birth experiences. Despite the growiug attendarlce of

¡rale physicians in the birthing room, the cotnmunity of women, lepresented by mothers,

midwives and nurses, remained a very strong presence and continued to have a hand in

the rna¡agement of the birth experience. The presence of physicians in the birthing room

and, ultimately the transition of the locus of childbirth fi'om home to hospital, were

neither accompanied by nor represented an immediate transfer of authority over the birth

experience. The latter occurred much more gradually as the result of an ongoing dialogue

concernirrg the prornise of science among traditional female care-givers and physicians.

17 Wendy Mitchinson, The Nature of Their Bodies: Women and Their Doclors itt

Viclorian Canoda. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991,362'



"They fwomen] were not simply acted upou by the rnedical and governntettt advisols,"

writes historian Cynthia Comacchio, "but took part in the struggle to save their children,

conserve their liealth, and modernize child rearing practices."r8

This is not an uncommon argurnent in the historiography of childbirth.re

Historians examining the decline of midwifery and the concurrent rise of obstetrics in

Canada have drawn similar conclusions to those of Arnerican aud British scholars

concerning the birth experience of Canadian women. Historian Jo Oppenheitner, for

example, in her study of childbirth in Ontario, has detnonstrated how changes in birlhing

techniques were linked to a decline in maternal mortality rates.20 Wendy Mitchinson, in

her study of the lelationship between Canaclian women and their physicians in the

Victoria¡ era, has described the dernands of women as co-operating with the

professionalization of medicine and the shift to physician-attended births.2r Nanci

r8 Cynthia R. Comacchio, Nations Are Built of Babies: Saving Ontario's Mothers and

Children, I 900-l 940. Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1993, 72.

re See Judith Walzer Leavitt, Brought to Bed; Childbearing in America, 1750-19i0. New

York: Oxford University Press, 1986; Molly Ladd-TayIor, Raising a Baby the

Governtnent Way; lrlothers' Letters to the Children's Bureazt, I9l5-1932. New
Brunswick, N.J.:Rutgers University Press, 1986; Charlotte G. Borst, Catching Babies:

The Professionalization of Childbirrh, 1870-1920. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard

University Press, 1995; Mitchinson, The NaÍt'tre of Their BodÌes,7991.

20 Jo Oppenheimer, "Childbirth in Ontario: Tl-re Transition from Home to l{ospital in the

Early Twentieth Century", in Delivering Motherhlood, Arnup et al., 1990. See also,

Veronica Strong-Boag and Kathryn N{cPherson, "The Coufinement of Women:

Childbirth and Hospitalization in Vancouver, 1919-1939", in British Colutnbia

Reconsidered; Essays on í|/onten, Veronica Strong-Boag and Gillian CLeese, eds.

Vancouver: Press Gang Publislters, 1992, 143-17 L

2r Mitclrinson, The Nattn'e of Their Bodies,164.
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Langford argues that the isolation of prairie women led to greater use of alternative forms

of birtliing attendance.22 These arguments parallel those of American writers, such as

Judith Walzer Leavitt, who have maintained that the wishes of women were in harmony

with a more extensive rnedicalization of childbirth. However, other theories remain

prevalent. Edward Shorter, in his historical study of women's bodies, focuses uniquely

on the heroism of rnedical professionals as agents of progress, almost excluding female

patients from the account.2r At the other extreme, feminist scholars, such as Barbara

Ehreimeich and Deirdre English, hold to the theory that the irnpetus for physician

involvement in childbirth ernanated prirnarily and exclusively frorn the medical

profession.2a

While acknowledging that physicians had a hand in the rneclicalization of

childbilth, medical professionals were not the sole actors. As historian Nanci Langford

has shown in her analysis of birth on the Canadian prairies, "childbirth was a family

affair, and every available adnlt, including hired men, had a role iu the delivery."tt My

22 Nanci Langford, "Childbirth on the Canadian Prairies, 1880-1930," Journal of
Hislorical Sociology, 8, 3, 1995, 278-302.

23 Edward Shorter, A History o.f [Vonten's Bodies. New York: Basic, i982.

2a Barbara Ehreinreich and Deirdre English, For Her Own Good: I50 Years of the

Experís' Advice to l4omen. New York: Doubleday,7978; Ann Oaklev, "'Wisewoman and

Medicine Man: Changes in the Management of Childbirtli," in The Rights and Wrong.s of
l4/onten, Ann Oakley and Juliet Mitchell, eds. New York: Penguin Books, 1976:- Nancy

Schrom Dye, "Modern Obstetrics and Working-Class Women: The New York
Dispensary, 1 890- 1 920," Journal of Social HisÍory, 20, 1987, 97- I 08.

25 Nanci Langford, "Childbirth on the Canadian Prairies, 1880-1930," Jownal of
Historical Sociology, 8, 1995, 279.
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study of childbirth in Winnipeg seeks to add the voices of women - mothers ancl female

attendants - to the historical debate. As exemplified by Wertz attd Wertz, the first

generation of scholars studying childbirth based their analysis on the central perception

tlrat women were victims of patriarchal dorninance.26 More recently, historians such as

Kathryn McPherson, have used the lense of female agency to analyse childbirlh histoiy.2T

The idea of female agency has two related connotations. The first, links specifically to

the role of fernale-run organizations. More subtly, however, female agency also refèrs to

the interpretive lense being used by feminist writers looking to tell women's history.

They have highlighted the parts of the story that include women's involvement in shaping

events in their lives, despite the omni-present influence of male professionals, ancl

interpretecl events in a light that includes female action and participatiou. For exatnple,

the use of narcotics is not perceived as a male authority overpowering a patient. but rather

the result of patient demands. As historical sources ascribing direct voices to patients,

especially women, are few, much of this study focuses on an analysis of the rnedical

profession's understanding of, and reactions to, parturient patient demauds. It also looks

to the opinions of nursing attendants as predorninantly \,vomen care-givers to provicle a

bridge to female voices on health care delivery.

2ó Riclrard W. Wertz, and Dorothy C. Wertz. Lying-In: A History of Childbirth in

Amet'icct. New Haven, Conn: Yale University Press, 1989

27 Katlrryn McPherson, Bedside Malters: The Transformalion o.f Canadian Nw".sittg,

1900-1990. Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1996
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Women may have been accessories in inviting physicians into the birthing

chambers, but physicians did indeed have agendas of their own. At the turn of the

century, medicine in Canada remained a fledgling profession, seeking to solidify standing

for an upwardly mobile class. Doctors were part of an emerging professional class who

were seeking to establish standing in society through the merits of their skill and training,

rather than as a result of landed title.28 Through their new relationships with mothers,

physicia¡s gainecl the authority, expertise, and clinical experience they hacl previously

lacked. Many physicians relied on their newly established association with women to

acquire the only adequate obstetrical training available to them. Poor and working-class

women became part of the clinical training for studeut physicians, and were often the first

patie¡ts subjected to new obstetrical techniques.2e Indeed, physicians used their new role

in childbirth cases to acquire distinction among health service providers. Claiming the

authority of science, adherence to scientific technique, and superiority for their techniques

over lnore traditional procedures, they gained socio-economic and political ground,

sometimes at the considerable risk and expense of their patients.30

While the presence in birthing rooms of a dominant aucl patriarchal medical

profession is evident, exclusively attributing the medicalization of chilclbirth to the self-

28 Harold Perkin, The Rise of Professional Society: England since 1880. New York:

Routledge, 1989,7

2e Nancy Schrom Dye, "Moclern Obstetrics and Working-Class Women," 550.

30 Dorothy C. Weftz, "What Birth Has Done for Doctors: A Historical View", Wttttten

and Health, 8: 1, I 983, 7 -24.
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aggïandizement of a single professional group is insufficient. Such a one-dimensional

view marginalizes the role of women in the story. It cannot be disputed that physicians

ultirnately gained full control of birthing practices and effectively deposed the community

of women. However, it would be a disservice to the historical process to ignore the

prominence of women - as patients, as political proponents, and as medical professiouals

- in tlre medicalization of the childbirth experience. Women, those whose lives were

most intensely affected by childbirth, were very much involved in their own tleatrnent

and care. They grappled with their own issues and concerns. In summouing rnedical

plofessionals and the perceived expertise ofscience, they exertecl and extencled control

over theil own bifih experience, with ironic consequences.

Medicine was ullprepared for the exigencies of childbirth attendance. Simply put,

late nineteenth and early twentieth century doctors knew little more, if not less, than

traclitional birth attendants about the pliysiology of birth. In a fifty year period following

the introduction of physicians to the birthing roolrl, treatment techniques and l<nowledge

base changed very little. Nonetheless, physicians assumed an authoritative role, based

predominately on patriarchy and the claims of science and professionalism, The balance

between patient demands and professional knowledge was delicate. Though believing

firmly that childbirth care was within their dornain and purview, cloctors remained unable

to provide for the parturient wornan anl'bettcr service or treatment th¿iii the local

midwife. And so, for a significant period of time, childbirtli attendance relnained in

transition - no longer uniquely part of the traditional world of women, but uot yet fully

accepted within the hegernony of rnedicine. At the turn of the century, childbirth
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experierlce straddled two very different though ir-rtimately related worlds. Male

physicians requiled female collaboration in order to step fronl oue world into the other.

Some of that collaboration was provided by rnembers of the uursing profession.

The predominately co-operative spirit of nursing professionals contributed to the

realizafionof medical prerogative in childbirth. Nurses provided confinement care to

poor and working class mothers. Historian Kathryn McPherson has shown that nurses

occupied a unique role in the rnedical r,vorld, one siurultaneously defined by class and

gender.ir These scientifically educated female professionals shared cultural mores ancl

socio-economic ties with the overwhelmingly male physician group. But their gencler

placed thern i1a different lole from physicians at the bedsides of mothers. As a result,

lturses were in subordinate positions to medical men, but rvere given the necessary tools

to professionalize.32 Public health llurses, such as those from Winnipeg's Margaret Scott

Nursi¡g Mission, acted as a bridge between the traditional comtnunity of women who

attended to confinernent care and modern obstetrics.

Concentrating on Winnipeg, the scope of this study is clearly limited. But, it

illustrates some experiences of Canadiall women by focusing on a single Canadian city.

In ma¡y ways, the demographic class structure and cultural constitution of Winnipeg

provides a good cross-section of Canadian society. A nationally-recognized 'bootn-town'

at the turn of the century, Winnipeg was representative of a cosmopoiitan Canadian

3r Katlrryn McPherson, Bedside Matters; The TransformaÍion of Canadian N:.:ø'sittg,

1900-1990. Torouto: Oxford University Press, 1996,9.

32 McPlrers on, Bedside Malters, 78.
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centre. It felt the influences of both national and international trends in social reform and

health care delivery. As with all case-study approaches, however, conclusions basecl on

turn of the century Winnipeg are by nature constrained.33 Specifically, this study is

unable to extrapolate beyond the boundaries of Winnipeg and Manitoba to define

conclusively the childbirth experiences at the turn of the century of Canadian wotnen l¡z

general. Notwithstanding its limitations, this study can offer a rare glimpse iuto a still

private world that was teetering on the edge of public consutnption. The ingress of public

health policy into the private homes of the nation was a trend which would continue

throughout the rernainder of the twentieth century. Looking back on Winnipeg at the

beginning of the century offers a glimpse of a world which no longer exists - a world in

wliich maternal and infant rnortality were epidemic and a largely private and female

coltcern, the roles and usefulness of physicians were limited, and the notion of state

intervention in health care novel.

This dissertation is organized around a series of snapshots that illustrate childbirth

experience in a specific urban environment. As with all histories, the content of this work

has been shaped by available sources. in terms of identifiable source uraterial, the topic

of cliildbirth is doubly challenged. First, the history of women is a relatively recent

plrenomenon deriving a great deal of its methodology from feminist and social history

approaches, and relying on the prevalence ofnon-traditional sources, such as oral

33 For a synopsis of some of the current historiographical debates surrouudittg case

studies see the Introduction of Franca Iacovetta and Wendy Mitchinson, eds., On the

Case; Explorations in Socictl History. Toronto: University of Tolonto Ptess, 1998,3-2I'
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histories, women's magazines, case records and personal letters. This study, too, relies

on non-tladitional source material, but I have tried to frame the story in a broader socio-

political analysis. Tluoughout, I have been cognizant of Gertrude Hirnmelfarb's uotion

that "ordinary people . . . have been profoundly affectecl in the most ordinaly aspects of

their lives" by national events of significance.ia

A second challenge of the source material is attributable to the nature of medical

documents. A treasure trove of material for the historian, medical chronicles, after a

number of years, have minimal use in a discipliue, such as medicine, which relies on

scientific progress. They are outdated, and space is considered better spent on cttrrent

literature.s5 Old medical texts or journals, the lifeblood of historical inquiry, are

discarded in order to accomrnodate the latest material. Other historical jewels, sttch as

indiviclual patient Lecords, are subject to privacy issues, and are often destroyed by

hospitals as a matter of policy when a requisite period of time has passed. Those recolds

that do survive are usually composed of forgotten piles of disolganized paper that

chanced to escape the shredder or incinerator. Often sporadic and sketchy, they remain a

valuable, if rare, historical source.

Such is the case for the patient registers unearthed for this study. They are

incomplete, inconsistent in quality and sometimes disorganized, and do ttot represettt

3a Gertrude Hirnmelfarb,"AHR Forum'. Some Reflections on the New I-listory," Antericctn

His lori cal Reviev,, 94 (1989), 662.

i5 A further issue are the budgetary and space constraints that are leading archives to hang

on to 'samplings', rather than complete record sets. See lacovetta and Mitchinson, On

the Case,5.
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complete sets of records. For the most part, they are standardized forms fi'om sample

years - sorrre complete, some partially filled in - which provide limited background on the

patient, a diagnosis, and perhaps a description of treatment. Even so, they have been

subjected to some quantitative data analysis to meet the purposes of this study. Tlie

conclusions drawn from the records are inconclusive. Nonetheless, the records do

provide an interesting, if limited, picture of the womell who ventured to hospitals and

nursing organizations for childbirth attendance.

The study begins by providing an overview and analysis of the political and

professional environments in which wornen were giving birth at the turn of the century.

The first chapter looks at the development of Winnipeg as an internationally recognized

centre, ebbing and flowing with the national tide of events, and lays out the demographic

character of the city. Through a brief analysis of national and international developments

in public health care clelivery, it depicts the environment within which physicians and

mothels negotiated the contributions of modern rnedicine to childbirth care.

Chapters Two, Three and Four tackle an analysis of the medical model of

parturient care derived from the medical professional literature. Chapter Two contains a

. brief history of the professional medical community in Canada and an examinatiou of

clrilclbirth advice to physicians in the Canadian Medical Association Journctl.It

de¡rolrstrates that patients were unwittingly embroiled in tire issues of a group of

p¡actitioners seeking professional status. Childbirtli attendance, linked to a developing

medical specialty, was part of a broader professional movement to eradicate non-licenced

practitioners. Under the guise of professionalism, doctors were more willing than before
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to enter the birth chambers of women, and provide a plethora of aclvice on childbearing

and overall feminine health. Chapter Three documents the inclusion of childbirth care in

the daily routine and culture of the medical institutiolral environment. It provides an

interesting snapshot, through patient records frorn the Winnipeg General Hospital, of the

women who attended hospital for childbirth. Chapter Four examines the expectations of

physicians dealing with childbirth cases through an analysis of an educational culriculum

and a study of some of the texts and publications used by physicians. The chapter

discusses the obstetrical educational curriculum at the Winnipeg General Hospital, site of

the Manitoba Medical School. This chapter analyses the medical texts used and the

Manitoba Medical School's annual reports. It also provides a brief overview of more

publicly distributed texts referred by physicians, the Canqdian Mothers' Book aud the

Pre-Nalal Letters. Together, Chapters Two, Three and Four seek to demonstrate the

ongoing negotiations that were occurring between a rnedical profession seeking to further

its own agenda, and a cornmunity of women seeking access to treatrnent during

childbirth.

Chapters Five and Six bring the voices of nursing professionals into the rvorlcl of

childbirth care. While mothers and doctors were negotiating the role of medicine in the

birthing charnbers, nurses rnoved irnperceptibly between both worlds. In so doing, they

brought rnedical principles to the maternity bedside. Chapter Five reviews attitudes

towards childbirth expressed in Canada's national nursing rnagazine between 1905 ancl

1930. The Canadian Nurse provides a picture of a professional group struggling to

acquire legitimacy, while accomrnodating the social expectations of women at the tuln of
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the ce¡tury. Nurses were weaving together notions of femininity and professionalism,

rnerging professional training and beliefs with the retnnants of traditional care-giving.

Chapter Six shows the operation of a national nursing perspective at the local

level. It analyzes the childbirth attendance, including pre-natal and post-natal care,

provided by the Margaret Scott Nursing Mission, a benevoleut nursing organization

operating in Winnipeg in the early 1900's. The records of the Mission demonstrate the

dichotorny which developed when middle-class reformers involved themselves in the

private lives of the working poor. Socio-cultural attitudes and prejudices, filtered thlough

the le¡s of benevolence, impacted the childbearing experiences of those urbau wolllell

dispossessed of traclitional support circles and without means to acquire professional care.

The focus of this study is the medicalization of the childbirth experience. Notably

absent are discussions of a myriad of issues associated with childbeariug, including

¡ridwifery, birth control and child rearing, which undoubtedly coloured the experieuce

for Ca¡adian women.'u My omissions of these topics, while regrettable, have been

necessary to ensure the manageability of the project which focuses on the way irl which

women and physicians negotiated the medicalization of cliildbirth at the turn of the

trventieth century.

3ó For exanrple, Brian Burtch, Triqls of Labour: The Re-Entergence of Midwifery-

Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1994; Mclaren and Mcl-aren, The Bedroont

and the State,l989; and Sylvia Hoffert, Private MaÍlers: American Attitudes Tov,ard

Chilclbearing and Infanr Nurttu'e in the Urban North, 1800-1860. Chicago: Univelsity of
Illinois Press, 1989.



Chapter One

Public Health in Winnipeg, 1901 to 19211

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the development of public

health as a state supported initiative was developing into an intemational phenomenon.

"Urban growth," wrote historian Anthony S. Wohl, "created vast problems of sewerage

and water supply, multiplied the risk of infection and contagious cliseases, ancl increased

awareness of the need to combat these challenges."2 In large metropolitan centtes, social

reformers allied themselves with pliysicians in order to meet the deadly challenges of the

urban environmeut.3

As with many dynarnic urban centres, the city of Winnipeg reflectecl uational, and

inter¡ational, developrnents between i901 and 1921. Tlte country, claimed historians

Robert Craig Brown and Ramsay Cook, was a natiou in transfolmatiou, and the city of

Winnipeg kept pace with that national character. The city followed global trencls in

economic and industrial development, and tackled the typical public health problems of a

growing urban centre. In this burgeoning rnetropolitan centre, city officials confronted

the same complications of rapid industrial and population growth as other large ulbau

cities. Issues of public health - such as water supply, sanitation and the colltaitmrent of

I The data making up the tables in this chapter have been drawn from the Governlnent of
Canada Census for i901, 19i1 and 1921.

2 Anthony S. Wohl, Endangered Lives; Public Health in Victorian Britain. Cambridge,

Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1983, 3.

I For a cliscussion of the relationship between social reformers and physicians, see

Elizabeth Fee and Dorothy Porter, "Public Health, Preventative Meclicine and

Professionalization: England and America in the Nineteenth Century," in Meclicine in

Society: Historical Essays, Andrew Wear, ed. New York: Carnblidge University PLess,

t992,249-275.
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disease - appealed paramount. Winnipeg, however, lagged behind in its pubic healtli

encleavours. Though world medical pioneers were espousing the dangers of contagion,

Winnipeg city council was reluctant to embark upon any major public health initiatives.

It was in this medical cultule that obstetrics began to emerge as a recognized meclical

specialty.

However, the character of Winnipeg, positioned as it was at the gateway to the

Canaclian west, created a unique environment that blended rnodern urbanization with

frontier developnent. It is this atypical character that makes tlie city an interesting case

stucly in public health development, especially with regard to maternity care. The

contrasts which existed in the city - such as the traditions of immigrant comrnuniti'es

juxtaposed against the modern hospital - provide for au analysis of public health issues

which straddled two worlds. The character of tlie city provides for an analysis of

childbirth attendance - itself poised between two worlds at the turn of the century - which

incorpolated the modern principles of public health with traditional beliefs ancl custours.

With a booming imrnigrant population and the begiunings of an established midclle class

community, Winnipeg had the doctors and the mothers to create a birtl'ring culture

representative of the Canadian experiettce.

In the first two decades of the twentieth century, due in large part to immigration,

the populations of both Canada and Manitoba increased dramatically. In Winnipeg alone,

the number of inhabitants increased by over 300 per cent between 1 891 and 191 1 . Part of

the surge was attributable to the geographic settlernent of the western territory. Popr-rlation

proliferation bolstered agricultural and natural resource production and gave rise to
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foreign trade and investment. Maturation of a rail transportatiou network parallelled

territorial and population expansion and opened Lrp many previously inaccessible

regions.a As the gateway to Western Canada, Winnipeg felt the direct impact of these

national developments. Its econorlry was infused with prospects and prospectors seeking

to establish efficient access to resources and transportation networks. By the end of the

nineteenth century, the city "assumed the role of the great metropolitan centre of western

Canada, housing the leading educational, administrative, econontic, and euteftairuneut

institutions of the region."s The city's hasty development was consistent with the

demands of a nation in transition.

From earliest days, the city struggled with problems similar to those plaguing

national law-makers and adrninistrators. One such problem was a gerrninating public

responsibility for health services and pr-rblic health issues. In Canada, health issues r,vere

often left to languish as both dominion and local governlnents identified health matters to

be the lesponsibility of the other. Municipal govenlmerlts pointed to accountabilities of

federal representatives. These, in turn, pressured provincial governments. Wltile the

British North Anterica Act made prollouncenìents on the duty of the Dorninion

government with respect to quarantine, it also extended power to provincial govelnments

for lrospitals and asylums. The Act was arnbiguolrs as to which level of governntent was

a Robert Craig Brown and Ramsay Cook. Canada, 1896-l92 L' A Nation Transþrnted.
Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1974, I.

5 Artibise, Alan.l4tinnipeg: A Social History of Urban Grou,lh, 1874-1914. Moutreal:
McGill-Queen's University Press, 197 5, 74.
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responsible for daily public health issues. As a result, public health eudeavours ouly

surfaced as a reaction to such severe crises as epidemics.6

Arriving in the city with few possessions and little capital, many irnmigrants

settled in shanty-town-like environments. Entire cornmunities were hastily built without

benefit of sewage or water supply. They quickly became over-populated by the throngs

of new arrivals.T Public health advocates warned of the dangers posed by such

unhygierric communities. For the most part, however, it was the threat of smallpox and

typhoid epidemics which forced the involvement of local officials in public health

initiatives.s

Once even a rneagre public health program had been established, the infrastructure

was in place for social reformers ancl the medical profession to nlarry their interests

through the vehicle of health campaigns. One of the earliest such non-epidemic based

health campaigns to emerge in Canada originated frorn the overseas recruitment problems

during tlre Boer 'War (1899-1902). Many British recruits presenting for service were

either physically or mentally unfìt to serve their country.e Great Britain's concenls about

the poor quality of the soldiers, and the mothers who procluced them, reverberated aurong

ó Jay Cassel,"Public Health in Canada," inThe Hislory of Public Health and the Modern
State, Dorothy Porter, ed. Atlanta: Eclitions Rodopi, 1994,280.

7 Artibise, Winnipeg: A Social History,179-182.

8 Artibise, I4/innipeg: A Social History, 223.

e Angus Mclaren, Our Ou,n Master Race: Eugenics in Canada, 1885-1945. Tot'onto:
McClelland and Stewart, 1990,92.
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Canadian public health reformers.'0 Concerns over the unhealthy state of the Canadian

population translatecl into health campaigns focussed on high infant mortality and

disability rates which inevitably targeted mothers and highlighted the need for maternity

care.

Though Winnipeg's growth was propelled by settlement and imurigration in the

late 1800's, the area had previously been settled by Aboriginal ancl early European

migrants. The territory at the junction of the Recl and Assiniboine Rivers had been a

long-time meeting place for trappers and traders participating in tlie fur trade. It had not

been settled for agricultural purposes until 1812 with the arrival of thirty-six Irish ancl

Scottish labourers.r I At that time, the Red River colony r.vas under the monopoly of the

Hudson's Bay Cornpany (HBC) and hacl attracted felv agricultural settlers since the HBC

was opposed to any type of occupation which might have interrupted the lucrative

exchange of furs. Nonetheless, a small community established itself, drawing on its own

population of industrious migrants and Métis.r2

By the 1860s, the Red River settlement had established a tracling network witli its

r0 Mariana Valverde, The Age of Light, Soap, and LVater: Moral Reþrnt in English
Canada, I 885-l 925. Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, I99I, 20.

rr Artibise, [4/innipeg: An lllus[rated History. Toronto: James Lorimer and Co., 1977 , lL
The first settlers carne at the behest of Lorcl Selkirk, a philanthlopist who hacl acquired
120,000 square miles of land from the Hudson's Bay Company.

I2 The Métis were the cliildren of French white traders and native mothers who had

established farnily netwolks and communities prior to the arrival of tl-re Selkirk settlers.
See Jolrn E. Foster, "The Origins of the Mixed Bloods in the Canadian'West", in Esscrys

on Western Hislory, Lewis H. Thomas, ed. Edmonton: University of Alberla Press, 7977,
71-80; 202-205.
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southern neighbours in St. Paul, Minnesota. Moving into the second half of the centnry,

ful trade settlements became more permanent commuuities as the HBC began to looseu

its grasp on settlement in the area. Overall, however, clespite modest increases in

population, the Recl River settlement remained a small agricultural community, barely

discernible on a map of the Northwest Tenitories.

It was not until Manitoba entered Confedelation in 1870, that central Canada

looked to Winnipeg as a seat of activity in the Western territories. Real estate speculatiort

spurred tlre econolny wliich in turn clrew settlers to the area.'t An Acl of'lncor¡sorcttion itt

1873 created the City of Winnipeg, complete with a civic council and by-laws. However,

the most powerful contribution to the growth of this prairie city did not come about ttntil

1881 with the clecision of the Canadian National Railway to run a line through Winnipeg

insteacl of the nearby community of Selkirk.ra In 1881-82, Winnipeg experienced a iand

boom that drove real estate prices to unprecedented heights and lecl to a remarkable

amount of construction. Unwittingly, yet strategically, positioned at the centre of the

North American continent, the City of Wimripeg quickly grew into a major railway

intelchange point. The rail lines fed an industrial frenzy as busiuess sought to capitalize

on the growth potential of the yourlg city ancl established manufacturiug cetttres at the

13 Fo. a discussion of the real estate boom and its effects on the growth of Winnipeg, see

Artibise, Winnipe7: A Social History, 1975,chapters2 &.3.

la For a discussion of the importance of railways to the developn'rent of prairie towus, see

Paul Voisey, "The Ulbanization of the Canadian Prairies, 1871-1916," IJisloit'e
Sociale/Social Histot'y, VII, 797 5, 77 -101.
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"gaTeway to the west."'5 The manufacturing fever drew a multitude of migrants looking

for ernployment and opportunity in a city that clid not deliver services that paced

population growth. As one contemporary noted:

The fact is that Winnipeg in her feverish desire to grow, only to grow, was

not in the least concerned to grow properly and healthfully, to develop

sanely. Her mad passion for evidences of her expansion, her insistent

demand for figures to prove growth, and only growth, be it by building
permits, or by bank clearances, or by customer receipts, or by pavement

mileage, or preadventure by the price of vacant land, any ptocess of
growth demonstrating, have blinded her to the fact that cities cannot live
by growth alone.r6

People and money pourecl into the prairie city. Winnipeg swelled to acconlnloclate the

surge.

Accompanying the dramatic growth of the city was a burgeoning business elite.

As early as 1879, city businessmen had established a Board of Trade to promote

investment in city resources and to forge a network of business relations.rT By 1887, the

Grain and Produce Exchange had opened in the basement of City Hall, rnaking Winnipeg

a central point for agricultural trade in Canada. The decision to accord favourable freight

lates to Winnipeg merchants heightened the city's cornpetitive advantage over other

'Westem cities.rs Agricultural trade spawned a myriad of business endeavours inclucling

banking, insurance and wholesaling, as rlerchants and industrialists looked to establish

r5 "Highlight Tour" given at the Manitoba Museum, 1993-1995.

r6 Cited in Artibise, lVinnipeg; An lllustrated History,30.

li For a cliscussion of the involvement of the Board of Trade in govemmental policy see

Artibise, Winnipeg: A Social History, 46-50.

r8 In 1886, the Wimripeg Board of Trade successfully negotiated a I5Yo discount on

goods shipped west by local companies. In 1890, the same prefereutial rate was accorded

to inconring goods. Artibise, [4/innÌpeg: An lllustrated History,32.
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themselves in the prosperous econorny. By the turn of the century, Winnipeg had grown

into a cosmopolitan rnunicipality and was seen as a bright spot on the Canaclian prairies.

However, bright lights that burn too brightly ofteu burn themselves out. 'Winnipeg was

no exception.

Despite the predictions of optimistic forecasters, urbau growth began to stagnate

i¡ the second decade of the twentieth century. As a result, Winnipeg suffered from the

ill-effects of over-speculation. Real estate prices fell' industrial developtnent slowed.

The growth of urban centres on the Canadian prairies depended lieavily on expancled

settlement, and the production of agricultural communities. But by the early 1900s,

almost all the arable territory in Manitoba had been cultivated. In older to halvest natural

resources, farmers required cities and towns to provide services, supplies ancl

transpoltation. When rural settlement slowed, urban expansion became unnecessary.'n

With tlre opening of the Panama Canal in 19l4, inteluational grain trauspolt rotttes were

altered as ocean passage became manageable and affordable for Canadian and European

¡rerchants. Rail transportation was by-passecl in favour of sea passage.'n Domestically,

preferential freiglit rates, a long-tirne issue on the Western Prairies, r,vel'e abolislteci.

Other Western cities were now equally competitive with Winnipeg in the transportation

market. The Pacific port city of Vancouver, and other burgeoning towns, such as

Edrnonton, Calgary and Regina, challenged Winnipeg's dominance over Western

Canadian trade.

The outbreak of World War I directly impacted Winnipeg's economic

re Voisey, "The Urbanizalion of the Canadian Prairies, I87l-1916," 383-407.

20 Arlibise, l4/innipeg; An lllustrated Hislory,176.
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environrnent. War production and the demancl for grain overseas infused the local

ecoltomy. However, it also meant a labour shortage as able men enlisted ancl were sent

overseas. The war boom and the call to military sen,ice increasecl the demancl for labour,

but also constrained any coffesponding improvement in wages.2r In addition, the effects

of rapid growth lingered in the sweat shops and industrial floors of the city where

working conditions were unregulated and often abusive. As the war drew closer to its

end, the loathsome labour circumstances combined r.vith the dernands of returning

veterans catalyzed labour activists to petition for protective labour legislation. During the

1910's, Wimipeg endured a series of labour strikes which culminated in the General

Strike of 1919. All of this served to limit Winnipeg's uncontrolled industrial and

manufacturing expansion.22

Tl-re state of the econonly closely affected population sllrges and consequent

geographic developrnent within prairie communities. Upon its incorporation in 7873, a

little over 200 people resided in Winnipeg. The focal point of the community was Main

Road, which had served as the trade route linking the Hudson's Bay Cornpany posts at

Upper Fort Garry and Selkirk. Notre Dame Street, intersecting Main and leading to St.

Boniface, was intended to be the second rnajor ronte through the city. In the result, all

new construction had emerged around this key intersection.tt With the economic boom

2r Artibise, Ilinnipeg; An Illttstraled IJisrory, ll0.
22 Winnipeg had its first Labour Party in 1895. In 1906, workers frorn the Winnipeg
Electric Railway Company went on strike. For a full discussion of the Winnipeg General
Strike see David Bercuson, Confi'onïation at Winnipeg: Labow', Industrial Relations and
the General Str¡ke. Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1990.

23 Artibise, 'ttr/innÌpeg; A Social History,148. Today, this intersection is recognized as the

corner of Portage Avenue and Main Street.
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of I 881-82, civic officials sought to establish a plan for the growth and development of

the city. They adoptecl a ward system, clividing the city into six clistinct sections.

However, despite ward boundaries, the city developed as three identifiable distlicts - the

Central Core, the Norlh End and the West and South Ends - outlined by formal

geographic boundaries (see Map I). The clistricts were also characterized by the socio-

econornic classes of the inhabitants: "ln general, Winnipeg's spatial growth was matked

by a core of middle and working-class elements, surrounded on the south by the rnicldle

class, and on the north by the working and lower class."24

The Central Core developed around tlie original intersection of Main and Notre

Dame as the achninistrative and business district of the city. Initially resiclential, by the

turn of the century the area was dominated by light industry (i.e., textiles, printing),

comrnerce, governnerlt, and the omnipresent grain exchauge.2t Composed of Warcls 2

and 4, tlie district blended working-class industrial labourers and middle-class retail and

governlllent ernployees.

The North End, enclosing'Wards 5, 6 and 7, developed into the wolking-class ancl

irnmigrant quarter of the city. Tl're dominant feature of the area was the Canadian Pacific

Railway yards, which cut through the heart of the district, acting as an irou boundary

between the North End and the Central Core. The filth and noise etnanating fi'om the

yards clominated the district whose residents were often employed by the rail company.

Most of the city's heavy industry was located in proximity to the lail facilities, further

shaping the character of the district. Proximity to employrnent opporlunities and cheap

2a Artibise, Winnipeg; A Social History, 157.

25 See Artibise, Il/innipeg: An lllustrated Hisíory,58-64.
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properties meant that the North End drew many of the new arrivals to the city. Dubbed

the "foreign quarter", the North End wards suffered from unsanitary conditions, lack of

proper sewage systems and chronic overcrowding. Initially attractive to itnmigrants

because it provided affordable accommodation, the North End, by the early 1900's, dlew

its immigrants because of the ethnic community networks previously developed by earlier

arrivals.26

Wards 1 and 3, the south and west ends of the city, housed tlie middle ancl upper-

classes. These districts did not really develop until after 1900, due to the absence of

adequate transportation for commuting. The Canadian Northern Railway yards were

located in a corner of Ward 1. Otlierwise, little commercial or inclustrial development

arose in this area. Civic planners made a conscious effort to develop the locality's

residential chalacter by allocating large dwelling lots and plenty of green space for parks.

As a result, home prices in the district exceeded working-class finances.2T

At the outbreak of World War I, ahnost one-third of the population of the

Canadian prairies lived in urban centres such as Winnipeg.2s Winnipeg2e was ratecl the

sixty-second largest city in Canada upon its incorporation in 1873.r0 By 192I, however,

V/innipeg ranked third in the country with a population greater than 179,000 and

26 Artibise, Winnipeg; A Social HisÍory,158-165.

27 Artibise, l\rinnipeg; An lllustrated History, 68-74.

28 Voisey, "The Urbanizatiott of the Canadian Prairies," 383.

2e Forthe purposes of this study, the City of Winnipeg includes onlythe seven wards

described above.

30 Based on nurnbers available from tlie Census of Canada for 1901, 1911 and I92I, and

fronr Artibise, Winnipeg: A Socictl History, 130 &.132.
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Chart I

Total Population of Winnipeg, 1881-1921
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Source: Government of Canada Census, 1901, 191 1, L92l-

During this significant decade, the population expanded by three hundred and twenty

pelcent.

Population growth was attributable to three discernible factors - territorial

annexation, natural increase and immigration. However, the three elements were not

equally contributory. Between 1873 and 1913, territodal expansion accounted for

the city's inclusion of approximately 3,500 inhabitants. Territorial limits expanded

significantly to the north, west and South, but much of the annexed plopefty was

uninhabited (see Map tr).3r

The second factor, natural incLease, defined demographically as the number of

births over the number of deaths in a given territory, played a greater role in population

expansion. Natural increase was especially significant between 1895 and 1900, when

over 50Vo of new inhabitants were attdbutable to births within the city (see Chafi tr).

31 Arlibise, Wittnipeg: A Social History, 136.
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Chart II

Natural Increase as Percentage of Total Population Increase,
Wirmipeg
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Source: Government of Canada Census, 1901, 191 I, 192L.

HoweveL, neither natural increase nor tenitolial annexation accounted for very much

of the population growth overall. For example, natulal increase, except during its

1895- 1899 peak, consistently accounted for less than 207o of total population increase.

The remaining and most important source of population expansion was the arrival

of new immigrants. In older to solidify the westem teritory, Canada's federal govemment

openly encouraged immigrant settlement. An aggressive recruitment campaign, led by

the Minister of the Interior, Clifford Sifton (1897-1905), supported fedelal immigration

policy.32 Accordingly, Winnipeg, "gateway to the west", received thousands of new

immigrants every year. Chart III illustrates that, in 1901, non-Canadian born Winnipegers

represented nearly 40% of the city's population; however, by 1911, more that557o of

Winnipeg residents had been born outside Canada. This immigration surge between

32 See Gerald Friesen, The Canadian Prairies: A History. Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1993,245-46.
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between 1901 and 1911 coincided with Winnipeg's dramatic overall population increase.

Following its peak, immigration decelerated during the 1920s. By 1921, the Canadian-

born population had regained numerical prominence, although a large proportion of

Canadian-bom residents were the second-generation childlen of immigrant families.

Chart III

Birthplace of Wiruripeg Population, L901, IgtL,l92l
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Source: Government ofCanada Census, 1901, 1911, 1921.

Ecohomic factors influenced the curtailing of immigration to the city. These included an

unfavourable shift in trading conditions (the Panama Canal opened in 1914) and the rise of

other Western cities. Together, these factors diminished Winnipeg's competitive malket

advantages.33

Despite high numbers of immigrants, the city's dominant character remained British.

Data presented in Chart IV affirms that a high proportion of Winnipeg residents were either

born in Britain or a British teritory, including Canada. In 1901, this includedBJ,.9To of

E Percentage of Population Canadian-Bom

EPercentage of Population Non-Canadian Born

33 Artibise, Winnipeg: An lllustrated History, 116.
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lVinnipeg's population (only ISVo had been bom elsewhere). By 1911, at the tail of the

immigration surge, the city's foreign-born had incleasedto 247o, however, the British-born

still had an enormous numerical advantage . 15.87o of the city's population, three out of

every four persons, had been born in Britain or a British territory. Winnipeg's population

was undoubtedly British.

Chart IV

Birthplace of Winnipeg Population: L901-, LglI,l92l

tr Bntish-Born, incl. Canada E Foreign-Born
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Source: Government ofCanada Census, 1901, 1911, 1921.

British predominance aside, those of non-British birth still made up a significant enough

ploportion of the population to attract attention. The presence of non-British-born

immigrant communities was relatively novel to the new world, and was affecting the entire

country. "They [immigrants of non-British origin] were too numerous to be rapidly

absorbed into a Canadian melting pot," note historians Robert Craig Brown and Ramsay

Cook, "They did not simply reinforce old Canada. Indeed, they often challenged it."3a

Consistent with the city's British cultural character, denominational data reveal that

3a Brown and Cook, A Natiott Transfornrcd, I.
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the dominant religion in Winnipeg from 1900 to 1920 was Protestantism. Chart V details

religious denominational adherence between 190l-1921. During this period between 45Vo

and 57 Vo of Winnipegers were listed as Protestant; another 20Vo to 25Vo affircned the

Anglican faith.

Chart V

Religious Denominational Percentages for Winnipeg:
1901, lg1l,lg21
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Despite Anglo-Protestant predominance, however, the city manifested an extending multi-

denominational mosaic. The 1911 and 1921 figures show a definite increase in the

denominational proportions of Jewish and Catholic residents in the city.

The dominant Blitish cultural flavour of the city, while at no threat to be overwhelmed by

multi-cultural invasion, was significantly spiced with multi-cultural and multi-

denominational seasoning. Large, non-homogeneous, immigrant groups were unfamiliar in

the Canadian landscape; their presence in Winnipeg, specifically, and Westem Canada,

generally, coloured much of development of the Canadian West.

The proporlion of men to women in Winnipeg remained more-or-less consìstent

between i901 and 1921, with a minor surge in male inhabitants in 1911, co-incident with
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the surge of immigration between 1901 and 1911.

Chart VI

Gender Distribution of Winnipeg Population:
1901, l9ll,l92l
EIMale @Fernale
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Source: Government of Canada Census, 1901, 191 L, L921.

Chart VI reveals that the male population of the city reached close to 557o in 191 1 before

levelling off by i921, when the proporlion of male to female was about equal.

The higher male percentages are attributable to migrants and immigrant seeking

employment. Throughout this boom period, the city was home to a large number of miglant

workers who Iooked to the city as a stationary point between jobs. Immigrants seeking

employment were often male. Once employed, many of these would settle down, either by

, marrying in Canada and starting families, or by bringing their families in the 'old country' to

Canada.

Though home to a transient population seeking to find fortune in points west,

nonetheless, Winnipeg's gender proportions represent those of a relatively stable population.

Unlike many settlement towns built on the exploitation of a single resource, where the

number of men far exceeded the number of women, Winnipeg's gender proportions

192t

1911

1901
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proportions remained reasonably balanced indicating a tendency towards the establishment

of a pelmanent community.

Demographically, Winnipeg evolved similarly to other prairie towns in the first two

decades of the twentieth century. Immigration influxes and a bulgeoning economy

contributed to fast-paced growth, dominated by the presence of British-bom immigrants.

'With trade networks stretching to the east, south and west, Winnipeg was influenced by the

same broad social and economic trends that affected the continent at large.

At this time, Winnipeg also began to confront many of the problems with which

older and larger cities had been grappling since the industrial revolution - overcrowding,

poor sanitation, and the containment of disease. Concepts of public health emerged to

infiltrate the ideologies of city planners and officials seeking to manage the problems

associated with a larger and more lapidly growing population. In the period between 1890

and 1930, public health matelialized as one of the most significant developments in medicine

and health care. Driven by Victorian values, the ideology of public health reform involved the

isolation of contaminants in a bid to eradicate the perceived etiologies of ill-health. Public

health became a social movement modelled after developments in the science of bacteriology,

which had successfully identified some microbial causes of disease. Its most significant

impact, however, was to remove health issues from the privacy of home, and establish a

public forum for communal responses to health threats. Questions of disease, traditionally

the territory of the individual sufferer, became a matter for the public domain and a

responsibility of the state.

The roots of public health ideology can be traced to the Greco-Roman period; early
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pïoportions remained reasonably balanced indicating a tendency towards the

establishment of a permanent community.

Demographically, Winnipeg evolved similarly to other prairie towns in the first

two decades of the twentieth century. Immigration influxes and a burgeoning economy

contributed to fast-paced growth, dominated by tlie presence of British-born irnmigrants.

With trade networks stretching to the east, south. and west, Winnipeg was influenced by

the same broad social and economic trends that affected the contineut at large.

At this time, Winnipeg also began to confront rnany of the problems with which

older and larger cities had been grappling since the industrial revolution - overcrowclir-rg,

poor sanitation, and the containment of disease. Concepts of public health emergecl to

inhltrate the ideologies of city planners and officials seeking to tnanage the problems

associated with a larger and more lapidly growing population. In the periocl betweeu

1890 and 1930, public l-realth naterialized as one of the rnost significant developments in

medicine and health care. Driven by Victorian values, the ideology of public health

leform involved the isolation of contaminants in a bid to eradicate the perceived

etiologies of ill-health. Public health becarne a social utovetnent modellecl after

developments in the science of bacteriology, which hacl successfully iclentified some

microbial causes of disease. Its most significant impact, however, was to remove health

issues from the privacy of home, and establish a public forum for comtnunal responses to

health threats. Questions of disease, traditionally the territory of the individual sufferer,

became a matter for the public domaiu ancl a responsibility of the state.

The roots of public health icleology can be traced to the Greco-Roman period;

early city-states established water supply and drainage systems, bath houses, and
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contended with epidernics. These initiatives represent the rudimentary origins of public

health in the western world.35 More modern public health theory began with the rvork of

English lawyer and health reformer, Edwin Chadr,vick (1800-1890). Emerging from his

engagement with Britain's Poor Law Cornmission in the 1830's, Chadwick focussed his

career on isolating the causes for illhealth among the labouring poor. He summarized his

conclusions in 1842 in a monumental publication entitl ed The Sanitary Condition of the

Labotrring PopzilalÌon of Great Britain. The enormous influence of Chadwick's work led

to the acceptance of two fundamental principles in public health theory: firstly, poverty

and filth were direct deterrninants of poor health conditions; and secondly, governrnent

needed to accept some forrn of responsibility for the health of its working-class citizens.rt'

The result was the Public I{ealth Act of 1848. The Act encouraged a network of local

health boarcls administrated by a central General Board of Health. Under direction of a

Medical Officer of Health (MOH), local boards were given "fa]uthority . . . to deal with

water supply, sewerage, control of the offensive trades, provision and legulation of

cemeteries, and a number of other matters."37 Accordingly, control of disease fell under

governrnent jurisdiction, and developed into its own medical science.3s

35 George Rosen, A HisÍory of Public Health. New York: MD Publications, Inc.,
1958,30-50.

ió C. Fraser Brockington, "The History of Public Health," in W. Hobs on, ed., The

Theory and Practice of Public Health. Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1979,4;
Edi.r,in Chadwick, (1842), Report on tlte Sanilcu"y Condition of rhe Lal:ouring
Population of Grear Britain. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1965.

37 Rosen, History o.f Public Health, 221.

38 The science and practice of public health has developed quite independently of
organized medicine in most western societies; e.g. public healtli training and education in
the United States, for example, has been organized around 'schools of public health',
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The increasingly expanding profile of public health was spurred ancl supported by

the science of bacteriology and the isolation of uricrobiologic causal agents in the spread

of disease. The French chemist Louis Pasteur (1822-1895) clebunked the myth of the

spontaneous generation of bacteria by demonstrating the theory of contamination.

Working in the same period, the German physician Robert Koch (1843-1910) isolated

specific bacilli for anthrax, tuberculosis, cholera and sleeping disease.3e By the late

1900's, bacteriology could trace the pathways of contagion ancl show the mechanisn of

infectious disease: Identifiable organisms (bacteria) infected the sufferer, producing

symptoms of illness characteristic for that organism. According to the theory, if bactelia

could be identif,ied, and irradiated, the mechanism of contagious transmission could be

intelrupted and the illness could be prevented. Armed with the ebullient promise of the

new science, public health reformers were persuasive.

Although slightly before the discovery of bacteriology, Edwin Chadwick outlined

an unprecedented public health policy for Britain. "Chadwick's public health was, to

sorle extent, an expression of the political philosophy of his country, a distrust of

autocratic rule; but it was also a child of the Industrial Revolution, which by the second

quafier of the nineteenth century had given rise to remarkable changes in both the

administratively independent from rnedical colleges. However, in Canada and the Unitecl
Kingdom, there has been less of a separation. In recent years, the medical sub-specialty
known as community medicine has arisen in the latter two countries to encompass

traditional public health content.

3e Rosen, A Hislory of Ptùlic Health,512. See also Terry Copp, "Public Health in
Montreal, 1870-1930," in S.E.D. Shortt, ed., Medicine in Canadian Sociellt:
Hislorical PerspecÍitt¿s. Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1981, 396.
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environment and the demography of a small islancl."a0 Central to Chadwick's

revolutionary doctrine was the assumption of mutual causation betweeu poverty and

disease - not just was poverty a cause of disease, but also, disease was a cause of poverty.

His public health emphasized the environmental, rather than the personal, determinants of

health. It followed that government, rather than individuals, carried the respousibility for

hygiene with its salutary effects on the health of the population. It was necessary for

administrators and doctors to become aware of the need for public measllres of control

and their effectiveness.ar Canadians built their public health structut'es on very similar

models, with local and provincial boards of health as the administrators of public health

initiatives.a2

By the late nineteenth century, suggest Canaclian medical historiaus, "Manitoba

lookecl like a Third World country of today, with regular flooding, foul water, poor

sanitation, poor housing, inadequate and dirty food, and rampant infectious disease.

Tuberculosis and venereal diseases were endemic, and typhoid, dyptheria, and scallet

fever, recurrent."o' The irnpetus for a coordinated response to public health tlueats,

however, was the discovery of a srnallpox epidemic among the Icelandic population in the

interlake region in 1876. At the request of the plovincial governrxent, Manitoba

physicians rnobilized and the community was kept under strict quarantine. The measures

a0 Brockington, "The History of Public Health," 4.

ar Brockington, "The History of Public Health," 4.

a2 Neil Sutherland, "'To Create a Strong and Healthy Race': School Children in the Public
Healtli Movement, 1880-1914," iu Shortt, Medicine in Canadian Society,363.

ar Ian Carr and Robert E. Bearnish, Maniloba Medicine: A Brie.f Hislory. Winnipeg: The

Urriversity of Manitoba Press, 1999,24.
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were effective and the disease was contained. The community, however, was

devastated.aa A report by Winnipeg's Medical Health Officer, J. Kerr, emphasizecl the

need for quarantine and inspection procedures for all immigrants.a5 However, no concrete

measlrres hacl been adopted to inspect migrants for communicable diseases, even after the

opening of rail connections from the East in 1885. Part of the inactivity can be attributed

to the perception that the health inspection of immigrants was a federal responsibility.46

As a reaction to the threat, the provincial government established a Provincial Boalcl of

Health reporting to the Minister of Health, (who also happened to be the Minister of

Agriculture and Immigration) which included a bacteriologist.

Over the course of the next few decades, public health theories germinating

overseas in Britain and Europe establishecl recognizable roots in Manitoba. Revisious to

the Public Health Act in 191 I incorporated food, milk, water and sewage inspection

under the provincial medical board's jurisdiction. in 1916, the Provincial Bacteriologist

was added to the Board and one of its members was appointed Chief Officer of l{ealth for'

the province.at Also that year, the province hired fir,e public health nurses, a foleruuner

of tlre Provincial Public Health Nursing Service establishecl in1917. In 1928, the

aa Carr and Beamish, Mctnitoba Medicine,24-25.

a5 Altibise, LVinnipeg: A Social History, I85.

a6 Artibise, Winnipeg; A Social History, 185. Fol a discussion of the continuing conflict
between local and national governments with respect to responsibility for epidemics, and

its disastrous consequences, see Jim Daschuk, "The Keewatin Smallpox Epidemic: A
Study in Administrative Failure". Unpublished paper, History T29,University of
Maliitoba, 1992.

a7 Ross Mitchell, Medicine in Maniroba; The Story of lts Beginnings. Winnipeg: Stovel-
Advocate Press, Ltd.,1954,70. Carr and Beamish, Manitoba Medicine,6I.
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Ministry of Health and Welfare assumed all responsibility for health-related nratters.as

The rnedical profession itself was taking root in the provinces through the

establishrnent of medical institutions and professional organization. Coincident r,vith

state acceptance of a role in public health, fhe Provincictl Medical Hectlth Bocu'd o.f

Mttnitoba was constituted in 1870 to register rnedical professionals in the province and

control their licensure. Also in 1870, the Grey Nuns founded the St. Boniface Hospital,

and by 1875, the Winnipeg General l{ospital was in full operation.

With the formation of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Manitoba in

1877, under the presidency of James Lynch (an attending physician at the Winnipeg

General), physicians gained firm control over the professionalization of rnedicine in

Manitoba.4n The Winnipeg circnmstances replicated those for the medical profession in

other large North American cities. The Manitoba Meclical School, first of its kincl in

Western Canada, was establishecl in 1882 with lectures provided by the attending staff at

the Winnipeg General Hospital, and residents seeking appointments. Within the

burgeoning medical profession. matemity and obstetrical care were also being taken in by

the medical community. As medicine established itself, a variety of organizations,

institutions and individuals emerged to offer parturient care.

By the 1920s ancl 1930s, concepts of public health had been reaclily absolbecl

into medical rhetoric and language. Initially recognized as an "integration of

a8 See Appendix I for a list of health care developments in Manitoba frorn 1867 to 1950.

ae For a full account of the developments of the medical profession in Manitoba, see

Mitchell, Medicine in Manitoba, ar:d Carl and Beamish, Manitoba Medicine.
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sarlitary science and medical science."50 the definition of public health expauded to

incorporate a methodology ancl approach to health care delivery r,vhich focussed on

medical preventative measures rather than medical treatment; i.e., public health was

being conceptualized within the developing hegemony of organized medicine:

Public Health is the Science and Art of (l) preventing disease, (2)

plolonging life, and (3) promoting health and efficiency through
organized community effort for (a) the sanitation of the environment,
(b) the control of communicable infection, (c) the education of the

individual in personal hygiene, (d) the organization of medical and

nursing services for the early diagnosis and pleventive treatment of
disease, and (e) the development of the social tuachinery to insure

everyone a standard of living adequate for the maintenance of health,
so organizing these benefits as to enable every citizen to realize his
birthright of health and longevity.5l

By 1930, the medical community was aspiring to a rather broad mandate.

In the history of public health, it is r-rsually epidemics of infectious clisease

wlriclr catalyze concrete applications of public health theory. The province of

Manitoba, generally, aud the city of Wimripeg, specifically, were liistorically

unexceptional in this respect, However, while the province had established the

rudinrentary beginnings of a public health network by 1876, Winnipeg lagged

behind in its local public health neecls. Teeming with inliabitants, and struggling to

control its constant stream of new arrivals, Winnipeg was unprepared for the

smallpox threat of 1893. The city's infrastructure and health organization simply

were unprepared, and unwilling, to implement the necessary measures of epidemic

50 Jolrn J. I-Ianlon and George E. Pickett, Public Hectlth: Adminislrcttion and
Practice, Tth edition. Toronto: The CV Mosby Co., 1979,3.

5r Defìnition provided by C. E. A. Winslow in "The untilled field of public health," Modern
Medicine 2, March 1920,l83. Cited in: Hanlon and Pickett, Public Health, 4.
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control. Winnipeg city council was hesitant to support the rnajor budgetary

demands of a civic health department. Insteacl, it appointed a figure-head liealth

officer in 1881. The health office did not have any significant irnpact until the first

decade of the twentieth century. Even then, the primary focus of the clepartment

was on the overcrowding and poor housing conditions in the "foreign quatter."

By the 1910's, the public health lroverrent's focus on preventative tnedicine

began to take root in Winnipeg. It raised alarms over high infant mortality rates.

Spurred by concerns over alarming infant rnortality rates, public health officials

targeted ignorant rnothers as the cause of infant deaths. The medical profession

lauded the necessity for better prer-ratal care. Reinforcing the uredical professiou's

claims, the city established and startecl to rely on public health nurses ancl

institutions to convey a medicalized message of proper hygiene, diet ar-rd lifestyle.

The following chapters will detail some experiences of 'Winnipeg women in

the newly-emerging medical culture for birth between the late 1800's ancl the early

1920's. While not completely engulfed in a medicalizecl model by WWI, childbirth

and nraternity care were becoming appropriated within the modus operandi of

medicine. Institutions, such as the Salvation Army's Grace Maternity Hospital and

the Winnipeg General Hospital, offered confinernent care for the very poor and the

very rich; the Margaret Scott Nursing Mission provided care for those working poor

whose f,rnancial situation could not possibly allow for professional medical

attendance. These emerging institutions contributed to the slow process of altering

the birthing experience for the myriad of women - rich and poor, immigrant and

native-boln - who flooded into Winnipeg in the period leading up to WWi.
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Winnipeg's gradual acceptance of public health doctrine provides an

interesting window on the childbirth experience of Canadian women. While ftrlly

conscious of modern thinking and medical professionals, the city nonetheless

moved forward slowly on public health initiatives. The result was a cornmunity that

comfortably straddled old worlcl childbirtli traditions and moclern maternity

cloctrine, creating a hybrid community and a unique historical window onto the

Canadian childbirth pxperience.
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Chapter 1, Appendix 1

Health and Medical Care Delivery
in Manitoba,1867 to 1950

1867 Establishment of the Canadian Medical Association

1869 Establishment of the College of Plrysicians ancl Strrgeons of Ontario, Ontario
Medical Acr (first in Canada)

I87L Formation of the Provincial Meclical Board of Manitoba (an elected a Board of
Governors who set examinations for licensing and offered courses of instruction)
St. Boniface Hospital established by the Grey Nuns (4 beds)

1812 Board of Health formed and the Winrùpeg General Hospital organized

I815 Wiruüpeg General Hospital incorporated

1811 Manitoba Medical Act
Formation of the CoIIege of Plrysícians ancl Surgeons of Manitoba
Expansion of St. Bonifuce Hospital (10 beds)

1882 Establishment of the Manitoba Medical School
Passage of Winnipeg General by-laws
Allowed for 3 consulting physicians (Drs. William Cowan, Jackes and O'Donnell)
and 6 attending (Drs. Lynch, Good, Codd, Ken, Whiteford and R.B. Fergusson)

1883 Instruction begins at Manitoba Medical School

1884 Winrüpeg General Hospital moves to its cunent location

1888 Wirutipeg Medico-Chirttrgical Society formed

1891 Brandon General HospitaLbuilt

1890 Manitoba Medical Association fonned (no further record of activities or
meetings)
Executive: M. Macklin (Portage), J.H. O'Donnell, J.W. Good, J.R. Jones

1893 Organization of the Provincial Board of Health with the passage of the
Public Health Act in Manitoba - Drs. J.H. O'Donnell (chair), A.H. Ferguson,
J.R. Jones, H.H Chown, H.A. Husband, Dr. Tonance, V.S. and J.H. Brock
(co-founder of Great West Life)

Additions made to fhe Winnipeg General

1898 Misericordia Hospital opened
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1900 Fonnation of the Wintzipeg Clirücal Societ_y

T904 Formation of the Margcu'et Scott Nttrsing Missiott
Salvation Arrt4, Ç¡,¡¿¿¿ Hospítal opened as a maternity hospital

1905 Branch of the Victorian Order of Nurses opened in Winnipeg

1908 Manitoba Medical Associc¿tion formally organized
Executive: Drs. J.R. Jones, J.A. Macdonald (Brandon), J.R. McRae (Neepawa),

Jasper Halpenny, R.W. Kenny

1909 Winnipeg Chilclren's Hospitalopened

1911 Revision of the Public Health Act
Included inspection of milk, control of sewage, water, food
Vict o ria H o sp it al opened

L9I2 Additions made to the Winnipeg General Hospital

1913 Establishment of the Winnipeg Medical Society (merger of the Winnipeg Medico-
Chirurgical Society and the Winnipeg Clinical Society)

1916 Engagement by the province of 5 public health nurses as an experiment
Provision rrade of Chief Officer of Health (Dr. Gordon Bell)

1917 Establishment of ptovincial public health nursing service within the Department of
Health

1923 St. Joseph's Hospital opened

L928 Formation of Ministry of Health and Public Weffare (Dr. E.W. Montgomery)

L936 Concordíct Hospital opened

1937 Establishment of the division of Matental and Clúld Hygiene withinthe Department
of Health

1938 Pregnancy Sttrvey conducted in province (May 1, 1938 - April 30, 1940) in
collaboration with the Department of National Health, Canadian Medical Association,
Rockefeller Foundation and the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Manitoba

1950 Matenúty Pavillion opened at the Winnipeg General

Sources: Mitchell, Ross. Medicine in Manitoba: The Story of lts Beginnings.
Winnipeg: Stovel-Advocate Press, Ltd. 1954.

McPherson, Kathryn Mae. "Skilled Service and Women's Work: Canadian
Nursing, 1920-1939." Ph.D. thesis, Simon Fraser University, 1989.



Chapter Trvo

"Wherever she bears her tender burden"l:
Childbirth in Early Trventieth Century Professional Literature

In the mid-nineteenth century, obstetrics was often considered the 'poorer cousin'

of medical practice. Though doctors were sulrrnoned to attend births, devotion to the

care of women during childbirth did not merit a unique specialty in the eyes of medical

practitioners. "To many medical men," noted a Canadian physician in 1930, "obstetrical

practice is sordid, drab, uninteresting, and unrernunerative."2 Some physicians even

deplored the practice of rnidwifery. They felt the care of parturient women was beneath

their profession: "I heard a physician say sometime ago that he would rather clean out the

garbage can than attend a confinement."3

The sporadic attendances of male physicians meant that well into the twentieth

century, female birth attendants, inclucling family members and midwives, continued their

traditional roles in cliildbirtli management.4 The continuing belief, amongst the public

and medical men alike, that midwives were appropriate attendants contributed to the

professional notion that obstetrics, while necessary, was not a specialized part of medical

I 
Quote frorn Oliver Wendell Holmes, "Contagiousness of Puerperal Fever", 1843. Cited

in Nathanson, "Prophylaxis in Obstetrics, with Special Reference to the Value and

Inrportance of Pre-Natal Care", Canadian MedÌcal Association Journal,14,1924,497-98
(hereinafter CMAJ). "The woman about to become a rnother, or with new-born infant
upon her bosom, should be the object of trembling care and sympathy wherever she bears

hel tender burden or stretches her aching limbs."

2 C. B. Oliver, "Obstetrical Practice Yesterday and To-Day", CMAJ 22,1930, 470.

3 S.P. Ford, "An Analysis of Three Thousand Cases of Obstetrics", CMAJ 7, 1917, 4I2.

a Judith Walzer Leavitt, "'science' Enters the Birthing Room: Obstetrics in America
Since tlre Eighteenth Century" , Journal of Anterican History 70:2, 1983, 28l-282.
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practice. Few physicians coveted the role ofchildbed attendant, in part because the care

of birthing women was identifìed with midwifery aud the female sphere.5

Canadian historians have demonstrated, either directly or through their studies of

social reform campaigns which sought to eliminate midwives, that a comrnunity of

women persisted to attend childbearing wolnen well into the twentieth ceutury and long

after the appearance of physicians at the parturient bedside.6 Early on, physicians only

attended childbirth cases when complications necessitated a medical presence. Moreover,

those regular cases that were attended by physicians, revealed class distinctions amongst

the patient base. At one extreme, there were the wealthy women with a growing faith in

rnedical expertise who would pay handsomely for professional attendance. At the other

extl'erne, were the poor and socially disadvantaged parturient wotneu , cotning to hospital

out of desperation and fall under the care of the resident physician.T

5 Riclrard W. Wert and Dorothy C. 
'Wert, Lying-In: A History of Childbirth in Atnerica,

expanded edition. Newl{aven: Yale University Press, 1989, 145.

6 Wendy Mitchinson, The Nattn'e of Tlteir Bodies: lï/onten and Their Doclors in Viclorian
Caneda. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1986; Cynthia R. Comacchio, "Nations

cu'e Built of Babies"; Saving Ontario's Mothers and Children, 1900-1940. Montreal:
McGill-Queen's University Press, 1993; Hélène LaForce, "The Differer-rt Stages of the

Elimination of Midwives in Quebec", and C. Lesley Biggs, "Case of the Missing
Midwives: A History of Midwifery in Ontario from 1795-1900",in Delivering
Motherhood: Maternal Ideologies and Practices in the I9th and 2}th Centuries,

Katherine Arnup, Andree Lévesque, and Ruth Roach Pierson, eds. London: Routleclge,

1990, 36-50 &.20-35 Denyse Baillargeon, "Les rapports médecins-infirmières et

I'implication de Ia Métropolitaine dans la lutte contre la moltalité infantile, 1909-1953,"

Canadian HÌstorical Reviev,,77 , I, 1996,33-61 .

7 Frances Korbin, "The American Midwife Controversy: A Crisis of Professionalization',
Bulletin of the History of Medicine 40, 1966,350. See also Judith Walzer Leavitt.
Brought to Bed; Child-Bearing in America, 1750-1950. New York: Oxford Univelsity
Press, 1986,38.
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Towards the end of the nineteenth century, the Canadian medical profession

solidified its status by combatting a rnyriad of alternative therapies and practitioners,

including midwives.s Science-based procedural approaches and treatment methods,

coupled with a lnore general ideological shift towards professionalism, irnproved the

overall reputation of physicians. "Although the profession's authority and status were

greatly increased by the discoveries and applications of biomedical science," argues

histolian David Naylor, "other groups at the turn of the century were perceived as

potential threats to medicine's newly consolidated position."e As will be showr,

however, physicians were relatively unfamiliar with the art and science of rniclwifery.

Accordingly, they were peripheral figures in the birthing rooms. Ignorance concerning

the female condition represented a vulnerability to medicine's professional aspirations.r0

After all, if the medical man's performance in the birth chamber could be outdone by the

local wise-woman, what chance did he have to solidify his reputation with the parturient

womarl's farnily and friends, not to tlention his colleagues?

Tlris chapter atgues that, in response to their rnarginalized positions in birthing

chambers, physicians began to claim exclusive authority over medical elements of the

birth process. They focussed on the rnedical components of the event, eletnents fol which

8 Mitchinson, The Nature o.f Their Bodies,166-174.

e David Naylor, Private Practice, Public Payntent: Canadian Medicine and the Politics of
Healrh Insurance, I9l I-1966. Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1986,22.

r0It should be noted, however, that while Canadian physicians opposed rnidwives, they

did not mount an especially virulent or aggressive campaign against the practice. See

Naylor', Private Payntent, Public Practice,23 and also Mitchinson, The Nalw"e of Their
Boclies, I62-17 5.
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they could provide assistance.r' In doing so, they cle-emphasized broader, traditional

notions of "social childbirth". Once under professional directives, wonlen's eryterience

of childbirth altered. The previous emphasis had been focussed on care of the tnother as a

whole hurnan being. Now it was redilected towards the mechanics of the body and

bodily responses to pregnancy. Medical rhetoric featured the successive segments of the

labour process itself. The person of the mother was excluded. In acquiring control of

childbirth, physicians substituted a medicalized for a traditional social model of care. By

medicalizing what previously had been perceived as a natural occurrence, physicians

were accorded plofessional authority and Iegitirnacy.I2

In order to construct their model, physicians analyzed the process of chilclbilth

into manageable ancl diagnostic parts. Applying a scientific rationale, they systemalized

tlie biological cause and effect of pregnancy and parturition. Doctors looked at

pregnancy as they would any other disease requiring appropriate medical therapy. They

identifìed a treatment and monitored its course. In the outcome, the mother, who had

been the focal point of social cliildbirth, disappeared behind the pregnancy.

The medicalized model allowed physicians to provide what midwives coulcl not -

the precepts of science and pain relief. Despite their poor obstetrical training and dearth

rr "Social childbirth" refers to the extended care offered to the birthing mother by the

community of rvomen in attendance. This extended care included staying with the

birthing mother's family and performance of the birthing mother's typical householcl etc.

r2 Consider here Foucault's argument that the classifìcation of a clisease allor,vecl for the

rationalization of perceptions about that disease. See Michel Foucault, Tlte Bit'th of the

Clinic; An Archaeology of Medicctl Perceplion New York: Vintage Books, 1973, 7 .
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of knowledge, physicians were assisted in accessing birthing roolns by patients

thernselves. The latter, in fact, played a crucial role in the process.'' The promises of

safer and less painful birth experiences - emanating from aseptic techniques, medical

instruments and drugs - were eagerly sought out by Canadian women. Physicians availecl

themselves of the new opportunity as presence in the birthing rootn allowecl them to learn

more about the birth process. They translated their experiences ancl leamings into

training and educational standards. Ultilnately, by the 1920's, obstetrics became a fully-

recognized medical specialty. I4

A shift in the stature of obstetrics became discernible in the pages of the new

profession's journals which began to espouse authoritative descriptions ol'the optimal

treatnrent and care of parturient women. In Canada, the Canadian Medical Associarion

Journal (hereinafter, Journal) ancl the MonÍrecil MedÌcal Jow'nal (hereinafter, MMJ) -

both nationally-recognized publishing bodies of tlie profession - offered physicians

articles on the management and care of childbirth cases. First published in i 91 I , the

Jow'na|s prirnary purpose was to provide a recognized voice for medical professionals in

the Dorninion. As literary mouth piece for the Canadian Medical Association

(established in 1867), the Journal chronicled the profession's attack against non-

medically educated practitioners.r5 At the turn of the century, physicians lacked the

ri Tlris is Judith Walzer Leavitt's thesis in Brought to Bed,196.

ra Wendy Mitchinson, The NaÍure of Theit' Bodies, 159.

r5 David C. Naylor, Privale Practice, Public Payntent,23.
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professional reputations of current practitioners. They competed for authority ancl the

nrarket place with a host of alternative practitioners, such as homeopaths or osteopaths.

Midwives were among the practitioners targeted by the newly solidified meclical

profession.

To achieve social status and rlonopolize business, physicians ingratiated

themselves to the public ancl promoted the advantages of the rnedical trade to

governlnents. In his study of Canadian medicine, Hamowy shows that the establishment

of the Royal College of Physicians ancl Surgeons of Canada resulted in the creation of a

central organizational body.r6 Through provincial affiliates, the organization lobbied for

the licensing of rnedical practitioners. So deterrnined was the College to control the

availability of irregular practitioners, it commissioned a prosecutol charged solely with

the task of halting their activities.

The medical profession criticized midwifery in the pages of its journais, but did

not necessarily rnount a carnpaign specifically targeting midwives. Its approach rvas

through the legal system, and the powers of the prosector's office. The business of birth

could be professionally and financially lucrative. Economic selÊinterest was a

recognizable factor in the profession's attacks.rT The physician sought to expand his

market by developing a broader patient base. Parturient care provided a means of access

ró Roland Hamowy, Canadian Medicine: A Study in Restricted Entry. Vancouver: The
Fraser Institute, 1984. See also Harold Perkin, The Rise of Professional Society: England
since lBB0. New York: Routledge, 1989,4-16.

I 7 l{anrowy, Canadi an Ìlúedicine, 7 -8.
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to the entire family.rs Moreover, childbirth was endeuric and continual. Its simple

regr-rlarity prornised a steady, if unglamorous, practice, and guaranteed predictable

income. I{owever, rnidwifery remained important to Canadian families. Its significance

was evident in the public's unsympathetic reaction to rnedical efforts to stifle

competition. The public particularly resented ordinances concerning midwifery.re

Midwives were not necessarily a direct threat to the profession of rnedicine.

However, by cliarging less for essentially the same service, they undercut a significant

portion of potential medical business. For childbirth attendauce, midwives chalged $2

per case in the early 1900's.20 Physicians charged significantly more. In Septernber of

1902,the typical fee of one country cloctor for an ordinary confinement was between $5

ancl $10, with adclitional charges for the use of the forceps ($2) ancl travel of more than

three miles ($2).t' A hospital birth would have been even more expensive. For exarnple,

at the Maternity Hospital Centre in Montreal, the cost of confinement services averagecl

$9.51.22 That remuneration for services was an issue arnong medical professionals in

18 Mitclrinson, The Nature of Their Bodies,I70.

re Hanrowy, Canadian Medicine, 157 .

20 Mitclrins on, The Nature of their Bodies, 169 .

2r Fees information provided by a country doctor speaking before the medical section of
tlre Canadian Medical Association in September, 1902. Citation found in J.R. Clouston
Hr:rrtirrgton, "The Country Practitioner of To-Day," Monlreal Medical Jou'nal
(hereinafter MMJ), 1902, 7 80.

22 W.W. Chipman, "Problems of Obstetrical Practice," CMAJ, XIII:6, 1923,380.
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Canada is evidenced by D. Mackintosh's 1902 Presidential Address to the Medical

Society of Nova Scotia's annual meeting:

Medical men have rights as well as other people. They have a right - and

it is even a duty - to provide for themselves and their families. They have

a right to look after their own health, although this is often a rnost difficult
matter. And with a view to these ends they have a right to charge

reasonable fees and take adequate steps to collect them. God knows that

tlre conscientious pliysician earns all he gets and a greal deal he ltever

will.23

Mackintosh's tone illustrates how the gendered division between the public and plivate

spheres, which had placed women at the bedsides of parturient friends and relatives in the

first place, contributed to their disrnissal from that same role. As long as wolnen clid not

threaten the security of the male labour market, they were permittecl to operate busiuess

endeavours. Early on in the history of the dominion, midwives worked within a private,

fe¡rale world. However, as the medical profession began bringing childbirth into the

more public realms of their profession in the late nineteenth ceutury, women's

ilrvolvement into the public sphere threatened this market and male capacities as family

providers. When this happened, the roles of women in the public sphere r,vere called into

question in order to safeguard the welfare of the farnily.2a Thus, gender lessous learned

from factory floors transported themselves into white-collar professions. Concerning the

presence of women in the work force, an American contemporary noted:

23 D. Mackintosh, "Presidential Address: The Mutual Relation of the Pt'ofession and the

Public," MMJ, XXIX:7, 1900,481.

24 Alison Pre¡tice, Paula Bourne, Gail Cuthbert Brandt, Beth Light, Wendy Mitchinson

and Naomi Black, Canctdian l|/onten; A History. Toronto: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,

1988, 1 37 -38.
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It is not for any real preference for their labor that the unscrupulous

employer gives work to girls and boys and women, but because of his
guilty knowledge that he can easily compel them to work longer hours and

at a lower wage than men. It is the so-called competition of the

unorganized, defenceless woman worker, the girl and the wife, that often

tends to reduce the wages of the father and husband.2s

Many working-class and even middle-class families preferred midwives because they

were affordable. Thus, as medicine sought access to middle-class markets, the pre-

existent plesence of midwife competition was an issue.

Of course, organized rnedicine did not couch its attacks on midwives and other

'irregulars' in economic terms. It argued, instead, that untrained and unlicensecl

practitioners endangered the liealth and incomes of patients. For example, virulent and

ridiculing attacks on chiropractors and osteopaths, illustrating the profession's hostility

towards non-licensed practitioners, characterized the first thirteen pages of the September

1921 edition of the Manitoba Meclical BulleÍin. Wliile the Bulletin, speaking on behalf of

the province's medical community, targeted a specific group of irregulars, its tone

indicated the medical profession's disdain for the lack of training among all such

professions:

The osteopathic demand for' "fair play" is in truth a claim to favourable

discrimination, which is rnanifestly unfair. The recognition of his claims
would be clearly unjust to the public which is entitled to first
consideration, for the osteopath himself admits that he is ottt of syrnpathy

with many valuable scientific methods utilized in rnedicine, and takes the

25 Citation from Samuel Gompers "Why Married Women Should Not Wolk," 1906. Cited

in Mary Beth Nolton, ed. Major Problents in Anterican [4/onten's Hislory: Docuntents

cutd Essays. Toronto: D.C. Heath and Company, 1989,285.
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lnore than questionable position that all diseases and ailments are alike
curable by the single osteopathic treatment.26

The meclical profession eventually succeeded in ousting irregular practitioners fi'om their'

health care niches. More specifically, professional attacks on midwifery contributed

enormously, though not exclusively, to its extinction in Canada, allowing doctors to

develop a professional monopoly over the delivery of parturient health caÍe.27 Historian

Charlotte Borst has argued that physicians were able to eliminate midwifery so easily

because midwives did not see the necessity to professionalize. Miclwives were

predominantly immigrant married older women with older children at home. Their'

involvement in midwifery was not as an income provider, but as a member of the

community.2s

Beyoncl economics, changes in medical thinking and practice deeply affected the

care of pregnant women. As physicians increasingly engaged in childbirth management,

a scientific model of parlurition replaced the traditional model. The new focus was

reflected in medical literature. However, there was a catch which was recognized even by

the medical community. Doctors knew little about the birth process. Their paucity of

knowledge was addressed by ïhe Journal. In I 9l7,Har,y C. Swartzlander wrote, "Little

is or can be said of progress in the rnanagement of labour. Our fathers made their'

26 "Osteopatlrs and the War", Manitoba Medical Bulletin, 7-2, 1927,7-8.

27 Dorothy C. Wetltz, "What Birth Has Done for Doctors: A Historical View," llonten
and Health, 8:1, 1983,7 -24.

2s See Clrarlotte G. Borst, Catching Bctbies; The Professionalizcttion oJ Childbirth, 1870-
I 920. Carnbridge, Mass.: Harvard Univelsity Press, 1995, 40-45.
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diagnoses and uranaged their cases as well as we do to-day and with as good results

except for the use of a few drug preparations of recent discovery."2e

Of all branches of medical enquiry at the turn of the twentieth century, obstetrics

fell far below the others in terms of its medical and scientific research advances. Unlike

specialties such as surgery or bacteriology, few internationally-recognized discoveries

had altered its scope and direction. "There is no branch of medicine," admitted H.M.

Little in the Jou'nal, "that is so insufficiently taught or so badly practised as obstetrics."i0

Discoveries in bacteriology were beginning to alter the treatment of infectious

cliseases and the principles and practice of surgery in the early twentieth century. The

practice of obstetrics demanded similar applications of microbiologic discoveries.

Unfodunately, physicians were slow to recognize the need for this. "Rigid surgical

technique took longer to establish itself in the labour chamber than in the operating

theatre," wrote O. Bjornson, Associate Professor of Obstetrics in 1925,"and where to-day

it would be difficult to find a gloveless surgeon, we would, perhaps, not have to seek far

to fìnd a gloveless obstetrician."rr Yet, as a specialty, obstetrics continued to attract

adherents, despite its limitecl grounding in the medical curriculum, poor research

performance, and uncertain future.

2e Harry C. Swarlzlander, "The Medical Treatment of Obstetric Cases", CMAJ,7 , 1917 ,
222.

30 H. M. Little, "On Death and Disability Resulting frorn Childbirth" , CMAJ,7,191l,
131.

ir Bjornson, "An Obstetrical Retrospectu, CMAJ 75,1925,1236.
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Undetelred by any modesty arising from theoretical and practical ignorance about

reproduction, physicians continued to push themselves into turn-of-the-century birthing

roollls. Though poorly prepared by rnedical education for obstetrical practice, physicians

were more likely than irregular practitioners to be familiar with the general structure and

function of the human body. This gave physicians an opening. It allowed them to

dispense some form of advice to prospective mothers who were eager to hear anything

that might alleviate the sufferings of childbirth.r2 Arrned with theif broad knowledge of

medicine and health, physicians projected authority. Though sometimes lacking in

substance, this authority permeated their relationships with mothers in the birthing

chambers.

A noticeable developrnent in medicalized cliildbirth was the etnergence of

pre-natal care as a standard practice in attendance upon parturient wolnen. Initially, the

medical community was not completely in accordance with the validity of matelnity

clinics for pre-natal care. Certainly, the concept was not seen as important enough to be

included in the medical curricula of recognized educational institutions much before the

First World War.3i By the early 1920s, however, concerns about high maternal mortality

rates in both the United States and Canada led many physicians to adopt newer methods

of controlling birth conditions. Many converted to the gospel of pre-natal attenclance,

i2 Chapter 3 discusses obstetrical training in medical education.

rr 
.1. R. Tolbert, "The Prenatal Care of Obstetrics Cases", CMAJ 4,1914, 1086.
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especially for wealthier families whose concerns could influence professionals.3a It was

simply good business to accommodate those who could pay handsomely for services, aud

whose positive endorsement could circulate arnong other persous of money and

reputation. Mothers with tlie financial means to explore a variety of avenues to alleviate

some of the fears and sufferings of childbirth looked to the promise of scientific-based

medicine over traditional care. If a physician could provide assistance, however meagre,

both liis fìnancial needs and the patient's emotional needs were ntet through his

attendance. Pre-natal care was a natural precursor to the birth itself. It assured the

physician could control the rnother's environment.

In her study of the U.S. Children's Bureau, a federally sponsored child and

¡raternal health organization, historian Molly Ladd-Taylor has argued that the prenatal

care of palturient womelt servecl a dual pllrpose, both practical ancl econouric. On the

practical side, the physician's general knowledge concerning the human body could

facilitate proper nutrition; nìoreover, prenatal observation for complications could

certainly contribute to a healthy pregnancy.35 On the economic side, physicians gained

access to a broad market. This, in turn, expanded their knowledge of the birth process

and contributed to obstetrical research. Also, for a physician seeking a solid incotne, a

successful maternity case usually associated the doctor with the farnily, so that he was

i4 "Eclitorial: Ballantyne and the New Midwifery", CMAJ 13,1923,447.

35 See Molly Ladd-Taylor. Raising a Baby ïhe Government Way; Molhers' LeLters lo lhe

Children',s Bureau, I915-1932. New Blunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1986, 35.
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called upon to attend future illnesses within the family.36 No longer were obstetric

patients the destitute mothers seeking shelter in the poor hospitals of the nineteenth

century3?; physicians now had access to rniddle-class women who expected relief and

assistance, and could pay for them. Pre-natal care not only provided physicians with a

rrreans of entry into the market, it also promised women healthier and safer births.

The emphasis on pre-natal care was not without genuine scientific sqrport. As

physicians attended more births, they inevitably learned more about the bocly's conditiou

during birth and, with greater efficiency, were able to recognize potential complicatious,

such as a misshapen birth canal. By the 1910's, for example, cloctors could identify

headache, visual disturbances, vomiting or epigastric pains as danger signals of

eclampsia3s for which they prescribed rest, diet and drugs.3e Iu the case of ple-eclamptic

symptoms, therefore, a physician had cause to direct the daily activities of his patient.a0 It

36 Suzann Buckley, "Ladies or Mid"vives? Effofis to Reduce Infant and Maternal
Mortality", inA Not Unreasonable Claint: Wonten and Refornt in Canada, IB80s-1930s,

Linda Kealey, ed. Toronto: The Woman's Press, 1979,133.

37 Leavitt, Brought to Bed,76-77.

38 Eclampsia is clefined as "coma and convulsions that may develop during or
immediately after pregnancy, related to proteinuria (excretion of any protein in the urine),
edema (a perceptible accumulation of excessive clear watery fluid in the tissues), and

lrypertension (high arterial blood pressure)", in Stedntan's Medical Dictionary,2Ist
edition. Baltirnore: The Williams aud Wilkins Company, 1966,499.

3e Wertz and Weftz, Lying-[n,146.

oo For a full description of the eclamptic condition, see J. J. Ross, W. W. Chipman, and

J.R. Gooclall, "Childbirth Complicated by Eclampsia," MMJ,38:4, 1904,267-277. Note
that the cases described here v/ere not initially diagnosed by the physicians until the onset

of puelperal convulsions.
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was a short step to move from cases of eclampsia, the symptoms of which seemed

relatively minor, to offering advice in non-cornplicated pregnancies. Early diagnosis

would often alleviate patient fears, enabling patients to face pregnancy more confidently

under the watchful eye of science in the embodiment of the physician.

Given doctors' limited knowledge of the birthing process, the scope of pre-natâl

care was surprisingly large. Pre-natal prescriptions expanded to include all aspects of

maternal life, from conception to early infancy. Consequently, if only in theory, the role

and experlise of the physician increased dramatically. The broadened scope of ante-natal

care impressed even the medical community. Upon the death in 1923 of a prorninent

advocate of pre-natal care, Professor J.W. Ballantyne, the CMAJ editorialized:

The extent fof pre-natal care]is remarkable, calling as it cloes for the

development of ante-natal clinics, ante-natal wards, dental clinics,
venereal disease clinics, venereal disease wards, post-natal clinics for the
teaching of mothercraft to wonlen, special wards for premature babies, and

beds for reconstructive (gynecological) work, side by side with the

lying-in wards.al

Through pre-natal care, then, the physician administered advice on all aspects of urother's

life.

Tlte Canadian Mother's Book, wdtten by Helen MacMurchy and distributed by

the federal government through the Department of Health as a means to combat high

maternal and infant mortality rates, championed tlie breadth of pre-natal advice advocated

by physicians. The book prescribed every facet of an expectant mother's daily routine.

What type of clothes she wore, what and when she ate, what activities she undertook - all

ar "Editorial: Ballantyne and the New Midwifery", 1923,442.
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these fell under the jurisdiction of medical directive informed by the medicalized model

of childbirth.a2 MacMurchy's built a successful career through the use of her "pen,

platform and position to reinforce the values of hone and motherhood."ai In relation to

pregnancy and childbirth, her views were replesentative of the profession at large, despite

her unusual status as a female professional in a very male-dominated field.

MacMurchy's perceptions of maternity patients and her views as expressed in the

Mother's Book were sirnilar to those of her male medical colleagues. A CMAJ article of

the period captured the rnedicalized model supported by the profession at large. The

author, W. P. Tew, argued that there were four groups of difficulties in obstetrics

practice: the ante-natal pregnancy period, the ante-natal period, the labour period and the

post-partum period.aa In other words, a wornan was always either preparing for

pregnancy, pregnant or recovering from pregnancy, and therefore, always subject to

certain medical risks. This assumption underlay doctors' collcctive approach to the

childbirtli experience :

One may say that the difficulties and emergencies of obstetric practice

begin some time previous to the occurrence of pregnancy, and do not end

for at least two months or more postpartum. Following this two months'
postpartum period we will classify the patient as gynecological.a5

a2 Helen MacMurchy,The Canadian Molher's Book. Ottawa: F.A. Aclancl, 1925. For a
further discussion of MacMurchy and the Departrnent of Health, see Chapter For-rr.

ai Kathleen McComachie, "Methodology in the Study of Women in History: A Case

Study of Helen MacMurchy, M.D.", Onïario History 75:I,1983,64.

41 W. P. Tew, "Certain Difficulties and Emergencies of Obstetric Practice," CMAJ ,I7,
7927,1468.

a5 Tew, "Certain Difficulties," (1927),1468.
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The medical model was an image of illness, with the patient perpetually at risk. As

French philosopher Michel Foucault noted in l-ris epochal study of medical perception, the

question changed from "what's the matter with you?" to "where does it hurt?". The latter

question, by emphasizing the rhetoric of illness, reinforced the clinical culture and the

reason for being of medicine.a6

In the case of pregnant women, the focus shifted frorn the condition of the mother

as a person, to the analysis and diagnosis of her symptoms. The profession necessitated

that the language used to discuss pregnancy conforrn to standard rnedical telrninology.

The tone of this language was conmunicated by W.P. Tew in his article:

The toxic conditions which commonly occur during pregnancy are

namely: vomiting of pregnancy; ptyalism (excessive saliva); haemorrhage
from the placental site (bleedirg); neuritis (nuntbing of nerves); neuralgia
(nerve pain); fibrositis and myositis (rhettntatisrn and ntuscle

inflammation); pruritus (ftching); certain skin eruptions (pimples) (italics
added).47

Within the medical model, the body's normal responses to pregnancy, which had

previously been taken for granted, were labelled as symptoms and monitored by the

watchful physician. Medical journals were replete with earnest attempts to classify the

'symptoms' of pregnancy, and to provide 'treatment' for same.

That wliich had been previously considered to be a matter of physiology and

development, was now construed as pathological. Considering the aetiology of

a6 Miclrel Foucault, The Birth of the Clinic, xvili.

a7 Tew, "Certain Difficulties", 1927, 1469.
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pregnancy-associated light nausea and vomiting, David Evans, wliting a century ago in

tlte Monlreal Medical Jou"nal listed a host of disordered causes:

Exactly how conditions about the uterus give rise to peripheral irritation
has been variously explained. Mechanical pressure on the enlarging uterus

on the nerves of the pelvic ganglion; stretching of the muscle fibres of the

uterus causing pressure on the llerves; versions and flexions of the

pregnant organ; ovarian irritation from the uterine pressure; diseased

conditions, as endometritis, cellulitis, endocervicitis, etc., have all been

advanced as factors in the production of this irritation.as

The technical terrninology used in medical journals, intended to examine pregnancy

under a microscope, was aimed specif,rcally at other professionals. Its rnost striking

feature was that it was used to describe both normal and abnormal pregnancy. Indeed, it

is as if no pregnancy could be normal, despite token acknowledgement of its

"physiological" nature. In an article entitled "Nonnal Labour", N. Pleston Robiuson

declared:

Pregnancy is not a clisease, but a physiological inciclent, ancl can be

maintained as such by the observant and ready physician. Let us not wait,
then, until serious manifestations of albuminuria are apparent or the blood
becomes sr-rrcharged with bilirubin and biliverdin, urea or uric acid; but set

about without delay by the orclinary elirninative processes, to rid our
patient of the waste products retained in the blood.ae

The implication was that pregnancy was norrnal, but could remain so only if the

physician was vigilant and active. It is as if the very 'ordinariness' of pregnancy, its

a8 Davicl Evans James, "On the Ætiology of the Nausea and Vomiting of Pregnaucy"

MMJ,29:2,1900,93.

ae N. Preston Robinson, "Norrnal Labour", MMJ,31:10, 1902,771.
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"physiological" nature, was to be converted into a medical condition worthy of pliysician

attendance.

Even when they were not addressing colleagues, physicians adopted a language

with regard to pregnancy which reinforced the idea that it was a medical conclition.

Mitchinson has argued that the medical and social worlds were interconnected in relation

to women's health issues, and that scientific legitiniacy gave physicians an authoritative

role which allowed them to rnould the way women perceived their own bodies.50

Aclvising obstetrical nurses in 1909, a McGill University obstetrician warned: "It seents

unnecessary to remind you that the pregnant woman is peculiarly liable to disol'clels of

rnetabolisrn from the fact that she is ingesting, digesting and excretiug for two

i¡divicluals."5r Thns, in medical rhetoric, ordinary functions of everyday life - eating and

processing food - were dangerous for the pregnant woman.

Pregnancy as a medical condition r,vas not sirnply a matter of physical functior.ring

for physicians. It was the central focus of the pregnant woman's emotional functioning

as well, Emotional responses were also symptoms. "That there exists in the pregnant

\.voman a condition of exaltation of nervous tension all are agreed," wrote David Evans.52

The enotional state of the mother, therefore, was also put in evidence for rnedical

50 Mitclrinson, The Nalm'e of Their Bodies,8.

5r Little, H.M., "On Obstetric Nursing," MMJ,38, 8 (Aug.,

52 Evans, "On the Ætiology of Nausea and Vomiting," 93.

1909),486.
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assessrnent. Not only were her daily routines scrutinized, but her thoughts and feelings

also found their way under the medical microscope.

Emotional symptoms during pregnancy could be ominous in tone; or they coulcl

asslrme the form of "silly ideas". In the Mother's Book, cliildbirth was described as "the

right, natural and healthy thing," and as a woman's "greatest happiness." But silly icleas

could intrude. The rnedical treatment was simply to dispel such fears and concerns:

A sensible woman like you knows better than to "worry" or "fuss" ! I(eep
up your heaft and keep up your health. If you have a few silly icleas come
into your head, just put them out again and think of something "pure,
lovely and of good report." 'We all have silly ideas come into our heads

sometimes, but they do no harm if we just tliink of something else, and go

out for a walk. Cheer up! femphasis added]53

Witliin the medical model, the mother was responsible primarily for maintaining her

enrotional health. The warning issued in the Molher's Book was that no harm would

come, if mother could "clì.eer up".

Beyond the pep and bravado, however, the facts reveal that doctors in the early

1900's could do little to address the concerns of mothers. In addition to high maternal

mortality rates, doctors were very much aware of the health toll on a wornan's life

attributable to plegnancy: "Fifty per cent of women who have borne children carry the

marks of injury and many date a life of pern-ranent invalidism fi'om the birth of theil first

baby."5a Given the high relative risks of death and injury frorn childbifih, no assurances

5i MacMurchy, Canadian Mother's Book,9.

54 C.B. Oliver, "Obstetrical Practice Yesterday and To-Day," CMAJ,22,7930,470.
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fi'om doctors, despite their presence and use of science, could allay the fears of parturient

patients.

These concerns over high rates of infant and maternal deaths in the late 1910's and

throughout the 1920's spurred the pre-natal care campaign. The initial focus of the

rnedical community and social reformers was the battle against infant mortality,

construed to be "one of the great national, social and economic problems."55 In 1908, the

total infant mortality rate was determined to be 120 per i000 births, one of the higher

rates in the British colonies.56 In some instances, the causes of infant mortality were

readily identifiable in social circumstances, such as poverty. "Poverty means poor health

for the mother, lower intelligence, lack of energy, and general insufficiency, and forces

families to live in crowded insanitary sulrounclings."sT More often, however, mothers

were the easier targets. Health reformers pointed accusatory fingers at mothels ancl

concentrated on mother education as the rneans of addressing the problem.5s Women

acquired roles in health reform rhetoric as mothers or potential rnothers. Acldressing the

health situation of parlurient women was a short step from tackling infant health

conditions. Wrether or not there was an integral direct or indirect link between the infant

55 Alan Brown and George Campbell, "lnfant Mortality," CMAJ,4,7914,690.

s6 C. A. Hodgetts, "lnfantile Mortality in Canada" , CMAJ,1:8, 1917,727.

57 Brown and Carnpbell, "Infant Mortality", 693.

58 Cynthia Comacchio Abeele, "'The Mothers of the Land Must Suffer': Child and
Maternal Welfare in Rural and Outpost Ontario, 1918-1940", Ontario History LXXX:3,
1988,183.
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rnortality rate ancl the education of mothers, the former declined over the course of the

1920's.5e

The maternal mortality rate, however, did not diminish, despite an increase in

professional attendance at childbirth. According to the 1880 Census, the maternal

mortality rate was approximately 3.6 deaths per 1000 births.60 By the 1920s, the maternal

mortality statistics actually increased, rising to well above 5 deaths per 1000 birlhs

between 1926 and 1930.6r The medical journals decried the situation. "When we

examine the vital statistics of the community and find that tl-re number of deaths directly

or'indirectly attributable to childbirth is second only to that of tuberculosis during the

reproductive years," wrote one Toronto physician, "we are cornpelled to pause and take

stock of olrrselves. "ó2

Perhaps the primary catalyst of the maternal welfare carnpaign was Helen

MacMurchy's study of maternal rnortality in Canada for the period between July 1 , 1925

and July 1,1926. The study reviewed the deaths of over 1,200 patients by distributing a

questionnaire to the signatory of the death certificate.63 While MacMurchy refrained

fi'om drawing broad conclusions, the focus of her analysis was clear - rnost deaths in

childbirth were preventable. In reply to the simple question "What are we to do?"

5e See Appendix 1.

60 Cited in Mitchins on, The Ncttt n'e of their Bodies , 228 .

ól F. H. Leacy, HÌslorical Statistics of Canada, Series 851-58.

u2 W. B. I{endry, "Maternal Mortality," CMAJ,13,1923,252.

ó3 Helen MacMurchy, "Maternal Mortality in Canada," CMAJ,17,7927,1434.
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MacMurchy responded, "'We must educate the mother about the need of pre-natal care."6a

In this, MacMurchy was perfectly consistent with her medical colleagues. Physicians

perceived professional attendance from the very beginnings ofpregnancy as the best

means of controlling the monstrous maternal mortality rate. Even in the mid-1910's,

plrysicians were alluding to the benefits of pre-natal care. A lgl4study at the Pregnancy

Clinic of the Boston Lying-in Hospital, where pre-natal attendance was regularly

practised, revealecl a maternal rnortality rate of 3.28 deaths per 1000 births, a figure

significantly lower than the Dominion Bureau of Statistics 1925 repolt wliich citecl for

1924 amaternal mortality rate of 5.6 per 1000 births.ós Publication of this article in the

Journal attested to the Canadian medical profession's interest in pre-natal care.66

About the time of MacMurchy's study, the interest in pre-natal care within the

plofessional community was at its strongest. Physicians referred to their own plactices

and experiences to support the importance of ante-natal attenclance. A Manitoba

physician noted that at the Winnipeg General Hospital, between l9l7 and 1920, the

maternal mortality rate was 10.8 deaths per 1000 live births. Following establishment of

óa Helen MacMurchy, "Maternal Mortality in Canada," 1437.

65 Torbert, "The Prenatal Care", 1914, 1090.

66 As tlre publishing organ for the medical profession in Canada, the Jotu"nal addressed

issues that were of interest to Canadian physicians. Whether or not they agreed with pre-
natal attendance, the presence ofsuch articles indicates Canadian plofessional interest.
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a pre-natal clinic in 1921, the rate dropped to 5.14 deaths per 1000 births for the perioci

between l92l and 1930.67

By the 1920s, calls for safer childbirth reverberated throughout the social reform

and political arenas.68 Many of the most vocal proponents of reform were women, suclt

as Helen MacMurchy, and mothers, who saw childbirth as a maternal responsibility to the

nation.6e They affirmed that the "nation" owed mothers, in return, the best maternal care

possible. For many, pre-natal care was the meclical profession's best response to public

concerns related to pregnancy and childbirth.

Physicians, too, contributed to the furor over high maternal cleath rates. The

Jom,nql published several articles between 1910 and 1930 covering the high toll of

cliildbirth to the population of nothers.T0 To combat maternal death, physicians re-

ernphasized the benefits of pre-natal care and underscored their role in the rnanagement of

67 Ross Mitchell, "The Prevention of Maternal Mortality in Manitoba", CMAJ 19,1928,
295.

ut See Dianne Dodd, "l{elen MacMurchy: Popular Midwifery and Maternity Services for
Canadian Pioneer'Women" in Caring and Cru'ing: Historical Perspectives on LVomen and
Healing in Canada, Dianne Dodd and Deborah Gorham, eds. Ottawa: University of
Ottawa Press, 1994, I50-l 53.

6e MacMurchy, Canadian Mother's Book,8.

70 In addition to those already mentioned, other arlicles with "maternal moftality" in the

title ir-rcluded, but were not limited to: Helen MacMurchy, "On Maternal Mortality in
Canada", CMAJ 75,7925,293-297; James Young, "Maternal Mortality from Puerperal

Sepsis", CMAJ 19,1928,227-233; A.D. Blackader, "Thoughts on Maternal Mofiality",
CMAJ20,7929,656-657; "Editorial: The Problem of Maternal Mortality",CtrIAJ27,
1929,432-433;J. R. Goodall, "Maternal Mortality", CMAJ21,1929,447-450; "Editorial:
Maternal Mortality and the Practice of Obstetrics",CMAJ20,7929,180-181;M. R. Bow,
"Maternal Mortality as a Public Healtli Problem", CMAJ23,1923,769-173.
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pregtlarlcy. "Drag the subject of the pregnant woman out into the light of day," wrote

Manitoba's Minister of Public Health and Welfare, E. W. Montgomery. "Make all

authentic information regarding diet, exercise, hygiene, medical aud nursing care, at least

as widespread and as interesting to the public as information wliich is now generally

circulated regarding the feeding and care of children."Tr Physicians had obtained licence,

with full public support, to delve into all facets of maternal lives.

A typical maternity clinic visit addressed the physical, social and cultulal

components of the mother's life and habits. An Ottawa physician, J. N. Nathanson, notecl

in tlie Journal:

When a wonìan presents herself to us after she has become pregnant, she

should be impressed with the iclea that until she has given bilth to her

child, and the generative organs have gone through the period of
involution, her physician holds himself in constant readiness to render her
whatever assistance or advice she may desire or be in need of. He should
not wait for her to volunteer subjective complaints, but rather must be on
the qui vive for all those abnormal deviations which may and do occur so

often during pregnancy.T2

As implied by Nathanson's directive, intimate details of a woman's life now fell within

the medical man's scope. The standard course of inquiry for a pre-natal visit was

extensive. On her first visit the patient was to be "closely questioned as to her past

history . . . Similarly should the patient be interrogated as to the occurrence of venereal

disease . . . a thorough and carefully obtained history often discloses to the medical

7r E. W. Montgomery, "Maternal Mortality", Canadian Public Health ,Iournal2l:5,1930,
223.

72 Joseph N. Nathanson, "Prophylaxis in Obstetrics, with Special Reference to the Value
and Irnportance of Pre-Natal Care", CMAJ 14,1924,496.
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attendant the possible abnormalities which may affect the patient".73 Nathanson's

language is surprisingly accusatory in tone. The patient is 'closely questioned' and

'interrogated' about her health and her condition.

Nathanson went on to describe the course of the physical examination, which r.vas

to include a thorough hands-on examination of cardiovascular, pultnonary and excretory

systems, blood pressure, urinalysis, abdomen and pelvis. The examination was to

encompass as well aspects not necessarily directly associated with the reproductive cycle,

such as teeth and tonsils.Ta The objective of tlie entire exam was to uncover the abnormal

in order to prepare for complications. The patient's entire body ancl psyche r.vere to be

considered in the liglit of pre-determined standard measures from which "abnormal

deviations" could be identified. Thus, physicians claimed a knowledge of the nolmal

course of pregnancy founded on little more than their presumed expertise and autholity.

The developing medical notion, as espoused by a Chatham, Ontario physician, r,vas that a

pregnant woman is always "travelling close to the border-land of pathology and she needs

a guide familiar with every shallow and quicksand and portage along the way."75 The

language was rather drarnatic, but the message was clear. A more active role for the

pliysician in the treatment of pregnant patients was being promoted. This distinguished

obstetrics from mere accouchement.

7i Nathanson, "Prophylaxis in Obstetrics", 496.

7a Natlranson, "Prophylaxis in Obstetrics" ,496-97.

75 Olivel, "Obstetrical Practice Yesterday and To-Day" , 4'/3.
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The physical examination elernent of pre-natal care lay squarely within the

physician's perceived field of expertise, the physical development during pregnancy of

both the mother and fetus. The goal of pre-natal clinics was to offer complete physical

exams, including laboratory tests where necessary. Toronto physician W.B. Henclry

described the standard procedure of a pre-natal visit: "The expectant mother comes thére

and is given a complete physical examination, has her pelvic lneasurelnents taken, urine

exarnined, [and] blood pressure noted."76 To the extent of this physical assessment, the

field of medical science was not without merit. By the 1910's, as previously noted,

physicians were able to identify several physical problems during pregnancy wliich

endangered the lives of mother and baby, ir-rcludirig eclampsia and maternal syphilis.

Moreover, lnedicine was able to identify gynaecological obstacles, such as contractecl

pelvis, which would rnake birth more difficult, and potentially dangerous.TT

Armed with relatively new surgical techniques, doctors could lessen tl-re danger in

"cornplicated" cases by performing a Caesarian section. "In the old way", noted A.

Mackinnon, "one life, rarely two, was saved after a desperate fight, lasting sornetimes a

day or two. By Caesarian section, after mature consideration, prompt decision and

immediate action, all anxiety is practically removed in one hollr."78 The key descriptors

7ó Hendry, W. 8., "Maternal Mortality", CMAJ 13,1923,253.

77 Wertz and Wertz, Lying-(n,140,

78 A. Mackinnon, "Caesarian Section", CMAJ 12,1922,406.
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here were "prompt" and "immediate". The doctor's intervention was based on clecisions

for which lengthy pre-natal care was an absolute necessity.

Physical assessment, however, was but the first stage of a complete review of the

mother wliich contemplated her suitability to bear children. To the extent to which

medical judgment intruded into non-physical areas, it exceeded its expertise. However,

organized medicine could not be characterized as modest. Physiciarls were uudeterrecl as

they rnoved to dimensions beyoncl the physical. Tlie typical rnaternity visit included

prescriptions for everything from diet to dress. The physician's new role as protector

offered him a license to dictate patient behaviour generally. Medical maternity care

reinforced stereotyped social and cultural beliefs about wolnen. As every aspect of a

woman's daily life was increasirigly sr"rbjected to rnedical scrutiuy, the language used by

physicians became accusatory in tone. Nathanson warned:

The patient should be instructed as to her personal hygiene, the type of
housework she may carry on, her mode of living, the recreations in which
she may indulge, etc., and if on interrogation, any or all of these should be

found to be faulty, then it is incumbent upon the physician to rectify
them.ie

The physician's moral and social standard was less a reflectiotl of scieuce than that of his

culture. Nathanson's Llse of the word "faulty" implied that the mother might be 'wrong'

in the way she conducted her daily life. The tone revealed the adoption of an

authoritative position in relation to the general well-being of mother and baby. Put

simply, the doctor lanew best, and given that what was at stake was no less than the lives

7e Natlranson, "Prophylaxis in Obstetrics", 7924, 496.
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and health of herself and her child, he had the authority to correct his fernale patient. The

use of the word "rectify" is also instructive. Not only was the physician the keeper of the

norût, he was charged with altering behaviours that did not conform to the appropriate,

accepted and acceptable code of conduct. It was the responsibility of the medical

profession to remedy those behaviours not deemed appropliate for an expectant mother.

Professional stature authorized and justified physician inquiries concerning the

plivate lives of their patients without transgressing social expectations or offending

delicate natures. The intrusiveness was reinforced by their developing conviction that it

was necessary to provide pre-natal care in the homes of their patients, rather than wait for

their patients to attencl on thern. "These women cannot corne to us in our hospitals and

training-schools", wrote W. W. Chiprnan of McGill University, "'We of these schools

must go to thern".80 Few pregnant women in the Victorian period consulted a physician.

Exceptions included the destitute refugees of lying-in hospitals and the wealthy, whose

previous complications necessitated professional care.sr The willingness of physicians by

the 1920's to seek out obstetric patients created a new form of relationship in the birth

chamber, and restructured the politics. No longer were doctors sulnmoned only for

ernergencies;they r,vere slowly adopting the role of regular consultant during pregnancy

and parturition. Ultimately, this contributed to a shift in the balance of power in the birth

situation, from patient to her physician.

80 W. W. Chipman, "Problems of Obstetrical Practice," CMAJ13,6,7923,380.

8r Mitclrinson, The Nalure of theit' Bodies,195.
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Despite the fact that the human body remained a relative tnystery to most rnedical

practitioners in the early twentieth ceuutry, the principles of science accorded physicians

an overarching authority anyway. Americau historian Charles Roseuberg, in his study of

nineteenth century meclicine, argues that science obtained its authority through an

association which was made between scientific order and divine law. Early scientific

dictums and formulations were rooted in a belief in the natural order of the world as laid

down by divine creation:

Just as naturalists and physical scientists assumed that their research

illuminated the glory of God in his works, so dicl most nineteenth-

century... physicians assunle that there could be no conflict between their

findings and the truths of rnorality. The human organistn was a thing both

rnaterial and diviue, and offences both physical and moral were

necessarily punished with disease.s2

This link seemed to have been rnade by Canadian physicians as well. By the early

twentieth-century, science had clistanced itself from divinity, but it still retained a

secularized authority over the natural development of the human body. In his 1902

address to the Meclical Society of Nova Scotia, Dr. Mackintosh had voiced the

profession's belief in its role as societal protector:

There are many social and domestic problerns with wl-rich the physician is

peculiarly qualified to deal. His intirnate relations with the members of

society as a farnily physician give him many opportunities of learning the

secret vices that are sapping the foundations of the social fabric. It is not

82 Clrarles E. Rosenberg, No Other Gods: On Science and American Social Thotrght.

Baltinrole: Johrs Hopkins University Press, 1976,10-ll.
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enough that he should r.varn privately those whose follies are undermining

their physical constitutions. It is necessary sometimes that public actiou

be taken to protect society and especially the youth of our commutlities

against contamination and vice versa. We should have the rnoral courage

to denounce what is debasing and dangerous in social life and customs.

The physician should also iclentify himself with all the rteasures looking

to a betterment of the intellectual, educational, industrial, and recreative

pursuits of the people.sr

In secularizing nature, science offered physicians a clerical role as safe-gualders ofbody,

soul and nervous system. Consequently, it was not such a big step for physicians to

assume the role of birtliing experts. The traditionally-considered natural phenomenon of

birth was being accorded a ne\¡/ scientific identity; the medical profession was perceived

to be the keeper of the mysteries of science in the domain of birth and everything

pertaining to it.

I¡ addition to accessing the homes of patients, physicians encouraged women to

visit pre-natal clinics and rnedical offices. Such a change in location of consultatiou,

signalled a shift in the doctor-patient relationship.sa Whereas forrnerly patients were in

contact with physicians on the day of birth only, either in home or hospital, in travelling

83 Mackintosh, "Presiclential Address," 486.

sa Note that this refers to physician attendance only. As will be shown in a later chaptel,

nurses provided pre-natal care in the homes of patients.
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to doctors' offices and pre-natal clinics, a precedent was establishecl which would

entrench itself for the remainder of the twentieth century. Retnoval from farniliar

surroundings and the community of wornen may have subjected rnothers to physician

authority in a less diluted and more direct rnanner. Over the course of time, this probably

further bolsterecl medical authority. However, the regular removal of birth frour the home

was not an immediate occurrence. At least for the first few decades of the twentieth

century, physicians found themselves travelling to wonten.

Pre-natal visits became so entrenched in medical rhetoric that they appeared in the

profession's discussions concerning maternal health insurance. Historian Denyse

Baillargeon has studied the Metropolitaine Insurance Company's iuvolvemeut in the

campaign against infant mortality. She has shown that visiting nurses were engaged by

the company to disseminate pre-natal information among company clients, until

physician opposition put an end to it.85 The profession likely had a vested interest in the

promulgation by insurance companies of pre-natal advice. It saw itself fit to comment on

the nature and appropriate scope of insurance benefits. In au article examiniug obstetrics

and the state, K. C. Mcllwraith offered guarded approval for insured maternity care:

"Many countries have followed tliis course, but I could not undertake to urge it without

further study of the results produced . . . As the insured contributes to the fund, her right

to cash benefits cannot be denied, but I arn opposed to cash benefits by the State."86

85 Denyse Baillargeon, "Les rapporls rnédecins-infirtnières", 35.

86 K. C. Mcllwraith, "Obstetrics and the State", CMAJ I0:4,1920,305-313.



Mcllwraith's position had less to do with the nature of care, and more with the payment

of benef,rts. Physicians had a great interest in the structure of medical insurance

programs, and readily involved thenselves in discussions.sT

A second central issue of the medical literature pertaining to childbirth in tire

1910s and 1920s was the profession's desire to find an appropriate balance between the

provision of active assistance ancl what contemporary physicians referred to as

"meddlesome midwifery". While this derogatory appellation impugned midwives, it was

used equally to criticise the intrusive techniques adopted by many obstetric physicians.

Tl'¡e Journal abounded with descriptions of horrific partum situations in which the life of

the mother was imperilled, not just by unhygienic home surroundings, but also by the

technical interference of her physician. "Above all, he fthe physician] rnust not only

knolv when and how to interfere, as the emergency arises," declared the Ottawa doctor

Joseph Nathanson, "bllt also when not to interfere, for 'rleddlesome miclr,vifery' is one of

the greatest dangers surrounding the practice of obstetrics today."88

Physicians attended pregnant women nTostly in their homes from the late 1800's

until the 1940's. In the first two decades of the twentieth century, they were often

hindered and frustrated by the disadvantaged conditions they encountered - especially in

the homes of the poor. Though they decried the unsatisfactory aud sometimes horrible

s7 For a discussion of the profession's involvement in Canadian health insurance debates,

see C. Davicl Naylor, Private Practice, Public Payment: Canadian Medicine and the

Politics of Health Instrance, I9I I-1966. Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press,

1 986.

88 Nathanson, "Obstetrics and the State," 495.
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sllrroundings, they were unable for tire first half of the ceutury to make significant

headway in removing patients to hospitals . In 1926, only 1 7 .8o/o of Canadian births r.vere

in lrospital.se Most Canadian woÍrerl bore their children at home. Cotnmenting in 1923

on orle of the reasons for the high proportion of home births, the Montreal practitioner

W.W. Chipman claimed, "[i]n 90% of all cases, the labour is spontaneous, and . . . a vast

proportion of these mothers must be delivered in their own homes."e0 Though we know

little about popular attitudes, it appears that most women failed to cousider the hospital an

appropriate place to give birth. For most women, the home seemed the only suitable

setting for confinement. Only the unwed or the very poor sought attendance in a

maternity hospital.eI

Wliile prevailing conditions required acceptance of the home-birth situation,

professionals condemned the circumstances they found and emphasized the clangers. The

most extraordinary cases were written up in the Journal, giving the impression that most

home births were tainted by hlth and ignorance. K. C. Mcllwraith described at length

one of his encounters in downtown Toronto:

I liad to stoop to enter the low-browed shop, slipped awkwardly on the

greasy floor, and landed in the bosom of the farnily. There they stoocl,

clad in rags, dift, and long beards, solemnly staring. I asked for some

means of washing my hands, and was shown a filtliy kitchen, where in a
clirty sink, stood the remains of the last meal, and the beginnings of the

8e F. H. Leacy, M. C. Urquhart and K. A. H. Buckley, eds. Historical Statistics of
Canada, first edition. Ottawa: Statistics Canada, 1983, plate B1-14.

e0 W. W. Clriprnau, "Probletns of Obstetrical Practice," CMAJ 73:6,1923,380.

el Alison Prentice et al. Canadian Women,167.
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next, with a feeble trickle of cold water running over them, from a rickety
tap. No soap! I was next shown to the lying-in chamber, and in the

obscurity walked in to the end of the bedstead, and had to back out again

to allow the husband to get out, before I could get in. There, on a dirty
bedding, lay tl-re mother gazing through the one dirty window on a huge

pile of old iron and general junk which represented tl're fruits of her

husband's industry. She had a high temperature. I insisted on her removal

to the hospital, and gained my point after sotne argument. It was not

necessary to do anything for her, beyond reducing her to a state of
approximate cleanliness.e2

Whatever Mcllwraith's merits as a physician to this poor irnmigrant family, his

voice here was that of the middle-class reformer. Sociologist Marianna Valverde has

demonstrated how class, race and gender biases were articulated through language in

early twentieth-century Canada.er Mcllwraith's language was full of class expectations.

"Low-browed", "greasy" and "filthy", were used to depict the surrounclings; but they also

served to make value judgements about the family. They betrayecl the physician's

attitude towards this "bearded" family, and the low level of esteem he accorcled to the

"general junk" which constitutes the husband's livelihood. Though the writer had little

real knowledge of this working class family, l-ris tone exuded disgust. All the patient

needed, he felt, was to be removed and "reduced to approximate cleanliness". Iu

Mcllwraith's assessment, the hospital's main value was to save the pâtient frotn her

working-class home.

e2 Mcllwraith, "Obstetrics and the State," 312.

e3 Mariana Valverde, The Age o.f Light, Soap, and Water: Moral Refornt in English

Canada, 1 885-1 925. Toronto: McClelland and Stewarl, l99l, ll.
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I{owever, middle-class and wealthy child-bearing wornen were not excluded from

medical value judgrnents. Many physicians felt that women of 'breeding', as a result of

civilization, were particularly ill-equipped to withstand the rigours of labour. Flistorian

Judith Leavitt has argued that this perception was gronnded in social biases rather than in

empirical evidence. "Upper-class wornen might well have been at risk because of

atrophied muscles caused by tight corsets, inactivity, and a low-protein diet". Hovrever,

"[w]orking-class women carried their own burdens of insuff,icient diet, physical

overwork, sffess, poor housing, and polluted milk and water."e1 In fact, naternal

mortality rates reveal that working-class women were more likely to succumb to

childbilth than their wealthier counterparts.es Nonetheless, physicians maintainecl an

attitude towards their female patients which reinforced perceptions of delicacy in relation

to women of wealthier families. "The necessity for relief in the rnajority of parturitions is

urgent, especially among wolnen in a higli state of civilization as it exists to-clay," wrote

Gordon Copeland in the Journal.

Among the high-strung nervous woulen, in cities particularly, labour is
frequently pathological. They are not sufficiently supplied by nature with
those factors which enable women in savage states and of strong muscular
development to deliver themselves without much trouble.e6

ea Leavitt, Brought to Bed,85-86.

e5 Leavitt, Broughf to Bed,72-73

e6 Gordon G. Copeland, "Nitrous Oxide-Oxygen Analgesia and Anaesthesia in
Obstetrics" , CMAJ 7:5, 1917 , 405.
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The following belief prevailed anìong medical professionals: female physical and

mental health was dominated by the reproductive system; therefore, wolnen \,vere more

vulnerable to illness because of the very nature of their bodies.eT Modernity constituted

an additional risk factor for female health. Education, exercise, and the quickened pace

of industrial society overstimulated the female constitution. Birth could furthel tax a

weakened fernale system. To ensure a safe delivery, appropriate medical assistance was

required. The issue of degeneration caused by over-civilization gave physiciaus an

opportunity to turn birth into a pathology which dernanded their expertise. Thus,

women's presumed increased susceptibility to illness, traceable to their reprocluctive

systems, was linked to the after-effects of modernity. Industrialization ancl urbanization

had significantly altered lifestyles over a relatively short span of time. Physicians blamed

modern lifestyle for the poor health of individuals.es

Even when the medical comrnunity considered wotnen's physical health to be

sufficiently robust, it questioned women's mental and emotional capacities. "The moclern

young woman does not possess the courage, endurance, and hardihood with which her

mother and grandmother were enclowed," wrote O. Bjornson in a 1925 volume of the

Jow.nal. "Physically she is perhaps just as well developed. . . but she approaches her

e7 Mitchins on, The Nalure of their Bodies, 49 .

eB Anita Clair Felhnan and Michael Fellman. Making Sense of Self: Medical Advice

Litet'aÍtu.e in Late NineÍeenth Century Anterica. Philadelphia: University of Philadelphia

Press,198I,46.
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confinement in an altogether different frame of mind."ee According to this medical

hypothesis, rnodern women were more susceptible to pain and discomfort than were their

elders. Again, the conclusion was that tliey required a physician's skills and talents to

endure labour. This conceptualization converted pregnancy into a pathology.

The pathological interpretation of pregnarlcy was not unique to the rhetoric of

medical professionals. After all, the liigh maternal rnortality rate was evidence enough of

the inherent dangers in pregnancy and confinement (see Appendix One). But in tirerr it

received its fullest and most sophisticated expression. In her study of childbearing on the

western frontier in the nineteenth century, Sylvia Hoffert has argued that pregnant Anglo-

Saxon women, often suffering fi'om depression related to anxiety, poor health and fatigue,

tended to view confinement as an illness. Increasingly, rniddle ancl upper-class wolnen

designated parlurition by the term "sickness" or "illness".r00 Cognizant of the potential

risks in pregnancy and probably sharing the cultural and class beliefs of their medical

attendants, these women genuinely feared confinement and distrusted the capacities of

their bodies to withstand rnultiple births over the course of their childbearing years.

In Canada, concenls for the ill-health of the general population were prevalent in

discussions about the high maternal and infant rnortality rates which hovered at 4.7 per

ee O. Bjornson, "An Obstetrical Retrospect", CMAJ 75,1925,1238.

r00 Sylvia Hoffert, "Childbearing on the Trans-Mississippi Frontier, 1830-1900" , We.slern

Hisïorical Quarterly 22:3, 1991,276-77 .
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1000 live births in 1921.r0r The issue gained particular prominence in the aftermath of

World War I. During the war, recruitment drives brought it a countless nurnber of young

men whose health problems eliminated them from military service. In 1920, the

president of the Manitoba Medical Association, in his annual address, cited clreadful

statistics pertaining to recruitment:

For purposes of war, we have taken an inventory of our physical assets,

and the results have been amazing. From 50 per cent to 75 per cent of our
volunteers, draftees and conscripts have been found physically unfit for
rnilitary service, and these for the most part have been the victims of
preventable and curable cliseases and physical defects.r02

The rejection as unfit for active duty of such a high proportion of potential recruits, had

cast a shador,v over the presumed good generalhealth of the Canadian population.r0l

Social reformers began targeting parents, especially rnothers, in a bid to improve the

health of Canadians.

In response to the national health concerns emanating from recruitment

campaigns, physicians pointed to the high ir-rfant rnortality rates, and the consequent high

losses to the population. Medical professionals stressed the importance of prenatal care

and physician attendance at births. Noted H.'W. Hill: "From the point of view of race

both stillbirths and miscarriages are of great importance, indicating as they do potential

r0r Cited in F. H. Leacy,ed. Hisrorical Statistics of Ccmada,Znd edition. Ottawa:

Statistics Canada, 1983, 851-58.

r02 G, B. Shortreed, "Abstract of Presidential Address," CMAJ, X:3, 1920,214.

rOi David C. Naylor, Pt'ivate Practice,35. See also Cynthia R. Abeele, "'The Infant
Soldier': The Great War and the Medical Campaign for Child Welfare," Canadian
Bulletin of Medical History,5, 1988,99-I19.
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citizenship lost to the population."r04 From infant and child welfale, it was but a short

ideological step, along the path of reform rhetoric, to mothers.r05 Hill concluded:

Because two-thirds of the total loss of infant life . . . is due to prenatal or
natal causes . . . the medical profession as a whole, all interested citizens

and the public generally should direct their attention especially to the
physical condition of women preceding the prospective births of their
children - particularly with regard to disease, nutrition and heredity in the

broadest sense of those terms.r06

Thus, mothers were not targeted on their own; rather, they were intermediaries in child

welfare initiatives. Sirnilarly, Nathanson contended: "[I]f the unborn child is to survive,

and not contribute to the existing excessive rate of infant mortality, the prospective

mother must first be brought to the highest possible degree of physical efficiency during

her pregnancy."r0T An attendant concern was that of a declining birth rate amoug rniddle-

class English-speaking women. Some feared race suicide as a result of the combined

effects of maternal mortality and the falling birth rate. The mother's role was being

reduced to that of baby carrier by both rnedical profession and society alike. I{er role as a

person was marginalized to her role in feftility. r08

roa g. W. Hill, "Prenatal Negligence and Loss of Population," CMAJ 11,I92I,615.

r05 See Buckley, "Ladies or Midwives?,"133.

'0ó Hill, "Prenatal Negligence", 618.

107 Nathanson, "Prophylaxis in Obstetrics", 494.

r08 Mclaren and Mclar en, The Bedroont and the State,l7. See also Angus Mcl-areu,
Oztr Ov,n Master Race: Eugenics in Canada, 1885-1945. Toronto: McClelland and

Stewart, 1990,22.
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Alarm over the high infant and maternal mortality rates contributed to certain

distortions as social stereotypes infiltrated medical diagnosis ancl interpretation. In his

study examining the need for pre-natal care benefits in health insurance packages, Joseph

Nathanson noted that among the near female relatives of insurance applicants, death rates

from childbirth almost equalled those fi'om tuberculosis and cancer combined.r0e In fact,

as has been shown in the previous pages, tuberculosis, not childbirth, was the primary

killer of women in turn-of-the-century Canada.rr0 Deaths from childbirth were no more

cor1lrnoll than fernale deaths frorn certain other causes, including accidents (though

accidental deaths wele far more prevalent among men than arnong women). HoweveL, no

other major cause of death was uniquely gender-based. This accentuated the impact of

maternal death rate statistics and discoloured their interpretation.rrr The maternal

mortality rates exacerbated medical conclusions about the fi'ailty of womeu and

reinfolced commonly held gender stereotypes.

No physician clecried the cleath toll exacted by parturition more vociferously than

did Helen MacMurchy, the director of the federal Public Health Department's Child

Welfare Division. MacMurchy blamed as the primary contributor to maternal deaths the

10e Natlranson, "Prophylaxis in Obstetrics", 7924, 494.

1ro See pages 72 and 90 of this chapter, Also, see Katy Dawley, "Ideology and Self-
Interest: Nursing, Medicine, and the Elimination of the Midwife," Nursing History
Reviev,9 (2001), 101.

rr I Mitclrinson, Tlte NaÍm'e of Their Bodies, 55.
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absence of appropriate care o/'any sot':.t12 "fi]n addition to the great neecl of better

medical and nursing care, pre-llatal, obstetrical and post-natal," MacMurchy conclucled in

an article which outlined the findings of a national maternal mortality study, "the

difficulty, often the impossibility, of getting any help in the house even during the first

ten days after the birth of the baby is a cause for maternal morbidity ancl mortality in

Canada."ll3

Though MacMurchy pointed to lack of general assistance in the home as a cause

of maternal morbidity, most rnedical literature in Canada ernphasized only technical and

professional cleficiencies. W.B. Fler-rdry, writing in tl-re Journal, maintained that lack of

adequate professional and technical assistance was the central contributor to maternal

deaths:

Consideration of the results leads one to the inevitable conclusion that in
many cases there have been lack of supervision during gestation, careless
preliminary exarninations or none at all, ill-timed and meddlesome
interference, imperfect technique and an unrecognized disproportion
between mother and child.rra

In Hendry's conclusions, as in much of the medical literature, the social and economic

circumstances surrourlding the mother and the birth were ignored. The birtli attendant,

rather than the mother, was the central figure.

112 See Dianne Dodd, "Advice to Parents: The Blue Books, Helen MacMurchy, and the

Federal Department of Health, 1920-1934", Canadian Bulletin of the History of
Medicine, 8, 1 99 1, 203-230.

r13 I{elen MacMurchy, "On Maternal Mortality in Canada" , CMAJ 15,7925,296.

rra l{endry, " Maternal Mortality", 1923,253.
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Ironically, the statistics clicl not necessarily support physicians' contentions that

the presence of a rnedical accoucheur would have saved maternal lives. In her study of

maternal mortality rates, Helen MacMurchy referred to the absence of rnedical facilities

inrural areas as acontributorto the sufferings of Canadianmothers. She quoted at length

a Member of Parliament from North Battleford who noted of his riding :

There is no doctor living in tl-ris whole area. The nearest doctors available
in cases of great need live in the towns along the lines of railway to the

south and west a distance of thirty to seventy rniles. The same applies to
hospital provision. . . Owing to the amount of distress and suffering that
exists the costs of obtaining rneclical advice, in most cases running from
$30.00 to $70.00 a visit, it is only in extreme cases that medical aid is
brought in and when the trouble occurs in the winter tnonths the suffering
is increased tenfold. I r5

Yet MacMurchy's data show that the death toll per 1000 births was higher in urban areas

than in rural communities. Thus, proxirnity to physicians did not necessarily translate

into safer births. Such statistics did not support physicians' contentions that access to

professional services would lessen the maternal rnortality rate.rr6

rr5 MacMurchy, "On Maternal Mortality", 1925,293. According to MacMurchy's own
statistics for 7922, the rural rate for maternal deaths was 4.4 per 1000 live births, while
tlre urban late was 6.7 (see page 294).

r16 Adrnittedly, it is difficult to make a direct comparison between urban and rural
statistics. In a study of infant mortality at the Toronto General Hospital from 1918 to
1922,W. G. Crosbie rernarked that the percentage of abnormal cases, and thus the
rnortality rate, would be higher in hospitals where a considerable number of cornplicated
cases were sent, often after the onset of labour. W. G. Crosbie, "The Obstetrical Causes

and Prevention of Stillbirth and Early Infant Mortality", CMAJ 13, 1923,877 .
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In a later stucly, MacMurchy contirrued to draw the attention of her colleagues to

mortality rates associated with pregnancy.Ir7 Speaking as a physician, rather than as a

wolrran or an advocate for women, she called for improvecl aseptic couditions ancl the

need for society to "regard pregnancy as a condition requiring medical supervision."rrs

Despite tl-re findings of her own study, which attributed many maternal deaths to poverty,

general poor health and exhaustion from domestic chores, MacMurchy remained faithful

to her professional party line.rre Probably unwittingly, MacMurchy ancl other female

health care personnel acted as a bridge between the traditional cotnmunity of women

attending parturient women and the world of modern rnedicine.

While there can be no question that doctors increasingly involved thentselves in

confinement cases, the extent of their usefulness to women rernains a debatable issue.

Professionals, themselves, recognized the potential harm they could induce by

inappropriate intervention. The injudicious use of instruments and intrusive rnanipulation

could create dangerous cornplications for mother and infant which could be fatal.

Notwithstanding the potential for complications resulting from their interferences,

physicians were equally critical of colleagues who j eopaldized mother and baby, .they

117 Helen MacMurchy, "Maternal Mortality in Canada," CMAJ 19,1928,1434-37.

r18 Suzann Buckley, "The Search for the Decline in Maternal Mortality: The Place of
Medical Records", in Essa;zs in History of Canadian MedicÌne, Wendy Mitchinson ancl

Janice Dickson McGinnis, eds. Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1988, 154.

1re Buckley, "The Search for the Decline in Maternal Mortality," 153.
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felt, by failing to be proactive. The question of finding the appropriate l¡alance \,vas a

nratter of continuing discussion in the ,lournal, as Nathanson admitted:

Patience in obstetrics is next to asepsis, but it must be the active patience

of close observation; not the passive patience of ignorance, allowing the

mother to become totally exhausted, or the baby in imrninent peril of death

before determining on a line of action.r20

The question of when to intervene was a judgernent call for the physician, whose medical

knowledge and scientif,rc training often disguised a lack of actual experience with

childbirth.

Physicians writing in the Journal lamented the paucity of obstetric eclucatiou,

noting that most physicians were simply unprepared for childbirth attendance. "The

plrysician in many cases overestirnates his own abilities, and cloes not recoguize flte

limitations of his knowledge, or the extent of his qualifications," remarked Nathansou.

"At the sarne time, the responsibility which he owes the prospective mother and her child

is very much underestimated."l2r Robert Ferguson, Professor of Obstetrics ancl

Gynecology at the University of Western Ontario, argued that "the average medical

attendant presumes to trust to nature so far that when he encounters some abnormal

condition he is incompetent to recognize or cope witli the diffìculty."r22 Ferguson further

rnaintained that young physicians were not being instructed in adequate obstetrical

techniques:

r20 Nathanson, "Prophylaxis in Obstetrics", 495.

I2r Nathanson, "Prophylaxis in Obstetrics", 495-6.

r22 Robert Ferguson, "A Plea for Better Obstetrics" , CMAJ 10, 1920,902.
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Unless the practitioner has acquired in his student collrse, a knowledge of
the mechanism of labour in its various presentations and positions, normal
and abnormal, he will never master its technique in the busy routine of
actual practice and cousequently he can never be relied upon to give
competent and expert service in the emergencies and difficulties of
obstetrics practice. I 23

Though Ferguson warned of the dangers of incompetent physicians, not once clid he

question the place of doctors in the birthing room. Physician involvement went

unexamined. Only rnedical techniques were faulted, not participation of the physician

hirnself. "Techniques must be simple, must be adequate, and, among the poor,

inexpensive," wrote W.W. Chiprnan in the Journql. "One of the clangers of hospital

technique," he continued, "is that it tends to be too elaborate, aud too far-removed from

the possibilities of private practice."r2a

In addition to professional education, physicians endorsed increased maternal

education through public health initiatives. Historian Denyse Baillargeon has shown that

women, especially those from the working-class, were not always eager to accept the

advice of physicians. As a result, ferrinist middle-class refomers collaborated with

public health professionals on educational campaigns designed to inform women about

the medically prescribed scientific maternal care.r25 Nathanson, a proponent of this

tactic, maintained:

r2r Ferguson, "A Pleas for Better Obstetrics",902.

r24 W. W. Chiprnan, "Problems of Obstetrical Practice", CMAJ 8:6, 1923, 381.

r25 Denyse Baillargeon, "Care of Mothers and Infants in Montreal between the Wars: The

Visiting Nurses of Metropolitan Life, Les Gouttes de Lait, and Assistance Maternelle", iu
Dodd and Gorham, eds., Caring and Curing,164-65,I78
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The public must be taken into the confidence of the medical profession,

and taught in a practical manner how much can really be acconplished by
proper pre-natal care, and by the practice ofclean obstetrics associated

with reasonable skill, for as Pomeroy has aptly put it, too many women of
all classes "select their obstetricians as they select their bridesmaids."r2ó

Accordingly, physicians were involved in shaping and managing expectations. This

allowed the profession to prescribe patient needs indirectly and to ensure a market for its

services.

Nathanson articulated the profession's attitude:

It has become very evident that much can be gained through the exercise
of sympathetic tact; and once having won the patient's confidence, the

value of pre-natal care to herself as well as her unborn chilcl, can easily be

brought out, and having accomplished this, the patient invariably shows a
desire for co-operation even beyond our most sanguine expectations.r2T

The assumption was that women simply did not understand how much they required

physician services. I-Iowever, once grasping the beuef,tts, they would surely pelceive the

error of their ways and seek rernedy in the forrn of professional parturient attendance.

Patients acquiesced in the medical assumption, less for the sake of the profession and its

claims than for the sake of the prospect of safer and less painful childbirtli experiences.

And physicians maintained tliat the course of safety was best served by medical

instruction and interventions, despite acknowledging their inadequate training and

experience. This steadfast assurance of its irnportance may have been a reaction to the

profession's actual precarious identity in the birthing room process. Largely self-invited

r26 Nathanson, "Prophylaxis in Obstetrics". 495.

r27 Nathanson, "Prophylaxis in Obstetrics", 495.
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to the birthing rooms of the 1910's and 1920's, physicians did not yet ltave control of

procedures and decisions.r2s As a result, their roles were tenuorìs. This lrrevented them

from prescribing what they considered to be the rnost efficacious cout'se of action for

mother and child.

Though fewer advances had been made in obstetrics than in other branches of

medicine, medical knowledge still offered physicians certain aclvantages.r2e "As

compared with the sister subjects of rnedicine and surgery," wrote Chipman, "obstetrics

þas rather been, not a first, but a last consideration.ttr30 Nonetheless, the 'sister subjects'

indirectly influerrced obstetrical practices, and provided tangible arguments for the

presence of physicians iu the birthing room.

Surgery provicled one source of legitimacy for the preseuce of physicians. Even

better for physicians, it made available a skill to which irregular birth practitioners could

not lay claim. Only those with professional training could wield the scalpel. Surgical

advances raised the profile of the medical man while diminishing the stature of traclitional

service providers. "An obstetrician is, by virtue of his off,tce, a sllrgeon," retnarked

Toronto physician K. C. Mcllwraith in the Jotu'nal.r3r Though understauding the

principals of pregnancy and birlh was nascent and elusive, the application of rigid

r28 Leavitt, Brought to Bed, 139.

12e Swaftzlander, "The Medical Treatment" ,222.

r30 Chiprnan, "Probletns of Obstetrical Practice", 1923,379.

rir Mcllwraith, "Obstetrics and the State", 309.
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surgical techniques to the process of chilclbirth placed physicians in control. It allowed

them to make an irnportant link between parturition and the hospital process. It also

allowed them to link the physiology of parturition with general physiology and anatomy

in which they were the expert. W. W. Chiprnan wrote in the Jotrnal:

Parturition is a physiological process, identical in the countess and in the

cow. At least, until recently, it has been so regarded. Physiological the
process is, and yet as regards the countess - and every mother is a countess

- this rratural process still remains a hazardous occupation.

The language was not particularly flattering, but the implicit notion was clear. Childbirth

was an inherently dangerous process for mothers, as indicated by high mortality statistics.

But it was also a physiological process. Physicians saw themselves as the experts in

physiological processes. Therefore, physician attendance was a necessity in the birth

process.

It was through the exceptional case, the threat of extenuating circurnstances, that

the physician most directly connected birth and medical expertise. The Caesarian section,

for example, represented a bridge between traditional clelivery and medicalized sr:r'gery.r32

Namecl after its nost farnous beneficiary, Julius Caesar, caesarian section had been

around for centuries but had fallen into disuse due to its usually fatal outcome. Revived

in 1882 by a German physician, Max Sanger, using aseptic methods and silk suturing of

the uterine wall, caesarian section had become a safer means of delivery than it liad

r32 "Caesarian section" is defined as "delivery of the fetus by

abdorninal and uterine wall" in Leavitt, Brought to Bed,272.
incision through the
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previously been.r33 Appropriately used, it afforded opportunity to circumvent

complications associated with vaginal rnar-ripulation and pelvic deformity.

In 1913, Frederick Fenton outlined procedures for Caesarian section in the

,Iom'nctl. After tl-rorouglily scrubbing and sterilizing the skin, a four inch incision was to

be made to the right of the rnid-line, the centre of the wound opposite the urnbilicus. The

uterus was to be opened, and the child rernoved by grasping one leg. The placenta and

membranes were then to be delivered tlirough the abdominal wound, following which the

uterus was to be manually coulpressed before being sutured and returned to the

abdominal cavity.ri4 Accordingly, the process of birth was to be a fully medicalized

experience, the patient reduced to a uterus and abdominal cavity and the procedure

conducted without her mental presence. Each birth was seen as a standard, mechanical,

physical function requiring a standard, mechanical, physical technique. But the

exceptional case invited exceptional techniques. Caesarian section was an exceptional

technique. Its increasing use was justifiecl by potential complications which could arise

in the stanclard process. Early indications for caesarian section included placenta praevia

and contracted pelvis. By the 1920s, however, caesarian section was conducted for a

rnyriad of reasons:

At the present time the indications for Caesarian Section . . . ernbrace the
following conditions, namely, turnours, impacted shoulder plesentation,
abnormal conditions of the child, undue rigidity of the cervix and vagina,

r3i Wertz and Wertz, Lying-h,139.

ria Frederick Fenton, "Report of a Series of Abdominal Caesarian Sections", CMA,J 3:70,
1913,842-43.
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grave diseases threatening the life of the mother and some cases of
prolapse of the cord.ri5

It was this potential for difficulties ir-r tlie process which warranted a place in the birthing

loom to the physician skilled in surgical techniques.

The issue of asepsis also connected surgery with obstetrics. Medicine's demands

for sterile birthing conditions aligned the parturient process with medical proceclure. To

achieve absolute cleanliness, more was required than a few clean sheets and hot water.

Sterile conditions could be effected only by adherence to strict procedural guidelines.

Fear of puerperal infection catapulted physicians to authoritative stature. Physicians not

only claimed that they knew; they began also to be prestuned to know. In a supplement

to tlre Cctnadian Mother's Book, MacMurchy emphasizecl the need for cleauliness in the

birthing-chamber:

BE Clean, Take off your dress. Scrub your hands and arms clean with
soap and hot water. Put on a clean wash dress and apron. Roll up the

sleeves over your elbows, scrub your hands and arms again and clean your

nails. Scald, scrub and clean THOROUGHLY all the pitchers, basins and

dishes you need. Put on plenty of water to boil.136

These procedures were methodological in nature. Practically speaking, they required that

the attendant be instructed in proper technique. By irnplication, ouly physicians could

provide such instruction. Moreover, pl-rysicians continually angled for births to occur

only within environmentally-controlled areas. "The best nurse we can get and the best

r35 A. Mackinnon, "Caesarian Section", CMA,I, 12, 1922, 405.

t36 Helen MacMurchy, The Canadian Mother's Book Supplentenl. The Little Blue Books

Mother's Series. Ottawa: F.A. Acland, 7923, I44.
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doctor we can get are needed when the baby comes", noted The Conadictn Mother's Book.

"We should think of this when we build our Canadian home."r37 The implication was that

women setting up a home and housekeeping should consider their location in terms of its

proximity to appropriate medical attendance and medical facilities.

Curiously, despite widespread acceptance by the 1920's of aseptic childbirth,

many physicians continued to neglect the strict antiseptic regirnen. As notecl by

Mcllwraith in 1920:

Many men, doing obstetric work in hospitals fail, I am afi'aid, to realize
the value of the precautions by which their work is there surrouuded. The

aseptic delivery roolrì, sterilized water, solutions, dressiugs, instrutnents
and ligatures; the preparation of the patient for delivery, the gloves,
gowns, caps and rnasks, with which they are supplied, are taken for
granted, laughecl at or even refused.r38

Many physicians simply did not link the need for asepsis with childbirth; they refttsed to

believe that puerperal infection could be a product of their own coutamination.

Eventually, however, the concept of asepsis came to dominate birthing procedures. It

provided a primary justification for the removal of confinement patients to hospitals.

Surgery was not the only means by which physicians gained access and stature in

the birthing rool11. Medicinal discoveries provided another vehicle. Initially, some

physicians were reluctant to make use of anaesthesia in the birthing room. They feared

that alleviation of labour pains would retard the birth process. If the pain accompanying

uterine contractions were unavailable as a stimulus, mothers would not efficiently 'bear

r37 MacMurchy, The Canadian Mother's Book,739.

Ii8 Mcllwraith, "Obstetrics and the State," 309.
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down' to expel the baby. Ultimately however, "both physicians and women developed

the perceptions that birth events were not fated but could be shaped in large part by

planning and making use of medical advauces'r.r3e These inclucled anaesthesia,

analgesics, anti-coagulants, coagulants, and operative instruments - anything conducive to

allaying fear and relieving pain. Medical journals soon teemed with discussions on the

appropriate use of medication. But the two leading issues debated in the Journal

concerned the use of pituitary extract (Piturin) and the administration of medications to

bring about "twilight sleep".

In 1909, the British physician Blair Bell had introduced pituitaly extract into

obstetrics as a means of inducing uterine contractions and stitnulating bilth. Writing in

the Jotrna¿ B. P. Watson stated, "fW]hen administered to a woman in labour the extract

quickly causes an increase in the strength of the uterine contractions, wl'rile the duration

of contraction becornes prolonged and the intervals between pains shortened."ra0 Thus,

by affording some control over uterine contractions, pituitary extract providecl physicians

with some control over the birth process. By the early 1910s, pituitary extract was a

standard prescription in physician-assisted births. "It was politely, but none the less

decidedly, inferred," wrote Ross Mitchell in 1921, "that the great majority of the obstetric

physicians who had not yet bowed to the knee of this nerv Baal were old fogies."lal

r3e Leavitt, Brougltt to Bed,199.

rt0 B. P. Watson, "Pituitary Extract in Obstetrical Practice" , CMAJ,3:9, 1973,74L

rar Ross Mitchell, "The Use of Pituitary Extract and Scopolamine-Morpl-rine in
Obstetrics" , CMA,J 11, 1927, 351 .
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Due to its beneficial properties and flexible applicability to the several stages of

labour, pituitary extract was quickly adopted. In 1917,Llarry Swartzlander, a small torvn

Alberta physician, wrote that piturin has been one of the main rnedical advances in the

past ten years.ra2 Even obstetricians at prorninent and prestigious Canadian hospitals

remarked on the speed with which its use had spread throughout Canada. "It seldom

happens that a new drug or remedy colnes irrto universal use in such a short space of

tilne," cornmented Watson, an obstetrician at the Toronto General Hospital.rar Pituitary

extract could accelerate and render more easily predictable tlie labour process. Firstly,

when the mother was not in labour, but labour was desired, pituitary extract could incluce

it. Secondly, pituitary extract could be used in the hrst or second stages of labour to

strengthen weak contractions and speed up the process. Thirdly, pituitaly extract coulcl

be used after the birth (the third stage of labour) as a means to control utel'ine

haemorrhage or assist the expulsion of the placenta.raa

I{owever, sustained high maternal mortality rates led to accusations of piturin

abuse by professionals. "Probably the most fiequent and pernicious or criminal error is

the injurious or routine use of pituitary extract", wrote Winnipeg obstetrician O. Bjolnson

in 1925.r45 Manifesting a Jekyll and Hyde attitude, the profession heralded pituitary

142 Halry Swartzlander, "The Medical Treatment of the Obstetric Cases", CMAJ,7, 7917,
224.

r4i B.P. Watson, "Pituitary Extract in Obstetrical Practice",J39.

Ioa Watson, "Pituitary Extract in Obstetrical Practice",743-754.

145 Bjornson, "An Obstetrical Retrospect", 1237.
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extract as an advance, but condemned the physician too reliant on its properties.

Individual practitioners were left to decipher the rhetoric and use appropriate judgrnent.

In the context of 'Twilight Sleep', introduced to North America in the 1910s, the

profession again was accused of abuse - this tirne with respect to obstetrical anaesthesia.

The debates concerning Twilight Sleep were heavily influenced by the demands of

patients, unlike most medical controversies, which are ordinarily consigned to

professional debates in lnedical journals. raó

Twilight Sleep involved the administration of amnesiac ancl anaesthetic drugs

during labour so that a mother would have a healthy baby, but no rnemory of the birth

experience. It had been initially developed in Germany in 1907 by Drs. Kronig and Gaus

of tlre Freidburg Clinic. By 1914, it had become a contested issue in North Arnerica.

Physicians relented to cousumer demand for the scopolamine-morphine mixtnre.

Following a patient's inquiry regarding Twilight Sleep, Bjornson lamented in the

Journcil:

For weeks and months before her confinement, she has heard r.r4risperings

of twilight sleep, chloroforrn, ether and nitrous oxide, and how Mrs. So

and So was given an anaesthetic and her baby taken away. Therefore after
a variable time in labour she declares that she can stand this no longer, and
firmly demands that she be given something at once.raT

For nrany wol1len, twilight sleep promised a perfect solution To the problent of

confinerrent.

ra6 See Judith Walzer Leavitt, "Birlhing and Anaesthesia: The Debate over Twilight
Sleep", SÌgns, 6, I 980-8 1, 747 -164.

ra7 Bjornson, "An Obstetrical Retrospective", 1238.
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The Twilight Sleep procedure involvecl administration of a cotlbination of clrugs

and the provision of a relaxing environment. The aim was to induce an amnesic semi-

conscious state. Ideally, the patient would be fi'eed of any memory of the eveut. A

S/innipeg physician, Ross Mitchell, described the technique for twiliglit sleep as it was

used in Canada:

when labour has clearly begun, the woman is removed to a darkened

private room. Cotton wool is placed in her ears, dark spectacles over her

eyes and great care is taken to avoid as far as possible external stimuli. An
initial dose of 1-6 grain morphine or the equivalent of narcophen with l -

150 to I-200 grain of scopolamine is given, Thereafter, various memory

tests are applied, tlie idea being to keep the patient in a state of amuesia . .

. In successful cases the patient passes into a somewhat somnolent

condition with flushed face, injected eyes and an accelerated pulse rate and

sleeps quietly in the interval between pains but complains bitterly cluring

their continuance . . . After delivery the child is removed frorn the rootri

and on being wakened at the end of three or four hours, the patient is

usually surprised to learn that her baby has been born.ras

The expense of the technique limited its availability to all but the wealthier classes.

Moreover, not all wolnen were susceptible to its hypnotic effect. In most cases, the

desirable ideal conditions could not be reproduced. Mitchell noted that the primary factor'

in the success of Twilight Sleep was the element of suggestion. At the Freidberg Clinic,

pliysicians believed that the procedure was better suited to upper-class wotnen "who

respond to the stimulus of severe pain . . . with nervous exhaustion and paralysis of the

will to carry labour to conclusioll."rae

raS Ross Mitchell, "The Use of Pituitary Extract", 352-53.

r4e Citecl in Leavitt, Brought Ío Bed,I30.
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In the United States, through the Twilight Sleep Associatiorl, womell lobbied the

medical profession to adopt the German technique. The meclical conmunity's

impression of the procedure was divided. Some claimed the technique was too

dangerous; others vouched for its safety and reliability.'to In an 1915 editorial, the

Jotu'nal warned of propaganda from the lay press:

Very unfortunately ayear ago Twilight Sleep fell . . . into the columns of
the lay press. Therein it was heralded as one of the world's greatest

cliscoveries - a nniversal anodyne in child-birth. Newspapers aucl

periodicals viecl with each other in the exploitation of its virtues, ancl

before the war there was no subject of such universal interest.r5r

The prornise of painless parlurition threatened the authority of physicians. in the fir'st

place, physicians could not provide, at least on a consistent basis, the painless experience

wolnen consiclered Twilight Sleep to be. Furthermore, upper-class wolnen were

demanding a commodity which the profession at large had not yet adopted. Since the

profession could not provide what women expected and considered to be available,

doctors' control over the birth-market was jeopardized.

In Canada, the carnpaign for twilight sleep did not achieve the same level of

organization it did in the United States. However, the issue did creep into popular

rnagazines, allowing for considerable public debate well beyond the purview ancl control

of physicians. Francis Marion Beynon, an outspoken writer for the Grain Growers

Guide ,jurnped into the fray:

I50 Leavitt, Brought to Bed,134-35.

r5r "Editorial", CMAJ 5,79I5,807.
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It is not the mere dread of the agony of birth which daunts our women, it is
also that they know of the after-exhaustion and sotnetimes chronic illness

which follows so-called "normal" births. It has been proved conclusively

that the exhaustion is due not solely to the shock to the body, but to the

psychic and mental shock caused principally by fear. Yet every doctor

who had conscientiously administered twilight sleep comments on the

total absence of nervous exhaustion in the mother after the birth when this

lnethod is used.r52

Beynon's support for Twilight Sleep exemplifies the importunity of wornen when faced

with the possibility of confinements having Iasting debilitating effects. Without access to

effective birth control methods, women of the period felt fearful of pregnancy and its

potential serious medical sequelae. They panicked over the pending pain of chilclbirth.

Female fears received expression in the public controversy over Twilight Sleep.

Many physicians were steadfast in their opposition to Twilight Sleep. They

refused to acquiesce to the procedure's popularity. Swartzlander warned of the bad

effects of the scopolamine-morphine mix. For example, it could interfere with pituitrin.

Such complications undermined the difficult effort to achieve tlie right atmosphere for the

beneficial application of the procedure.rs3

Canaclian physicians mirrored their American brethren's reluctance to etnbrace

Twilight Sleep whole-heartedly. In a 1916 .Iow^nal article which examined fifty-two

cases of the application of Twilight Sleep, three Montreal obstetricians concluded that the

technique's methodology was still in its infancy. Though further research on its

r52 Francis Marion Beyrron, "The Country Hornemakers - Painless Childbirth", Grain
Grov,ers Guide, September 19, 1916, 9.

r53 Swartzlander, "The Medical Treatment of ObstetricalCases",223.
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development was indicated, they cor"rld not endorse its wide-spread application. They

noted that each case had to be considered individually. For a successful outcome, the full

attention of the treater was required.r5a

Two great control issues propelled the debates over twilight sleep - the issue of

pain control and the issue of women having control over the birth process. Women

feared the pain and potential debility of delivery. They dernanded that the pain relief

methods be made available. Anaesthesia held out the promise of pain control. Ironically,

many physicians were reluctant to use scopolamine in parturition because they perceived

it would interfere with a normal bodily process. "When we reflect that we ale dealing

with a perfectly healthy individual, ancl an organ engaged in a purely physiological

function," noted one American physician, "I fail to see the necessity of instituting such a

lneasure in norrnal labour."r5s In this professional about-face, the naturalness of the birth

plocess was being emphasized. Tlie medicalization of childbirth, and meclicalized

discourse, were being expelled in order to combat a medical technique unsanctioned by

the North American professional organizations.

An even greater irony is discernible in the issue of control over birthing practices.

As Leavitt argues: "Although wonren were out of control during twilight sleep deliveries

... the loss of physical control was less irnportant to them than their determination to

'-t'J. W. Duncan, Charles Holbrooke, and George W. Phelan, "Twilight Sleep", CMA,I
6:2,1916, 108-109.

'" Cited in Leavitt, Bt'ought to Bed,136.
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contt'ol the decision about what kind of labour and delivery they would have."156 In

apparer-rt contradiction with concerns of late twentieth-century feminists, women of the

early decades of the twentieth century were willing to forsake physical control (and even

consciousness) if this promised safer and less painful childbirth. Late Victorian women

were prepared to give up physical control for the sake of controlling the overall birthirig

experience. Twilight Sleep was a symbol of wornen's efforts to control their birth

experience. Women would give up one form of control to win another. The reward for

\ryornen in gaining control of birthing practices was the prornised release frotn pain and

fear which Twilight Sleep could make available.

But as worren aspired for control of birthing practices, so too did physicians crave

fol increased professional prestige and control. The Twilight Sleep technique served the

yearnings of the latter in the followillg manner. The Twilight Sleep technique was

suffrciently complex to support the contention that births should be rernoved to hospitals.

It reinforced arguments based on the controlled conditions required for asepsis and the

necessity to have readily at hand tl-re availability of caesarian section. Ironically again, a

technique which was never wholly embraced by the profession perrnitted the profession

to assert even greater claims to expertise with respect to childbirth. TIie fact that the

demand for Twilight Sleep was consumer driven higlilighted even furthel the plofessional

expertise avaiIable only through physicians.

156 Leavitt, Brought to Bed,136-37.
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Thus, as women gained ground in controlling birthing practices, so too clicl

physicians gain in authority and professional prestige. The result of the gains on both

sides was that the period of gestation leading up to labour was a time during which

patient and professional negotiated the terms of the physician's involvement in the

birthing room.

The post-labour period was yet another matter. I{ere the main debate coucerned

the intervention versus non-intervention of the physician. Traditional practice called for

manual extraction of the placenta or afterbirth, where necessary. Earliest concelns fol the

potential danger of this practice arose independently and almost simultaneously. The

great American physician, Oliver Wendell Holmes, in 1843, and the Hungarian

plrysician, IgnazPhilipp Semmeilweis, in 1846, grouncled their argutneuts in

observation al data. They claimed that doctors were exposing parturient patients to

puerperal fever by way of manual extraction of the placenta. The medical community at

large was reluctant to accept the notion that gentlemen-physicians could be catriers of

contagion. As a result, illany physicians, prior to attending maternity patients, refused to

comply with prescribed aseptic hand washing dilectives.r5T

By tlie 1910's, even after the notion of asepsis had taken root, the issue of

intervention remained controversial enough to be the object of repeated warnings in the

nredical literature. In a 1914 Journal article, McGill University professor James R.

157 Wertz and Weñ2, 120-124. See also Carter, K. Caldwell and Barbara R. Carter,

Childbed Fever: A Scienlific Biograplry o.f lgnaz Sentmelweis. London: Greenwoocl Press,

1994.
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Gooclall, lnaintained that "the proper course to adopt is to refrain from auy forrn of

tleatment which entails invasiou of the uterine cavity". "The real question", he

concluded, "is not whether or not we should interfere and remove these products, but

wlretlrer the dangers of interference are not greater than those of a policy of laissez-

.faire." 
r58 In fact, most physicians decried any manipulation of the uterus or its contents,

though most also outlined exceptions to the general rule. However, few mentioned any

preventative measures to lessen the chance of infection. Goodall was a case iu point.

Though probably an adherent of aseptic technique, he did not feel the necessity to

mention it where "invasion of the uterine cavity" was atteurpted. He recommends neither

tliat the birth attendant wash his hands, nor that he use rubber gloves, even though such a

practices hacl been already commonly adopted. As late as 1923, W. W. Chipman

steadfastly argued against post-partum intrusions, unless the patient had been admitted in

the afterbirth period with suspicion of retained matter. In such a case, Chipman allowed

for exploration of the uterus witli one fìnger. He did not, ltowever, mentiou the need to

sterilize ol cleanse the hands before proceeding.r5e It is possible that aseptic theory hacl

becorne sufficiently established in the in the medical community that reiteration was

urulecessary. However, physicians obviously continued to fear the danger of infection

brought about by manipulation of the birth canal despite adherence to aseptic theory.

r58 .I. R. Goodall, "The Treatment of Puerperal Infections," CMAJ,4,7974,590.

r5e W. W. Clripman, " PLoblems of Obstetrical Practice", CMAJ, 13:6, 1923,386.
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The medicalizatíon of childbirth represented a long-term process involving a

considerable degree of negotiation between tnothers and physicians. Ultimately,

physicians gained control of the birth experience. But the profession was plaguecl with a

potentially ernbarrassing dichotomy. They had become experts in childbirth despite a

general paucity of knowledge and lirnited educational curriculum in childbirth

techniques. Part of their professional birth attendant status was self-acquired; but perhaps

a larger part was imposed by women seeking safer and less painful birth experieuces, ancl

by a society seeking a scientific remedy to elevated infant and maternal rlortality ancl

rnorbidity rates. Of one mind in its desire to control the process of childbirth, the

profession failed to provide clear guidance to individual physicians working in the

obstetrical fielcl. The general "party-line" was that it was up to the physician to make

immediate and informed decisions on an individual case by case basis.

Debate centered around the physician's role during childbirth and the problem of

maternal rnorlality. Medical literature rarely addressed the role of mothers. Medical

authors provided theories and recommendations, but they characteristically ornitted the

patient from the process they studied. The result was medical patriarchy, part of the

motivation for which was a genuine belief that medical principals could produce safer

childbirths. Patriarchy was irnplicit in the "doctor kuows best" mentality which infused

birthing chambers, but in most cases, this was a sentiment mothers were willing to adopt.

Why this female willingness? The answer is that women were eager to embrace whatever

approaches promised to lessen the physical and mental torments that had become the

legacy of the childbirth experience.
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As the delicate balance between physician intervention and non-intervention

shifted to and fi'o, the degree of marginalization of the patient remained a constant factor.

In order to acquire control of events in the birthing charnber, physicians had to perceive

maternity patients as mechanized medical model components. The process of birth was

divided into stages that omitted the presence of the mother in favour of the progression of

the foetus through tlie birth canal. The physician focussed on this progression. Pain and

fear were distractions for both patient and physician. They threatened to obstruct, or

interfere with, the birth process. As potential obstructions to normal birth, they needed to

be elirninated through smooth management.

Pre-natal care, anaesthesia, arrd contagion theory were adoptecl by the medical

community, sometimes with a sizeable push to do so from patients demancling access to

modern medicine. The issue of control of bilthing practice, and who was to possess it,

had a different tone for turn of the century women than that to be found in late twentieth

century feminist writing. Early twentieth century women considered the medical

community's reluctance to use the tools of its trade, including anaesthetics and analgesics

to allay the pain of childbirth, to be cruel and uncompassionate. They also construed this

reluctance to limit women's control over their own childbirths. Though medicine offered

patriarchy, the demands of wornen were for something very different.
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Chapter 2, Appendix I

Maternal Mortality Rate, Stillbirth Rate, Infant Death Rate
(all per 1000 live births)

Canada 192l-1940

1921

1922
1923

1924

1925

1926

1927

1928

1929

1 930

1 931

1932
1 933

1934

1 935

1 936

1937

1 938

1 939

1940

4.7

5.1

5.0
tr2

4.9

5.6

5.5

5.6

5.7

5.8

5.'1

5.0

5.0

5.3

4.9

5.6

4.9

4.3

4.3

4.0

Maternal Mortality
Rate

Stillbirths

34.3

32.9

34.1

33.4

32.8

30.2

31.0

31.5

31.9

31.3

3'1.5

30.5

30.4

29.0

28.8

28.6

28.2

27.8

27.4

27.0

Neo-natal Deaths

43

44

44

42

41

48

45

44

44

43

42

JO

37

Jb

35

34

34

J¿

31

30

lnfant Death Rate
(under 1 year of

age)
102

102

103

94

93

102
oÂ

90
o2

91

86

75

74

73

72

6B

77

64

ot
58

Source: F. H. Leacy, M. C. Urquhart and K. A. H. Buckley, eds. Historical
Statistics of Canada, first edition. Ottawa: Statistics Canada, 1 983 ,

plate B1-14.



Chapter Three

Strychnine, Whiskey, Coffee and Saline: Birth at the Winnipeg General Hospital,
1880s to the 1920s

The Winnipeg General Hospital fthe WGH], one of the largest teaching hospitals

in the country at the turn of the twentieth century, was a product of its time in health care

delivery. Programs and services at the WGH paralleled the evolution of the culture of

professional medicine. Within hospital walls, physicians were crafting for medicine a

new world, where dictums of scientific theory were secular gospel and pliysician

authority dominated patient treatrnent. "lf the hospital had been meclicalized," notes

medical historian Charles Rosenberg in reference to this period in medical history, "the

lnedical profession had been hospitalized."r This was the atmosphere within which the

fledgling specialty of obstetrics calne into its own as a recognized rnedical discipline.

Though physicians at tliis time had made inroads into the birthing chamber, their presence

was not the norm in Canadian society. The statistics fol physician attended births are

often elusive. Ross Mitchell, chair of the Manitoba Medical Association's Maternal

Moltality Committee, reported the proportion of physician-attended births to vary across

provincial districts from 10% to 100%.2 Typically, doctors attended the birthing rooms of

I Clrarles E. Rosenberg. The Care of Strangers: The Rise of America's Hospital
System. N.Y.: Basic Books, 1987 ,346. A similar idea is supported by S.E.D. Shortt,
"The Canadian Hospital in the Nineteenth Century: An Historiographic Lament",
Journal of Canadian Studies,l8:4,2983-84,7; and David Gagan. 'A Necessity
Among Us': The Owen Sound General and Marine Hospital, I89l-1985. Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1990.

2 Ross Mitcl-rell, "Report of the Maternal Mortality Committee of the Manitoba
Medical Association" , Mcutitoba Medical Bulletin, 1928,7-8.
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the poor in public hospital wards, the wealthy, and those r,vith severe complications

during birth. The hospital figured even less in the conventional birth experience, with

nrost births occurring in the home. Until1942, more than half of all births in Canada

occurred outside the hospital.s

Through the hospital, however, physicians developed the aura of expertise that

would furlher obstetrical practice. The emergence of hospitals as recognized centers of

health care delivery contributed to the medicalization of births. In their earlier years,

hospitals had been viewed as charitable institutions of desperation for the ailing poor.

However, the coupling of science and rnedicine in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries altered the reputations of medical institutions, and inclirectly inflnencecl health

cate.o As hospitals acquired better reputations, they began slowly defining stanclards of

medical care. A specialty such as rnaternity was arl excellent candidate for hospital

admission. However, the process that brought births into hospital was slow and rnired by

conflicting opinions both within tlie profession and in the public eye. Childbirth was

eventually brought into the institutional fold. But this was possible only when physicians

were able to convince women that safer and less painful births could be achieved in

hospital.

Physicians were only beginning to learn about the mechanics of childbirth and the

role their methods could play in maternity care in tlie late nineteenth century. While

3 See Appendix l, Table I.

a See Rosenberg, Ccu'e of Strangers,338. See also G. I{arvey Agnew, Canadian
Hospitals, 1920 to 1970. A Drantatic Half Century.Torcnto: University of Toronto
Press, 1974,2.
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scientific research liad iclentified the cause of puerperal fever, the only effective

cornbatant known was preventative cleanliness and maintenatlce of a sterile enviloument.

As a result, childbirth fever continued to claim the lives of mauy mothers. Before Sir

Alexander Fleming's discovery of penicillin in 1928, doctors were unable to prescribe a

cure.

The other great promise of late nineteenth and early twentieth century medicine,

that of painless childbirth through the exercise of anaesthetic pharnraceuticals, was

equally ambiguons. The use of drugs was an inexact science at best. The administration

of ether and chloroform was largely guess-work, and the employment of nalcotics during

confinement raised further safety concerns.t

Relying on meclical records from the 
'Winnipeg General Hospital, this chaptel will

begin to shed sorne light on negotiations that eventuatecl in the hospitalization of

childbirth. The experiences of women in WGH maternity wards were represeutative of

the broader experience of women giving birth witliin hospital walls. Since most births in

Canada between the 1890s and 1930s occurred outside the hospital environment, the

records of the WGH do not reflect the general parturient experiences of Winnipegers or

Canadian women during this period. However, the institutional story offers insight into

5 Juditlr Walzer Leavitt. Brought to Bed: Child-Bearing in America, 1750-1950.

N.Y.: Oxford University Press, 1986, 117. See also Wendy Mitchinson. The Nature
of Their Bodies: Wonten and Their Physicians in Victorian Canada. Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1991, 17 5-180; and Veronica Strong-Boag and Kathryn
McPherson, "The Conf,rnement of Wornen: Childbirth and Hospitalization in
Vancouver, 1919-1939",in Britislt Coluntbia Reconsidered: Essays on í4/omen,

Veronica Strong-Boag and Gillian Creese, eds. Vancouver: Press Gang Publishers,

t992,146.
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the new rnedical developments surronnding partr-rrient care and the tnetamorphosis of

childbilth attendance.

Generally, the acceptance of medical authority in health cale delivery is relatively

easy to understand. Firstly, physicians were members of an emerging professional class

whose expert authority was shaping social ideals. As such, their voices were rningling

with those of other professionals eager to create a society built on social tefornt, whicli

also accorded a valued role to their particular experlise.6 Secondly, doctors provicled a

form of scientifically-based alternative in matters of illness and disability which the

public was willing to receive. However', childbirth was not generally a matter of illness

or disability, nor was it perceived as a social ill cleserving of societal attention. Its shift

from a traditional home-bound experience into an acute sickness relocatecl uucler the

urnbrella of the hospital is more difficult to cotnprehend.

The process by which physicians arrived at the bedsides of expectant mothers was

tlie product of a complex, and not always overt, collaboration between the medical

profession and women themselves. As discussed in the previous chapter, many eat'ly

twentieth century female advocates of pliysician-centered birth techniques (such as

Twilight Sleep) argued that, in choosing to admit physicians into the birthing room,

worten were in fact exerting control over their own medical experiences. Seeking to

alleviate the pain and fear of childbirth, women demanded access to advances that

6 For a discussion of the emergence of the professional class and its irnpact on the

welfare state, see Harold Perkin, The Rise of rhe Professional Socie4t; England since

1880. New York: Routledge, 1989, 117-170.
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modern science could offer, despite physician reluctance to provide anesthetized births.T

It just so happened that the medical profession's capacity to assuage some of the

discomforts of childbirth developed in tandem with the ascension of hospitalized care.

And it was in the hospital environment, more so than in the home birthing chambers, that

women lost control of the birth experience. The dominance of science and its medical

representatives in the experience of childbirth was in paft a recognizable result of the

growth of the stature and power of hospitals in health care delivery.

In 1872, the newly-founded provincial capital of Winnipeg established a Board of

Health witl-r the purpose of founding a civic hospital. While early in Winnipeg's

development as a city, the arrival of a hospital in the Canadian city was at a time when

their institutional status was gaining prominence in Britain and the United States.8

Despite an initial meeting of the board members in 1871, the Provincial letters of

Incorporation were not taken out until December 13,1872, when the provincial

government was approached for assistance. Of note is the fact that only one physician sat

on the Board upon the hospital's incorporation.e

7 Judith Walzer Leavitt, "Birthing and Anesthesia: The Debate over Twilight Sleep",
Signs,6:1, 1980, 147-165. Lawrence G. Miller, "Pain, Parturition, and the Profession:
Twilight Sleep in Arnerica", in Health Care in AnterÌca: Essays Ìn Social History,
Susan Rosner and David Reverby, eds. Philadelphia: Temple Univer'sity Press, I979,
19-43.

8 See Rosenberg, The Care of Strangers, 15-46.

e Unknown, "Early Days of the Winnipeg General Hospital," Manftoba Medical
Bttlletin,5-6 (July, 1926),1. The members of the Board of Health upon the hospital's
incorporation were: Messrs. Geo. Young, Gilberl McMicken, W. Kennedy, Joseph
Royal, J.H. McTavish, W.G. Fonseca and Dr. J.H. O'Donnell.
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A house at the corner of McDermot and Albelt Streets in the central core of the

city served as the initial site for the city's first medical institution. Site choice was based

on a wish to place the institution at the most central location possible in order to allow for

the city's future needs.r0 By 1884, the hospital had acquired a permanent building,

accommodating sixteen public ward patients and a small operating roorn." Before

arriving at its current situation on Bannatyne Avenue, the hospital was relocated five

times, all within the boundaries of the city's center.

Historian Charles Rosenberg has identified a significant shift in the role of

American hospitals towards the end of the nineteenth century, an era which he calls the

'hew healing order."r2 According to Rosenberg, the reputation of hospitals evolvecl fi'om

almshouse to modern, respectable institution in the latter half of the century, following

the American Civil War. Canadian historian David Gagan has demonstrated how factols

in the shift identified by Rosenberg also affected the evolution of Canadian medical

institutions:

Antiseptic and aseptic procedures, the professionalization of nursing and,

more importantly, of hospital adrninistration wrought by Florence
Niglitingale and her disciples after 1 870, the advent of new diagnostic
technology (for example, the x-ray machine), improved surgical
techniques and the clustering in one place of a steadily widening range of
rnedical expertise all contributed to the growing perception among both

r0 Unknown, "Early Days of the Winnipeg General Hospital", 1.

lr Ross Mitchell, trúedicine in Mcutitoba: The Story of lts Beginnings. Winnipeg:
Stovel-Advocate Press , 1954,77 -78.

12 Clrarles Rosenberg, The Care of Strangers, Palt IL
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physicians and their private patients that the hospital, not the home, was

the preferred place for the treatment of acute sickness.ls

The WGH came into its existence under this new scientific climate.ro Its introduction

into turn of the century Winnipeg society paralleled that of scientific rneclicine into health

care services.

As historian David Gagan argues, Canadian hospitals wele predominantly

perceived as charitable organizations for the ailing poor. As charitable institutions, they

were imbued with the values of the members of wealthy benefactot'classes who irnposecl

their own moral authority. Gagan has described traditional hospitals as:

Custodial facilities maintained as secular charities by the wealthy
patrons who in turn determined who should be admitted for care,

hospitals were instruments of social control of the working and

destitute urban poor, better equipped to prornulgate Victorian social
virtues than to treat sickness in the urban-industrial societies that gave

birth to them.r5

For their parts, doctors straddled the hinterland between a legitimate professiou and a

simple trade guild. Medicine had not yet garnered for its practitioners the lespectability

accorded to physicians of today. Conscious of the moral order as defined by hospital

rr David Gagan, "For'Patients of Moderate Means':The Transformation of Ontario's
Public General Hospital, 1880-1950", QSEP Research Report No. 239, November,
1988,2. See also Davicl Gagan, 'A Necessity Antong Us',28-29.

ta For arl account of many of the scientif,rc advances influencing physicians in this
period, see Michael Bliss, Williant Osler: A Lfe in Medicine. Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1999.

r5 David Gagan, "For'Patients of Moderate Means':The Transformation of Ontario's
Public General Hospitals, 1880-1950", Canadian Historical ReviewLXX:2,1989,
152.
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financial supporters and in need of societal approval, physicians maintained the social

mores of their institutional benefactors.ró

Medicine itself could offer no clear legitimacy to the notion of benevolent

buildings for the sick. Indeed, therapeutic resources offered by physicians could be

provided outside the hospital just as well as they could be provided inside the hospital in

the mid to late-nineteenth century. Consequently, the stature of hospitals did not change

immediately and hospitals retained their status as charity refuges for the urban poor.'t

The problem of hospital stature was further compounded by the taint of "hospitalism", a

justifiable fear of fever and infection contracted within hospitals and especially associated

with lying-in wards.I8

Through the 1880s, however, the perceptions of medicine, and consequently

hospitals, began to change in North America. The science of bacteriology and the

professionalization of physicians and nurses influenced the evolution of hospitals, which

sought to associate with both in order to gain legitirnacy. Advances in diagnostic and

treatment techniques better suited to hospital conditions, also helped transform

perceptions of hospitals in the eyes of both professionals and the public.re Increasingly,

hospitals were being frequently by middle-class patients able to pay the lower fees of

16 For a discussion of middle-class social rtores and charitable institutions, see Linda
Gordon, Pitied But Not Entitled: Single Mothers and the History of l4/elfare, 1890 -
19-15. N.Y.: The Free Press, 7994,55,72.

r7 Clrarles Rosenberg, The Care of Strangers, 115.

18 Clrarles Rosenberg, The Care of Strangers, 122.

le Gagan, "For'Patients of Moderate Means,"' 152.
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semi-private wards. By the end of the First World War, hospitals were recognized as

cornerstones of health care delivery and medical practice.20 Nevertheless, for the most

part, patients remained at the two socio-economic extremes of society: the very poor

desperately seeking whatever medical attendance they could obtain in the public warcls,

and the very rich paying their personal physicians to attend them in the sanitized

surroundings of the private wards.

Incorporated as a civic hospital in 1875, the WGH quickly embodied the

characteristics of a modern hospital through its association with the Manitoba Medical

College and the establishment in 1887 of a training school for nurses. Early in its

existence (1890), the hospital adopted an elected boarcl and a medical advisory

committee, incorporating the expertise of local businessmen ancl social reformers, and

acquiring legitimacy through association with scientific rnedical knowledge. The liospital

demonstrated a commitment to the principles of public health through the maintenance of

a district nursing programme (establisl-red in 1897), a permanent outdoor (or out-patient)

department (established in 1905) and the first social service department in western

Canada (established in 1909).2r These public programs attested to the'charitable' legacy

of hospitals, and continued services to the poor despite the presence of paying patients.

The outdoor work was intended for "the relief of those who are too poor to pay n-redical

20 See Starr, Paul, The Social Transforntation of Anterican Medici¡ze . New York:
Basic Books, Ch. 4.

2r Frorn information included in WGH Annual Reports, 1884-1920. Available
through Provincial Archives of Manitoba (hereinafter PAM), MG 10 B I 1 , Box 1 .
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fees, and not sick enough to be admitted to a hospital";22 the social service department

providecl for "the appointment of some official connected with the l-rospital whose duty

would be to visit the homes of the needy patients, visit discharged patients and see that

they are put in a position to carry out the doctor's orders, to relieve the anxiety of patients

in the public warcls of the institution".2s

From the moment of its inception in 1872, the WGH struggled to accornmodate

demands upon its resources. As explained in the first chapter, the city of Winnipeg

underwent a series of growth spurts from the 1 880s to the 1920s. The increase in patient

load at the hospital was partially a result of simple demographics. However, Chart I

demonstrates that the patient numbers did not parallel the growth of the city. Wrile the

number of patients increased between 1891 and 1901, the proportion declined again in

191 I . Tlre proportion of Winnipeg residents iri hospital vacillated between 4o/o and 7%o.

Nonetheless, it was clear that more people were rnaking use of the hospital.

Characteristic of rnany health care institutions of the late nineteenth century, the

V/GH struggled to supply the needs of an increasing faith in hospitali zationamong

medical professionals and lay public alike. By the First World War, the patient

population had increased dramatically. Throughout the 1910s and 1920s, the hospital

underwent successive renovations and constructions to keep pace with the inclease in

patient Ioad.2'

22 Amual Report, WGH, 1909, I1.

2i Annual Report, WGH, 1910, 11.

2a See Annual Reports, WGH, 1884-1920.
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Chart I

Proportion of Winnipeg Population Listed as Patients at the

Winnipeg General Hospitaf 189 | - I92l
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Source: Annual Reports, WGH. PAM, MG l0 Bl1, 1888-1925. See Chapter 3, Appendix l, Table II.

As noted, the steady increase in the number of patients was partially attributable to

general population growth in the city; however, leveling in the city's population surge just

prior to the First World War did not have much of an impact as numbers of patients

continued to rise. It is likely that returning veterans contributed to the flood; nonetheless,

escalating patient numbers demonstrated a growing trust in the hospital environment.

Ever-increasing demand produced a constant search for beds to oblige the patient

population. Even after the hospital had moved to its permanent location in 1884, the

medical superintendent lamented lack of space, especially in private and isolation
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wards.2s Insufficient private ward space became a recurring issue. Revenues generated

from this source was undoubtedly a rnajor reason. The charge for a room in the private

wards was between $2.00 and $2.50 per day. For this sum, patients received "boarcl,

medicines, dressings and ordinary nursing attendance."26 To obtain a private roorl,

patients had either to pay in advance or furnish adequate guarantee of payment. The main

advantage of private accommoclation was that patients were entitled to be attended by

their personal physician rather than a staff doctor. With the opening of the hospital on

Bannatyne Avenue, there were six private wards.

An increasirig demand among the middle-class and wealthy for access to hospital

treatment augmentecl the importance of private fees to the institution. Gagan has shown

that hospitals in Ontario began to depend more and more on patient fees as an integral

fonn of income.2t The revenue shift resulted fi'om "the rapid increase after 1900 of

surgical and obstetric cases which became the hospital's raison d'être by 1914;

improvements in patient management which reduced the length of hospital stays by

nearly 40 per cent between 1893 and 1908 and allowed the hospital to treat many more

patients without increasing its actual capacity; and the developing perception on the part

of the town's physicians, that the Hospital was the preferred location for the treatment of

25 Repofi of the Medical Superintendent, Annual Report, WGH, 1890, 15. PAM MG
10 811, Box 1.

2ó By-Laws, WGH, October 1895, 13. PAM MG 10 Bl l, Box 10.

27 David Gagan, "For'Patients of Moderate MeanS"', 158. See also, Suzaun
Buckley, "Ladies or Midwives? Efforts to Reduce Infant and Maternal Moltality", in
A Nor Unreasonable Claint: Wonten and Reform in Canada, IBB0's-192}'s,Lynda
Kealey, ed. Toronto: The Women's Press, 1979,133.
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their acutely iIl private patients."28 By the First World War theu, hospital clientele liad

already changed significantly. Instead of a mostly indigent patient base, like

characteristic hospitals of the nineteenth century, early twentieth century liospitals

operated [ìore as businesses, depending on client fees for financial support.

The growing demand for private patient accommodation at the WGH became tlle

subject of newspaper commentary. One story frorn an ttnclated newspaper article stated:

The directors of tlie Winnipeg General Hospital have for some time past

been urging the great necessity for a substantial addition to the

accommodation of the institution. With the remarkable increase in the

population of the city and the west during the past few years, the demands

on the hospital have increased proportionately, but without provision made

to meet them. Even the applicants for private rooms, who are willing to

pay for their accommodation and attendance, are unable to secure roorls

and yesterday there were no fewer than 13 applicants on hand which coulcl

not be met.2e

By the early 1900s, the Winnipeg General represented modern medical knowledge ancl

expertise in the city. The hospital struggled to enlarge facilities and iucrease the

availability of private rooms. Year after year, the medical superintendent's repott decried

the lack of sufficient private accommodation to meet demand.3O Tlie aclclition of seven

¡ew private wards in 1894 alleviated the dernand on the WGH temporarily. But rising

admissions quickly swarnped the hospital's new capacity. In 1897, the WGH undertook

2s David Gagan, "For'Patients of Moderate Means'", 158-59.

2e 
Quotation from scrapbook of loosely dated newspaper articles in the ''Winnipeg

General Hospital Collection' of the Manitoba Provincial Archives. PAM MG 10

811, Box 29.

30 Report of Medical Superintendent, Annual Report, WGH, 1 890, I 891, 1 894, 1896.

PAMMG 10B11,Box 1.
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construction of a brand new wing, the Victoria Jubilee Addition, hoping yet again to

assuage the pressure.'' A Winnipeg Free Press article dated Novetnber 29,1902, likenecl

the abilities and strains of the WGH to those of well-known eastern Canadian institutions:

The citizens of Winnipeg have been accustomecl to hear so much about the
magnificent and richly endowed hospitals of large cities in the east, that
they fail to realize the high relative position which their own general

hospital takes, in regard to both the equipment and work. Comparing
numbers of patients treated last year, the work of the Winnipeg Genelal
Hospital stands higli in importance. Tlie figures reported are as follows:
Winnipeg General, 2,773; Montreal General, 2,823; Royal Victoria, 2,773;
Lakesicle Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio, 2,475; St Luke's, Chicago, 2,362.32

The increasing demand for private accommoclation points to a significant elevation in the

reputations of hospitals. They were losing their gruesome shadow froln the nineteenth

century which cast them as institutions of desperation and death. Social change was

enhancing their profiles and placing medical institutions in a much brighter, ancl more

respectable, liglit.

Through admission procedures, by-laws, and the creation of an environment more

palatable to the expectations of paying clients, the WGH also accornmodated middle-

class patients whose income was limited, but who coulcl still afford to pay some of the

expenses of their lodging and medical attendance. Most notably in 1899, the WGH

introduced the concept of semi-private accommodation. Under this arlangement, patients

could be attended by any provincially recognized physician provided they covered the

professional fees. A fee of $ 1 .00 per day would be charged for "board, medicine,

3r Annual Report, WGH, 1897. PAM MG l0 811, Box 1.

32 Sclapbook, 'Winnipeg General Hospital Collection', PAM MG 10 Bl1, Box 29,
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dressing, and ordinary nursing attendance but any special wines and liquors tirat may be

prescribed and any special attendance" was to be paicl for by the patient.tt The serni-

private environment allowed for the inclusion of a new class of patient in the wards; one

not part of the traditional classes found in medical institutions. The consumption of

hospital services by this middle-class attests to the growing acceptance of hospital care

within the scope of standard medical care. As with other rnedical institutions in the early

twentieth century, the hospital's reputation within the Winnipeg cotnullulity was

changing, and altering the character of health care delivery.

The most revealing indicator of increasing hospital utilization, however, r.vas the

fact that many more people were looking to medical institutions and hospitals for'

assistance with the rnost signif,rcant events in their lives - births ancl deaths. Susan L.

Sniith and Dawn D. Nickel liave identified a historical parallel between births ancl deaths,

arguing that the hospital replaced the home as the primary locus of both events in the

tr,ventieth century.ia Chart 2 shows that the number of deaths occurring in hospital

increased slowly, but steadily, between 1888 and 1925. Again, the increased use of

hospital facilities was attributable in part to overall population growth. Fulther, the

destitute continued to die in hospital as a vestige of the hospital's nineteenth century

character. Statistics do not provide a social class breakdown of those wlio died in

33 Minutes, Board of Trustees Meeting, WGH, 3Oth Septernber and l6th October,
1899. PAM MG i0 811, Box 15,

3a Susan L. Smith and Dawn D. Nickel, "Frolr Home to Hospital: Parallels in Birthing
and Dying in Twentieth-Century Canada," Cqnadian Bttlletin of'Metliccrl History,l$
(1999),49-64.
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hospital care. I-lowever, given that the increased nurnber of deaths did not directly mirror

the increase in patient numbers, sorne of the rise in hospital deaths rnay be attributed to

growing public and professional acceptance of hospitals as treatrnent facilities.

Chart2

Number of Deaths at the Winnipeg General Hospital
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Source:AnnualReports, WGH. PAM, MG 10 Bl l, 1888-1925. See Chapter 3, Appendix 1, Table Il.

Increase in the annual number of hospital births also attests to the developing faith

in medical institutions. Chart III shows that annual births attended at the WGH increased

only nrarginally before 1903, slightly more between 1904 and 1914, and signif,rcantly

starting in l9l5 with some decline during the early years of the First World War.
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Chart 3

Number of Births at the Winnipeg Geneml Hospital,

1888-192s
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Source:AnnualReporls, WGH. PAM, MG l0 Bl l, 1888-1925. See Chapter 3, Appendix l, Table II.

Again, rnultiple factors would have influenced the number of births in hospital -

population growth, maternal choice, physician demand, a growing middle-class more able

to pay for services. As Table i shows, while overall there was a rise in liospital use for

births and deaths, it was not a steady increase. The totals as a propottion of the city's

overall births and deaths was variable, rising and falling over the yeals.

Table 1

Year Number of
Births in
Winnipeg

Number
of Deaths

in
Winnipeg

Number of
Births at the

Winnipeg
General
Hosnital

Number of
Deaths at the

Winnipeg
General
Hnsnifal

Proportion of
Births at the

Winnipeg
General
Hosnifal

Proportion of
Deaths at the

Winnipeg General
Hospital

1 BB9 816 600 29 82 4o/o 14%

'1890 842 458 46 82 5% 18%

1854 1 051 571 63 99 6o/o
4 10/
tt lo

1 898 IJ IJ 547 85 111 6% 20%
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Year Number of
Births in

Winnipeg

Number
of Deaths

in
Winnipeg

Number of
Births at the

Winnipeg
General
Hosoital

Number of
Deaths at the

Winnipeg
General
Hosnital

Proportion of
Births at the
Winnipeg
General
Hosoital

Proportion of
Deaths at the

Winnipeg General
Hospital

1 899 1378 769 69 153 5% 20%

1 901 1374 820 70 '156 5% 19%

1902 1480 1094 93 177 6% 16%

1 903 1811 1304 '109 250 60/o 19%

1904 1 969 1449 141 271 7% 19%

1 905 2062 147 1 127 332 60/o 23%

1 906 2810 2093 181 317 6% 15o/o

1907 3521 1741 211 387 6% 22%

1 908 3954 '1500 211 327 5% 22%

1 909 41 00 1454 201 Jbf) 5o/o 24%

1910 3980 1 803 178 405 4% 22%

191 1 4674 2088 111 436 2% 21%

1912 5282 2407 108 283 ^o/¿lo 12%

1913 5577 2204 166 348 3% 160/o

1914 5789 1 955 446 384 8% 20%

Source; Manitoba Department of Agricultule and hnmigration, Report of the Departntent oJ Agriculture

ancl [mntigration,1889,l890, 1894, 1898, 1899, 1901-1904;and Province of Manitoba, Bureøuof
Statistics Births, Marriages, Deaths and MortalityStatisticsfor theYear Ending 1914. Winnioeg, 1916,

14-17.

Nonetheless, physicians and the hospital were becolniug increasingly present in people's

lives during significant life events. Medicine was being perceived differently than it had

been perceived hitherto; the role of doctors in society atlarge was being reshapecl.

Hospitals retained ties to their fonner gloorny aspects thlough the public wards

intended for poor patients. At tlie turn of the century, public wards served to legitimate

government funding to a private institution. In return, the institution would provide

medical attendance free of charge to those demonstrating need. The Board of Trustees of

the WGH was sensitive to the hospital's dual status as a private institution and a public

service organization, This sensitivity was manifest in the tiglit reigns maintained by the
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Board over activities of staff physicians on hospital wards. Initially, when hospitals were

prirnarily charitable institutions, administrators had forbidden physicians to accept fees

even from private patients for services provided in hospital." Later, as wealthier patients

sought hospital care, both physicians and the institution recognized the value of private

patients as potential income sources. Nonetheless, hospital administration remained

protective of the hospital's role in providing for charitable cases.

In September of 1887, the WGH Boarcl of Trustees expressed disapproval upon

learning that some members of the Medical Board had been charging patients in the

public wards.36 Later the sarne rnonth, faced with a request from physicians that they be

allowed to charge public patients, the Board refusecl on the grounds that the hospital was

a publicly funded institution. "The Hospital is supported by a grant under the charity act

from the local Governrnent of Manitoba, the grounds for such grant beirig that it is to

meet the cost of affording gratuitous medical and maintenance to the sick and injured,"

remarked the Board Minutes of Septernber 30th, 1887. Tlie Board went on to declare that

"to sanction therefore the cl-rarging of medical fees in the public wards would be

destructive of tlie principles on which this like other secular hospitals, has been

established, and maintained, and would eventually lead to the withdrawal of the financial

support whicli it is now so generously receiviug."37

35 Starr, The Social Transformation of AnterÌcan Medicine,163.

36 Minutes, Board of Trustees, WGH, 16 September, I 887. PAM MG l0 B 1 l, Box
15.

37 Minutes, Board of Trustees Meeting, WGH, 30 September, 1887. PAM MG 10

811, Box 15.
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The fur-rds received through the public purse were significant enough to incur the

protection of the hospital's administrators. Nonetheless, there was a patriarchal tone in

the Board's decision and its attitude towards physicians indicating that rnedical

practitionets were not the ultimate administrative decision-makers. In its denunciation of

the request, the Board expressed concern over the maintenance of professional

reputations, those of both the hospital and the physicians serving it. As the Boarcl

minutes stated, "to allow a rule which would enable thern fphysicians] to charge patients

in the public wards, would be to place them in a position where they rnight be chargecl

witli filling the Hospital with their own patients where they would receive evely comfort

a¡d the most careful trained nursing; and thus place all other medical practitioners at a

disadvantage; and thus practically prevent the admission of rnarìy sufferers entitled to

receive the advantages of public benevolence."is The Board's tone suggests that business

considerations may have been a motivating factor for physicians seeking hospital

affiliation, even at this early date.

The Board of Trustees maintained control over admissions to the hospital. This

control was not unusual in the early days of urodern hospitals. The practice survivecl

from the hospital's derivation from charitable organizations. As the nineteenth century

waned, admission decisions became increasingly medical ones in American and Canadian

hospitals, but the vestige of lay administrative control remained.3e At the WGH in the

38 Minutes, Boarcl of Trustees Meeting, WGH,30 September, 1887. PAM MG 10

Bi 1, Box 15.

3e Rosenberg, The Care of Strangers,274; Gagan, 'A Necessily Among Us',49-50.
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1890s, the medical superintendent was responsible for admitting patients, but the Board

decided on the nurnber of free patients to be admitted ancl the terms upon which paying

patients received treatment.ao

Another remnant of the charitable organization days manifested itself in the

concern for fraud. Hospital trustees felt that certain patients abused the system by

claiming destitution and seeking admittance to the public wards, despite having sufficient

funds to cover the cost of medical attendance either at home or on a private ward. The

notion of the'deserving poor'was of course a cornerstone of social and charitable

endeavours in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.o' This problem was perceived to be

even greater in the "Outdoor Department", where thousands of patients received clinical

care every year, and an effective rreans test unavailable. As American historian

Rosemary Stevens has shown, outpatient departments were a response to the progressive

rnarginalization of indigent patients. With the middle and upper classes increasingly

seeking hospital care, hospital boards sought to accommodate greater numbers of paying

patients in the wards, and looked to outpatient services to free ward space. Consequently,

'outpatient abuse' was watched for vigilantly by both charity-givers and private

practitioners, "lest it affirm free (or inexpensive) care as a right, and divert potential

paying patients away from private practices".a2

a0 By-Laws, WGH, October 1895, 3. PAM MG 10 811, Box 10.

ar Linda Gordon, Pitied But Not Entitled; single Mothers and the History of [I/elfare,

1890-1935. N.Y.: The Free Press, 1994,1-3.

a2 Rosernary Stevens, In Sickness and In tr\tealth; Anterican Hospitals in lhe Tv¡enlielh

Centtu'y. N.Y.: Basic Books, 1989,49-50.
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Eligibility in relation to public wards and services was on-going issue in WGH

Annual Reports. The outpatient department was particularly scrutiuized. Year after year,

the Report stressed the need to curtail abuses of the systetn. "Tlte care in the out-door

department is supposed to be strictly conhned to those patients who are unable to pay fees

to regular practitioners," claimed the I 903 Report , "and every care will be taken to see

that this regulation is strictly adhered to."a3 Even as the decade progressed and the

hospital took on more private patients, the issue of 'ability to pay' remaiued a constant:

Tliis foutdoor work], however, is a class of work that, while necessary,

should be lirnited as much as possible. It is necessary for the relief of
those who are too poor to pay medical fees, and not sick enough to be

admitted to a hospital, but as those in good financial circumstances
frequently attempt to take advantage of the free treatment given, the

work should be done under proper supervision, and every questionable

case investigated.aa

Thus, all who sought subsidized care were carefully and skeptically scrutinized. This

scrutiny was not however, a feature of hospitals alone. Free care to indigent patients fell

in line with the prevailing social welfare ideology of the late nineteenth century. A

fundamental concept of welfale programs of the day was the "social ntinirtum", a lirnited

provision that would ensure survival but discourage dependence.ot

Rules and regulations of the WGH over the first two decades of the twentieth

century attest to the increased admission of wealthy private patients. Initially, hospital

a3 Annual Report, WGH, 1903, 11. PAM MG 10 811, Box 1.

aa Annual Report, WGH, 1909, 11. PAM MG 10 811, Box 1.

a5 Term used by Denis Guest in The Emergence of Social Sectu'ily in Canada.
Vancouver: University of British Colurnbia Press, 1980,3-4.
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caregivers did not have to consider issues ofsocial status; neither did they seem to

collcern themselves with the belongings or ser-rsitivities of adrnitted patients. The

regulations for 7912, for example, consisted sirnply of determining the appropriate warcl

for the patient, based on his ability to pay, ancl gathering medical information. All

patients were admitted by the medical superintendent on an availability basis.

Arrangements were made according to patient ability to pay.a6 Upon admission, the

following pertinent information was gathered: ttame, age, religion, birthplace, residence

and diagnosis. This information was inscribed in the patient's chart which hung at the

foot of her or his bed.a7 By 1921, medical inquiry and economic cletermination remained,

but other admission procedure changes required patients to turu over their clothing ancl

valuables to the hospital.as A patient with valuables suggested to caregivers elevated

socio-economic status. The regulations also stressed, adhering to middle-class modesties,

that "patients not be exposed while being dressed or examined" and that "female patients

rnust not be examined without a nurse in attendance."ae Such by-law accommodations

suggest a fundamental shift in the socio-economic character of the patient body.

Wendy Mitchinson has shown that in the late nineteenth century the

overwhelming majority of patients in Canadian hospitals were men.to Other scholars'

a6 Rules and Regulations, WGH, 1912, 3-4. PAM MG 10 B 1 1 , Box 10.

a7 By-Laws, WGH, 1904, 10. PAM MG l0 811, Box 10.

a8 Rules and Regulations, WGH, 1921,12. PAM MG 10 811, Box 10.

ae Rules and Regulations, WGH , 1921, 7. MG 10 B I i, Box 10.

50 Wendy Mitchinson, The Nature of their Bodies,55-56.
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work has provided significant evidence that hospital patients during the nineteenth

century were from poorer socio-economic strata.5r Hospital regulations reflected the

middle class moral attitudes of physicians and administrators who outlined such rules.

Middle class beliefs concerning the mores and values of the working class poor would not

have suggested a need that early hospital regr"rlations cover matters of respect for the

modesties of patients. In fact, there is a conspicuous absence of provisions for decorum

in the earlier regulations, as might be expected where patients were composecl primarily

of the desperate and non-paying poor. But as increasing uutnbers of rniddle and upper

class wornen were adrnitted to hospital, respect for their ability to pay was tnatched by

respect for decorum, and modesties became represeuted in hospital legulations.

The regulations of 192i stressed the need for hospital staff to exhibit courtesy at

all times since "of vital importance to the Institution [are] the attitudes of friends,

relatives, and patients after the termination of their particular case."52 Poor reputation can

cause the ruin of any business; the hospital was no exception.53 By the 1920s the hospital

had begun to depend on revenues provided by private patients. It could not afford to lose

status among the wealthy in the community who sought the best medical attendance that

money could buy.

t' See Gagan, A Necessily Antong Us,13; and Agnew, Canadian Hospilals,l.

52 Rules and Regulations, WGH, 1921, 6. PAM MG 10 B1 1, Box 10.

53 This echoes the business practices of many modern proprietors. Consider the

following capitalist aphorisms: 'The custotner is always right'; and, 'If you have a

complaint, tell me; if you have a compliment, tell others'.
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The hospital protected its moral reputation fiercely. Consider a 1920 case in

which a young physician, in badly diagnosing a patient, opened the hospital to the

suspicion it was performing abortions. The physician, identified as Dr. Laidlaw,

performed a curettage on a wornan who was suffering from a continuous pain in her side.

At a staff meeting following the procedure, Laidlaw was subjected to severe inquisition.

He was ultimately dismissed from the hospital:

Dr. Laidlaw states that he was consulted about 2 weeks ago by the
patient who gave a history of pain in the side for the past five or six
years, during the last two weeks the pain was continuous. Dr. Laidlaw
decided it was appendix. Patient gave a menstrual history of cramps
and irregularity. Dr. Laidlaw said he woulcl do something for that. She

denied pregnancy. Dr. Laicllaw in the operating room of the WGH
began by passing a sound and he found the uterus erilarged. Miss
Patton said, "Is she pregnant". Dr. Laidlaw said he did not think so.

He curetted and obtained a specirnen, there seemed to be a rnass in one
corner of the uterus, there was no sign of a fetus. The canal was lightly
contracted and needed dilatation before the curette could be passed.5a

It was apparent throughout the inquiry that the institution's primary concern lay, not with

any danger posed to the patient by an invasive meclical plocedure or potential

rnisdiagnosis, but with the impact of Laidlaw's actions on the hospital's reputation.

Rernarked Dr. Moody, one of the hospital's leading physicians: "This case leads to a

suspicion of an abortion. Don't you think a doctor should protect the institution?"ss

But surely the more important and basic issue in this case was the potential

rnisdiagnosis of a female health condition. Witliout the actual record of the case, there

54 Staff and Executive Minutes, WGH,

5s Staff and Executive Minutes, WGH,

17 January 1920. PAM MG 10 811, Box

17 lanuary 1920. PAM MG 10 811, Box

t2.

12.
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exists no lneans to evaluate the thoroughness of Laidlaw's examination, the medical

evidence upon which he acted, his clinical judgment, or what may have led hin-r to

discount pregnancy. However, the vagueness of the language and the noticeable absence

of specific medical terminology suggests a lack of precise knowledge with respect to this

patient's condition. Neither the board nor Laidlaw gave indication that they were

comfortable in diagnosing a female condition. The workings of the female body seerned

a bit of a mystery to them.

Regardless of their deficient understanding of the workings of the fernale bocly,

however, physicians were becoming increasingly involved in parturient care. As shown

throughout this work, the involvernent of physicians in childbilth attendance represented

a careful negotiation between women and doctors. Nowhere is this better illustrated than

in the beginnings of rnaternity care in Winnipeg. These origins were a lesult of

benevolent women's organizations providing homes for wayward girls. Historian Naorni

Griffiths has shown how benevolent women's organizations at the turn of the centuty,

operating in a world without a social welfare systetn, assumed responsibilities for the

poor that were ultimately taken on by the state. Voluntary women's orgauizations

organized and funded a myriad of social care institutions, including houres for the aged,

for orphans, for refugees, and for 'friendless' wotnen in lying-in hospitals.56

Benevolent women's organizations of the early 1900's were fortifiecl by the

ideologies of social reform and maternal felninism. Maternal feminism argued that

5ó N.E.S. Griffiths, The Splendid Vision; Centennial History of the NatÌonal Council

of Women of Canada, 1893-1998. Ottawa: Carleton U¡iversity Press, 1993,5.
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worten had a particular place in the public sphere because of their roles as mothers and

care-givers. On this basis, many prominent fernale voices emergecl at the turn of the

century advocating social change.57 The National Council of Women of Canada

CNICWC), formed in 1893, exemplified this approach. These reformist wolnen

maintained that the health and welfare of the nation would be securecl through ensuring

the health and welfare of the farnily:

We, Women of Canada, sincerely believing that the best good of our
homes and nation will be advanced by our own greater unity of thought,
sympathy, and purpose, and that an organized movernent of women will
best conserve the greatest good of the Family and State, do hereby band
ourselves together to further the applicatiou of the Golden Rule to society,
custorn and law.58

In the eyes of maternal feminists, a woman's place was in the hornes of the nation.

Maternal feminists were not alone in their concern for tlie well-being of tire

Canadian family. This sentiment was shared by the broader social reform movement. At

the turn of the century the social reform movement was targeting mothers in its bid to

change the social fabric of the nation. Industrial society had interfered with the maternal

function. Social leformers wanted to restore mothers to their more salutary traditional

57 Wayne Roberts, "'Rocking the Cradle for tl-re World': The New Woman and
Maternal Feminism, Toronto, 1877 -1914" , in A Not Unreasonable Claim: Women
and Reform in Canada, 1880's-1920's, Linda Kealey, ed. Toronto: The Women's
Press, 15-45.

58 Fronr the constitution of the NCWC. Cited in Alison Prentice et al., Canadian
Women: A History. Toronto: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1988, 180. For an early
discussion of tlre NCWC, see Veronica Strong-Boag, The Parliantent o.f Wonten: The

NqÍional Council of lil'onten of Canada, 1893-1929. Ottawa: National Museurns of
Canada,1976.
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roles. As Peter Bryce, chief meclical officer for the federal immigration department,

noted in a speech to the Canadian Medical Association:

In the centuries preceding the last fìfty years, r,var, famine aud pestilence

prevented in large measure the increase of populatiou and were accepted

as agents of evil permitted through the mysterious dispensations of
providence; but today it is the man-made agencies . . . ancl the

innumerable machines of industry which have transformed civilized
communities into liives of industry, have brought women from the home

and field into factories, lirnited their maternal powers and instincts and set

their intellectual and emotional faculties to do duty, replacing largely

animal ftinctions at once sirnple and prirnitive.5e

Perceived to be both problem and solution to social ills, mothers were icleal talgets for

reformers concernecl about the overall degeneration of society.uo Comacchio has shor,vn

the existe¡ce of a close association between social reformers and physicians.6l Wonten's

voluntary organizations advocating for social reform were concerned about mortality

attributable to childbirth and cliildbirth genelally. It is not surprising, therefore, that

hospital administrators and physicians would turn their attentions to childbirth and

childbirth facilities, issues of grave coltcern to Canadian woûlen.

In its fìrst year of operation on Bannatyne Avenue, the WGH diagnosed only one

pregnancy.62 Confinement was still largely a home care event or left to a smattering of

maternity homes. The Ladies Maternity Hospital, under the direction of the Christian

5e Cited in Cynthia R. Comacchio, Nations cu'e BuilÍ of Babies: Saving Ontario''ç

MoÍhers and Children, 1900-1940. Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press,

1993,18.

60 Conracchio, Nations are Built of Babies, lI.
6r Conracchio, Nations are Buih of Babies, 16-17 .

62 Annual Report, WGH, 1884. PAM MG 10 Bl1, Box 1.
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Women's Union (hereinafter CWU), was one of the most prominent maternity homes in

the city. The CWU was organized in 1883 by three high-status wornen, Mrs. W.R.

Mulock, Mrs. J.A. Aikins and Mrs. George Bryce. Its initial objective was to operate a

hostel for "young women earning their living in the city but away from their homes." 6i

However, when the hostel failed to attract this desired class of occupants, its nature ancl

qualifications for admission were changed. It was now to be a maternity hospital for

"uufortunate girls, poor marriecl women and rural patients who rnight come to the city to

secllre good medical attention".64 After ìwo relocations, it served as the only medically

recognized maternity care center in the city in 1887, when it was forcecl to close its doors

following a second outbreak of scarlet fever.

Facing closure, the CWU Board of Directors approached tlie WGH "in regarcls to

fthe] Hospital taking charge of the maternity cases in future."ós For the year 1887, only

three accouchements had taken place in tlie WGH. The WGH did have an interest in

acquiring a maternity ward, but it was not willing to accept the CWU's proposal

imlnediately. The hospital's Annual Report for 1887 remarked on the possibility:

At present, there is no room for such work, and it can only be cared for iu
a separate and isolated building. No result has yet been arrived at, but the
Board are quite prepared to render every assistance in their power to
provide, as part of tlie general work of the Hospital, a ward for maternity
cases. This would add a great dealto the usefulness of the School of

63 Ross Mitchell, "Matemity Hospitals of Greater Winnipeg" , in Safeguarding
Motherhood, Winnipeg General Hospital, 1951,23. PAM MG 10 811, Box 10.

6a Ross Mitchell, "Maternity Hospitals of Greater Winnipeg",23.

65 Annual Report, V/GH, 1887. PAM MG 10 Bl l, Box l.
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Nurses and enable the Hospital to supply trained and skilled nurses for
cases of matemity and accidents.66

The Report remained silent on the usefulness of a rnaternity ward for the training of

doctors, but the Board of Trustees noted that "both the Medical College and the Training

School for Nurses would be very greatly benefitted by the existence of wards for

maternity cases under the charge of the General Hospital."67 Evidently, childbirth was

viewecl as a component of the hospital training and education environment.

In February of 1888, the Board resolved to "erect a proper building for the

treatment of maternity cases, to be carried on as part of the Hospital."ót For the fìlst time,

maternity services were to be inclucled as a component part of a general hospital in

Manitoba. By 1889, the maternity department had been established within the hospital

with Drs. Chown and Gray appointed as chief maternity physicians. During its first full

year of operation, a total of twenty-nine births occurred in hospital under maternity

department auspices.

Initial negotiations between the hospital's Board and the Directors of the CWU

were clouded by misunderstanding. The hospital expected the CWU to continue in a

funding role; however, the CWU, in fact, had relinquished all interest in maternity care.

The exchange between the two boards was as carefully crafted as any social interchange

66 Annual Report, WGH, 1887. PAM MG 10 Bl l, Box 1.

ó7 Minutes, WGH Board of Trustees 30 April, 1888. PAM MG l0 811, Box 15.

68 Minutes, WGH Board of Trustees,24February 1888. PAM MG 10 811, Box 15.
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between a lady and gentleman of the period. In a letter requesting financial support from

the WCU, the WGH Board noted:

that in November the Committee of the Ladies sought an interview with
this Board, and asked them to take over the Hospital, which they were

unable any longer to carry on, and at that iuterview the Directors stated

that it would involve a very considerable expense for the necessary

building, and that they expect to receive towards that outlay, the funds

which were on hand for matemity purposes; and also that the Ladies

would endeavour to further collections for the sarne object.6e

The response was unexpected. The CWU hacl only raised $202.50 for the purposes of

constructing a maternity hospital, and r,vere quite adamant about retaining their Dominion

funding for the purposes of launching a refugee service for immigrant wotnen. In the

outcome, the hospital received the srnall snm and the CWU withclrew completely fi'om

involvement in maternity care.To

Despite CWU withdrawal, the Board proceeded with the maternity building

construction. Accordingly, we can infer that the CWU request was not the Board's sole

motivator. In fact, from the beginning the hospital's interest in the project seemed

independent of the CWU. When initially approached, the Board agreed to consider any

proposal submitted by the CWU. When the Board resolved to go ahead with its building

plans in February of 1888, the CWU had submitted no proposal. On Aplil 9, 1888, the

Manitoba Medical College wrote the Board to press the urgent need to establish "suitable

accommodations for the care of maternity patients."Tr Thus, the motivation of hospital

6e Minutes, WGH Board of Trustees,2gMarch 1888. PAM MG 10, 811, Box 15.

70 Minutes, WGH Board of Trustees, 30 April 1888. PAM MG 10 811, Box 15.

7r Minutes, WGH Board of Trustees, 9 April 1888. PAM MG 10 811, Box 15.
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administrators to create an in-house maternity facility was quite separate from the

stimulus provided by the CWU, and obviously sliared by professionals at the Medical

College. Wl-ren the Board encountered opposition from city physicians who objected to

the maternity facility's location, it passed a motion clefending its decision:

[T]he Directors of the Winnipeg General Hospital have been induced to
undertake the establishment of a Maternity Hospital, and have in a short
space of time, made the necessary financial arrangements, and actually
commenced the building, and whereas in the opinion of this rneeting such
a hospital is urgently required in this City, under a management which had
at once the complete confrdence of the public, and is able to carry out with
thoroughness the requirements of such institutions.T2

The lesolution demonstrated that the Board considered maternity care to be an impoltant

component of general hospital services. While there in no direct eviclence in the Annual

Reports or the Board Minutes, it can be deduced that the broader educational and

economic benefits would not have been far from the minds of administrators and

physicians.

By June of 1888, the WGH had accepted tenders for maternity rvarcl construction.

Building space had been allotted on the southwest corner of the hospital grounds.

ThoLrgh the medical community was generally supportive of these manoeuvres, it was not

entirely in unison concerning the efficacy of a maternity ward connected to a general

hospital. On June 4th the Board met to discuss a petition before City Council seeking to

block construction by halting civic funding. A handful of city physicians argued that the

proximity of parturient women to general hospital staff and accornmodations would

expose patients to numerous septic diseases. They also argued that provision of services

72 Minutes, V/GH Board of Tlustees, 4 June 1888. PAM MG 10 811, Box 15.
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to the poor would be hampered by the hospital's distance from the city center. As

explained earlier, many of the city's immigrants and poor people indeed resiclecl just north

of the city center. The petitioners maintained that:

the Maternity hospital so much needed should be not only a refuge, but
an institution in which immigrants of whatever class, high or low, can
with safety place themselves if necessity arise, and also one to which
settlers in our country, resident where it is impossible to get medical
advice and skillful nursing, may conf,rdently resort and obtain what
medical skill they may desire to select.

The distance from the centre of the City without any street car
connections exposes those seeking the shelter of the Maternity hospital
to unnecessary danger and expenses, as well as being inconvenient to
the general body of rnedical rnen whose services may at any time by
day ol night be required.t3

Not one of the petition's signatories was a member of the WGI{ medical staff. Indeed,

business considerations may have motivated the petitioners. Confinement services could

provide considerable financial rewards for physicians, especially where Lrpper and micldle

class mothers were involved. Not only were there immediate service fees to consider, but

also the long-term economic gain from becoming identified by the farnily as its ongoing

trusted physician. A mother pleased with care received during confinement woulcl be

influenced to call the sarne provider when another family member required treatment. As

Charles Rosenberg has observed,

[t]he hospital was a necessary stage for acting out the ambitions of those
who would play an elite role in an increasingly competitive rnedical worlcl
- competitive in intellectual as well as economic terms. A hospital
position would provide fthe physician] not only with immediate
professional recognition and an opporturiity to hone his skills arid make

73 Minntes, V/GH Board of Trustees, 4 June 1888. PAM MG 10, Bl1, Box 15.
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professional contacts, but access to the pool ofcharity patients that
provided indispensable raw material for scholarly work and publication.?a

Ultirnately, the obstetrical department of the WGH was awarded civic funding. Despite

protests from local, non-affiliated, practitioners, the province's largest hospital launched

its obstetrical career in December of 1888. The new obstetrical unit was housed in a

newly constructed two story brick building on grants fi'om the City of Winnipeg ($ 1500)

and the Province of Manitoba ($500). The facility boasted hot water and accommodation

for fifteen public patients. There wele four private wards.ts In deference to concerns that

its proximity to the general hospital would encourage the spread of infectious disease

amongst parturient patients, the rnaternity hospital was erected 200 feet away from the

main building. H. H. Chown and J. S. Gray were appointed as the first obstetrical

medical staff. Obstetrical appointments, however, did not carry the same prestige as

appointments to the hospital's regular meclical staff claimed Ross Mitchell:

In those early years every doctor on the honorary attending staff was a general
practitioner who was expected to turn his hand to every branch of rnedicine. Later
a distinction was made in the staff between medicine and surgery, but for many
years the newly-appointed doctor would serve a term in the out-patient
department, then a term on obstetrics or infectious diseases before reaching the
coveted goal of physician or surgeon.tu

7a Rosenberg, The Care of Strangers,163.

75 Mitchell, "Maternity Hospitals of Greater Winnipeg",25. The total cost of
construction was $7 ,349.40.

76 Mitchell, "Maternity Hospitals of Greater Winnipeg", 26.
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Thus, auy uewly appointed WGH physician paid his dues firstly in the maternity ward

before acquiring a more prestigious appointment. The hierarchical structure of the

medical staff identified obstetrics as a junior specialty within the profession.

Obstetrics as a profession struggled to establisli itself. Since most births occurred

in the home, patients admitted to the rnaternity hospital were mostly comprised of

unfortunate girls, destitute women, rural patients without friencls or family in the city, or

difficult medical cases.tt Uridoubtedly, attendance on this class of patient could have

negative repercussiolls on a physician's career. However, hospital maternity cases

provided a young physician with clinical experience and expertise which could be

parlayed into tnore lucrative and prestigious dealings with private patients. In his study of

the emergence of hospitals in the United States, Paul Starr argued that a schism developed

between physician recipients of hospital appointnents, with their attendant professional

benefits, and those excluded from such honours and rewards. Quoting front a i907

volunre of the National Hospital Record, Starr illustrated the dichotorny:

On the one hand we have a public educated to avail itself of the facilities
of a hospital in severe illness, and on the other hand a cast-iron regulation
rvhich closes the doors of the hospital to the majority of practitioners. This
'system' has made such striking inroads on the earning capacity of
physicians in cities where it flourishes as to entail enorulous pecturiary
losses."78

77 Mitchell, "Maternity Hospitals of Greater Winnipeg",26.

78 Cited in Paul Starr, The Social Transforntation of Anterican Medicine, 762-63.
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Institutionally affiliated physicians were becorning iclentified with the positive reputations

of science, teclmology and modernity. Accordingly, an attending position at alarge

teaching hospital such as the WGH offered the practitioner a valuable credential.

Even though admissions of maternity patients continued to rise, controversy also

continued over the desirability of placing obstetrical facilities within a general hospital

setting. In 1911, the maternity building was torn down to make room for an extension to

tlle Nurses' Home. The WGH Board of Trustees assumed that other medical facilities

would absorb the obstetrical patient load.te The rnedical staff swiftly appealed this

decision. In the outcoffre, the Annex Nurses' Home was conveded into a temporary

rnaternity ward accommodating a total of thirteen patients.s0 It is worth noting that the

proportion of parturient related cases in the hospital hovered at roughly 4%o belween 1889

and the closure in 1911.8r While not replesenting a significant amount of business for the

WGH, physicians were keen to maintain maternity services. Their appeal inclicates that

medical professionals had an interest in confinement care which was not shared by the

hospitals' administrators.

7e Annual Report, WGH, I9Il, 12. PAM MG 10 B 1 1, Box 1 . In 1898, the Misericordia
Hospital opened as a maternity hospital only. In 1916, it became a general hospital.
Also, in 1904, the Salvation Army opened the Grace Hospital to care for unfortunate girls
and maternity patients.

80 Annual Report, WGH, 1911,12. PAM MG 10 Bl l, Box 1.

8' See Chapter 3, Appendix 1, Table il for data. Rough percentage obtained by
dividing the number of births by the number of patients. Between i889 and 1911, the
percentages moved between 3o/o and 5o/o.
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Since obstetrical attendance was considered a low rung on the ladder of medical

treatment hierarchy, it is interesting that the medical staff petitioned for the continuation

of rnaternity services. This suggests that maternity care, though not on the same level of

prestige as other medical specialties, was coming to be considered by many as an

important part of general rnedical practice and a legitimate branch of institutional

medicine. This perception may have been reinforced by the publication in 1910 of the

Flexner Report which examined the state of medical education in the United States. The

Flexner Report was commissioned by the Carnegie Foundation and can be seen as a

turning point in rnedical education.s2 Undor-rbtedly, it influenced teaching hospitals and

training programs in Canada. The report openly criticized the lack of clinical experience

in obstetrical training, and clenounced tlie failure of medical schools to make appropriate

arrangements for students to acquire hands-on obstetrical practice.83

From its inception, the WGH maternity units clrew a distinct line between public

and private confinement patients. Public r,varcl patients endured restricted movelnent and

dress. They were allowed to wear only clothing provided by the institution. The amount

of care they could receive was lirnited. They were to be admitted no more than two weeks

prior to their anticipated dates of delivery. Public ward patients were to "rise at 6:30

A.M. in summer andT A.M. in winter". They were "expected to make their own beds,

82 Rosenberg, The Care of Strangers,209-2I1; Starr, The Social Transþrnzarion of
American Medi cine, 120-21.

8r Clrarlotte Borst, Catching Babies; The Professionalization of Childbirth, 1870-
1920. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1995,104.
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and assist in keeping the wards in orcler uncler the supervision of the nurse in charge."sa

By contrast, private patients were unrestricted. Their only requirement was to

demonstrate that they possessed the means to pay the daily $2.00 fee.85

The distinction between paying and non-paying patients helps to explain the

ambivalent regard of medical men towards maternity care. Public warcl patients were

there through the hospital or community social services, and would not have represented

an opportunity to access further business. They generatecl little revenue for physicians

and offered little opportunity for professional advancement, other than the clinical

experience they could provide. They were attended by staff pliysicians, who at least

received the benefits of admitting privileges and an association with science, an important

matter for a physician in private practice. In the case of teaching hospitals, such as the

Winnipeg General, they could possibly be in the care of students or yourlg physicians

seeking clinical experience. Ironically, in this capacity, they would have offered to such

physicians an invaluable learning experience, and represented un irrrportunt link between

childbirtli and medicine.

Wealtliy women had greater expectations of medical men; they expected relief

from pain, a safer birth, and the expertise of science.tu However, as we have seen in

Chapter Two, doctors were still learning some of the basic rnysteries of birth and often

8a Minutes, WGH Board of Trustees, 8 October 1888. PAM MG 10. B1l, Box 15.

85 Minutes, WGH Board of Tmstees, 8 October 1888. PAM MG 10. Bl l, Box 15.

86 See Judith Walzer Leavitt, "Birthing and Anaesthesia: The Debate ovel Twilight
Sleep", Signs,6, 1980-81 , I47-164.
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had little to offer of a concrete nature during attendance in the home. The hospital

environment was a different story. It at least gave the impression of science and

expertise, sought after by botl'r mother and doctor.

Once the maternity ward was in full operation, students from the Manitoba

Medical College sought access to confinernent cases. For a fee of $5.00 a session,

students were entitled to attend six cases.87 This arrangement exposed the maternity ward

to septic infection. The hospital sought to minimize exposure by imposing a strict

regimen on medical students passing fi'om the general hospital to the maternity wards. It

compelled students to sign a declaration promising not to "visit or be present at cases of

confinement in the Maternity Hospital when engaged in pathological operations, when

recently engaged in dissecting, or when dressing putrid sores, under penalty of

--oo
expulsron."""

A cornparison of WGH patients at various stages of the hospital's evolution

provides some interesting snapshots of the hospital childbirth experience. As Paul Starr

noted:

In a matter of decades, roughly between I 870 and 1910, hospitals rnoved
from the periphery to the center of rnedical education and medical practice.
From refuges rnainly for the homeless poor and insane, they evolved into
doctors' workshops for all types and classes of patients. From charities,
dependent on voluntary gifts, they developed into market institutions,
financed increasingly out of payments from patients.se

sTAnnual Announcement of the Second Year Session, Manitoba Medical College,
1 884-85.

88 Minutes, WGH Boald of Trustees, 8 October 1888. PAM MG 10. 811, Box 15.

8e Stau, The Social Transfortnation of Anterican Medicine,146.
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The WGI{ illustrated this shift in hospital function. On launching its maternity facilities

in 1889, the culture of the WGH was still very much tied to its charitable past. As

charitable cases, it was expected that public ward patients would contribute to the

operation of the hospitalthrough house-keeping and various daily duties. But by 1914 tlie

hospital was developing into a modern, scientific institution. Patients were in hospital for

a shorter period, and there were generally greater expectations - especially among plivate

patients - about the care and catering.

Through an examination of patient socio-economic comparisons at these two

points in the hospital's history, a picture emerges of the women who sought hospital

birtl-rs, and the impact on the community of medicine's broader social evolution.eo The

WGH Adrnitting Register for 1889, the maternity ward's first full year of operation,

recorcls twenty-nine conf,rnement cases.er None of the women listed as maternity cases

were considered to be paying patients.e2 A majority of these patients, seventeen in total,

were British-born. Six others had been born in Canada. Of the remaining six, three were

native Icelander, one was German, one was Danish-born and tlie last r,vas American-born.

e0 For the purposes of this study, "snapshots" will be provided for 1889, 1899 and

1914. The choice of years has been determined, to some extent, by the available
documents. Records retrieved from Winnipeg's Health Sciences Centre are only
partially complete. Some years are altogether absent. 1909 is one of these. This
explains why I was unable to provide statistics for 1909.

er Admitting Register, WGH, I Septernber 1882 to 3l December 1890. Provided by
Health Records Department, Health Sciences Centre, Winnipeg.

e2 Absence of private patient maternity records does not rnean that private patients

were not confined in hospital. It is likely that recorcls of private patients were kept by

the patient's private physician and not included with the hospital's general records.
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The overwhelming majority (25 of the 29) were Protestant. The remaining four were

Rornan Catholic.e3 Most resided in Winnipeg (18) or Manitoba (8). Only two residents

were fi'om other parts of Canada.eo Ages ranged from l5 to 33 with an average age of

24.es According to the register, non-paying rnaternity patients remained in hospital for

approximately a month. However, the length of stay for each patient varied wiclely.e6 As

a result, it is difficult to discern a specific pattern. Many patients, however, were

admitted to hospital well before their confinernent clate, and remained up to several weeks

after. Without specific patient records, it is impossible to know the circumstances

surrounding hospital stays. Nonetheless, it can be concluded that a worran admitted for

confinement would likely spend several weeks in l'rospital. Accordingly, a typical

maternity patient at the WGH was in her mid-twenties and fi'om a Britisli-Protestant

family. Recorcls offer little inforrnation with respect to the health of the patient, the

treatrnent delivered, or the actual birth. A typical birth involved hospitalization for

approximately a month. If she was a public ward patient, as has been shown earlier, the

e' Listed as Protestant: 3 Presbyterians, 13 Anglicans,4 Lutherans,5 Methodists.

e4 18 listed Winnipeg, 8 listed places in Manitoba, 2 listed other Canadian sites, 1 was

unknown.

es Both mean average and median average is 24 years.

e6 The Register provides the date of admission, the date of confinement and the date
of release.
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mother wouid likely have contributed to general cleaning and light maintenance of the

ward.eT

Tlre WGH maternity ward was even busier cluring 1899 with a total of 77

pregnancies listed and 67 births recorded in the Arurual Report for that year.ns The

hospital's maternity registry, however, only listed 71 cases related to pregnancy, including

3 miscarriages and 2 deaths.ee By 1899, the demographics of the maternity population at

the WGH reflected the broader 'Canadianization' of the city. Of tlie 71 patients listed,

45% (32) gave Canada as their place of birth,3lo/o (22) rcportecl Britain, while 20% (14)

declared themselves to be of other heritage.r0u The religious afhliation of maternity

patients remained overwhelmingly Protestant; 84%o (60) affirrned a Protestant religious

affiliation. Only l5% (ll) declared an 'other' denornination.r0r Only 13 patients resicled

outsicle of Winnipeg. Of these, most were froln rr-rral Manitoba. Mean age was 24.9 years

e7 As outlined in Minutes, WGH Board of Trustees, 8 October 1888. PAM MG 10.

811, Box 15.

e8 Annual Report, WGH, 1899. PAM MG 10 B I 1, Box l.Totals included: "i
Aboftion, 67 Births (2 death), 5 miscarriage, 7 threatened miscarriage, 1 miscarriage
witlr sapraemia,TT pregnancies, 2 pregnancies w sapraemia (2 deaths), 1 pregnancy w
post parturn haemorrhage, 1 pregnancy w chorea."

ee General Registry - Maternity Cases, WGH, 1 January 1899 to 30 December 1899.
Provided by Health Records Department, Health Sciences Center, Winnipeg. The
Annual Report for 1899 lists 5 miscarriages; the registry lists only 3.

100 General Registry - Maternity Cases, WGH, 1 January 1899 to 30 December 1899.
Other heritage included: 11 other European and 3 U.S. Three were listed as

unknown.

r0r Protestant included: Church of England (22),Lutheran (6), Methodist (13),
Presbyterian (15) and Baptist (4). 'Other'included Roman Catholic (5), Jewish (2),
Congregationalist (2), Doukhobor (l) and Winnipeg Brethren (1).
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old. Median age was 23 years. The oldest was 38; the youngest, 14.r02 Each patient

averaged approximately 20 days in hospital, representing a noticeable reduction from

1889. In summary, the average WGH maternity patient at the turn of the twentieth

century was in her mid-twenties, white, Protestant, and had most likely been born in

Canada. She might have expected to spend fewer days in hospital than she would have iu

the previous decade. It was also likely that she was poor and in tire public ward. There

were indications in tlie 1899 Registry that paying patients were being added to the

hospital's registration system. A total of 6 patients were listed as having paid fees

langing frorn $6 to $ 134. if a public ward patient, it is likely she would still be expected

to perform chores as part of her daily routine.

Though the 1914 Annual Report lists a lotal of 446 hospital births, only 22 patient

files are available.r0' The information they record does not correspond to that provided

thlough patient registries of previous years. Neither nationality nor religion was regularly

recorded. In some ways, file information was more detailed. They included precise

patient addresses within the city. And sorne files provide detailed treatment descriptions.

including accounts of septic infections, their courses, and the rnethods used to combat

their spread.

r02 Tlre rrean age for childbirth in Canada in l92l was 25.8 years. See Velonica
Strong-Boag, The New Day Recalled: Lives of Girls and Women in English Canada,

1919-1939. Toronto: Penguin Books, 1988, 147 . See also Ellen Gee, "Fertility and

Marriage Patterns in Canada, 1851-1971. Ph.D. Dissertation, University of British
Columbia, 1978.

103 Affections Connected with Pregnancy and ConseqLtences Thereon, WGi-I. Health
Records Department, Health Sciences Center, Winnipeg. For the purposes of this

study, I have omitted the 4 patient files wliich deal with abortions.
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While their paucity precludes full statistical evaluation, the records still offer

insight into standard procedures surrounding confinement cases. The22 meclical history

slreets available reveal an average maternity patient age of 26. The youngest patient was

16 and the oldest was 36.r04 Length of hospital stay, at approximately l0 days, had

decreased to half that of the previous decade.'ot Only two patients listed residences

outside Winnipeg; while two were residents of the Home of the Friendless, a local

organization for pregnant unmarried women. Of tlie rernaining 18 patients, 15 listed

addresses in the north-west corner of the city, I in Transcona, and 1 in the north-east. The

last file did not provide a street name. Four patients were recorded as unmarriecl,

including one wornan iclentified as being "in service".r06

While all cases were related in some way to pregnancy, only 12 were identifiecl as

childbirth attendances. Most represented uncomplicated births - left occipitoanterior

(L.O.A) positions with vertex presentations - permitting reliance on conventional

procedures.r0T Except for one patient, all were admitted while in labour ancl assigned to

104 The mean and median ages were botli 26.

r05 The median number of days in hospital was 9.5.

106 Register Number 2526, Affections Corutected v,ith Pregnancy and Consequences

Thereon, Wiruripeg General Hospital. Health Sciences Center, Health Records
Department, Wimipeg.

t07 L.O.A. connotes left occipitoanterior. This occurs during delivery when the back
of the fetus' head is turned toward the mother's left acetabulum (the acetabulum is a
cup-shaped depression on the external surface of the innominate bone, into which the
head of the femur fits). L.O.A. births ale usually uneventftil and represent the great

majority of birth presentations. "Vertex" presentation means simply that the top of
the fetal head is first to enter the birth canal. Again, this represents the standard birth
process. Things become very complicated with non-veftex presentations; e.g., breech
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the on-duty physician, indicating that few rvere receiving regular and ougoing prenatal

care. Five patients suffered lacerations during delivery, though only thlee files indicate

the use of forceps. One case reveals severe postpartum hemorrhage that was treated with

ergot.'08

The most detailed patient record belongs to a 16 year old girl fi'orn Bircl's Hill,

admitted in labour on Decemb er 26, 1 914 and delivered by John McCalman. I-Ier labour

lrad begun on Decernb er 2l . She had been treated at horne with two doses of pituitary

extract. Neither had had any effect.roe The patient was brought to hospital after

contractions ceased entirely. The delivery was extremely difficult. It required the use of

high forceps. There was extreme moulding of the baby's head.|'n After delivery of the

placenta, there appeared some further loose tissue which the cloctor sutured. The patient's

birtlr or slroulder presentation. See Síedmun's Medical DictÌonary, 21st edition.
Baltimore: The Williams and Wilkins Co.,1.966.

108 Register Number 4685, Af.feclions Connected with Pregnancy and Consequences

Thereon, Winnipeg General Hospital. Health Sciences Center, Health Records
Department, Winnipeg. Ergot is a disease of rye and other cereals in which the grains

are replaced by a blackish purple mass of peculiar disagreeable odor. A tnedicine
llade from these growths causes contraction of the muscular coat of the arteries,

raising blood pressure, and contraction of the uterine muscles.

r0e Pituitary extract is as a yellowish or grayish powder derived from the cleaned,

dried and powdered posterior pituitary lobe of dornestic animals used for food by

rnan. It acts as an oxytocin, vasoconstrictor, anticliueretic, and a stimulant of
intestinal rnotility.

rr0 The use of 'high forceps' is very dangerous to both mother and baby. It is rarely
used in today's obstetrics, with caesarian section being preferred. Extreme rnoulding
of the infant's head inclicates that the infant's head has been subjected to intense

pressures during its descent down the birth canal. Such elevatecl cranial presslrres can

produce subdural haematomas, and brain hypoxia, with both immediate and long-
term clinical effects for the infant.
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immediate conditior-r was classified as'fair'. She was given sttychnine, whiskey, coffee

and saline, all treatments of limited therapeutic value.r ' ' The patient had sustained

extensive lacerations of the cervix, probably as a result of the high forceps use. She

developed a high fever and was treated with ergot ancl restricted diet. By Decen'rber 24,

her pulse was weakening, and she was unable to sleep. The patient died on Deceurber 31,

probably in septic shock.r r2

This story illustrates a bad outcome in a typical case of childbed fever. Such

outcomes were not uncommon. They often included circumstances of difficult delivery

and prolonged confinement. Without the availability of antibiotics, physicians were

impotent to deal with the source of the escalating fever. McCalman's treatntent was little

different from that accorded any confinement patient facing post-parturn complications -

bed rest and relatively ineffective symptomatic medications to alleviate some of the

patient's suffering. Attacking the etiological source of the illness was beyond the

physician's power, either within hospital or in the hotne. It was not until the 1940's, witir

the widespread availability of antibiotics, that physicians could offer a specific effective

treatment to combat post-partum infection.r r3

rrr Strychnine is a crystalline powder, odorless, but of intensely bitter taste nearly

insoluble in water. It stimulates all parts of the nervous system and is used as a

stomachic (appetite stimulant), as an antidote of depressant poisons and in the

treatment of myocarditis.

rr2 Register Number 7975, Affections Connected wilh Pregnancy and Consequences

Thereon, Winnipeg General Hospital. Health Records Department, Health Sciences

Centre, Winnipeg.

r13 Leavitt, BroughÍ to Bed; Child-Bearing in America, 194.
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In 1914, char-ting for less conplicated birtlis was categorized similarly, sometirnes

with sirnilar levels of descriptive detail. The charts were pre-formatted and appear

standardized for every patient adrnitted. The depth of material recorded, however, varied

extensively from chart to chart. Some notes are brief, providing a quick outline of the

birth; others offer finer detail of the medical history of the patient and the pregnancy.

Typically, however, the notes of the attending physician subscribe to the chart's pre-

formatted organization. For the June 1914 confirlement of Mrs. P.8., a 20 year old

Anglican housewife, her attending physician, identified as Dr. Richardson, noted the basic

information in the "History Notes" section of the chart:

Para: Primipara
Began and Ended: Adrn. l0:30 a.m. in labor. Delivered 12:35 p.m. June

13th.
Contraction: Good
Membrane: Ruptured previous to adm.

Hemorrhage: normal
Presentation: veúex
Position: L.O.A.
Delivery: Spontaneous
Laceration: slight
Cord: normal
Placenta: expressed 1 p.m.

Remarks: Conditions of Mother and baby good/ male child/ present Dr.
Richardson.rra

Apparently, there was no need to record further details about the mother's condition,

despite the fact that she was not discharged until June 23 - l0 days after her clelivery.

However, given the incornpleteness of the charts, definitive conclusions cannot be drawu

rra Register Number 4065, AfficÍions Connecled v¡ifh Pregnancy and Consec1uences

Thereon, Winnipeg General Hospital. Health Records Departrnent, Health Sciences

Center, V/innipeg.
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from the sparserless and curtness of recorded information. The standardization of the

records do indicate tliat by 1914 doctors liad seerì enough in hospital cases to develop a

corlllron approach to charting in the Winnipeg General Hospital.

The records of 1914 are more detailed than those from earlier periods, indicating

at the least the increased use of medical terrninology to describe pregnallcy cases. These

recorcls furnish some insight into the procedures used by physicians during a typical

delivery. Consistent with the circumstances of public ward patients, the majority of

mothers were admitted cluring labour. Care was dispensed by the physician on duty, who

typically had minimal knowledge of the patient's health history. The physician used

medications and instrurnents. But what is most noticeable, is that procedures used by

physicians in hospital differed little from those used by doctors assisting in home

deliveries.r't Even in the sterile and scientific surroundings of the hospital, all that the

physician could offer a suffering patient was "strychnine, whiskey, coffee and saline."

Still, the number of hospital births increased throughout the 1910's and 1920's. As Chart

IV slrows, by 1920, approxirnaTely 4.5%o of births in the province of Manitoba occurred at

the Winnipeg General Hospital (approximately 873 births). Winnipeg, at the time, was

lrome to approxim alely 3Yo of the province's population.r r6

rr5 For descriptions of horne delivery practices, see Chapter Fours and Six in this
dissertation.

r16 Winnipeg's population for 1921 was 179,087 , while Manitoba had a population of
610,118. Government of Canada Census, 1921.
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Source: Winnipeg General Hospital Annual Reports, 1894 to 1924 and Vital Statistics Agency, Consurner
and Corporate Affairs, Governrnent of Manitoba, February 9,1996.

By the I920s, the relationship between mothers and the hospital was beginning to cirange.

In January of 1919, a Pre-Natal Clinic was added to the outdoor department where

expectant mothers could come to consult physicians, and a rlllrse would provide regular

pre-natal advice.r r7 In providing regular examinations throughout pregnancy, the hospital

was altering the character of care. Traditionally, in-l-rospital exchanges between doctor

and mother were limited to the period of labour, often as a result of cornplications. In

providing pre-natal care in the outdoor department, the hospital was reaching into the

homes of poor mothers during their pregriancies and dispersing professional notions of

r17 Annual Reporl, WGH, 1919. PAM MG 10 B I 1, Box 2. The outdoor department
was partially publicly-funded. It plovided physician attendance to the poor for non-
acute cases.
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adequate care and health. More irnportantly, the Pre-natal Clinic was bringing wolnerl

into lrospital. By 1920, the Annttal Report noted:

Expectant mothers, many of whom could not otherwise have had attention,

have come to the clinic and have been given medical attention and advice.

On the whole the women have attended very faitlifully. During the year

one hundred and twenty-five patients have attended the clinic; of these

seventy have come to the Winnipeg General for confinement, several have

gone to other hospitals, several have been cared for at home by the

Margaret Scott Nursing Mission, attd a few have hacl a midwife in
attendance. We have kept in touch with each patient until the birtli of her

baby, and have made at least one home visit after discharge to those who
were confined in the Hospital.rr8

Tlre business of hospitalized birth was opening with a flourish. Something the hospital

was offering appealed to these mothers.

As physicians learned more about the mechanics of childbirth, the use of the

hospital for confinellent increased steadily. It was not until the mid-1940s that more than

half of all Canadian births occurred in hospital. But the process that brought childbirth to

hospital was quite gradual. For much of the period leacling up to broad hospitalization,

the experiences of women depended as mnch upon their socìo-ecouomic status as it clicl

upon the potential benefits of science. Poor women found thernselves in hospital for lack

of an alternative. Their presence gave physicians the experience and larowledge they

needed to court wealthier families. Through hospital confinement cases, physicians

learned standard methods that were applicable to all birth cases, and r,vhich accorcled thetn

an aura of legitimacy in the birthing room. This acquiled validation, coupled with

ltB ll/irutipeg General Hospital Anrutal Reporr (1920), PAM MG l0 811 ,Box2.
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prelirninary scientific discoveries, allowed the profession to live up to its promise to

provide safer and less painful births.
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Number of Live Births in

Chapter 3, Appendix I

TABLE I
Canada, Percentage of Canadian Births in Hospital,

1926 to 1973

Percentage of
Births in
Hospital

99.6

99.6

99.6

99.6

99.s

99.5

99.4

99.2

99

98.7

98.3

97.8

96.9

94.6

93. I

9t.7

90.2

88.4

86.s

84.6

83.4

8l .4

79.1

76

I +.J

12.3

11

67.6

63.2

6t

54.1

53.7

48.9

YEAR

19't3

1912

191 t

1910

1969

I 968

1961

1966

r 965

1964

1963

1962

1961

1 960

1959

I 958

1957

1 956

I 955

1954

r 953

1952

l95 r

I 950

1949

I 948

1941

1946

1945

1944

1943

1942

1941

Live Births in
Canada

J+J) I )

347319

362187

371988

369647

364310

370894

3877 t0

4 1 8595

452915

465161

469693

475700

478551

479275

470118

469093

450139

442937

436198

411884

403559

38r092

312009

361092

3 59860

372589

343504

300587

293967

292943

281569

263993
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Source: F.H. Leacy, M.C. Urquhart and

of Canada, first edition. Ottawa:
K.A.H. Buckley, eds. Hislorical Statistics
Statistics Canada, I 983, B 1 -14.

YEAR

1940

r 939

1938

1937

1936

I 935

t934
1933

1932

193 r

I 930

1929

1928

1927

1926

Year

1 BBB

1 889
'1890

't891

1892
'1893

1894

I 895

1 896

1897

1 898

1 899

Live Births
Canada

2525',77

237991

237091

227869

221980

228393

228296

229791

242698

247205

250335

242226

243616

241149

240015

Number of
Patients

840

1020

982
1 133

1445

1417

1572

1525

1795

1977

2060

2OBB

in Percentage of
Births in
Hospital

45.3

41.7

39.4

36.4

34.5

) J.)

30

28.5

27.5

26.8

26.6
aA <L+.J

21.5

19.3

17.8

Average
Stay

(Days)

22

25.5

24.4

22.5

21.9

24.7

22.4

21.9

22.1
a1 '7

21.4

Number of
Deaths

82

82

64

74

109
oo

100

112
'116

111

153

Number of
Births

J

29

46

50

73

63

63

76

74

74

85

69

TABLE II

General Statistics, Winnipeg General Hospital, f 888-1925
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Year

'1900

'1901

1902

1 903

1904

1 905

1 906

1907

1 908

1 909

1910

1911

1912

1913

1914

1915

19'16

1917
'1918

1919

1920

1921

1922

1923

1924

1925

Source:

Number of
Patients

Average
Stay

(Days)

20.6

20.4

20.2

18.7

19.5

21.5

24.9

21.3

20.5

19.1

19.4

17.5

16.8

16.8

15.9

15.5

15.3

14.7

13.9

14.4

14.8

14.9

15.9

16.6

2649

2773

2983
2254

3B6B

4366

4741

51 13

5229

5371

5935

61 01

ÃÃoo

61 05

8361

9234

12590

13151

1 3035

1 1919

12839

12255

1 3094

9431

12155

13290

Annual Reports, WGH.

Number of Number of
Deaths Births

156 70

177 91

177 93

250 109

271 141

332 127

317 181

387 211

329 211

356 201

405 178

436 111

283 108

348 166

384 446

334 553

436 583

438 624

561 667

499 522

586 835

508 853

499 945

375 726

469 873

499 860

PAM, MG l0 811, i888-1925.



Chapter Four

Obstetrical Teachings at the Manitoba Medical School and Medical Perspectives on
Childbirth, 1880s to 1920s

Prairie settlement in the second half of the nineteenth century brought rllrmerous

trades and professions to the provincial capital of Winnipeg. Among them wele a half

dozenphysicians seeking to establish practices in a burgeoning community.r At the time,

however, physicians were just beginning to establish themselves as 'professional

gentlemen'. Medicine lacked the aura of professionalism prevalent later in its histoly.

Doctors relied, for the most part, on market demand like any other tradesmen. I{istolian

I{arold Perkin has argued that doctors were alnong an eurerging professional class for

whom "status rather than market valuation determined their remuneration; their rewards

were negotiated in the wider societal rnarket of prestige and the social value placed or-r

their service."2 Physicians were eager to establish themselves. In a bid to establish

legitimacy as professionals, they associated with the established institutional structures

ancl organizations, such as hospitals and medical schools. In the process, they began

forging a professional guild which suited the needs of medical men.

As the profession established itself, obstetrics developed alongside its contemporary

n'redical educational and institutional specialties. The experience that mally doctors

acquired in the field of obstetrics came from tlieir association with hospitals throughout

' Ronald Hamowy, Canadian MedÌcÌne: A Snrcly in RestrÌcted Enlry. Toronto: The Fraser

Irrstitute, 1984,754. For a description of the apprenticeship approach to rnedical training
and early rnedical training, see R.D. Gidney and W.P.J. Millar, Professional Gentlenten:
Tlte Professions in Nineteenth-Century Ontario. Toronto: University of Toronto Press,

7994,152-54.

2 Harold Pelkin, The Rise of Professional Sociely; England since I880. New York:
Routledge. 1989. 16.
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their careers - as students, interns and later as attending physicians. As has been shown in

the previor-rs chapter, however, the obstetrical training received in these institutions was

not necessarily comprehensive, nor clinical. Further, despite numeroLts medical advances

in the late nineteenth century - soûre of which four-rd their way into obstetrical practices -

obstetrical education remained relatively unchanged between the mid-1880s and the

1920s.

Through an analysis of rnedical texts, this chapter will examine the understandings of

childbirlh whicli permeated the thinking of educators ancl students at the Winnipeg

General Hospital and highlight the developments which altered the childbirth experience

over a 50 year period. A comparison of two texts, William Leishmar:.'s A Systent of

¡y,1¡iytifer! (originally published in 1875) and George Rehberger's Lippincott's Qtick

Reference Bookfor Medicine and Surgery (originally published in 1920), demonstrates

that there were two signif,rcant changes in physician attencled cliilclbirth: asepsis ancl

anaesthetic. The use of narrative biographies will help illustrate how physicians

approached childbirth cases and identify the medical approach in the early twentieth

century.3 Lastly, the Manitoba Medical School Anrutal Announcentent will provide some

context for both the texts and the obstetrical education provided physicians in turn of the

century Manitoba.

Most medical work in nineteenth century Canada was genelal practice; the bulk of

which was limited to periods of illness or crisis. As R.D. Gidney and W.P.J. Millar have

t The memoirs used in this work are published works. While they fall prey to the obvious

'formula' of fiction, they are useful in outlining how physicians saw themselves and their
patients.
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noted: "Doctors were aimost exclusively engaged in the ministering to those already ill,

injr-rred or in labour."4 Medical education, therefore, predominantly consisted of

medicine or 'physic', surgery and midwifery.5 Despite some midwifery education,

physicians were not necessarily called to the bedsides of parturient women on a regular

basis. Jacalyn Duflur has observed that midwifery cases likely only occupied fi'om 6Yo to

l2o/o of a doctor's practice.6 Further, a doctor rarely saw a maternity patient before

confinement, and remained only during the delivery.T While physicians had recognizecl

the need for rnidwifery training, the role of doctors was usually to deal with crisis. The

broader notion of maternity care was not included within their professional purview.

The scope of miclwifery, therefore, was severely lirnitecl in rnedical education.

Generally, medical students obtained little clinical obstetrical experience l¡ecause their

instructors themselves had few opportunities to engage in parturient cases. Despite this

limitation, physicians perceived their role in the birthing room as helpful and even

imperative.s Their restricted knor,vledge about the birth process, however, often relegatecl

them to distant observers. They struggled to bridge the gap between belief in their

a Gidney and Millar, Professionctl Genllenten,146.

t Gidney and Millar, Pro.fessional Gentlenten,l54.

6 Jacalyn Duffin, "A Rural Practice in Nineteenth Century Ontario: The Continuing
Medical Education of James Miles Langstaff," Canadian Bulletin of Medical History, 5

(1988), I 1 . Cited in Gideon and Millar, Profe,ssional Gentlenten, 746.

t Gidney and Millar, Professional Gentlenten,146.

8 For a discussion of the poor obstetrical education of cloctors, see Charlotte Borst,
Carching Babies: The Professionalization of Childbit'th, 1870-1920. Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1995, 92-110.
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science and the very real dearth of knowledge and experience with childbirth attenclance.

Problems with obstetrical medicine training in the late nineteenth century. lay in the

general absence of hands-on experience. While there were parturient patients in hospital,

most medical students received only classroom and book training with pregrlancy.

Access to clinical obstetrical experience for medical students, therefore, was a recalcitrant

problem in medical education in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Recalling his early days of internship at the Royal Alexandra l{ospital in Eclmonton

in the mid-1920s, Sarnuel Peikoff, a rural Manitoba physician, confessed his fears about

an inadequate education:

i was hoping and praying that tlie next three months would be more fruitful than
n1y courses in surgery, rnedicine and pathology. After all, if I am to be a country
doctor, I don't need to worry about being able to take out an appendix, but rnost

certainly I will have to know how to hanclle a confinement. This is a must.e

The physician did indeed recognize the importance of childbirth attendance in the

formation of his practice. However, as will be showr throughout this chapter, the role of

the doctor cluring a confinement, while perceived as necessary by the profession, was not

necessarily that of the central attending figure. Not all wolnen saw the need to call on a

physician, and, as has been demonstrated in Chapter Two and will be examined in

Chapter Four, not all physicians felt a desire to practice obstetrical medicine.

Peikoff served as a keen example of a physician in training in the first couple

decades of the twentieth century; one who struggled with his place at the bedside of

expectant mothers. In order to secure sufficient obstetrical training, Peikoff went about

o 
Sa,nuel S. Peikofi Yesterday's Doclor; An Atúobiography. Winnipeg: Prairie

Publishing Co., 1980, p.3.
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securing the favour of the head uurse who was responsible for calling the attending

physicians and interns to confinernent cases in the hospital. In many of the cases, the

nurse was the only person in the room with any signihcant experience, and brushed aside

interns or medical students in order to take hold of a precarious situation.r0 Nurses,

because of their closer association with wornen ancl pelhaps because of more attendance

at actual birlhs, were likely more knowledgable than junior physicians.

The image or practice of a nurse pushing aside a doctor, no matter how

inexperienced, seems out of context in light of the twentieth century professional

hielarchy of the medical community. Yet, in the case of childbirth, the hierarchy was not

as distinctly drawn, allowing a degree of leeway for r,vornen, whose presence would be a

closer approximation to the traditional community of women which surrouncled birthing

mothers. Many physicians and patients continued to see the physician's role as that of

assisting the natural course. The physician's presence was only required at the critical

lnoment of delivery, if at all. The midwife, nurse, or family member, therefore, often had

a strollg hand in the managernent of the birth.

Parallelling the ambiguous role of obstetrics in medical practice was an

educational curriculum that, while acknowledging the need for cliildbirth training,

nonetheless, did not share Peikoff s impression of the basic relevance of it. Early in the

nineteenth century, medical education did include components of rnidwifery and

obstetrics. As early as 1815, a course in obstetrics taught by Walter Channing was a

recognized segment of the curriculum at Harvard Medical School. However, the dictates

ro Peikoff, Yesterday's Doclor,3.
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of modesty precluded arly man, no matter his profession, frorn becorning too familiar with

a wonan. For much of the nineteenth century, therefore, many doctors graduated frorn

medical school rlever having seen an actual birth.r' The 'untrainecl' rnidwife often had far

more experience and practical knowledge than the physician anned rvith a medical

edncation.

Why then would physicians find themselves at the bedside of mothers? As

discnssed in the following chapter, one of the advantages of the physician by the late

nineteenth century lay in his arsenal of instruments and anaesthesia which promised an

easier, faster and less painful experience.r2 Knowledge of certain meclical techniques

offerecl doctors a confidence in the face of childbirtli case. That confidence, coupled with

the rise of rnedicine as a profession, was allowing physicians to garner greater authority in

situations previously outside their realm of expertise. While little had changed in how

physiciar-rs actually treated confinement cases in the first 30 years of the twentieth

century, the perceptions of the physician's role had changed drastically.

The development of obstetrics as a uredical specialty resulted partially from the

professionalization of physicians in the mid to late nineteenth century. In his pivotal

1982 work, The Social Transforntalion of Anterican Medicine,Paul Starr argues that the

developrnents in rnedical care in the late nineteenth took place within the larger fielcls of

1r Juditlr Walzer Leavitt, Brought to Bed: Child-Bearing in America, 1750-1950.

Oxforcl University Press, 1986, 41 -42.

'' For a discussion see Leavitl, Brought lo Bed. ch.5.

N.Y.:
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power and social structure.rl Doctors sought to rnanoeuvre themselves into positions of

authority. Mechanisms which legitimized the profession (e.g. standardized education,

licensing) and those that created patient dependency (e.g. hospitals, health insurance)

prescribed a clear structure for doctor-patient relations. ¡a "By shaping the patients

understanding of theil own experience, physicians create the conditions under which tl-reir

advice seems appropriate."r5 Doctors were carving a role for themselves iu middle-class

society. Harold Perkin argues ftrrther that the professional class, of which pl'rysicians

\,vere a part, set out to impose their own visions of society and social moles.'ó In so

doing, they were able to design their own positions in society and sculpt for themselves

authoritative roles.

In the eighteenth century, and for much of the nineteenth, the physician \,vas

marginally included within the reahn of the professional classes. One route to a rnedical

career was through apprenticeship, ancl as suclt, resembled a learned trade more thau a

profession.'t The character of North American society encouraged the care of the sick in

the home by farnily members; physicians' services, therefore, were rarely called upon.

Ii Paul Stat, The Social TransforntatÌon of Anterican Medici¡z¿. New York: Basic Books,

1982,8.

ra Paul Slarr, The Social Transformarion of Anterican MedÌcine,20.

It Starr, The Socictl Transformation of Anterican Medicine,l4.

r6 Perkin, The Rise of Professional Society,120.

r7 Trade is defined as "a kind of r,vork; business, especially one requiring skilled
mechanical work," while profession is defrned as "an occupation requiring higher
education and a specialized training." Cited in Diclionary of Canadian Engli.sh: The

Senior Dictionary. Tolonto: W.J. Gage Limited, 1967.
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Further, the cost of doctors fees eluded the majority of the population.rs Physician

attendance was seen as a luxury of the wealthy. I-{ealth care was perceived as a private

matter. Hospitals were a last resort, usually populated by the indigent and the desperate.re

Doctors themselves were often unable to rely on their medical skills for a complete

income and often maintained a secondary occupation. In fact, given the limits of

transportation, the cost of attending a case would often exceed the fee. "The price of

medical services consists not only of the direct price (the physician's fee, the charge for a

liospital roorn) but also of the indirect price - the cost of transportation (if the patient

travels to the doctor or sends another person to sumnlon one and the forgone value of the

time taken to obtain medical care".20 As a professional group, physicians were trapped

betweenthe "economic liberalism" of laissez.fàir¿ economics and the "social

plotectionism" of nineteenth century reforrn ideology.2r They were also, as Halold

Perkin noted, part of a partnersliip with other welfare professions which offered an

opportunity fol influence in society.22

'8 Starr, The Social TransforntaÍion of Anterican Medicine,66.

l9 _'- For a discussion of the evolution of Arnerican hospitals see Charles E. Rosenberg, The

Care of Stt'angers: The Rise of America's Hospital System. New York: Basic Books,
1987, chp. 1-3.

2o Starr, The Social Trans.forntation o.f Anterican Medicine,66. The indirect plice was an

even greater issue in rural practices.

2r Starr, The Socictl Trctns.forntation of American Meclicine,6I

22 Perkin, The Rise of Pro.fessional Society,344.
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Industrialization and urbanization had a significant role in the evolution of

medical practice in the second half of the nineteenth centuty. Adapting to the demands of

a market ecorloltly, medicine was incorporated into the broader social structure as a

recognizable commodity.23 Improvements in transportation (eg. train, ar-rtomobile) and

communication (eg. telephone) lessened the indirect costs of physician services, ancl thus

put medical care within reach of a wider population.2a Further, iucreased urbanization

created a new patient population for physicians. The rnigratory population and increased

concentration of unattached individuals without family resollrces drew upou the set'vices

of doctors eager to build professional founclatiorls.25 Further, scientific advauces - sttch as

bacteriology, antisepsis and anaesthesia - contributed to the authority of medicine as these

discoveries emerged over the course of the nineteenth century. The special therapeutic

role of the physician, coupled with scientific legitimacy, offered authority within, and

outside, the juriscliction of medicine.26 Ultimately, the elevation of educatioual standards,

the incorporation of medical schools into universities, and the organization of

professional groups solidified professional autonomy.

Ilt Canada, this development was clearly evident in the formation of the Canadian

Medical Association (hereinafter CMA) in 1867. The CMA rnarked the beginnings of

nationally recognized rnedical professionalism in the country. The Association, however.

23 Starr, The Social Transformation of Anterican Medicine,22.

t'Sto.., 
The Socictl Transforntation of American Meclicine,Tl.

tt StarL, The Social Transþrmation of Anterican Medicine, 72-77 .

t(' Starr, The Social Trans.forntation o.f Anterican Medicine,4.
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did ¡ot establish a national licensure iaw. Individual provinces \ /ere left to their own

initiatives to develop local licensing laws.2t Ontario was the first proviuce to address the

issue by amending the Ontario Medical Acl ín 1868, thereby irnplernenting examiuation

requirenrents for licensure. By l874,the Ontario legislature declared it "unlawful for any

peïsol1 not registered to practice fwith the College of Pliysicians and Surgeons of

O¡tario], profess to practice, or give advice in medicine, sllrgery, or midwifery."28

I¡ the late ni¡eteenth century, there was a myriad of lay practitioners offeling their

services - from rniclwives to hydropaths - to a public generally unconcerned with

provi¡cially-recognized professional qualifications. As a resttlt, the public sottght out a

variety of health care practitioners. "Until the beginning of the twentieth century, the

therapeutic arsenal of clinical rnedicine remaiued comparatively prirnitive and the

disti¡ctiol between professionally trained and less well-trained educated practitioners

was s¡rall."2e In 1876, the Province of Ontario had appointed a special prosecutor in

response to pliysicians' claims that eclectics and hydropaths were endangering public

welfare.i0 However, the impact of a single indiviclual on the large number of alternative

pr.actitioners was likely rninimal. Ultimately, each province establishecl licensure lar'vs

tt Harnor.r,y, CanadÌan Medicine, 97,

2* Hanrouy, Cctnadian Meclicine, I 1 8-19.

2e Hanrowy, Canadian Medicine, 125.

3o Hanrowy, Canadian Medircine, 123.
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under the direction of individual Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons. But it was not

until the very end of the century that physicians gained a professional monopoly.

Shortly after the incorporation of the Province of Manitoba in 1 870, preliminary

steps r.vere taken to ensure solidification of the medical profession in the province. An

Act Relating to Medical Practitioners in this Province (1871) establishecl the first

provincial medical board. The Board, cornposed entirely of medical rnen, outlined the

requirements for licensure and set examinations for those wishing to practice medicine in

Manitoba.rr In order to qualifr to take the exam, an applicant had to have taken collrses

in general anatomy and physiology, practical anatomy, surgery, medicine, miclwifery,

chemistry, materia rnedica and pharmacy. Further requirements included a lninimnm of

twelve months general practice attenclance in a hospital, with six rlonth colrrses in both

clinical medicine and clinical surgery.i2 The Act also ernpowered the Board to regulate

the practice of irregulars by imposing a heavy fine on those found practicing without a

valid Manitoba rnedical license: "If any person practice Physic, or Surgery, ol Miclwifery,

in Manitoba, contrary to the provisiorrs of this Act, he shall hereby incur a penalty of

Twenty dollars for each day on wliich he so practices, and such penalty shall be

3r Ross Mitchell, Medicine in Manitoba; The Story of'lts Beginnings. Wiunipeg: Stovel-
Advocate Press, Ltd.,1954,56. An Acl Relaling to the Medicttl Prctclilioners of'this
Province, (hereafter Manitoba Medical Act), Chp. XXVI, 2nd session, First Parliament,
34th Victoria, I 871 .

32 Section 12, Manitoba Medical Act (1871)
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recoverable on the oath of any two credible witnesses."i3 Under tlte Act, it was the

medical men who controlled the types ancl number of practitioners in the province.

The founding of the College of Physicians ancl Surgeons of Manitobain 1877

bolstered professional authority in the province. The legislation enabled the College to

"concluct prelirninary examinations of medical students within Manitoba, to establish a

tariff of fees for the province, and to levy an annual tax of not more than five dollars on

each registered physician."ia The original targets of the stiffer requirements were

American graduates who funneled into the province from a myriad of U.S. private

sclrools. The first register of the College, listing licensees frorn 1874 to 1882, records a

total of 48 physicians, only three of whom held degrees from American schools.i5

Looking over the names associated with the chief medical institutions in

Manitoba, it is apparent that a liandftrl of pliysiciarls were primarily involvecl in the

professionalization and institutionalization of medicine in the province. Twenty-one of

the original members of the College are listed as staff at the Winnipeg General Hospital

between 1884 and 1895.36 The involvenent of the physicians with both institntions was

partially attributable to the relatively small size of the community. However, the

33 Section 7, Manitoba Medical Act (1871)

3o I{anrowy, Canadian Medicine, 15 5.

35 Hanrowy, Canadian Medicine, I55.

3ó See Mitchell, Medicine in Manitoba,5T and Winnipeg Generol Hospital Annual
Report,l884 to 1895. PAM MG 10 811, Box L
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involvement of the same individuals at both was inclicative of the development of a

medical elite in the city.

These same physicians were also instrumental in founding Manitoba's only

medical school, the Manitoba Medical College, in 1883. The College started at the

instigation of local physicians who were opposed to the proposed establishment of a

private medical school, and sought recourse through a government supported institution.3T

Tlrrough affiliation with the University of Manitoba (established 1877) and the College of

Physicians and Surgeons of Manitoba, the Medical School was empowered to conduct

license examinatiorrs in conjunction with the curriculum. "Towards this end, the

University Council could conduct exarninations and set the prelirninary and professional

educational requirements necessary for registration."rs Consequently, any competing

medical schools would effectively be unable to provide access to licenses for its

graduates, and thus were squeezed out of the rnarket.

Despite the initial fervour to establish a school in the province, the actual opening

was haphazard. When the first term began in 1883, the school had no facilities, no

curriculum, no faculty, and no dean. Classes were held in a local high school by the

physicians who pushed to incorporate the institution. In reality, those involvecl had not

3t N. Tait McPhedran, Canadian Medical Schools:
IB22 to 1992. Montreal: Harvest House, 1993, p.

38 Hamowy, Canadian Medicine,156.

Two Centuries o.f Medical Hisrorlt,
140.
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intended to start up immediately, but rather sought only to curtail the involvement of non-

medical persomel in medical education.3e

In its first full year of operation, 1884-85, the Manitoba Medical Scliool registered

15 students for lectures in Anatomy, Practical Anatomy, Physiology, Chernistry, Materia

Medica and Therapeutics, Surgery, Meclicine ancl Obstetrics for a cost of $ 1 5 per stuclent.

Obstetrics was indeed recognized as a core cornponent of medical training. However, as

one contemporary physician noted: "The subject of obstetrics was from the beginning and

for many years the despised sister, the Cinderella of any rnedical curriculum."a0

Additional courses could be taken iri Clinical Medicine and Surgery, Practical Chemistry

and Medical Jurisprudence for $6, or Botany ancl Sanitary Science for $5.4r

By 1 885, a two story building liad been constructed to house the school and James

Kerr had been electecl dean. A student completing the curriculum was obliged to:

lodge with the Registrar documentary evidence that he is of the full age of
2l years; that he has pursued medical studies for the periocl of at least four
years, and has attendecl lectures for three sessions of six months each in
the following branches of Medical Eclucation, for the respective periocl

hereinafter set forth, in sorne University College or School in Her
Majesty's Dominions recognizecl by the University of Manitoba.42

3e McPlredran, Canadian Medical Schools, 140-41.

40 W.W. Chiprnan, "symposinm on Obstetrics - Some End-Results," CMAJ 16 (June,

1926): 68r.

a' See Manitoba Medical College, Arutual Announcentent o.f the Second Year Ses.çion,

1884-85. Neil John Maclean Health Sciences Library Rare Book Roout, University of
Manitoba, Banlatyne Campus. Classes formally began on November 1, 1883. Ho'uvever,

there was no building or administrative structure for the school until 1884-85.

a2 Manitoba Medical College, Annual Announcetnent of the Second Year Session, I884-
85.
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Further, the student was expected to have acquired eighteen months of practical

experience in an incorporated general hospital, attencled two sessions of clinical bedside

instruction and have had at least six months practice in a lying-in hospital with attenclance

at a minimum of six labour cases.as

While six months practical experience seemed an acceptable amount of time, the

overall requirement deserves closer examination. The Announcentenr did not stipulate

whether the student was to attend as an observer or participant in the process. In fact, it

failed to provide any specific clinical expectations. Despite being associatecl with a lying-

in hospital for six rnonths, physicians in training were expected to attend only six

confinements. This suggests that either practice in a lying-in hospital was less than full-

time, or the number of patients in the lying-in hospital during a six-month tenure was

small. Either way, aftel meeting the requirements, students' exposure to childbirth

appeared to remain fairly rninimal.

The obstetrical training of physicialls was based more oll class room instructiou

than practical experience. As Charlotte Borst has shown in her study of the evolution of

childbirth attendance in Wisconsin, prior to 1905, there was little by way of clinical

obstetrical experience for student physicians.44 In fact, contemporary studies of medical

education harslily criticized the obstetrical components in medical schools. The well-

known Flexner Report (1910) singled out obstetrics in its review of medical educatior.ral

4r Manitoba Medical College, Annual Announcetnent of lhe Second Year Session, I884-
8i
aa Borst, Catching Bubies,92-104.
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standard across the United States, stating that lectr-rres were "utterly r'vorthless".ot Tire

obstetrical educational techniques used in Canadian schools - lectures and demonstrations

on manikins - were very similar to those under criticisrn the United States. The obstetrics

component of training at the Manitoba Medical School was a requisite in the final year. It

involved a combination of course work with some practical experience. The course,

prepared by R.B. Fergusson, was taught in conjunction with ciiseases of lvouren ancl

childreri. Linking obstetrical specialties with pediatric medicine was uot an tulcommon

practice. Often physicians specializing in the diseases of children woulcl become

involvecl in the health care of women as well.a6

Tlre Manitoba Medical School's Annuctl Announcentent described the obstetrics

course. It was olganized around fir,e lectures a week throughout the terur, illustratecl by

models, plates and prepared specimens. The collrse follor.ved a very specific outline

which paralleled the chronology of childbirth.aT Instruction focused on the anatomy of

pregnancy and the mechanics of delivery:

I. Anatorny of the Female Pelvis and Foetal Head; Anatomy of Organs of
Generation.

IL Parturition - (1) Natural Labour; its general phenomena; Mechauism of
Labour; Management of Natural Labour; Anaesthetics

1' Cited in Borst, Catching Babies,106.

uu This was especially the case with women physicians, such as Dr. Helen McMurchy,
who began her private practice caring for wornen and children,

a7 Manitoba Medical College, Annuol Annomcentent of the Seconcl I'eat'Session, 1884-

8i.
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(2) Unnatural Labour; (a) From abnormal condition of the uterus, soft
parts or bony pelvis. Treatment of these abnormal conditions. Use of
forceps, Craniotomy ; Turning.
(3) Complex Labour; Retained Placenta; Uterine Haemorrhage; Puerperal
Convulsions; Puerperal Fever

IIi. The Puerperal State4s

In the lectures, students were verbally carried through a delivery. Instructors often iracl

the assistance of mostly hand-clrawn images and relied on textbook to provide more

illustrative information. The drawings themselves did not necessarily subscribe to

Victorian notions of modesty, and offered fairly graphic renderings of the preguant

female form. In his obstetrical notebook, McGill obstetrician J.C. Cameron providecl

physiological drawings beside patient charts which demonstrated the pathway of the

foetus, and allowed the practitioner to graphically clescribe any abnormalities.ae

Nonetheless, these drawings were a distant second to any clinical hands-on experience.

After the completion of lectures, students were placed on the wards of a lying-in hospital

to acquire whatever experience possible.

An examination of the required texts for the course offers some uncìerstanding of

the medical perceptiolrs of childbirth at the Manitoba Medical School, and, by

association, at the Winnipeg General Hospital. The two texts listed for the obstetrics

course in 1886-87 were William Leislman's A Systent of Midvvifery (1875), published in

tlre United States, and Williarn Playfair's A Treatise on the Science and Practice ef

a8 Manitoba Medical College, Anrutal Announcentent of the Second Year Session, I884-
8i.

4e J.C. Carneron, McGill obstetrical note book. Montreal: E. Renouf, 1896. University of
Ottawa, microfiche, CIHM No. 02285.
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fulicltuifèry(l884), published in Britain. Both appear to have been familiar to the medical

conrnrunity as eviclenced by the curt bibliographic references listecl in tlte Anrutal

Annotmcentent,whiclt sirnply read: "Playfair's or Leishman's ¡4¡6l1a,|fet'y)'s(i

The titles of the texts illustrated medicine's attitude towards childbirth attendance

in the late nineteenth century. While the word 'rnidwifery' remained prominent,

suggestive of the traditional notions which still clung to childbirth attendance, both

physicians adopted scientihc descriptions, such as 'system', 'science and art', suggesting

a more scientif,rc approach. Witliin the pages of liis 1875 text, William Leishman

esclrewed traditional definitions of midwifery implied by the French ctccotLchentenl and

the Gernran gebm'tshufl¿. I-Iis description was as "the Science and Art, which has for its

object the rnanagement of woman and her offspring during Pregnancy, Labor, and the

Puerperal State."5r The use of the term 'managernent' is laclen with meaning. The

physician felt hirnself to be the authority in the birthing loorn, clespite evidence that

physicians were ofterr marginal figures during confinemeut attendance.

More broadly, the term managenent was inclicative of the social icleals being

espoused by the emerging professional class. The concept of professional 'management'

surfaced alrong business professionals. At the turn of the twentieth century, they were

clealing with increasingly complex industrial organizations which required skilful

50 Manitoba Medical College, Anrutal Announcentent of lhe Fou'th Year Session, 1886-

87.

5l William Leishman, A Syslent of d[idv,ifeiT, second edition. Philadelphia: Henry C.

Lea, 1875,33.
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clirection, The science of management, however, was not lestrictecl to private industry.52

As medical treatment became increasingly rnore involved, the trained professional's lole

was to draw on his skill and expertise to align knowledge and practice in the care of

patients. It was not a surprise to see physicians import sirnilar concepts used by other

professional groups who shared similar socio-economic standing.

In preparing physicians for their 'managerial' roles in the birthing room, the

medical texts laid out a very specific, detailed and chronological approach to treatlnent.

The first concern of the physician faced with a pregnancy case was to determine whether

or not the patient was indeed with child:

We can conceive of no subject to which a mistake rnight so utterly ruin a
youtlg man's hopes, than the determination, iu delicate and cloubtftrl cases,

of this question of pregnancy. An obvious pregrlancy overlooked, because

the idea has never crossed the mind, is bad enough . . . But what is far
more inexcusable, is the culpable rashness of tl-rose who, without
irrefutable evidence of the existence of pregnancy, would venture - as has

been doue in high quarters - to brand a woman with the stigma of
dishonor.53

The words illustrate the commonly held notion that women were responsible for

conception.'a Pregnancy, overt evidence of a sexually active wolran, was perceived to be

a dishonourable predicament, an embarrassing medical condition that sl'roulcl be hidclen if

possible. A real diagnosis would be bad enough, but to falsely diagnosis a pregrlancy

carriecl a 'stigma of dishonour', not for the physician, but the woman.

52 Perkin, The Rise of Professional Society,24.

5r Leislrrnan, A Systent o.f Midwifery, 149-50.

5a Ellen Ross, Zove and Toil: Motherhood in Outcast London, 1870-1918. New York:
Oxford University Press, 1993,99.
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The text, therefore, clearly listed signs of pregnancy; a catalogue of symptorns by

which the physician was to guide his examination. Sotne symptoms were considered

certain, while others were interpreted as merely suggesting pregnancy. Cessation of

fiìenses, morning sickness, increased salivation, changes in the mammae and appearance

of abdomerl were considered potential indications of pregnancy. According to

Leishrnan's text, there were three certain diagnostic signs of pregnancy.tt The first sign,

quickening, was determined by the mother, as it was the point at which she felt fetal

movement.tu The other two, ballottement and fetal pulsation, involved the physician. For

ballotternent, the physician applied a sharp jerk upwards with the finger to the uterus.

The foetus rose in the amniotic fluid, and then floated back down to the tip of the fìnger.57

Fetal pulsation, or the identihcation of the fetal hearlbeat, was particularly groundecl in

the principles of medicine. The development in the early 1800s of the stethoscope gave

doctoi's the same ability as the mother. Both were able to identify the presence of the

fetus; the mother through rnovenlerìt, the pliysician through science. As historian Jacalyn

Duffin noted: "with auscultation, the doctor's objective indicator could bypass the

mothet's perception of rnovetnettt."5s

55 Leislrman, A Systenr of Midu,tfery, 149-50.

56 
Quickening is usually noted in the four-th or fifth month of pregnancy. See Stedman's

Medical Dictionary, 21st edition. Baltimore: The Williams and Wilkins Co., 1966,1341.

tt Leislrman, A Systent of Midwifery,l4g-50.

58 Jacalyn Duffin, HisÍory of Medicine; A Scandalously Short Introduclio¡2. Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1999,254.
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It is interesting to note that ir-r the absence of any definitive test to deterrnine

pregnancy, the same signs were listed fifty-five years later in a 1930 edition of

Lippincott's Quick Reference Book.f'or Medicine and Su'ger¡2. The only difference was

the way in which the symptoms were classified. Leishman's list had been organized in

order from the potential indicators, such as morning sickness, to the more def,rnitive signs,

such as ballottement. Lippincott, on the other hand, presented the symptoms in the order

they occurred during the advancement of pregnancy.so

Once the diagnosis of pregnancy was deterrnined, the physician's role changed to

tliat of a mere attendant. Members of the rnedical profession were, for the most part, at

the mercy of nature when it came to chilclbirth management. "h1 a very large ploportion

ofall cases," Leishnlan noted, "the various stages oflabor are effected by the unaided

efforts of nature, in a rnanner which renders any "assistance" on the part of tlie

accoucheur . . . quite Lrnnecessary."60 Authoritative texts were unable to say with any

cefiainty what brought on the onset of labour and thus, physicians, like the mother,

waited. The chief role of the medically-trained birth attendant was to watch for any

incolrsistencies that would represent a deviation from the normally-perceived course of

the birth. Manitoba Medical Scliool students read that "it is only . . . by the careful study

of the nomral process, that it is possible for us to lecognize speedily and with precision

5e George E. Rehberger, LippincoÍt's Quick Re.ference Book.for Medicine and Surget'y,
Seventh Edition. Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Co., 1930.

60 Leislrman, A S)tstent of Midvtifery,268.
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deviations frorn the physiological standard."ór The recognition of the abnomral u,as tire

justification for the presence of the physician, even though most of the duties required of

a childbirth attendant "might, in nineteen cases out of twenty, be performed as efficiently

and perhaps Rlore agreeably to the feelings of the patient by a thoroughly trained and

intelligent nurse."ó2 The student's textbook recognized the fact that obstetrical work was

often looked on with "disdain" by medical professionals. It warned students that in rrarly

cases the "practice of the great majority of professional men extends, more or less, in

directions where he has himself to discharge many of the duties which are more properly

those of the nurse." The physician's role, however, was to be able to perform these same

duties because dangers ancl complications could arise so suddenly that only the physician

had "the skill requisite for the management of even the rnore remediable complications of

--Á1llrdwllerv.""'

ffr" irony of the situation was that newly-trained pliysicians claimed authority in

the birthing room based on limited knowledge of the mechanics of birth. Students were

encouraged to study the text, ancl the normal proceclures of labour, but were offerecl very

little experience with real obstetrical situations. Facecl with the onset of Iabour, for

example, the physicians' text could rlo rnore attest to the causes of labour than midrvives

or mothers:

6¡ Leislrnran, A Systent of Midwifèry,269.

6t Leislmran, A Systent of Mid:t,ifery,268.

t't Leislrnran, A Systent of trrtidu,ifery,269.
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Whatever \ve assurre the causes of labor to be, the irrmediate effect of its
operation is to rouse the latent energy of certain Forces, by tneans of
whose active co-operation the delivery of the wolnan is affected. The

prime force, to which the others are merely subsidiary, is, as is well
known, the contraction of the muscular f,rbres of which the uterns is, to a

large extent composed.6a

The vague language used in the textbook provides the reader with a detailed description

of labour, but little in the way of causal analysis useful for cliagnosing it. The process of

childbirth was a mystery to both doctor ancl mother.ós Nonetheless, physicians dicl differ

themselves from rnidwives by clairning greater knowledge of the birthing process than

traditional midwife attendants. According to Leislunan, it was irnporlant for the

physician to have knowleclge of all the basic duties associated with parturition, so that he

"may be able to detect iucompetency, and to remedy its defects."66 This appalent

knowledge rnade physicians the preeminent authority, despite their lack of actual

experience.

The psychological aspects of the birth process was another area where physicians

espoused authoritative understanding. Li writing about "Labour and its Pheuomenon",

Leishman sought to warn about the influences which may bring about labour:

Sudden mental emotion of any kind may, by augtneuting the force or
frequency of the expulsion action, sometimes influence the progress of
labor in a rnarkèd degree; and this has been observed to occur upon the

threat of using instruments, or upon the exhibition of the forceps. Causes,

6a Leislrnran, A Systent of Midv,ifery,254.

65 It should be noted that the actual causes of natural labour are still uncleat, thus the

prediction of delivery is still an inexact calculation.

ó6 Leislrnran, A Syslent of Midu,ifery,269.
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then, which beir-rg psychical, have their origin in the cerebruut, may act

either by increasing or by arrestiug the uterine effort.67

As Leishman's warning indicated, meclical students r,vere instructed to urake use of the

mother's conscious and unconscious cognitive control during childbirth. The implication

u,as that the doctor, because of liis familiarity with the psychosotnatic connection, could

influence the course of labour by playing with the patient's elnotions. Leisliman was

a\,vare of the intrusion physicians represented in the birthing rooll1:

Certain emotional causes produce an effect on the uterine coutlactious
which is not easy to account for. Few occurrences ale m.ore familiar to the

accoucheur than the effect his arrival frequently produces upou the

progress of labor, by causing a complete temporary cessation of all uterine
effort.68

The physicians's psychological role in the managelxent of labour was heavily impressed

upon stuclents through the educational curriculutn. Leishman's text taught students that

their comportment in the birthing chamber would have a significant iufluence on the

emotional state of the mother, and tlierefore an impact on the course of labour'. In

cliscussing the first stage of labour, he conveyed the importance of occupying the

mother's attention:

Ifshe can be induced to occupy her atteution, as far as possible, by auy

familiar occupation, however trivial, it will be to her advantage, by
relieving the tedium of her suffering. If this cannot be done, her attenclauts

should try, by cheerful conversation to beguile the time, and to divert her

rnind from the gloomy apprehensions r.vhich are of fi'equent occurrence at

this period. The accoucheur should not remain in the room during this

stage unless there be any special necessity for it, although he rnay visit
occasionally. To do otherwise would encourage her to expect assistance at

('7 Leislunan, A Systent of Midvifery,254.

68 Leislrnran, A S)tstent of Miúuifery.254.
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his hands, which it is not in his power to afforcl; ancl, moreover, his
presence would to her seern to imply that he expected a speedy termination
of her sufferings.6e

Drawing a clear line between the worlds of medicine and simple midwifery, Leishman

preached that the physician's presence would have a greater impact on the mother than

her attendants, despite the fact that one of those attendants may have been a midwife.

The physician's belief in his own authority is superimposed upon the emotions ancl

psychological condition of the mother. While the tnother may have indeed anticipated

that the physician's presence meant a swift termination of her suffering, the expectation

was ellcouraged by the doctors' reluctance to remain in the room until absolutely

necessary. Unlike miclwives and traditional attendants, doctors were courlselled to be in

the room only for the'rnedical'part of the delivery.

The first role of the attending doctor upon arrivir.rg in the birth chamber was to

examine the mother. Such a practice would certainly have been considered loathsome by

most nineteenth century woûlerl. Students were taught the dictates of prototypical

Victorian modesty when approaching fernale patients, a decorum that was reinforced in

obstetric work. When preceding with a vaginal exarrì, students were wamed:

We should never forget the consideration which is due to the feelings of
the patient, whatever her rank in life. For it cannot be otherwise, than that
a woman must look upon such an examination as is necessary,by a person
of the opposite sex, with apprehension, if not with abhorrence; but if the
necessity be first explained to her in a few kindly words, she will rarely
fail to appreciate the good feeling which prompts them, and will submit

6e Leishnran, A Systent of Midwifery,273.
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without a munnllr to whatever may be deemed essential to her safety or
cotnfort.To

Medical schools taught young physicians not only the proper etiquette for approaching

patients, but also prescribed the acceptable attitudes of their patients. The implication

was that women faced with the prospect of such an examination shoulcl be loath to

submit. It was up to the pliysicians to properly explain the necessity. Once he had

brought the weight of science and reason to bear, the patient would dutifully obey. The

delicately-negotiated nature of the doctor-patient relationship was therefore reinforced in

the birthing room where the mother was treated more like a sick invalid, than the matron

of the family. In making childbirth a medical condition, the traditional dynamic of the

birth experience was altered by the influence of medical culture. A physiciatt's presetlce,

by the very nature of tliis relationship, undermined the tnaternal position.

The process of the examination would have been somewhat abhorrent to a late-

Victorian middle-class woman. However, it was not necessarily with rniddle- or upper-

class patients that physicians received hands-on training in pliysical examinations.

Rather, it was more likely in the hospitals and the homes of the poorer patients seeking

access to rnedical treatment. The intrusive nature of a prescribed rnedical exam would

have probably limited the class of patient that submitted to such an exam:

The woman lies on her left side, with her back to the exarniner, and the

near edge of the bed, which must, if necessary, be previously arranged as

to admit of this. The index ancl rniddle finger of either hand . . . being then
smeared with lard or oil, are passed over the perineum, and gently into the

i0 Leislrnran, A Syslent o.f Mid:'vifery,270.
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vagina up to the os uteri. It is usual to select a period of pain for the

examinatiott.Tl

Leislllan's description underscores the potential affront to Victorian tloclesty in a

typical exaln.

Tlie objective of the examination was to determine whether the vagina was soft,

relaxed and lubricated, ensure the os uteri was sufhciently malleable and clilatable, check

the membranes, confirrn natural presentation, ascertain the presence of any pelvic

defornrities and recognize early any potential difficulties with the cord. 72 Students were

discouraged from atternpting too many pelvic exalns. There was, however, tfo specific

tnention that students should wash their hands prior to the exam. Iu au apparent

contradiction to rigid asepsis, it was suggested that the physician lubricate his hands with

"some bland lubricate".T' The illustrative drawing in the text, showing an un-gloved hancl

entering through the vagina and touching the uterine wall, also contradicted the

techniques of asepsis. This practice would cerlainly encourage the spread of sepsis

infection, especially in a hospital environment where doctors moved between cases with

relative ease.

Tlie diagnostic and examination techniques changed little between the 1880s and

the 1920s. Although, the profession's greater commitment to the precepts of asepsis was

detectable in the later texts. Initially published tn 1920, Lippincotl 's Quick Re.ference

7l Leislrnran,A Syslent of Midwifery,2Tl.

72 Leislrnran,A SysÍent of Mid:uifer)),272.

tt Leislrnran, A SysÍent of Midwifery,273.
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ßook'.ç description of aseptic techniques in tl-re conduct of normal labour cases were

urunistakeable:

As soon as bearing down pains appear, make preparations for delivery.
Place on a table at the side of the bed a basin with warm bichloride
solution, l:2000 (which may contain sterile gloves, a gaùze sponge, cotton
pledgets, boric acid solution in a glass, sterile towels, sterile safety pins,
bobbin or tape for tying the cord, curved needles, needle-holder, silk-
worm-gut, catgut, scissors (plain and umbilical), artery clamps, long
dressing forceps, tenaculum forceps, and vaginal speculae. Cleanse the
genitalia with soap and water followed by bichloride solution, and apply
compresses wet with the latter. Disinfect the hands. As soon as the head
can be palpitated through the perineum place at least four sterile towels
about the vulva, one beneath the buttocks, and pin them in place.Ta

The emphasis on a sterile environment around the mother and the importance of

disinfection were evident. The language usecl in LÌppincoÍt's Quick Re.ference Book

demonstrated the profession's allegiance to septic theory, and represented a difference in

how childbirth was managed by the 1920s.

In his text, Leishman outlined three distinctive stages of labour. As has been

shown, during the first stage, beginning at the onset of labour pains and terrninating with

tlre cornplete dilatation of the os uÍeri, the physician performed a digital examination ancl

tried to cahn the rnother.Ts The second stage was the actual expnlsion of the bab1,. Th.

final stage was the separation and delivery of the afterbilth.T6 With the onset of the

7a Relrberget, Lippincolt's Quick Reference Book, under "Conduct of Normal Labor", no
page number. Bichloride is a compound containing two atoms of chlorine to one of
another element used as a disinfectant.

7-s ccgt uteri" is defìned as "the mouth of the womb; the vaginal opening of the uterus" in
Sledntcut's Medical Dictionary, I 151.

76 Leishnran, A SysÍent of Midu,ifery,257 .
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secollcl stage of labour, the mother effectively disappeared in Leishman's text. Rather,

the emphasis rested on the mechanics of the birth process and the anatorny of the fetlale

reproductive tract. The only mention of the patient as an entire person was when the

author noted:

The ordinary riight-dress which the patient wears, or rather that part of it
,uvhich in beneath her as she lies, should be rolled up above the waist, and

the lower part of the body covered with a petticoat which opens all the way
down, and she should then be covered with such bedclothes as the season

of the year and her own feelings may render necessaty.TT

The mother was then placed on her left side with her back to the pliysician so that he

might pl'epare instruments without disturbing her. Questions of pain, safety ancl ease

were related directly to the doctor's role, rather than the patient's ease aud comfort.

Leishn'ran made no mention of monitoring the mother's condition, nor dicl he elaborate on

rneans of assisting the mother emotionally, as hacl been done in discussions on the first

stage of labour. In Leishman's description, rather, the focus in on the perineutn, not the

patient:

The proper lnanagement at this stage - which will be found to be attended

with results of the most satisfactory kind - consists in watching the amount

of pressure to which the perineum is being subjected. This rnay be done

effectively and easily by keeping a finger on the anterior margin of the
perineum, which enables us, with little practice, to gauge with tolerable
accuracy the degree of propulsive force which is being exercised. Should
this exceed the normal standard, so as to irnperil the integrity of the
tissues, we must then order all aids to expulsive effort to be removed fi'om
the reach of the patient, and at the same time encourage her to cly ottt

77 Leishnran, A Sy5lsnt o.f Miùvifery,274.
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lustiiy during the height of paint, or, in other words, to tlake free use of
the safety-valve of the glottis.Ts

The tone used by Leishman was clinical. It gave the impression of a mechanical clevice

which required the dissemination of pressure to prevent breakage. The patient remained

in the description, but not as a woman or a mother, but rather as a condition requiring

curative treatment. The medicalized description of childbirth removed the patient in

favour of the symptoms, and thus subjected parturient women to a prescribecl code of

behaviout' and expectations.

One of the biggest changes in Lippincott's later text was the introduction of

pharmaceutical aids to hurry, prolong or ease labour. During the first stage, the mother

was cautioned not to bear down and encouraged to relax. Chloral, morphine or

scolopomine could be offered to hasten the dilatation of the cervix and alleviate further

suffering.Te At the indication of the conll'nellcement of the second stage, the patieut was

to be bed-ridden and whiffs of ether and chloroform could be administered during

extreme pains.80 Rehberger's description was rnuch more clinical than his preclecessor's,

and included the liberal use of anaesthetic :

t8 Leislrman, A System o.f Midu,tfery.279. The perineum is the "exterual surface or base

of tlre perineal body, lying between the vulva and the anus in the fernale." ln Sredntcut's

Medical Dicli onary, 1204.

7e Choral likely refers to chloral hydrate which "occurs in colourless transparent crystals,

with an aromatic and slightly acrid odor and a slightly bitter caustic taste, soluble in water

and alcohol. I{ypnotic, sedative, and anticonvulsant. Used externally as a rubefacient,

anesthetic, and antiseptic." In Sledntan's Medical Diclionary, 306.

80 Relrberger, Li.ppincotÍ's Quick Reference Book, "Conduct of Normal Labot" I1o page

nulnber.
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Begin to use chloroform or ether, giving it only during paius, as soon as

the head begins to distend the vulva. When the head begins to etnerge

from the vulva, push the chloroform to cornplete anaesthesia . . . Do not
pull upon the child . . . As soon as the child is born, apply the hand to the
abdomen and see, by pressure and kneading, that the uterus remains
contracted.sr

The afterbirth was to be examined for any missing portions and ergot adrninistered to the

patient. The mother was cleansed with bichloride solution and sterile pads applied to the

vulva. The doctor was instructed to remain r,vith the patient for at least oue hour to assure

tlre uterus remained in tact.82 Both Lippincott's Quick Re.ference and Leishman

recofitmended "Credé's method" to assist the expulsion of the placenta. This technique

involvecl "squeezing the placenta arrd rnembranes out of the womb"si in the sa[ìe manner

"as one would squeeze a lemon."sa With that rernarkably clomestic task over, the

physician's perceived role in the birthing roorn from the 1880s and the 1920s was

effectively over.

Beyond the mechanics of the actual birth, both texts had prescriptious for the post-

partum period. Unlike the physical descriptions quoted above, the diagnoses of patients'

mental conditions are fraught with socio-cultural values and significauce. Leislttttart's

8r Relrberger, Lippincott's Quick Reference Book, "Conduct of Normal Labor," no page

number.

82 Relrberger, Lippincott's Quick Re.ference Book, "Conduct of Normal Labor," l1o page

number.

83 Leislrnran, A Systent of Midv,ifery,28I.

to Relrberger, Lippincott's Quick Re.ference Book, "Conduct of Normal Labor," no page

number.
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chapter on puerperal insanitys5 provides a clear example of the social constructs of

medicine that surrounded the birth experience. In his pivotal study of insanity in the age

of reason, philosopher Michel Foucault has argued that the recognition of maclness had as

much to do with society's beliefs, as it did with any legitirnate diagnosis. "Maduess deals

not so much with the truth and the world," wrote Foucault, "as with tnan and whatever

truth about himself he is able to perceive."86 American historians Carroll Srnith-

Rosenberg and Charles Rosenberg have applied a similar assutnption to their study of

medical views of women in the nineteenth centnry. The Rosenbergs contend that

physicians "employed medical and biological arguments to rationalize traditional sex

roles as rooted inevitably and irreversibly in the prescriptions of anatomy aud

physiology."sT More recently, Canadian historian Wendy Mitchinson has drawn these

two arguments together, arguing that "gender played a significant role in how physicians

assessed symptoms of insanity."88 The diagnosis of puerperal insanity, rootecl in the

socio-cultural beliefs about women and gender roles, had an eletnent of the subjective,

and therefore allowed the physician greater leeway in determining etiology and treatmeut.

85 Leishman distinguishes between "puerperal insanity" and "the insanity of pregnancy".

Puelperal insanity is the diagnosis used in the post-partum state, while insanity of
pregnancy refers to altered characteristics which carrying.

86 Miclrel Foucault, Madness and Civilizalion: A History o.f Insanily in the Age o.f Reason.

New York: Vintage Books, 1988,27.

87 Carrol Smith-Rosenberg and Charles Rosenberg, "The Female Animal: Medical and

Bioiogical Views of Woman and Her Role in Nineteenth-Century American," Jom'nal of
Antericcut Hislory, 60 (Sept., 1973), 332.

88 Wendy Mitchinson, The NaÍu'e of TheÌr BodÌes; Women and Theit' Doctors in
Victorian Canada. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991,3I3.
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Puerperal insanity, defured as mental aberrations in the puerperal state, was the

diagnosis ascribed to women who were rnelancholic or exhibited erratic behaviour

following childbirth. Symptoms included ill-temper, fretfulness, capriciousness, less

control over emotional faculties, tearfulness or excessive laughter, perverted sense of

smell or taste and generally behaviour "different in disposition from what liad hitherto

been her individual characteristics."8e The etiology of the condition was unknown and

according to conternporary theory was trrore prevalent in woûren who had eudured

repeated pregnancies in short intervals. On the same token, "Lu1mal'ried women, lwho

felt] deeply the degradation of their position, fwere] much more susceptible than

others."e0 The very diagnosis was based on a physician's perception of what constituted

nonnal behaviour for a woman.

For Leishunan, puerperal insanity was clistinguished by two classifications: mania

and melancholy. Mania was believed to be the rnost prevalent form of post-partum

demerrtia and was characterized by a host of symptorns, most of which wele attributable

to any diagnosis of insanity:

In mania, there is almost always, at the very commencement, a troubled,
agitated, and hurried manner, a restless eye, an uunaturally anxious,
suspicious, and unpleasing expression of face; sometimes it is pallid, at

others more flushed than usual; - an unaccustomed irritability of temper,
and impatience of control or contradiction; a vacillation of purpose, or loss

of memory; sornetimes a rapid succession of contradictory orclers are

issued; or a paroxysm of excessive anger is excited about the merest trifle.

8e Leislrman, A Systent of Midwifery,658.

e0 Leishman, A Systent of Midwifery, 659.
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Occasionally, one of the first indications will be a sullen obstinacy, or
listlessness and stubborn silence.er

As the illness progressed, the patient was said to become paranoid, delusional and

potentially suicidal.

The symptoms described were conspicuous in that they had no apparent physical

rnanifestation. In fact, they were only recognizable in that the patient exhibited behaviour

pelceived as uncharacteristic. Leishman's citation of a Dr. Ramsbothatn reinforcecl this

conclusion when he noted: "One peculiarity atter-rding some cases of puerperal rnania is

the immorality ancl obscenity of the expressions uttered; they are ofteu such, iudeed, as to

excite our astonish:nent, that womeir in a respectable station of society could ever have

become acquaintecl with such language."')r In other words, cursing was asslullecl to be an

indication of severe clementia when associated with a post-palturient r,voman. This

particular symptom, however, rnay only have been considered an indication of illness if

the outwarcl character of the patient was not normally disposed to uttering foul language.

Ilad a poor, uneducated woman exhibited the same behaviours, a pl'rysician may uot have

considered it a sign of illness.e3 Socio-economic expectations were indeecl rootecl in

diagnostic tecl'rniques

el Leishnran, A Systent of Miúvifery, 663.

e2 Leislrnran, A Systent of Midwifery, 664.

ei Barbara Enrenreich and Deirdre English, For Her Ov,n Good: I 50 Yectrs o.f Experts'
Adt,icc lo l'[/onten. New York: Anchor Books, 1979, 712-13.
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Melancholy was diagnosed less often in cases of puerperal insanity, being more

often ascribed to women during pregnancy. The syrnptoms described by Leishman echo

more modern descriptions of post-partum depression:

Perhaps a month after the birth of the child, a change comes over the
mother, which, to her attendants, is quite inexplicable. The pricle and
interest in a firstborn child gradually fades away, and a cloud of sadness,

utterly without cause, slowly spreads itself over the aspect and demeanor
of the mother.ea

The physical symptoms identified included sleeplessness, failed appetite, breasts

becorning flaccid and the cessation of lactatiori. In extreme cases, "rnoral insanity" may

have ensued, especially anlong women whose moral character was in question at any

point prior to pregnancy:

In cases in which there has been - even long previously - a tendency to
intemperate habits, these may reappear, in the earlier stage, in the form of
aggravated dipsomania, in which the morbid craving for stimulants may
assert itself in the most intense form; and the patient will, if unable to
procure ordinary stimulants, greedily consume eau-de-Cologne, spirits of
sal volatile, valerian, or spirits of lavender, should such be left within her'

reach.e5

The tone and language is comparable to that used in reference to a child. The focal idea

was that the patient was ill because she seemed unaware of the expectations and

constraints placed upon her as a woman ancl as a mother. In her study of wolnen and

madness, Elaine Showalter has argued that women were deemed sick when they violated

ea Leishnan, A Syslent of Midwifery,666.

e5 Leishman, A Systent of Midu,ifery, 667 . "Sal volatile" is a mixture of amrnonium
bicalbonate and ammonium carbonate used as a smelling salt. "Valerian" is a drug made
fi'om the flowers of the valerian plant.
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the domestic role.e6 In his description of a puerperal tnauia case, Leishman's language

illustrates well Showalter's conclusions:

In rnania there is almost always, at the very colllmencetnent, a

troubled, agitated, and hurried manner, a restless eye, an unnaturally
anxious, suspicious, and unpleasing expression of face; sometirnes it is
pallid, at others more flush than usual; - an unaccustomed irritability of
temper, and impatience of control or contradiction; a vacillation of
purpose, or loss of memory; sometimes a rapid succession of
contradictory orders are issued, or a paroxysm ofexcessive anger is

excited about the merest trifle. Occasionally, one of the first
indications will be a sullen obstinacy, or listlessness and stul¡born

silence.eT

The interpretation of these symptoms were based primarily ou the physician's

under'standing of appropriate female behaviour. While the diagnosis of mental disorder is

by necessity based on interpretational analysis, the identification of syrnptoms

nonetheless is a telling indicator of societal expectations and demands upon worlen.

The treatrnent accorcled puerperal insanity sufferers was equally fraught with

socio-cultural elements. Patients were to be kept under constant supervision,

ad¡rinistered nervous sedatives, such as opiutn, if necessary, and be secluded and

restrained during recuperation.es Leislman's prescribed treatment for puerperal insanity

was very similar to the one used to treat neurasthenic patients. Neurasthenia (a form of

hysteria) was a nineteenth century diagnosis used to define the illness of r'r'omen who

e6 Elaine Showalter, The Fentale Malady: Wonten, Madness, and English Cultu'e, 1830-

1980. New York: Penguin Books, 1985, 133. See also Geoffrey Reaume, Rententbrance

o.f Patients Past; Patient Life at The ToronTo Hospital.þr the Insane, IB70-1940.
Toronto: Oxford University Press, 2000.

et Leislrma n, A Systent of Midwifery, 663.

e8 Leislrman, A Systent of Midu,ifery,670-71.
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exhibited any rnanller of symptonts, utost of which did not confortn to the dictates of

lady-like conduct.ee Tl-re integral component of treatment was to separate the patier-rt fi'om

the harmful stirnulation of family and friends, keep her confined to bed rest and etlsure

that she was isolated frorn all connections except with that of her doctor.r00 Iu the cure,

the doctor-patient relationship was taken to its patriarchal extreme. Tlie patieut's sole

co6ection with society was through her physician, wltose professional ideals and socio-

cultural nlores set the agenda. I-Iis notion of 'well' was irnposed upon the sufferer. Her

health was determined by her ability to conform to his expectations. As with

neurasthenic patients, puerperal insanity suffers represented a clauger to thetnselves and

their fa¡iily. Treatment for neurasthenia was a lllearls of isolating patients frotn their

families, a¡d themselves, by ensuring that the only contact was with the physician who

would be able to lecognize the proper physical and tnental condition of the patient.

By the 1920s, causal agents liad been isolated as contributing to the onset of

pnerperal insanity.r0r In Lippirtcoff's Quick Reference Book, Rehberger advancecl

infectio¡, anaemia, hernorrhage or prolouged lactation, physical atlcl tnental exhaustion,

worr.y and strong emotions, heredity, toxaemia and chorea as all potential contributors.

The author, however, failed to explain how these factors led to insanity.r02 Once again,

ee Slrowalter, The Fentale Malady, 134-35.

r00 Showalter, The Fentale Malady,I39.

t}t Lippincoll's refers to "puerperal insanity" as the "insanity of gestation".

''2 Relrberger, LippirtcoÍÍ's Qr.ick Re.ference Book, "lnsanity of Gestation," no page

nurnbers.
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actllal treatment differed little from that accorded a puerperal insanity case fifty-five years

prior to tlre publication of Lippincolt's:

Endeavor to ascertain and cotrect the cause. Cases due to llervous

instability, wony, exhaustion should be benefited by rest, change of
environment, wholesotne, food, fresh air, hydrotherapy, and perhaps iron,
arsenic, or calcium, The patient should be kept under careful supervisiou
to prevent her doing harm to herselfor others. She should not nurse her

child.r03

The or-rly real difference was in the prescribed drugs available for extreme cases (i.e.

morphine). Even then, Rehberger encouraged the use of hot packs rather than clrugs for

rnaniacal and insomniac patients.rOa By the 1920s, however, the concept of the'rest

cure' had fallen out of favour among physicians. The physicians no longer needed to

irnpose his authority. By the 1920s, it was likely that his professional stature would have

been recognized by the patient and her care-givers. Further, his ability to dispense

medication, and knowledge of its effects, would have bolstered his standir-rg among

patients. Lippincott 's was more apt to prescribe medication than an extended course of

any specif,rc rest treatment.

The post-partum period also represented a threat to the pþsical health of

mothers. In fact, one of the greatest fears for any wolnan giving birtli in the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was the contraction of a sepsis infection leacling

10r Relrberger, Lippincott's Quick Reference Book, "Insanity of Gestation," no page

nulnbers.

l0o Relrberger, LippincoÍt's Quick Reference Book, "Insanity of Gestation," no page

numbers.
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to puerperal, or childbed, fever.r0t The fever could often be fatal, and was a chronic

problem in many births, botli within and outside hospital walls. American historian

Judith Walzer Leavitt has shown that childbed fever was the largest contributor to

maternal morlality statistics.r0u "Amongst the causes of death in childbirth," concluded

Irvine Loudon in his comprehensive statistical analysis of rnaternal mortality, "puerperal

fever had no rival."r0t The onset of puerperal fever began following labour and was

inclicated by feelings of depression, headache, pain in the abdominal region rvith sweliing.

weakening pulse, vomiting and/or diarrhea and the skin was often hot and dry. If the case

worsened, the patient could become delirious, the pulse could quicken and the pain coulcl

increase si gnificantly.

Leishrnan offered a detailed description of the sufferings of the final stages of

puerperal fever:

She now lies on her back, breathing rapidly, sometimes with her knees

drawn up, and exliibiting on her countenance that appearance of ghastly
distress which is so painful to witness. The surface and extrernities
become colcl; the mechanical impediments to perfect respiration give
something of lividity to the countenance; and the syrnptoms, becorning
otherwise more grave, indicate that the period has been reached when hope

may be well-nigh abandoned. At this point, the abdominal pain,
tenderness, and tension often diminish; and, but for the ominous pulse and

countenance, we might fancy that tlie patient was better. The dialrhoea
continues, the stools being passed in bed; vomiting occurs, without any

r05 Suzann Buckley, "The Search for the Decline of Maternal Mortality: The Place of
Hospital Records," Essays in Canadian Medicine, Wendy Mitchinson and Janice Dickson
McGinnie, eds. Toronto: McClelland and Stewaft, 1988, 153

r06 Leavitt, Brotrght to Bed,754

I07 Irvine Loudon, Dectlh in Childbirth; An International Study of Maternal Cctre ancl

Maternal Morfality, 1800-1950. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992,49.
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retching, of a dark or greenish matter; and the patient may now breatire

with greater ease. The pulse is undirninished in frequency, but it is
otherwise changed for the worse, as is indicated by the thready or
imperceptible character. The intellect generally rernains clear to the end;

but in some cases low muttering deliriurn, subsultus tendinum, and other
sirnilar symptoms, come on before death ensues.'08

Patient fears, understandable given the illness as Lippincoll ¡'describes it, were reiuforced

by the general lack of knowledge surrounding the containtnent and treatment of cliildbed

sickness. While aware of the contagious nature of the disease, physicians could only

really suggest preventative cleanliness. In regards to the etiology, Leisluran concluded

that there was not a specific infection which attacked puerperal wolren, l¡ut rather that the

peculiar condition of a pregnant wornan rnacle her especially susceptible to pre-existing

infections, such as scarlet fever, variola and other diseases ofthat class. Further, the

puerperal conditionwas believed to alterthe effects of the disease, thus rrodifying its

course, and the physician's ability to recognize the particular type of infection.r0e

Leishrnan did, however, distinguish between peritonitis (abdominal), rnetritis (uterine)

and vaginitis (vaginal), distinguished by the actual site of infection.

Once a woman contracted the fever, pliysicians were unable to do anything other

that alleviate solne of the suffering and let the infection run its course. Iu some instances,

physicians attempted heroic measures, such as bloodletting or purgatives, but modern

medicine ìras shown that the only true combatant could have been antibiotics fol such a

r08 Leislrman, A Syslent of Midu,ifery,706-707 .

I0e Leishman, A Systent of Midwifery, 694.
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bacterial infection.r 'o It is in the diagnosis of puerperal septicaetnia that rnedical

advances demonstrated a distinctive difference over a fifty year period. However,

treatment remained frighteningly similar despite increased knowledge abotlt the origins

and causes of infection.rrr The establishrnent of the field of bacteriology made signihcant

advances in the study of bacterial infections in the early twentieth century.rr2 By the

1920s, several bacilli had been isolated as the causal agents in post-parlum infectiotts

fevers."3 However, as yet, no specific combatants had been developed to eradicate the

noxious bacteria. Physicians, therefore, focused on prophylaxis through cleanliness.

Once contracted, according to Rehberger, about 95o/o of cases would end in

ïecovely after several weeks or months. Nonetheless, puerperal infection remainecl one

of the rnore significant reasons for maternal mortality in Canada. Treatment included a

thorough cleansing ofthe perceived infected area and, ifnecessary, a cleansing ofthe

uterine walls to remove debris. Otherwise,

[a]bsolute rest, fresh air, Fowler's semi-sitting position, hot applications to

the lower abdomen, an initial calomel and saline purge, frequent bathing

I r0 Leislrman, A Syslent o-f Midwifery, 7I4-715 .

Ìrr Antibiotics, the most successful means of combatting bacterial irifections, would not

be introduced into obstetrical practice until the 1940s.

"2 See Jolrn Farley, "Parasites and the Germ Theory of Disease," in Frttming Disecrse:

Stttdies in Cultural History, Charles E. Rosenberg and Janet Golden, eds. New

Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1992,33-49. For Canada, see Lesley Biggs,

"The Response to Maternal Mortality in Ontario, 1920-1940," M.4. Thesis, University of
Toronto, 1982.

rr3 These were saphrophytes of putrefaction, streptococci, staphylococci, the bacillr-rs coli,

gorlococcus, and ptlenmococcus. See Rehberger, Lippincott's Quick Reference Book,

"Pnelperal Infection," l1o page nunber.
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with warm water, or alcohol and water. equal parts, the withdrar,val of
child from the breast, plenty of water to drink, and a nutritious soft and

liquid diet are essential.r ra

The treatment was designed fìrst and foremost to address the individual symptoms rather

tha¡ a means of elirninating infection. For extreme cases, physicians rnight have

atternpted drainage of abscess cavities or a variety of serutns, but the primary causal agent

of childbed fever rvas simply beyond the reach of 1920s medical knowledge.

As evidenced by the rninimal evolution of tone and information between

Leislrman's A SysÍent o.f Midwifery and Rehberger's Lippincott's Quick ReJerence Book,

instruction in midwifery had progressed very little in half a century, and rnany freslily

graduated doctors were still starting practices with minimal experience in confinement

cases. "Although he may have attencled the statutory number of labours requirecl by his

college or university," noted W. Japp Sinclair in 1897, "lte has enjoyed few advantages of

direct practical instruction and examp1". tt I r 5 The danger incleased substantially for a

parturient wotrran when an inexperienced accoucheur made use of instruments or

anaesthesia:

The young practitioner sees a woman suffering under the pangs of labour;

he can relieve these by auaesthetics; normal labour is a plocess which
requires time; the practitioner does not like waiting, and he has appliances

by which he can abridge the process of normal labour . . . he rnay be

unable to diagnose the presentation, so he must trust force alone; he has

seen little or nothing of the puerperal state, so he is hardly in a position to

Ila Relrberger, LÌppincolt's Quick Reference Book, "Puerperal Infection," no page

number.

"t W. Japp Sinclair, "The Section of Obstetrics and Gynaecology," Monlt'ectl llrteclical

Jout'na|26,4 (Oct., 1897): p.292.
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appreciate the risk to his patient and to recognise some of even the

immediate effects of operative midwifery.¡I6

Poorly trained practitioners would often bring about severe injury and death. The

maternal mortality rates of the nineteenth century rernained high, despite the growing

involvement of phy sicians.

The teaching of obstetrics in the Manitoba Meclical School curriculum, however,

had changed in the same 50 year period, even if the texts that students used had changecl

very little. As previously noted, as early as 1884, the School offered a course in

obstetrics. In 1894, however, the faculty of the Manitoba Medical College consistecl of

Dean J. Wilford Good, r,vho lecturecl in Ophthahnology and Otology, J.R. Jones and

R.M. Sirnpson were the departrnent of Medicine, J. Blanchard was professor of Anatoury,

J.O. Todd taught Anatomy and Surgery, Gorclon Bell lectured in Bacteriology and

Pathology, H.H. Chown provided lectures in Surgery, and A. Diamond was the Professor

in Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children.r r7 Most professors

lectured in more than one specialty area. It was indicative of the breadth of knowledge in

the obstetrics field when its only professor was able to rnaster specializations in

obstetrics, gynecology and pediatrics.

The experience that obstetrical training physicians received was haphazaid and

dependent more on the individual doctor's priorities than on the fulfilment of necessary

"u Sinclair, "The Section of Obstetrics and Gynaecolo gy," 292-93

"t Cit.d in Manitoba Medical College, Antntal Annotmcement of rhe Eleventh Year
Session, 1894-95.
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educational exigencies. One Manitoba physiciari, Murrougl'r O'Brien, remembered his

first rnaternity case in 1888, and his resentment of the rnidwife:

This particular midwife knew me at once for a green medical student and

her shrewd eyes probably detected the nervousness I was trying to cover

up. "Dearie," she said slyly, "how many babies have you delivered?" ' ' .

It was an easy birtl-r, thank God, but rny part in the delivery was damn'

srnall. The midwife joined me at the bedside and at the crucial moment

she nudged me out of the way with her hip and took command. The only

thing she allowed me to do was cut the cord. When it was all over and I
was preparing to leave, the old scoundrel offered me a mug of ale but I
turned my back on her and marched out. She had the last word though.

As I went r-rp the stairs to the street i heard her cackle, "You didn't do too

badly, solxly. At least you didn't faint."rrs

Even as O'Brien confessed his lack of skill and knowledge, he undermined the midwife's

style and deportment. Still, he admitted that he learned from her.

In order to graduate in 1885, students were required to have at least six months

experience in a lying-in hospital and have attended six births. However, if the six births

attenclecl were anything like the above. a physician may have in fact received preciotts

little by way of training.

By the mid-1920s, students were exposed to maternity cases more oftetl, and the

field of obstetrics and gynaecology was a recognized chair in Canadian medical schools.

The first fernale chair of the Departrnent of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Elinol F. E.

"t Cit.d in Robert Tyre, Saddlebag Surgeon; The Story of Mtu"rough O'Brien, M.D
Toronto: J.M. Dent & Sons, 1954,35.
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Black, fondly recalled her experiences with "fourth year tnaternity calls" as a student in

1929:

Squeezing into the cab in dead of night, waking up orl the way, scrarnbling

into a gown and mask and taking her place on the two-step platforrn "at the

business end of the table." Lowly students were excluded frorn going to
the West 4 kitchen for the "fourth stage of labour"; that was where the

obstetrician, residents and interns went after the case was concluded.

Everyone made toast and drank coffee, and interns got a chance to ask

questions that might have shown them up in front of stuclents,rre

Nonetheless, starting physicians often lacked practical experience.

The case of Samuel Peikoff s first case at the Royal Alexandra betrays the

"greenness" of a youltg intern. Deterrnined to catch a tnaternity case, despite the head

nurse's reluctance to call interns except at the last possible tnoment, Peikoff rushed clown

at the first hint of an ernergency medical call. He was present to crown the birth, but the

baby was not breathing, so he made heroic, though futile, efforts to save the infant.

Appealing to the knowledge of the nurse, "old Ginger", the doctor was stunned to learn

that the foetus was a stillbirth: "It's been dead for over two weeks. The rnothel is

syphilitic and has a four Wassermann. 
'What do they teach interns nowadays?"r20 In

response, Peikoff blurted out an obscenity at the nurse and quickly left the case room.

The situation was typical of the hierarchical structure evident in hospitals.

Physicians were the authority on the wards, responsible for nurses, orderlies, matrons and

a¡y other staff. Nurses were often reprimanded for disobeying or questioning that

"'Julie Vandervoort, Tell Íhe Driver; A Biography of Etinor F. E. Black, M.D.
Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 1992,43.

''u P"ikoff,, Yesterdcty's DocÍor, 5.
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alrthority.'2r However, as historian Charles Rosenberg has demonstrated, lines of

authority were not always as clearly defined in reality as they were in rhetoric. In the f,irst

two decades of the twentieth century, hospital adrninistrations underwent fundamental

changes in order to accomrnodate the growth of hospitals and the technologies of modern

medicine. The simple superintendent of the institution was superseded by a Board of

Directors, a Medical Superintendent, a Nursing Superintendent and mallagement for

everything from the physical plant to the kitchen.r22 Peikoffrecognized the need for a

negotiation of power and thus went to see the head nurse to beg her forgiveness:

I antagonized Ginger, who had more knowledge of obstetrics through
years of experience than most of the staff doctors. She would be an ideal
teacher. Without her help my career r,vas worthless. I could never go out
to a country practice without knowing how to do a confineurent. I could
not allow a vendetta to take root between myself and Ginger. My future
was at stake.r23

In this case, the physician recognized the importance of obstetrical training to his

parlicular practice and turned to a perceived authority. It can only be left to the

irnagination as to what kind of training a physician who was less interestecl in obstetrical

cases rnay have received as a student.

Not all physicians were as open to negotiation as Peikoff's account, and the rigid

adherence to hospital hierarchy could have tragic consequences. In the final semester of

'2' See Katlrryn McPherson , Bedside Matters: The Transforntation of Canadian Nursing,
1900-1970. Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1996.

r22 Rosenberg, The Care of Strangers, 273-282.

'tt P.ikoff, Yestet'clay's Doctor, 6.
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the obstetrics rotation, Peikoff was approached by "Ginger" to assist in a difficult

caesarian. The doctor in charge, identified as Dr. Morley, had a reputation as a difficult

colleague, overly confident in his surgical abilities. During a troubled clelivery that had

lasted over forty hours, the head nurse suggested that an obstetrician be consulted.

Morley responded by threatening to have the nurse fired and decided to proceed with a

caesarian section. Unable to find another physician to assist, Ginger asked Peikoff. The

recollections of the youl1g doctor's experience deserve to be quoted at length:

Dr. Morley began his Caesarian with a long incision, plunged his clumsy
hand into the abdornen, at the same time explaining his firidings, "Some
loops of bowel are plastered by adhesions which l am separating with my
hand." Somewhere along the clumsy operation he had torn a large artery.
Pools of blood welled up into the wound, He packed it with large gauze
packs, lioping the blood would clot fi'om pressure. He stood there
applying pressure for several minutes. He finally pulled out the gauze, and
blood again welled up. He flew into a rage in his attempt to find the
injured artery.

Meanwhile, the anaesthetist warnecl hirn that the patient's blood pressure

was dropping and her pulse was getting shallower. The place began to
resernble a slaughter house - bloody sponges everywhere, pools of bloocl
on the table and on the floor.

He cursed the nurse, threw the "useless forceps" on the floor, and in his
fear and anger began to take it out on me for my poor clumsy assistance. I
naively suggested he pack the wound again and put in a call for a surgeon.
This really triggered off a spasm of vitriolic insults. Instead of calling an

experienced assistant, he continued his butcliery while the mother was
cleteriorating relentlessly. The ordeal was punishing. I was becoming
faint. The end carne abruptly.r2a

In this case, the hospital hierarchy was intact, unfortunately for the patient.

'to P.ikof¡ Yesterday's Doctor, 7 -8.
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Following tireir years of training in schools ancl in hospital, nlany lì'eshly-

graduated physicians hung out their shingle in rural communities in orcler ro gain

experience and build a practice. While an internship period in a hospital eventually

became obligatory, at the turn of the century, the diploma in hand meant full

qualification. Shortly after graduating frorn the Manitoba Medical School in 1897,

Murrough O'Brien made the decision to set up practice in Dominion City, a small farming

community in southern Manitoba. He boarded the train with nothing other than a srnall

black case with some medical equipment.r25 Renting a shack behind the local launchy,

O'Brien "opened for business with little more than a hypodermic syringe, obstetrical

folceps, dental forceps, dressiug scissors, and a thermometer."l26

In the last years of the nineteenth century, physicians were making preliminary

in¡oads into the birthing chamber, and for the most part were present only in conrplicated

cases or at the request of wealthy patients. Jacalyn Duffur's study of the late lriueteenth

century physician, James Langstaff, demonstrates that medical attendance during

childbirth in the later half of the century.'tt In the forty years that he practised, Langstaff

incorporated a rnyriad of new techniques into his practice. His approach to chilclbirth,

however, remained relatively unchanged.'t8 The advent of forceps and the introduction

t2t Tyre, Saddlebag Stn'geon,81.

'26 Tyre. Saddlebag Sm'geon, 85.

r2t Jacalyn Duffin, Langstaff: A Nineteenïh-Cenlm'y Medical Life. Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1993.

128 Duffin, Langstffi 178-217.
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of anaesthesia in childbirth cases offered physicians a technological advantage over

midwives who had been the traditional birth attendants.r2e Once acquired, instruments

and anaesthetic were indeed used by physicians. Even in his relatively early practice,

Langstaff frequently made use of forceps and chloroform.'t0 However, the country cloctor

did not always have access to the technological advantages of modern meclicine. The

prirnary obstacles in a case could be ablizzard, iurpassable roads or simply a 50 mile ricle

on horse back to get to the patient. Isolation meant that mral practitioners had to adapt to

the available resources be it for instruments, transportation, assistance or communication.

Both rural and urban physicians, nonetheless, recognized the strong financial

appeal of obstetrical cases, even if they acknowledged the predourinance of nature:

[Tlie doctor] received a hurried summ.ons to his first local maternity case,

and he took off on his bicycle, pedalling furiously along Main Street with a

pack of snarling mongrels and three or four excited young boys in hot
pursuit. Nature rnight very well produce the offspring unassisted, but
Murrough felt that his claim to the fifteen dollar fee would be less subject
to dispute if he were present for the event.r3r

In this instance, the doctor anived in time, but he did not collect a fee for his services.

However, subsequent cases would well make up for the loss on the first one. By the

spring of 1954, Murrough O'Brien had been present at the delivery of over 9000 babies.r12

r2e For a discussion of forceps and anaesthesia in childbirth see Judith'Walzer Leavitt,
""Science" Enters the Birthing Room: Obstetrics in Arnerica since the Eighteenth
Century," Journal of Anterican History,70, 2 (Sept., 1983), 28I-304.

r30 Jacalyn, Langstffi 192-195,201.

''' Tyre, Saddlebag Sttrgeon, g3-g4.

'32 TyLe, Saddlebag Su'geon,4.
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One of the biggest obstacles faced by rural practitioners was the vastness of the

territory they covered and the resulting large patient load. Paul Starr's assertion that the

better transportation and the advent of the telephone improved accessibility is uot as

applicable to conditions in rural Canada.r33 As Charlotte Borst has showu, "poor roads

and the isolatio¡ of rural life lirnited the kind of help a country doctor doing obstetrics

could sulnûrorl in an ernergency."r34 One December night in 1898, O'Brien was forced to

contend r,vith three confinement cases: "ln the period frorn dusk to dawn, they macle tl-re

run around a fifteen mile isosceles triangle five times, stopping briefly at the three points

of the triangle each time for the doctor to inspect progress, encourage one rnother to speed

things up, and tell the other two to take it easy." r35 C. Lamont MacMillan of Cape Breton

confronted a similar situation as late as the spring of 1935. After the first birth, he

i¡structed the other two women to take two ounces of castor oil, after which he took a nap

at the home of his nurse. In such instances, the physician would often rely on the

hospitality of neighbours, travelling to the home of his patient's neighbour by horse and

sleigh, to ensure that he was near a telephone.r36

The isolation factor greatly influenced the treatment received by parturient

\¡/omen. Diffrcult cases encountered by rural practitioners would often have to be

t" See also Starr, The Social Transþrntation,66.

r3a Borst, Carching Babies, I23.

r35 Tyre, Saddlebag Surgeon,132.

ri6 C. Lanront MacMillan, Mentoirs of a Canadian Doctor. Markhatn: PaperJacks, Ltd.,

1977, p.30-31. I have used MacMillan's memoirs because they support trencls I have

identified, despite its different setting.
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addressed immediately in the home of the patient. Urban doctors, ltowever, would have

the luxury of hospital services and consultations. O'Brien encountered his first Caesarian

section in 1897 , in the home of a patient who had been in labour for several hours.

Conditions were not favourable and O'Brien was working in the pioneering days of the

operation:

This was to be bedroom surgery and he draped the area around the

woman's bed with sheets soaked in a solution of carbolic acid. Two
planks laid across a pair of sawhorses brought in from the yard were used

to hold dressings, instruments, and a basin of water to rinse his hands. A
chair in position near the patient's head held the can of chloroform and the
gauze mask. Chloroform was harder on a patient's heart, but a safer bet for
lampliglit surgery than ir-rflammable ether.

Murrough started the woman under anaesthesia and then passed the

container to the white-faced l-rusband who hacl been instructed how to drip
more chloroform to the mask over his wife's face wheu the doctor called
for it. . The operation took an hour. It was completed at tl'rirty minutes
past rnidnight on Christmas morning and the gift to the father was a

healthy, seven-poluld baby boy. But the birtli of the child took the life of
the mother. Shock and haemorrhage drained her of her last remaining
strength and the doctor sat beside the bed, helpless to do aught but watch
the life flicker out.r37

Wliile it is not clear whether being in hospital would have led to a different outcome, the

tone certainly underscores the hardship of make-sliift surroundings.

By the 1940s, the common practice in difficult deliveries was to evacuate the

mother to the nearest liospital. However, conditions were not always favourable. One

such case confronted the Maritimer MacMillan in December of 1941. His patient had

been seven months pregnant when she began to haemorrhage severely; by the time the

cloctor arrived, she "was just about bled out". MacMillan recalled:

lit Tyre, Saddlebag Surgeon, I10.
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I was in a predicament then. There was no God's way in the world to get

her to hospital. You certainly couldn't take a woman in that condition over

Srnoky by horse and sleigh, and then fifty or sixty miles more by car to a

hospital. I learned that the coastal vessel, ASPY, might be in Ingonish in

two or three days, but at the time there was ice aud no assuÍance that the

vessel would be able to get there in three days on her regular trip. And i
couldn't stay and look after her while waiting for the boat. I had more than

five thousand people in my owu end of the county to look after.r3s

His only option was to induce labour and hope for the best. The baby was stillborn, but

the mother survived the ordeal. Again, it is irnpossible to tell whether hospitalization

would have changed the outcome, but it is clear that rural physicians supported

evacuatio¡ i¡ difficult cases. In so doing, they supportecl the reputation of the hospital as

the safest environment.

Another incident occurred in the sufirrrrer when the weather would have been

favourable but the distance to hospital was too great. After rushing a haemorrhaging

patier-rt into his car, MacMillan headed for the closest hospital, whicli happened to be in

North Sydney:

It was summertime, and I knew I could get her to the hospital within an

hour. I had only gone a mile, or a mile and a half, when I looked back ancl

there was blood running on the floor of the car and out the door. I figured

then she wouldn't make it to North sydney, so I turned in at the first gate,

which happened to be Malcolm MacDonald's. I knew liis daughter, Dolly,
was hotne on vacation and she was a trained nurse. Immediately, we

cleared the kitchen, put the patient on the kitchen table. By this time she

had some dilation of the neck of the wornb and I gave her a little picotin.

We delivered the baby in fairly short order, but the baby had not

survived.r3e

r38 MacMillan, Memoirs of a Canadian Doctor,120'

''eMacMill an, Mentoirs qf a Canadian Doctor, 13l-132. Picotin was a drug used to

induce labour.
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Despite his preference for a hospital, circumstances would ofteu prevent travel or

accessibility, and thus the experiences of womeu in rural communities were often as

influenced by the weather as by the physician's preference. By 1942, urore than half of

recorded Canadian births occurred in hospital. However, it is clear fi'orn these accounts

of a physician practising in the 1940s, that in sotne ways, the childbirth experience

remained very much the same in the first half of the twentieth century.

The distance covered by rural practitioners and the absence of means of

communication or transportation sometimes meaut that women were alone at the time of

conf,rnement, despite arrangenìents to the contrary. One such case occurred when

MacMillan was forced to wait for the confìnement of a patient. As the faniily had no

telephone, the cloctor made his way to a neighbour's honte a quafter of a mile away.

Despite two visits to the patient over the course of the day, when she finally went into

labour, MacMillan missed the entire episode.ra0

The absence of a birth attendant was not uncommon, especially for rural wontett,

whose childbirth experiences wound up being an immediate farnily affair by

circumstance. "These women were cut off from the usual suppolt persons who

surrounded women though pregnancy," writes historian Nanci Langford in her study of

birth on the Canadian prairies. "They had no regular access to the care and knowledge of

rnothers, sisters and aunts, or even friends and neighbours."r4r

I*0 MacMillan, Memoirs of a Canadian DocÍor,56-57.

rur Nanci Langford, "Childbirth on the Canadian Prairies, 1880-1930," Journal oJ'

Historical Sociology, S, 3 (Sept., 1995): 279-280.
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The rnedical profession, for its part, decried the absence of medical practitioners

in rural communities. In her study of rnaternal mortality, Helen MacMurchy attributed

fifteen percent of maternal deaths to the absence of medical attendance or post-partum

care. "The lack of medical care in outposts is a serious matter... There can be no doubt

that better provision for medical, hospital, nursing service and emergency domestic

services would save the lives of many of our mothers."ra2

In response to alarms over high maternal mortality rates, the Government of

Canada launched the Maternal and Child Hygiene Division (hereinafter MCHD) through

the Departrnent of Health. As a federally supported public health bureau, the positions of

the MCHD represented those views of the meclical profession. These views, however,

were clistributed for public consumption. The publications of the organization and the

career of its director, Flelen McMurchy, speak volumes about the expectations of the

medical profession with respect to childbirth attendance.

The Division fell under the direction of MacMurchy, a prominent physician and

social reformer. The first tactic was an education campaign aimed at encouraging women

to seek physician attendance. A series known as the "Little BIue Books" were developecl

to teach hygiene and public health standards, including childbirth care. The primary

message advocated physician attendance at all bifths. However, the leadership of the new

branclr realized the f,inancial and geographical improbability of all women seeking out

nredical lrelp during confinement. They therefore produced a series of let\ers - The

lo2 Helen MacMurchy, "Maternal Mortality in Canada," CMAJ,17 (Dec.1927): 1436.
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Prenatal Letlers - offering prenatal advice at the request of expectant rnothers, as well as

a more comprehensive publication, entitled the Canadian Mother's Book, whose purpose

was to help women prepare for childbirth.

Wlrile the Canadian Mother's Book and fhe Prenatal Lellers were wiclespreacl,

there is little evidence to determine whether the advice was followed by readers.

However, given that the creation of the publication was a response to several clrronic

social concerns - including high infant and maternal mortality - and the fact that the

contents of the advice fairly represented the concerns voiced by the medical cornmunity,

it is fair to assume that they represented prevailing professional attitudes towalds

motherhood and cliildbirth.

Appointed head of the Child Welfare Division of the newly organized federal

lrealtlr clepaftment in 1920, Helen MacMurchy's career was fairly consistent with the

expectations of a middle-class professional woman at the turn of the century.ra3 Bom in

1862, MacMurchy's career path followed that of many of her pioneering generation

rnaking early forays into tl-re public world of ernployment. She spent her early working

years as a teacher in Toronto's Collegiate Institute, of which her father was principal.

Holvever, her ambitions brought her back to school; in 1899, at the age of 39 she

graduated from the Ontario Medical College for Women. By l90l , she had obtained her

M.D. degree from the University of Toronto achieving the distinction of being the fìrst

rar Kathleen McConnachie, "Methodology in the Study of Women in History: A Case

Study of Helen MacMurchy, M.D.," Ontario History LXXV, 1 (March, 1983), 64-65.
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womall appointed to the resident staff at the Toronto General I{ospital.raa After

completing post-graduate work under Sir Williarn Osler at Johns Hopkins University,

MacMurchy set up practice in Toronto, specializing in the care of children and in

obstetrics and gynaecology. t+s 6r a female physician, MacMurchy was a pioneer in a

mostly male bastion; however, her choice of specialties was representative of the only

medical realm truly open to women. Her authority as a doctol came not only frorn her

professional training, but also was rooted in her role as a woman caring for children ancl

parturient women. Her private medical practice was short lived, and in 1906, she

accepted an appointed as inspector of the feebleminded for the Province of Ontario,

rnarking the beginning of her public service career. In 1911, she was appointed Ontario's

special investigator into infant mortality. The reputation forged in her capacity as

inspectol ultimately lecl to her selection as head of the federal Child Welfare Division.

In her position at the Child Welfare Division, MacMurchy played a prominent

role in social policy debates as a physician, while maintaining a maternalistic reputation.

She "used her position as civil servant, lecturer and writer to stress the fundarnental

importance of the maternal and domestic role."ru6 Consequently, despite her status as an

unmarried professional woman, MacMurchy was able to direct the lhetoric emanating

from the department of health in relation to maternal and infant care. Iler attitudes were

too McConnachie, "Methodology in the Study of Women in History," 63.

ra5 Biographical information drawn fi'om Sir Cliarles G.D. Roberts and Arthur Leonard
Tunnell, eds. The Conüdian Who's lI/ho,vol II. Loridon: The Times Publisl-ring Cg.,
1936.

raó McConnachie, "Methodology in the Stucly of Women in History," 64.
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clearly reflected in the projects of the Child Welfare Division. Through tire Welf'are

Division publications and investigations, domestic chores were being defined in

scientific terms, and thus motherhood itself was perceived as a science. MacMurchy's

work in particular blended the annals of scientific medicine with the realities of the

domestic experience.

Dianne Dodd has argued that MacMurchy used her position to "preserve, and to

lrave recogntzed, aspects of women's traditional uurturing role in childbirth," thereby

demonstrating that "some professional women had a broader view of maternal health

cale."ra7 Undoubtedly, MacMurchy's recognition, for example, of the lirnits of available

medical service in rural cornmunities demonstrated a willingness to accomntoclate policy

to the needs of patients. However, this apparent flexibility may have been mot'e

representative of professionals at large than any gender sensitivity exhibited by

MacMurchy. Both the Canadian Medical Association and the Canadian Nutses'

Association were cognisant of the needs of under-serviced rural areas, ancl accepted the

necessity of some form of health care provision for maternity cases in the absence of

physicians. Both these organizations at times advocated the services of midwives in the

absence of trained medical help.

Some of the primary obstetrical related publications emanating from the Child

Welfare Division in the 1920s were the Prenalal Letters. Nine letters in total - one a

rat Dianne Dodd, "Helen MacMurchy: Popular Midwifery and Maternity Services for
Canadian Pioneering 'Women," in CarÌng and Ctu'ing; Historical Perspectit)es on lVomcn

and Healing in Canada, Dianne Dodd and Deborah Gorham, eds. Ottawa: IJniversity of
Ottawa Press, 1994, 137.
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month - were rnailed to Canadian wornen eager for professional childbearing advice. The

Prenatql LelÍersprogramnle was inaugurated in April of 1926 and,in its f,rrst year of

service, the programme distributed four thousand four hundred and eight sets of letters -

3140 in English and 1268 in French.ras In acldition to direct requests, the Division

compiled the names of prospective mothers through doctors, hospitals and visiting

nursing programrnes. Further, by i 931, the Canadian Medical Association was making

use of the Lelter.ç through their Health Services. The publication grew to such an extent

that by 1931 approximately 58,000 sets of letters had been distributed with a slated

printing of 50,000 each of both the French and English letters.rae

Correspondence fi'om prospective mothers or their farnily members often specif,rcally

requested lhe Prenatal Lellers, indicating that they were well-received among the public.

In 1931, Emile Dauphin of Brockville, Ontario, wrote:

I was in correspondence few months ago with you relating that rnany of
our mother were dieing because they have not had medical care. We have

raised a family of 12 children ancl l feel like if my wife is not feeling in the

ra8 "Child Hygiene Section Reporl", Nov. I , 1929 - March 31, 1931," Division of
Maternal and Child Health, National Archives of Canada (hereafter N.A.C.), Department
of Health Records, RG 29, Volume 992,FiIe 499-3-7 pt. 5. In 1931, there were just
under 250,000 total live births in all of Canada. See F.H. Leacy, M.C. Urquhart and

K.A.H. Buckley, eds., Historical Statistics of Canacla, first edition. Ottawa: Statistics
Canada, 1983, B1-14.

rle 'rchild Hygiene Section Report", Nov. I , 1929 - March 31, 1931," Division of
Maternal and Child lfealth, N.A.C., Department of Healtli Records, RG 29, Volurne 992,
FiIe 499-3-7 pt.5.
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normal way arld I sr-rppose that these monthly letters of advise covering the
entire period of prenatal and postnatal will help us.r50

It is interesting to note that Mr. Dauphin was infonled enough to request the specific

Letters. His source of inforrnation, as outlined in his letter, was the Suclbury Star', and he

noted that there was no available physician in his municipality. It is impossible to

determine whether this writer was representative of typical comrnunications with the

Division of Child and Maternal Welfare, however, it is more than likely that many of the

requests came from mral inhabitants or the working-classes who for either reasons of

finances or location did not have access to physician services or advice.

Given the amount of fear and confusior-r which surrounded a pregnancy, the

Prenalul Lelters likely represented a very valuable source of information. However,

there r,vere limits to what the letter could provide and the social overtones undoubtedly

biassed the amount and type of conveyed infolmation. The first letter gr-eeting mothers

from the Division of Child Welfare stressed two ftrndamental ideas. These were the

duties of rnotherhood and the necessity of physician attendance. Women were relninded

of their duty: "She owes it to herself, to her farnily and to her country to take such cale of

herself during pregnancy that she will have a safe and easy confinement and a healthy

happy baby."15r Science and medicine were the prescribed components of that safe ancl

easy confinernent: "lt is our desire and hope that you will take advantage of the

r50 Letter to Dr. Helen MacMurchy, Division of Maternal and Child Health, N.A.C.,
Departnrent of lJealth Records, RG 29, Volume 992,FiIe 499-3-7 pt.5.

'5r Letter 1, Cirild and Maternal Health Division, Department of Pensions and Health, RG
29, r'olume 993, fìle 499-3-7 , pt. 10.
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opportunity we are able to offer you, and thus have the experience of medical science to

be of benefit to you and the new life which is now in your keeping."r52

The first piece of advice imparted by the Letters, therefore, acknowledged the

physician-centred advice with which mothers would be inundated and stayed true to the

professional belief in medicine: "Our first and rnost itnportaut instruction to you as the

expectant mother is that you will at once place yourself under the care of your family

physician for regular advice and supervision."r53 Women were warlled against accepting

the advice of friends or farnily that differed from that of the physician. This advice, while

authoritative, recognized the environment in which an expectant mother may find herself

cluring pregnancy. The cloctor ancl medical science, nonetheless, were always the final

authority: "YoLl'uvarlt a healthy, happy baby and yor-r will have one if you do as we have

told you."l5a

As with any situation where women sought advice in pregnancy and childbirth, all

aspects of the mother's life were open to suggestions. Lifestyle, eating habits, bathroom

patterns, even enotional state were subject to scrutiny. A pregnant wontan was no longer

an individual, but a patient dealing with a condition for which rnedical treatment was the

only real solution: "When a woman becomes pregnant, she is starting on a period of

r52 Letter 1, Child and Maternal Health Division, Department of Pensions and Health, RG
29, volume 993, file 499-3-7, pt. i0.

15r Letter 1, Child and Maternal Health Division, Department of Pensions and Health, RG
29, volume 993, file 499-3-7, pt. 10.

r--a Letter 6, Child and Maternal Health Division, Department of Pensions and Health, RG
29, volume 993,fùe 499-3-7, pt. 10.
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considerable strain, a period when skilled advice in required."r55 Syntptoms of pregnancy

were listed, including those that may have suggested cornplications with the pregnancy.

The Letters warned against home remedies and once again stressed the skill of the

physician.

Subjects normally considered offensive in polite couversation were openly

addressed in the Letters. Mothers were told to keep track of the amount of urine passed

and seek medical attention should it be less than three pints.r5ó In preparation for breast

feeding, women were instructed on how to wash their nipples and perform nightly rituals

that would prevent cracking and tenderness once the baby was bour.r5t The question of

class bias should be considered in evaluating the tone of the Lelters. While a specific

audience was never identified, it is possible that the authors were quite aware that their

publications would not wind up in the homes of more delicate upper and middle-class

woltlen who rnight be offended by the blunt content. Rather, the information was fol the

consumption of farm wolren ancl working women whose lifestyles would negate the

possibility of medical attendance, and whose sensibilities rnight therefore be less clelicate.

Perhaps, the rnost interesting advice contained in the Letters did not deal with the

logistics of preparation or the requirement of physician attendance. Almost from the

r5s Letter 2, Child and Maternal Health Division, Department of Pensions ancl Health, RG
29, volume 993, file 499-3-7, pt. 10.

r5ó Letter 6, Child and Maternal Health Division, Department of Pensions and Health, RG

29, volume 993, file 499-3-7 , pt. 10.

'57 Letter 7, Chilcl and Maternal Health Division, Department of Pensions and Health, RG
29, volume 993, file 499-3-7, pt. 10.
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beginning, expectant mothers were reminded their emotional state played a large lole in

the healthy development of the child. Despite the fears of childbirth, the financial

demands of medical attendance and the costs associated with a new born, wornen were

reminded to be happy.

Keep yourself cheerful at all times. Do not read any disagreeable papers.
Seek pleasant friends, read bright cheerful books, and plan as many days
as you can to be with people you like and in surroundings that please
you.'tt

The very tone of this advice betrays a class bias inconsistent with the perceived audience

receiving these letters. Certainly working-class mothers could not afford the tirne to reacl

yet alone the luxury of finding pleasant surroundings. The writers expected rnothers to be

able to devote everything to their pregnancies - a situation sirnply irnpossible for many

wonlen whose socio-economic position demanded full time farnily or external work.

Still, like Leishman, the Letters focussed on a psychosomatic condition over which

patients not physicians were the apparent guardians.

Diet and health care prescriptions were based on assumptions about socio-

economic background. Wonen were told to eat vegetables, fresh fruits, and plenty of

milk. Fresh air and rest were encouraged, while "overwork, violent exercise, lifting

heavy objects, running the sewing machine for long periods" were potential causes of

miscarriage.'tn Eight hours of sleep a night was perceived as necessary, and a nap after

r58 Letter 2, Child and Maternal Healtli Division, Departrnent of Pensions and Health, RG
29, volume 993, file 499-3-7, pt. 10.

I5e Letter 3, Cliild and Maternal Healtli Division, Departrnent of Pensions and Ilealth, RG
29, volume 993, f/te 499-3-7 , pt. 10.
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the noon meal was encouraged, preferably in a room to oneself.r60 Uudoubtediy, only

middle-class wonìen had the luxury of following such directions.

Advice in preparing for the baby's arrival was also somewhat class-centred.

Extending over two pages, the inventory of necessities for the baby alone might well have

been staggering to a poor mother. Among other things, women were instructed to have

on hand two dozen diapers, four night-dresses, outcloor clothing, several blankets aucl a

myriacl of toiletries for baby, such as a bath thermorneter, comb ancl absorbent cotton.ról

However, that was not all. A seconcl single page list noted all the articles needed for

home conhnernent, including three niglit-gowns, a bed pan, and several items for the

cloctor's Llse.'('2 While the lists were cornplete ancl very thorough, they offered little

alternative ideas for women who sirnply could not afford to indulge scientific tneclicine.

To whorn were the Letters then addressed, working-class tnothers unable to seek

professional attendance or a broader audience of women? There seefils to be little

accommodation for poor women whose urothering tasks would include finding the tnoney

to afford a new addition to the farnily. The Lettet's outlined an icleal situation and

expected mothers to subscribe to such a uroclel.

160 Letter 4, Child and Maternal Health Division, Departrnent of Pensions and Health, RG

29, volurne 993, filre 499-3-7, pt. 10.

r6r Letter 5, Child and Maternal Healtl-r Division, Depaftment of Pensions and Health, RG

29, volume 993, file 499-3-7 , pt. 10.

r62 Letter 6, Child and Maternal Health Division, Depaúment of Pensions ancl Health, RG

29, r'olume 993, file 499-3-7 , pt. 10.
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Nonetheless, the advice did offer worrìen a means of preparing for their births,

whether or not a physician was available. In the final letters, mothers were given simple

instructions which chiefly sought to prevent infection during confinement. Directions oll

sterilization were provided, and cleanliness was stressecl repeateclly. For the actual

confìnement, the importance of sterile surroundings was underscored:

Select a bright rootn, accessible to the bath-room, and remove all
unnecessary articles and hangings, then have it thoroughly cleaned.

Have plenty of hot water ready.

Braid your hair in two braicìs, take a warm sponge bath, put on a clean

night gown and white stockings and kimono. Prepare the bed by covering
the entire mattress with several thicknesses of newspapers, or a fresh

oilcloth, or rubber sheeting. The bottom sheet is pnt on over this.ró3

Presumably, sterile preparation would have limited the chances of infection even alnong

poorer woilren who would have been unable to obtain the prescribed amenities.

In response to these very situations, the Matemal and Child Welfare Division

distributed lhe Canadian Molher's Book. First published in 1923,the Ccmctdion \4ollter's

Book naintained the patriotic character of 1920s rnaternal advice literature:

The Government of Canada, knowing that the nation is made of homes,
and that the homes are made by the Father and Mother, recognizes you as

one of the Makers of Canada. No National Service is greater or better than
the work of tlie Mother in her own home. The Mother is "The First
Servant of the State."16o

r6i Letter 8, Child and Maternal Health Division, Departrnent of Pensions and l{ealth, RG
29, volume 993, fìle 499-3-7, pt. 10.

róa Division of Maternal and Infant Welfare, The Cctnctdian Mothet''s Book. Ottawa:
Departnrent of Health , 1927 , 7.
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Borrowing the image of "Republican motherhood" from the American revolutionary

period, Canadian public health and social reform officials associated motherhood with

national duty.

The Mother's Book provided some basic preparatory instructions, but it was the

Sttpplemental lhat offered direct birthing advice. Once labour began, the physician was

the central figure in prescribed advice literature. While the Prenatal LeÍters briefly

clescribed the sensation of contractions, the prirnary clirective was to notify the doctor ancl

nurse.165 No information was forthcoming on how to safely manage a birth. Not even the

definitive authority on maternal care, fhe Canadian MoÍher's Book, provided complete

instructions on labour. For the most part, woflrell were told to seek medical care ancl trust

the physician.

Nonetheless, maternal health experts did not er-rtirely turn a blind eye to the

condition of women unable to seek out appropriate medical attention. The case of l'ural

wonren was especially poignant given the geographic obstacles of distance ancl weather

that often prevented the timely arrival of any uredical assistance. Consequently, the

Canadian Mother's Bookhad an accolrpanying supplement intended for distribution by

nedical experts only arid only for use in out-post homes.ró6 Dianne Docld has argued that

the Supplernent illustrated "the contradiction between the public health message, which

Ió5 Letter 8, Child and Maternal Health Division, Department of Pensions and Health, RG
29, volume 993, file 499-3-7 , pt. 10.

r66 Ilelen MacMurchy, Supplentental to the Canadian Molher's Book. Ottawa:
Department of Health , 1923, cover.
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stressed preventive medicine through regular physician consultations, and the leality of

restricted medical services. " 
ró7

Without publicly acknowledging the role of a community of women traditional of

births in rural communities, the Supplement offered instruction on "the neighbour's part"

in unassisted home deliveries: "lf, when the tirne is drawing near, your husband has to be

away all day, he will arrange some plan with a neighbour so that you will have someone

with you."r68 The publication went on to describe in detail the stages of birth and the

responsibilities placed ou the untrained birth attendant.

As in the Prenatal LeÍters, the first eurphasis was cleanliness and the need for

sterile conditions:

BE Clean. Take off your dress. Scrub your hands and arms clean with
soap and hot water. Put on a clean washdress and apron. Roll up the

sleeves over your elbows, scrub your hands and arms again and clean your

nails. Scald, scrub and clean THOROUGIILY all the pitchers, basins and

dishes yott need. Put on plenty of water to boil.r6e

After specihc preparations, the "neighbolrr woman" was instructed on how to perform a

pelvic examination and introduced to the thlee stages of labour:

Sometimes the Doctor "makes an examination", that is, he feels with his
fingers inside the rnaternal passage to find out if everything is all right.
But you must uot do this, and you must never let anybody else do it but
the Doctor. It rnay cause the death of the mother if you or any unskilled
person tried to make such an examination.rT0

'67 Dodd, "Helen MacMurchy," 137.

r6s MacMurchy, Supplentental, 739.

r6e MacMurchy, Suppl entental, I 43.

I 70 MacMurchy, Supplemenlal, I46.
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Conrparable in thoroughness to a medical text, lhe Su¡tplerneñ offered estimated length

of each stage and vivid descriptions of the colìrse of labour. The tone of the language

was simple, and often reassuring: "Do not hurry. Do not use force. BE quiet. Be gentle.

Be kind. Be very patient. Nature needs time to bring about the birth."rTr The place of

non-medical birtli attendants was openly recognised, even if only in passing: "You have

been sent for to help a mother in the time of her greatest need, because you are the nearest

and best person available. It is a great honour to you. You will be able to help her."r72

Despite the dire warnings contained in the Prenolal LetÍers, the Supplement assured the

bedsicle attendant that such a presence was acceptable, even ltecessary.

Departmental publications rnaintained the disclaimer that rnedical attention was

preferable. StiìI, as Dianne Docld concludes, they "did give recognition to a women's

public health collcenl, and conveyed far nore information about the process of labour ancl

childbirth than was typical of popular rnedical books at the time."r73 In palt, this rvas a

result of concerns about high rnaternal mortality rates, but also there was a recognition of

the financial and geographical lirnits placed on many Canadian women.

Tlie high cost of physician attendance, especially to poor farmers, was an

important issue to many rural farnilies.rTa Often, this meant that family members would

r7l MacMurchy, Supplentental, 757 .

I 72 MacMur cl'ry, Supplent ental, I 43 .

r7r Docld, "Helen MacMurchy," 143.

'tu See Langford, "Childbirth on the Canadian Plairies," 278.
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be the sole assistance for birthing woûren, especially among recent imrnigrants who were

unfamiliar with the culture, and often maintainecl traditional practices. O'Brien

encountered one such case in his first year of practice. The wonan had been in bed for

five days, with the husband periodically atternpting to dislodge the baby betweeu farm

chores. The scene was described as:

atypical immigrant's home on the prairies - a one-room shack with clirt

floors and a sod roof. What the doctor saw wheu he entered was one bed

that held his patient. The bed stood high on pine blocks and undet it were

a number of boxes f,rlled with children. Two hens sat on eggs in a box at

the foot of the bed. Two geese doing the same thing occupied a barrel at

the head of the bed. Six young pigs were penned in one corner. Trvo

calves were tethered iu another corner.'t'

The patient was in a septic coûra, as the child had been a still-birth and had remained

loclged for over five days. O'Brien remained in the home for twenty-two hours, fully

expecting the mother to die. However, when he saw the husband the next day, he was

told that the patient was out of bed, and doing much better.

Despite the eagerness of many physicians, in many cases, a midwife would be tlie

primary attendant. Peikoff learned early in his practice that the services of the physician

were seen as a last resort. After beirig called to a complicated maternity case, the doctor

was shocked to learn that the midwife had used fresh cow-manure to lubricate the birth

canal.r76 He found the patient in bed, with the husband and rnidwife present, along with

't-' Ty.., Sadtltebag Stu'geon, 107.

'tu P"ikoff, YesÍerday's Doc\or, 31.
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several chickens and a couple of pigs. To the best of iris ability, the young doctor set

about recreating hospital procedure in a soddy on the prairies:

A number of sterilized newspapers were placed over the bloody mattress.

With the help of Henry fthe driver] and the midwife, Mary fthe mother]

u'as placed crosswise on the sagging bed, with her buttocks hanging over

the edge. A special heavy maternity belt, equipped with stirrups, was

fashioned around her back legs. It was then tiglitened to rnaintain the

separation of her flexed tliighs throughout labor. This home-made

maternity leather belt replaces the two llurses in city hospitals, whose sole

job it is to keep the thighs apart. I placed an inflated rubber ring under her

buttocks. This served as a trough to direct the washings into a tub.r77

In spite of all his attempts, Peikoff found that the circumstances were simply too foreign

to allow adequate re-creation of hospital procedure. After seventy-two hours of labour,

the baby's head was still high in the birtl'r canal. Peikoff repeateclly atternpted to apply the

forceps, but to no avail. In the end, he wound up using his hands to temove the still-boln

infa¡t. After the incident, Peikoff lamented the entire event: "My gloves were torn, my

sterile drapes disappeared, I had put rny hand up into her uterus so many times. In an

orthodox case, one hesitates to go up even once. She'll probably die of childbed fever. I

thought of Semnelweiss. What would he thir-rk of me?"r78

Unforeseeable cornplications could also create unirnagiuable problems for rltrai

physicians. The rudimentary conditions and lack of appropriate facilities for rnedically-

prescribed birth rnanagement would often lead a rigid physician into greater trouble if he

failed to be adaptable:

ttt 
P"ikoff, Yesterday's Doctor', 3I.

'tt P"ikoff, Yeslerclay's Doctor, 36.
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Mrs. MacKenzie þnidwife] . . . held the kerosene lamp while I got the

instruments on. The lamp was a large oue that held rnore than a pir-rt of
kerosene. Just as I applied the instruments, Mrs. MacKenzie dropped the

larnp! The odd thing was, the shade didn't break, but the larnp itself broke
and the kerosene spilled. Instantly, there was a fire from the floor right up

to the ceiling of the rootn. . . [T]he lamp had fallen ou a large mat. I
dropped what I was doing and within a few seconds rolled up the mat,

blaze and all. Somebody opened the window for me and we threw the mat
out the window without being burned. Then while the room was still dark,

except for some light from the blaze outside, I delivered the baby.rTe

At times, the doctor's techniques could be the very cause of the problem. When

MacMillan approached a routine case, he would use chloroform as an anaesthesia. On oue

such case, a pint of chloroform was dropped on the floor: "The patient rvent to sleep

imrnediately, and so did the nurse, Lrut she managed to stay on her feet somehow. For

some reason the chloroform didn't bother me at all. Miss Lyttle fthe nurse] then started to

cough. She was standing there, souud asleep and coughing."'to

Nonetheless, rural physicians were able to adapt there proceclures to the

environment, and many chose to maintain the techniques taught in hospital. O'Brien's

rnethods remained the same in over fifty years of rural practice: "The doctor puts his

mothers cornpletely under anaesthesia. This way, he says, they are fully relaxed, labour is

shortened, there are fewer tears, and the rnother has a rnuch easier time of it. Murrough's

technique requires the use of obstetrical forceps."l8l

'tn MacMillan, Mentoirs of a Cotuttry Doctor,126.

ttt'MacMillan, 
Mentoirs of a Counlry Doctor,.67.

't' Tyr", Saddlebctg Sru'geon, 249.
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The presence of a midwife or other female attendant was fairly cotttuon, and

ofte¡ physicians r,vould rely on them. Remarks thror-rghout.lames Langstaff s claybook

hint at the importance of women attendants in the late nineteenth century, demoustrating

that their presence was in fact expected by physicians.rs2 What is particularly telling is

that women attendants remained a constant well into the twentieth century. When

MacMillan encountered a pregnant woman with pneumonia during his first winter in

pr-actice, he went out in search of the local miclwife, Mrs. MacKenzie, for assistattce.'tt

Many times, women eschewed the doctor in favour of the local n'ridwife. Peikoff learued

in his hrst year of practice of the traditional adhereuce to midwives alnong his patients.

A phone call frorn a local farmer requesting that the doctor stand-by the phone promptecl

the young physiciari to inquire further. Peikoff learned that the family had a "midclle

r.vife from Old Country" and that if the baby hacl not arrived iu two days, they woulcl

contact him.rso Physicians were quick, however, to warn of the dangers of relying on

midr.vives without the presence of a physician. MacMillan wrote of two cases where he

was turned away, and noted that in both cases cleath ensued.'8t

In 1910, O'Brien moved from Dominion City to Winnipeg in order to start a new

plactice. His first experiences in private practice were less than pron'rising: "There were

about a dozen other tonsil-snatchers in the same building and the tricks used to corral

It' Duffin, Langsraff, 185.

"' MacMillan, Mentoirs o.f a Cottntry Doctor, 126-127 .

'tt P.ikoff, I'esterday's Doctor, 27 .

'*t MacMillan,llúemoirs of a CounÍry Doclor,171-72.
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patiellts were diverse and devious. In a less dignified business it woulcl be termed cut-

throat competition."rs6 However, the city practice did have its advantages. O'Brien

relished the "first-class hospital facilities available for surgical aud maternity cases."r87

To a physician, the sterile surroundings of the hospital were the ideal conditions, and

even a country doctor cherished tl-re benefits. By the 1920s, a hospital birth was

conducted with precision and rigorous attention to procedure:

When in labour the patient is admitted to the Waiting Room of the

Maternity Ward; she is put to bed and given a full sponge, after whicli the

pubic hair is completely shaved. . Following this, the patient is given

two soap suds enemata, about one hour elapsing between the treatments

providing the labour is not progressing too quickly . . .

When the woman is ready for delivery , she is moved by stretcher on to the

obstetrical table in the Case Room, and an intern is in attendance to

acfininister a few drops of chloroform and ether (1 :2) anaesthetic with each

pain, and to eucourage the patient to make good use of the uterine

co¡tractions. She is then draped with a sterile gown, stockings, and sheet,

and the vulva is thoroughly washed with a 55 lysol solution.

Following delivery and washing-up, tight abdominal and breast binders are

applied, and the patient is removed to a warmed bed in the Ward. A drachm

of an ergot preparation is given by mouth, and an ice-cap is applied to the

lower abdomen. The ergot preparation is lepeated in half-drachm closes thlice
daily until six doses have been given.r88

The entire procedure was predictable and very much under the control of the physician in

charge. If Elinor Black's testimony is accurate, a normal hospital birth had become a

routine medical procedure.

'tu Tyr., Saddlebctg Surgeon,196.

'tt Tyr., Sctddlebag Surgeon,794.

"t Elino, Black as cited in Vanderv oort, Tell lhe Driver, 112-113.
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While many cases were treated in hospital, for the first few decades of the

twentieth century, a higher proportion of births occurred in the homes of patients. The

scientific techniques taught in hospital, therefore, were adapted to suit a variety of birth

chambers, especially in urban practices which boasted proxirnity to hospital and other

physicians. Horne births were a standard part of urban practices, As one obstetrician

noted in 1923:

It is always essential for us to rernember that in90Yo of all cases, the
labour is spontaneous, and that a vast proportion of these mothers must
always be delivered in tlieir own homes. These wornen cannot corne to us

in our hospitals and training-schools, but, on the othel hand, we of these

schools must go to them. We rnust send to them the well-trained doctor
and the nurse, and provide in the horne a well-adapted and efficient
technique.rse

Medical professionals advanced their place in the birthing room, ar-rd the necessity of

attending women in their homes. Tluough espousal and practice of scientific techniques,

physicians were able to access the previously closed dornain of the birth charnber.

However, the process of medicalizalion was gradual.

An urban practice could present as many peculiar cases as those seen in rural

practices. As a medical student, Murrough O'Brien, living in a rather dilapidated

building, was approached by one of his neighbours to treat a stomach condition. The

worrran, it turned out, was a prostitute and her illness was deemed an "occupational

ltazard". O'Brien's response was to track down the "visitors" and determine which one

would rnake a suitable husband. Once a candidate had been chosen, the doctor set an

'tn W.W. Clripman, "Problems of Obstetrical Practice," The Canadictn Medical
Associcttion Journal 13, 6 (June, 1923), 380.
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elaborate trap and the gentlernan in question rnarried the patient.re0 Straying somewhat

beyond the dictates of liis training and oath, O'Brien applied his own moral ancl social

bias in providing what he perceived to be the proper care for a mother and child.

'|<*+

With a tenuous hold on professional authority and medical skills, the role of

physicians in the birthing chamber was ill-defined and often aclaptable to the

surroundings. While the educational treatise espoused an ideal for birth attendance, the

reality of conditions prevented rnany practitioners fiom following prescribed techniques.

Further, the lack of educational standards for obstetrics often meant that experience

garnerecl far more than clegrees, and physicians looked to whoever could address the

situation. Unfortunately for some, however, not all were able to circumvent professional

hierarchy.

Childbearing, in the first few decades of the twentieth century, remained, irr the

words of one contemporary social critic, a "threshold on wl'rich nature and culture

confi'ontfed] on another."rer While physicians were armed with technical knowledge

enanating from the culture of science, chilclbearing was still perceived by rnedical

professional, and the lay public, as a natural process which created a strong barrier to

rnedicalization. Ultirnately, it was only by bririging scientific procedures, or rudimentary

'nn Tyr., Saddlebag Snrgeon, 69-7 4.

'n' Julia Kristeva, "The Maternal Bocly," in m/f,no. 5-6 (1981), 159.
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replicas of the salle, that physicians gained a foothold as childbirth attendants.



Chapter Five

The Borcler Betrveen Science and Motherhood: Nurses and Maternity Care in
Canadian Nurse in the Early Tlventieth Century

For the fìrst half of the twentieth century, the majority of births in Canada

occurred outside the hospital setting. Typically, women had their babies either in their

family homes or in small maternity homes. Moving into the twentieth century, physicians

were increasingly present at the actual moment of confiuement. But most care during the

hours before and after childbirtli was provided by local rnidwives, district or visiting

nurses, family or friends of the mother. Consequently, the nursing role in home childbirth

cases was different from that of institutional care-givers.

The previous chapters have demonstrated that physicians focussed on the

symptoms of pregnancy and the rnechanics of the cliildbirth process. This chapter will

show that the role of nurses in the birth roorn extended to broader care. Nursing

professionals incorporated both the social and physical well-being of parturient wonten,

especially in the case of home births. "[The nurse's] approach was far superior to that of

the physician," writes historian Karen Buhler-Wilkinson, "because she was trained to see

the bocly as a whole, while tlie physician's vision was distorted by a preoccupation with

special pathological conditions."r This chapter further argues that nurses, because of the

demands of professionalization and the gendered expectations, acted as a liaison betweetl

medicine and the traditional communities of women associated with childbirth. Tlie

presence of nurses, straddling the worlds of science and womanhood, contributed to the

medicalization of childbirth. As wornen care-givers, nurses easily were adrnitted into the

I Karen Buhler-Wilkinson, False Dawn; The Rise and Decline of Public Health Nursing,

1900-1930. New York: Garland Publishing,Inc., 1989, 89-90.
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lronres of parturient patients. The presence of a female attendant was on par witlt

common expectations of the childbirth experience. The duties of the nurse were more

closely associated with the notion of traditional (aka midwifery) care-giving. Nurses

would, among a variety of other duties, cook and clean, care for other children, as well as

dispense medical advice. They were, therefore, more directly involved in the routine lives

of patients than their medical brethren.

Despite this apparent domestic role, nurses were also seeking to establish

themselves as legitirnate medical professionals. They brought with them the gospel of

public health and sanitary reforrn espoused by physicians and the health reform

movernent. They also brought with them the rigid authoritative structur'e of medical

hierarchy. Modern nursing, taught through the medical schools and often with direct

instruction from physicians, "made its entry into Canada at the invitation of a physician.

Nursing education was, from the moment of its inception, incorporated into the domain of

physicians and hospitals."2 The situation in Winnipeg was no different. The nursing

school was located in proximity to the Manitoba Medical School, and instruction was

offered by resident physicians of the Winnipeg General Hospital. Thus, nurses actecl as a

rnediator between the traditional world of childbirth and the modern one of scientihc

rnedicine. In so doing, they helped build the necessary bridge which brought doctors to

the bedside of parturient patients.

2 Lauretta A.Hazzard, "Towards Professionalization: Ontario Nursing, 1874-1925." MA
Thesis, University of Westem Ontario, 1991, 9-10. As cited in R.D. Gidney and W.P.J.

Millar, Professional Genrlenten: The Professions in NineÍeenlh-CenÍury Ontario.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994,326.
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In order to exarnine the attitudes of the nursing profession towards maternal and

obstetrical care, articles addressing these topics have been drawn from Canada's national

nursing tnagazine, Canadian Nurse (hereinafter CÐ. Beginning in 1905, the contertt of

these articles reflected the opinions of the nursing elite and leadership.r Published

articles can not speak to the opinions of all nurses in early twentieth century Canada.

However, they do provide some insight into the direction of nursing professionalizatiott

and its relationship to childbirth attendance and maternal care.a The journal literature

outlined the expecled role of the obstetric nurse.

The nursing approach to parturient care was shaped by related, yet distiuctive,

influences on the profession. These primary influences were gender aud

professionalization. Gender segregation was inherent in the very character of nursing. It

was highlighted by early atternpts at professionalization, which were bound by the

dictates of gender codes and social mores that pitted the science of medicine against the

decorum of femininity. As historian Katheryn McPherson has argued: "'Women's virtual

monopoly over nursing work was justified in terms of 'natural' female nurturing, and

trained nurses' presence at the bedside was legitimized by their adherence to Victorian

3 1905 was tl-re year of inception for Canadian Nttrse.

a JuliaKinnear,"TheProfessionalizationofCanadianNursing,1924-1932:ViewsintheCN
and tlre CMAJ," Canadian Bulletin of Medical History, 11, 1 (1994): I55. However,

historian Veronica Strong-Boag has maintained that "Canadian rank-and-file nurses appear

somewhat less alienated from nursing's elite than do their American counterparts," in

"Making a Difference: The History of Canada's Nurses," Canadian Bulletin of the History
of Medicine (hereafter CBHM,8 (1991): 231.
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codes of fernininity."5 In order to achieve a niche in the realm of social services and

medical care, nursing relied on the feminine association with "caring and curing" which

offered women a place in the public sphere by encouraging their roles as uatural care-

givers.6 As professional care-givers, nurses could mother away social problems ancl

illness.

The work of Florence Nightingale was a primary contribution to the modern

interpretation of nursing. Incorporated into n-redical folklore as a result of her work

during the Crimean War, Nightingale wrote voluminously on the state of nursing aud

medicine in the mid-nineteenth century. One of her best known wotks, Notes on

Ntu"sing; 14/hat It Is ctnd What It is Not (1860), defined the future of the profession by

intertwining eclucation and training with the art of nursing.t Nightingale believed that

nursing was an occupation suitable for rniddle-class wornen because it was "an art to be

acquired by practice and discipline - a training of rnoral fibre - not a mere gathering of

technical expertise."s Ironically, Nightingale dismissed the germ theory prevalent in the

medical community on the grounds that the "nev/ scientific training ... would turn nurses

into "medical women" and deflect them from their proper task of being sanitary

5 Katlrryn McPherson , Bedside Matlers: The TransforntaÍion of Canadian Nursing, 1900-

1990. Toronto: Oxford University Press, 7996,39.

6 Diane Dodd and Deborah Gorham, eds., Caring and Curing: HisÍorical Perspectives on

Wonten and Healing in Canada. Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 1994, title page.

7 Nancy Boyd, Three Victorian Wonten Who Changed Their World. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1982, 194.

8 Monica E. Baly, Florence Nightingale and the Nursing Legacy. London: Croom Helm,
1996,52.
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missioners."e It was Nightingale's association of nursing with missionary-type work that

elevated the character of nursing as an occupation for women, and carved out an

impoúant role for women in health care delivery.

The gendered character of nursing had a particular significance in parturient care,

where the relationship with patients was often built on a perception of common

experiences and interests. The nurse's place at the bedside was intrinsically related to her

faculties as a woman. In an address given to the nursing graduating class of 1915 at the

Calgary General Hospital, R.B. Deane noted of the qualities of a successful nurse: "I

would place first a sympathy of heart and hand such as woman alone can best display -

nothing sloppy or maudlin, if you please, but a f,rne womanly feeling of tender

consideration."lo

Much of nursing attendance was associated with providing care and nurturing for

the farnily, a typical ferninine role. Gertrude Breslin, of the Woman's Hospital and

Infants' Home in Detroit, wrote of nursing duty: "The ability of the mother to nurse the

baby depends so rnuch upon her night's rest, that the duty of the nurse is, to relieve her of

the care of the infant as much as possible."rr In such instances, the nlrrse acted as

surlogate care-giver for the family. Emphasis was also often placed on the role of the

nurse as provider, rather than deliverer of medical care. "As a district nurse," wrote a

e Baly, Florence Nightingale,23.

l0 R.D. Deane, "Address," C¡/XI,8 (Aug., 1915), 431-32

rl Gertrude Breslin, "Obstetrical Nursing," Cctnadian Nurse (heleafter C^D, III, 4 (April,
1907), 195
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Toronto nurse, "my chief work is to visit families as systematically as possible, to proffer

food for their mouths, clothes for their bodies and a willing eal to their complaints."r2

Feeding, clothirig and caring for the patient and family were the standarcl duties of nurses;

tasks not far removed frorn those of the rnothers they were tending. This lirik witlr

fernininity was central to the position that nurses adopted in the medical community

because "nursing relied on an image of feminine respectability to legitintate nurses'

presence in the health-care system and their knowledge of the body."r3

The language used by writers in tl-re nursing journal reflected the feminine

clraracter of nursing. Technical or clinical articles in Canadictn Nurse wele fewer it'l

number than those in medical joumals. The tone adopted by nursing authors was usually

more vernacular. In an article detailing the relationship between the private duty nurse

and families, Isabel M. Stewart, of the V/innipeg General Hospital, likened the home care

of the patient to that of a musician in a chaotic orchestra:

The private nurse is like a wandering rnusician, called to play her part in
many a stormy chorus, and many a lame and lagging refrain. She

encounters agreat variety of instruments, in all degrees of disrepair, from
the sirnple lute with the little rift silencing its rnusic, to the noble
Stradivarius, all unstrung and hopelessly warped, its sweet music jingling,
its harmony all discord,ra

12 G.T. Barrow, "District Nursing," C//, IV, 8 (Aug., 1908), 369.

r3 McPlrerson, Bedside Matters, 17.

ra Isabel M. Stewart, "The Private Nurse in her Relation to the Family," C^¡, IV, 4 (April,
1908),155.
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The language is playful, and even poetic, striking a very different note from the strictly

professional tone of medical journals. The tone, meant to be palatable to felniniue

readers, was reminisceut of the articles in wonten's tnagazines.

The accepted principles of scientific medicine were nonetheless advocated by both

professions. Nurses, trained through an apprenticeship system in hospitals, easily adaptecl

scientific theories of asepsis into their daily routines.r5 As historiau Kathryn McPherson

has shown, the strict institutional hierarchy and discipline characteristic of nursing

education, ensured that student nllrses did not question the dictates of their medical

superiors.r6 Thus, the advocacy of asepsis and cleauliness were incorporated into nulsing

routines with little resistance fiom nursing leaclership. Unlike the Canqdian Medical

Associcttion Jotu'nal (hereinafter CMAJ) which often featured articles debating medical

theories, CN offered merely instruction. In matemity cases, nurses were giveu

instructions on aseptic preparation for delivery, without question to the merits of any of

the procedures.'t At the Burnsicle Maternity Hospital in Toronto, for exanple, nllrses

were responsible for prepping patients during the first stage of labour:

First of all, a simple enema of two pints is given. The vulva and pubis are

then clipped carefully, after which a full tub bath is given, the hair washed,

and the body examined for eruptions of any uature. Then follows a

vaginal douche of lysol dr. I, green soap dr. I and a water of one quart.

The body fi'om the waist line to the knees, and lastly the external genitals

are thoroughly cleansed with green soap and water and lysol one half per
cent. After this the vulva is carefully protected with a (i-3000) bichloride

r5 McPlrerson, Bedside Matters, 85.

r6 McPlrerson, Bedside Matters, 32.

17 For an example of some of the medical debates in the CMAJ, see chapter II (4).
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pad, the patient is put to bed and rnacle ready for immediate exatnination

by the house doctor.r8

In this instance, the instructions if not the actual language and tone were just as techuical

as medical journals. No debate was preserìted on whether the patient should be in bed or

sitting. In fact, like the medical journals, the patient was obscured by the specifics of the

condition and the scientific approach to treatment. Nurses, therefore, demonstrated a

shared understanding with physicians.

District and home nurses, however, often differed in their interpretation of health

care delivery. Their care-giving role dernanded that tliey be familiar with family and

community needs. The conditions that met them iu a home setting did not provicle for the

sterile preparation of hospital procedure. 'fhey, nonetheless, adapted medical plocedure

to suit the conditions of the family, while relaying advice and instruction on tnattels

related to health and hygiene. Writing ín Canadian Nurse,Isabel Stewart argued:

Iler first care is to see that, even at some sacrifice to the family, the patient
is provided with the requisites of illness - clean and comfortable bedding,
good food, and such medicines and appliances as are necessary. She

husbands her resources with jealous care. . . Barrelhoops and newspapers,

excelsior and rags, are converted into sick-room accessories. She maketh
men her ministers, and lures tributes from corner-bakeries and back-lot
gardens for her patients' modest tray. Slie is introduced to furnaces and

floor-mop, and has even been known to attach a wash-tub, without
seriously imperiling her professional reputation.re

In many ways, the task of the nurse was comparable to that of a pþsician in home care

situations. As noted in previous chapters, physicians attending home birtlis

r8 W.M. Brerton, "Obstetrical Nursing," CN, VIII, 3 (March, 1912),ll9.

re Isabel M. Stewart, "TlÌe Private Nurse in Her Relation to the Family," 156.
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accommodated their treatment procedures to suit the conditions and equipment available.

However, the scope of nursing care extended beyond imrnediate treatment. Finding food

and mopping floors were part of the nurse's professional duty. The doctor prescribed

scientific-based treatment, such as ample nourishment or aseptic conditions. Part of the

nurse's role was ensuring that wherever possible, patients were given the opportunity to

carry-out medical instructions. "The chief virtue of a nurse... lay in her ability to

understand and follow the directions of the physician and to know the limits of

independent judgement."20 The nurse acted as a bridge between the medical world ancl

the family or colnûrunity she served.

The association of nursing witli more domestically-oriented tasks created a dual

iclentity for nurses. In hospital settings, nurses were involved in direct bedsicle care.

Through district nursing organizations, school services and welfare program, however,

nllrses were placed in the role of educators and community liaisons working clirectly in

the neiglibourhoods and with families. In this capacity, rÌurses were tasked with an

instructive role. Nurses' educative capacity was increasingly emphasized as public health

nursing and visiting nursing services began offering regular employtnent opportunities for

graduate nurses.2r Previous to the advent of public nursing, patient contact with nurses

would have been limited to the very rich, who could afford hospital care or a plivate duty

nurse, or the very poor, who were brougl-rt to hospital in a desperate state. These cases

would have been more directly supervised by physiciar-rs and the nurse's role limited to

20 Gidney and Millar, Professional GenTlenten,326.

2r Bulrler-Vy'ilkinson, False Dau,n, lI2.
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that of assistant. With public nursing, however, the nurse represented the first line of

contact between the patient and the medical world. Her responsibility, therefore, as a

representative of scientific training, extended to preventative care, which required

providing instruction on health and hygiene.22 "As a district nurse" wrote G.T. Barrow in

Ccmadian Nurse, "l know myself to be part of a large organization, which is working

steadily, consistently and systematically to one definite end. I know that i continue to be

an essential factor in the lives of those with whom l have to do. The home life of

upwards of one hundred and fifty families is familiar to me."23 Nurses were key links to

the community, and their influence contributed to a broader societal acceptance of

medicine.

This influence was particularly felt in maternity cases, where llurses represented a

bridge from the traditional circle of wornen attendants dr-rring chilclbirth to the

nedicalization of parturition. In obstetrical cases, the social service role made nurses

lesponsible for educating mothers about pre-natal care. In such instances, their function

as bedside attendants at cliildbirth cases was overshaded in favour of public health wolk.

Nurses echoed medical beliefs in the "incalculable importance of scientific supervision of

the life of the pregnant mother and due provision for her care at delivery;" but they also

saw a role for themselves "during the weeks of worry and trial following labor."2a

22 Buhler-Wilkinson, False Dav,n. 89.

2i Ban'ow, "District Nursing," 369.

2a Harris, "Pre-Natal Education in the l-Iome," 339.
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Instructions delivered to mothers by nurses were similar to those of their medical

counterparts, infiltrating all aspects of a mother's life:

When the nurse rnakes her first visit she takes a social survey of the patient
in her surroundings, gives instruction as to personal hygiene, in diet,
bathing, clothing, fresh air, sleep, exercise, how to conserve her strength
for the good of the baby and for the strain of labor and nursing. . . The
mental and physical condition of the mother is noted, a test of the urine is
made, and the co-operation of the whole family solicited. The nurse
should impress on the mother the necessity and importance of maternal
nursing. In her social survey the nurse should ascertain if the patient had
the means for procuring proper food in sufficient quantities and is free
from anxiety. If not, she studies out what is best to be done, and put in
motion the proper machinery for securing relief needed.2s

The nurse's responsibility, by this accourtt, extended beyond instruction into procurement

of the perceived necessities. While she shared the same treatment opinion of physicians,

her involvement in the case often picked up where the physician's role ended. Nurses

ensured that the medical prescription for childbirth was met and that the patient heeded

all instructions .

The training received by nurses in the early twentieth century shaped the cale they

provided patients by unclerscoring the hierarchical structure of medicine and lirniting the

role of nurses at the bedside. Nursing training in Canada reinforced the strict domestic

nature of nursing work. In order to achieve a desired level of professionalism, nursing

leadership had to negotiate with rnedical leaders who consequently influenced the scope

of nursing work. As historian Julia Kinneal has shown, the attempt by nursing leadership

to promote greater training requirements in the 1920s was met with opposition fiom

25 "Prenatal Care," CN, VI, 8 (Aug,, 1915), 454-55.
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physicians who claimed that increasecl scientific training went beyond the necessities of

nursing training.26

The animosity of physicians was a constaut concern for nursing leadership, who

often defended their profession against medical criticisrns. As late as 7927 , Toronto

nurse Ethel Cryclerman felt compelled to address the concerns of medical professionals in

her article on pre-natal nursing:

The wrong interpretation of our work still seems to exist in the minds of
lltany physicians. If they could realize that the public health nurse is no

way assumes any of their duties, that she is there to interpret their wishes

and can be of valuable assistance to them, they might use her more

extensively. The fact that she is able to give a service in teaching the

hygiene of pregnancy and infancy during the important period, shoulcl

appeal to them.27

Physician fears, it seemed, led to the elimination of nurses from the imrnediate bedsicle at

the time of confinement. The nurse's narrowly rnedical role was therefore lessened.

Bound by the hierarchical structure of their training, they parroted the advice of their

perceived physician superiors.

In her 1927 essay, Ethel Cryderrnan reiterated the subservient role of nurses to

physicians. She quoted a public health nursing text that made such subservience clear:

In her relation to the physicians the nurse must be so convinced of the

rightness of their procedures that she gives unquestioning loyalty and

confidence, since her work is of necessity an interpretation of their icleas

and wishes. She must appreciate the fact that every detail of maternity
work originates in, and is guided by the medical profession.2s

26 Kinnear, "The Professionalization of CanadianNursing," 165'

2i Etlrel Cryderman, "Pre-Natal Work," CN,23 (Oct., I92l),539.

28 Cryderman, "Pre-Natal Work," 536.
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The position of the nurse was unquestionably that of service to the nreclical

profession. Often, this meant advocating the use of physicians despite expectations of

home attendance. Oshawa public health nurse, B,E. Harris, noted: "Our strongest efforts

are directed to induce her to go to the hospital for her laying-in with her first baby, or, if

that is impossible, to secure care in the home, or to have a professional nurse if

possible."2e Nursing leadership accepted the authority of the medical profession and

adopted medical rhetoric in their own professional publication.

The CN's attitudes towards the problerns of high maternal mortality and the

presence of midwifery in Canada, for example, were carbon copies of the arguments

espoused in the Canctdian MedÌccil Associctlìon Jotu'nal. In the case of maternal

moltality, the discourse of nationalism and dr-rty were a common refrain, especially in the

aftermath of the war. H.W. Hill, in a 1923 CMAJ article underscored the nationalist

argument in relation to rnaternal duty: "From the point of view of the race both stillbirths

and miscarriages are of great importance, indicating as they do potential citizenship lost

to the population."i0 Writing about public health nursing in Manitoba, Elizabeth Russell

employed similar arguments in relation to the need for adequate maternal and infant care:

The war has brought home the fact as never before that a nation's strength
lies in her people. . . Public health work is distinctly patriotic. It aims to
conserve life at its earliest foundations, to prevent disease, to care for the
physical welfare of the individual and community, and, as Public Health
Nurses, it is our great privilege to have a share in securing for every child

2e Harris, "Pre-Natal Education in the Home," 341.

30 FI.W. Hill, "Prenatal Negligence and Loss of Population," CMAJ 11 (Sept., 1921),615.
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that degree of physical (and, therefore, mental ancl moral) fitness tl-rat rvill
enable them to conscientiousiy fulfìl all the obligations of good

citizenship.s'

The issue of nationality remained irnportant in nursing rhetoric after the war, as

evidenced by Margaret Duffield's closing remarks in her 1925 article:

When we consider the principle source of increase in the population is at

stake, and that we are always reading in the newspapers of the urgent

necessity for immigrants to people our province, would it not be as well
for us to strain every effort to have future citizens born right in the country
from healthy and vigorous parents.i2

The significance of the this rhetoric is twofold. First, it speaks to the nursing profession's

acceptance of medical arguments. Second, it gives strong indication that the nut'siug and

rnedical elite shared sirnilar values ancl socio-economic backgrouncls. The linkage of

healtl-r care with nationalist sentiment was a product of middle-class faith in the gospel of

public health and fears over race suicide.33 It was supporled with eugenical goals if not

with pseudo-science.

3l Elizabeth Russell, "Public HealthNr-rrsing in Manitoba," CN,14,9 (Sept., l9l8), 1289.

32 Margaret Duffield, "Maternal Care in Ontario," CN,21(July, 1925),360.

33 For fears of "race suicide" see Cynthia Comacchio, NaÍions are Built of Babies: Saving

OntarÌo's Mothers and Children, 1900-1940. Montreal: McGill-Queen's University
Press, 1993, 56-57. For a discussion of rniddle-class involvement in public health and

social reform, see Regina Markell Morantz, "Making Women Modern: Middle Class

Wonren in Health Reform in 19th-Century America," Wonlen and Health in Anterica:
HisÍorical Readings, Judith Walzer Leavitt, ed. Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,

1984,346-358; Carol Lee Bacchi , LiberaÍion Deferred? The ldeas of English Cctnaclian

Stffi'agísts, 1877-1918. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1983,29-33; Marianna
Valverde, The Age of Light, Soap, and [4tater: Moral Reform in English Canada, ]885-
1925. Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1991, 44-5; Angus Mclaren, Ou' Ou,n Master
Race:Eugenics in Canada, 1885-1945. Toronto: McClelland & Stewart,1990,13-27.
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Even in the area of working professional authority, nurses supportecl the

convictions of the medical profession by their reluctance to advocate the use of midwives

in Canada. Concerned over maternal and infant rnortality rates well into the 1920s,

physicians had atternpted to isolate causes for continued liigh levels despite the success of

public health initiatives in reducing other previously unconquerable illnesses such as

tuberculosis and typhoid.ra Midwives became easy targets. "Obstetricians and general

practitioners alike regarded midwives as ignorant, dirty anacluonisms, incapable of

appreciating the need for cleanliness or of understanding the basic anatomical and

pliysiological principles of the birth process."35

When the issue of supplying rnidwives to rural inhabitants was brought up in the

early I 920s, CN published a carefully worded, though clearly stated, letter to the editor

fi'om M.A. Gibson, a registered nlrrse, that questioned the use of midwives and warned of

the potential dangers.16 Despite the obstetrical training accorcled nurses in Britain, the

Canadian profession was reluctant to embrace the idea of nurses as sole childbirth

attendants. Occasionally, CN acted as a platform for opponents to the imporlation of

midwives into the Canadian rnedical system. Demonstrating a much stronger vehemence

3a Nancy Sctu'orn Dye, "Mary Breckinridge, the Frontier Nursing Service, and the
Introduction of Nurse-Midwifery in the United States," Wonten and Health in Amet'icct,
Leavitt, ed.,327 .

" Dy., "Mary Breckinridge," 328. For a discussion of the debates over midwifery, see Frances
E. Kobrin, "The American Midwife Controversy: A Crisis in Professionalization," Bulletin of the
History of Medicine a0 Q966), 350-363. The strongest opposition to the elimination of
midwives emerged from rural areas where doctors and hospitals were scarce.

16 M.A. Gibson, "Lettel to the Editor," CN,19, 4 (April, 1923),212-214.
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than most opponents, Mary Ard MacKenzie wrote a scathing letter to CN which was

publislred in 1917: "Some time, when the war is over, and you need to be fed with

horrors," wrote Mary Ard MacKenzie, a staunch opponent of rnidwives, "go out and talk

with people who have seen midwives at work, and you will get all you desire."37

As the publishing voice of the nursing profession, however, Canadian Nurse

overall remained fairly silent on the issue of midwifery. The only real debate on the issue

that was published in the nursing journal was the verbatirn report published of the

meeting of the Nurses' Committee of the National Council of Women, where the midwife

question was a central agenda item. The Cornmittee was firmly opposed to rnidwifery, as

evidenced by tlieir invitation to Mary Ard MacKenzie as an expert on the midwifery

question. One Committee member, Mrs. R. Bryce Brown, clearly voiced her suppolt for

MacKenzie's views:

A graduate nurse will not go into a place and take care of a preguant

woman alone. She will not assume responsibility of child-birth alone.

That is what the midwife will do, and she is willing enough to assume the

lesponsibility because she does not know the difference: it is iguorance on

her paft.3s

A review of the articles published between 1905 and 1930 turned up no official

pronouncement by the editor or nursing leadership on the ills or benefits of midwifery.

Nonetheless, the fact that CN allowed itself to serve as a platform for opponents suggests

tlre position of the rnagazine.

3t Mary Ard MacKenzie, "The Midwife Question," CNXiII, I (Jan., 191.7),729.

38 "Nurses' Comrnittee of the National Council of Women," CN,XIII,7 (July, I9l7), 436.
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In her study of Mary Breckinridge's Frontier Nursing Service (FNS), Nancy

Schrorn Dye concludes that the American nurse felt little sense of sisterhood with tlie

Southern midwives who operated in the Service's region.3e However, the Service

practitioners did not approach the midwife tradition with hostility. Part of the program's

sltccess, argues Dye, was attributable to Breckinridge's insistence that the midwives be

treated cordially and offered any requested assistance. Gradually, women came to tmst

the nursing service and called upon FSN nurses rather than midwives.a0 Nurses

supplanted the position of lnidwives by relying on the dissemination of information

through the community, rather than aggressive education campaigns that denounced the

evils of midwifery. Perhaps, like their colleagues in the medical profession, the perceivecl

'old world' nature of midwifery did not rnerit a flurry of professional attention. Both

professions simply failed to support the developrnent of midwifery training in Canada

and the importation of trained British midwives.ar

The motivating factor behind nursing's attitude was related to the profession's

attempt to carve a niche for itself in the meclicalizecl realm. In a 1928 article advocating a

course in obstetrics for student nurses, Frances Reed argued that there "was a great need

for sound knowledge of obstetrics owing to the peculiar urgency for efficient medical

care of the woman in normal labour or suffering from any of the serious cornplications of

tn Dy", "Mary Breckinridge," 332.

uo Dy", "Mary Breckinridge," 334-35.

ar McPlrerson, Bedside MatÍers, 60.
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pregnancy."a2 Reed's answer was to provide nurses with adequate obstetrical training to

erlsure their ability to care for parturient women. The proposed course inclucled lectures

on pre-natal examination and the physiology of pregnarlcy. Sirnilar to the structure of the

instruction provided to medical students, the lectures also addressed the pathology of all

stages, from pregnancy and labour to puerperium. Of course, instruction was also to be

delivered on the 'nursing' role, including care of infants after birth, labour room routine

and ante-natal care.a3 The issue of midwives or providing midwifery training to nurses

was not suggested outright, rather a more comprehensive course in obstetrics was

outlined that was as comprehensive as one provided to medical students. The question of

midwives was subsumed by a perceived professional jurisdiction that offered nurses a

position at the bedside of cliildbirth cases in the absence of physicians,

In 1923, addressing the issue of mateural care in Ontario, registered nurse

Margaret Duff,reld outlined the comprehensive role of the nurse in childbirth attenclauce.

In addition to adequate obstetrical and nursing care, childbirth nurses were expected to

provide:

i. Close supervision and instruction during the prenatal period.

2. Sufficient liospital accommodation for all not having good home
conditions.

3. Domestic aid before, during, and after the bifth, if at home.

4. Financial aid for those in poor circumstances.
5. Accurate notification of births and still-births.

a2 Frances Reed, "A Course of Obstetrics for Student Nurses," CN 24,2 (Feb., 1928), 82.

a3 Reed, "A Course of Obstetrics," 83.
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To Duffield, nursing care was perceived as a comprehensive package that addressed the

social, as well as physical, needs of the patient. Unlike physicians, who addressed the

pathological aspects of childbirth, nurses infiltrated the lives of rnothers and farnilies;

nurses shared the responsibility with mothers of caring and nurturing. Not only were

tlurses responsible for providing dornestic aid, it was expected that they would find

financial aid where necessary. In many ways, the nurses acted as surrogate mothers fol

the family, providing when a mother was unable because of confinement.

Nurses were perceived as ideal care-givers for parturient women. It was expected

that they would naturally share the same concerns and desires with the mothers for whorn

they provided care. In writing about her attendance on a newly confined patient,

Victorian Order rlurse, Isabel McMann, delnonstrated the maternal tone expected of

female care-givers:

[T]his is one of the joys of the Victorian Order, to be able to give to tl'ris
new little Canadian care in his first perilous days, guidance around the
danger slioals of his first year, and later on as his friend, to teach him
through his growing years habits of health that will send him out into the
world sound in body and mind to take up the responsibilities developing
upon every good Canadian citizen.aa

The same standards that guided motherhood were being placed upon nursing.

The emphasis on the nufturing role of nurses in public health ideology had the

secondary effect of minimizing the medical role of the nurse. The emphasis in public

health nursing was placed increasingly on educational campaigns and the benefits of pre-

aa Isabel McMann, "A Day with the V.O.N.", Public Health Journal,13, 9 (Sept.,1922).
420.
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natal care, rather than bedside attendance. Public healtli and district nurses were required

to direct welfare clinics, mothercraft classes, young mothers leagues and baby clinics.a5

Commenting on the necessary skills of public health nurses in Manitoba to the Canadian

Nurses Association in 1918, Elizabeth Russell noted:

Our success as Public Health Nurses will depend uporl our intelligence and

skill, our love and understanding of cliildren, our courage that will
overcome difficulties, our tact and sympathy for the feelings and

peculiarities of those among whom we work, aud those less fortunate than

ourselves. Our sense of humor that will relieve the commonplace, and the

spirit of service that gives, expecting little in return. In addition to the

viftues, tlie Public Health Nurse must possess teaching qualitied, for her

mission is to preach the Gospel of Healtl'r at all times and in all places.a6

While Russell went on to liighliglit the irnportance of knowing about hygiene and

infectious disease, slie did not mention a need for scientific training. Rather, the

emphasis was placed squarely on the nurturing ability of nurses.

Articles relating to maternity and obstetric care reflected expectations that a

plrysician should be the primary attendant during labour itself. A 1907 article on hotne

obstetrical nursing by Gertrude Breslin instructed nurses to "delay delivery until the

arrival of the physician."aT Breslin went on to identify the dangers in the afterbirth

period, infant asphyxiation and post-parturn haemorrhaging, without discussing the actual

process of labour or care of the mother; under the assumption perhaps that the doctor

a5 See Meryn Stuart, "ldeology and Experience: Public Health Nursing and the Ontario

Rural Child Welfare Project, 1920-25," CBMH,6 (1989), 111-131.

a6 Russell, "Public Health Nursing in Manitob a," !289.

a7 Breslin, "Obstetrical Nursing," 194.
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would be tending to the labour. Nursing articles deferred to the authority of the physician

with regards to confinement. "When a nurse finds upon her first visit to a patient that she

has engaged a physician to attend her at the tirne of confinement and is under his

supervision," wrote Toronto nurse Jessie M. Wood, "she gives no advice unless at request

of the physician,"48 The message was clear in its absence - nurses were relegated to a

"maternal" role themselves and excluded from the rnedicalized aspects of childbirth care.

From its inception as a professional group, nursing was plagued by a conflict

between scientific professionalism and domesticity. The earliest roles accorded uurses in

a sick room were based on the care-giving nature of femininity; as the primary caregivers

within the farnily, women were believed to have a natural affinity for nursing.4e "Tlteir'

role was and often continues to be perceived by other health professionals . . .prirnarily as

a nurturant role suited to females and rnothering."to Further inliibiting the role of wotnett

in nursing was the delicate irnage accorded them by moderu medicine. According to

medical theory of the period, "the female nervous system was finer, 'tnore irritable',

prone to overstimulation and resulting exhaustion."5r The delicate irnage of femininity

a8 Jessie M. Wood, "How the Need of Maternal Care is Being Met in Toronto," CN 2I
(Aug., 1925),418.

ae Clrarles Rosenberg, The Care of Strangers; The Rise of Anrericct's Hospital Systent.

New York: Basic Books, 1987,217.

s0 Barbara Keddy, Kelly Acker, Dianne Hetneon, Donna MacDonald, Anne Mclntyre,
Thayne Smith, Brenda Vokey, "Nurses' Work World: Scientific or "Womanly
Ministering?" Resout'ces for Fenùnist Research, 16, 4 (1987),37 .

5r Carroll Smith Rosenberg and Charles Rosenberg, "The Female Animal: Medical and

Biological Views of Women and Her Role in Nineteenth-Century America," ,Iotrrnal of
Anterican History, 60 (Sept., I973), 333.
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did not necessarily hannonize with the often demancling, aud very physical, labour

required of nurses, As Kathryn McPherson has argued, the irnage of femininity often

contradicted the fact that nurses were required to acquire intimate knowledge of the

bodies of strangers.52 This remained an inherent contradiction with which nursing

leadership struggled to achieve an appropriate balance.

In the case of obstetrics, the gender issue was reinforced due to the association of

childbirth with mothercraft. Nurses acted as a bridge betweeu medicine and tradition by

rnaintaining fernale attendance at the bedside, but re-colouring instruction in the light of

accepted scientifìc authority. The tasks performed by nurses under a doctor's supervision

- such as bathing the patient - were seen as appropriate to the nature of fernininity.

However, the more medicalized tasks - such as providing medication - also were couchecl

beneath the cloak of care-giving, rather than the art of healing. As some nursing scholars

have argued, if these "treatment approaches had been used by male physicians in the

hospital . . . tliey would probably have been consiclered to have been appropriately

scientific for the era."53 A comparison of two articles on obstetlical nursing gives

evidence to this dichotomy in nursing work. Speaking before the Alumnae Association

of Toronto General Hospital about obstetrical nursing at the Burnside Hospital in

Toronto, W.M. Brefion employed technical language with reference to nursing duties

surrounding confinement in an institution. In describing care of the perineal stitches after

52 McPherson, Bedside Malters,35.

53 Keddy et al., "Nurses' Work World," 38.
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the birth, Brerton maintained a clinical tone: "Where the patient has perineal stitches we

dry them carefully after the usual flushing and pack them carefully around with sterile

absorbent cotton and place the bichloride pad forward over the vaginal orifice."5a In

juxtaposition, the tone adopted by Gertrude Breslin in regards to home nursing care was

more relaxed and even evoked a literary reference: "The care of perineal stitches will add

something more to the nurse's work after parturition, and special care should be exercised

in cleansing the parts when dressings are changed. The treatment of neglected lacerations

of the perineum is, as Mr. Rudyard Kipling would say "another story."55 While it is

possible to ascribe the different language to the literary style of the authors, the

comparison provides evidence that typical nursing duties could be perceived in either a

clinical or a domestic light.

Nursing duties straddled a very thin border between female dornesticity and male

science. Despite the existence of degree programs and nursing schools, they were seen as

being less specialized than medical duties. The boundary between medical and dornestic

tasks was especially blurred in rural and under-serviced areas where nurses were far more

likely to accept domestic tasks due to the isolation of communities.56 F.C. Middleton,

frorn the Saskatchewan Bureau of Public Health, described tl-re conditions of pioneer

women giving birth on the prairies:

5a Brerton, "Obstetrical Nursing," 122

55 Breslin, "Obstetrical Nursing," 194.

5ó McPlrerson, Bedside Malters, 130-3 1.
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These women have practically taken their lives in their own hands in
going into those pioneering districts where rnedical help, nursing
assistance or hospital accommodation is possibly forty or fifty miles away.
Particularly is this true when there were no telephones, few neighbours,
nor roads, and oxen to travel by, or at best horses, instead of motor cars. It
takes no great imaginative mind to picture a wom.an in labour (possibly
with abnormal presentation) living in a mud or log shack, rniles from any
trained help, and very probably not even within reasonable distance of a
neighbour woman.57

Outlining suggestions for the problem of under-serviced rural areas, Middleton

recommended home nursing courses. The Saskatchewan Public Health Bureau arranged

for two lturses, specially trained as instructors, to visit rural comrnunities offering a short

course in "Practical Home Nursing" to local wornen. The course consisted "of lectures,

on the care of the sick, diet, etc.; and practical clernonstrations (on taking temperature,

taking the pulse, bathing the patient, rnoving the patient, giving an alcohol rub, making

and applying poultices and stupes, the use of the enema, and bed making)."58 Although

no obstetrical training was provided, the final day of the course was a child welfare

exliibit whicli included "a good set of illustration cards, proper clothing for the child,

proper feeding bottle, nipples, etc, Public health literature, pamphlets on the infections

diseases and a booklet specially prepared by the bureau on the "baby" are distributed."5e

Public health officials would likely never have suggested that physicians offer training

collrses for rural inhabitants. However, those duties associated with nursing represented a

57 F.C. Middleton, "The Nursing Medical and Hospital Problem in the Rural 'West,"

Public Health Jom'nal,l0, 7 (July, l9l9),298.

58 Middleton, "The Nursing Medical and Hospital Problem," 300-301

5e Middleton, "The Nursing Medical and Hospital Problem," 301
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different level of expertise tliat was not necessarily limited to those who attended training

schools.

Reinforcing the less specialized commodity offered by nurses was the way in

which physicians and nurses approached interaction with patients and developed the

relationship. In a previous chapter, it was argued that physicians maintained an

authoritative position over women, and often manipulated the relationship to ensure

necessary compliance with medical directives. As historian Wendy Mitchinson has

shown, in a patient-physician relationship, authority and paternalism were the central

components.60 Nurses, however, could not rely on any perceived authority and thus had

to relate to their patients through other means. Nursing leadersliip often stressed tact aucl

decorum when dealing with the modesty of mothers: "The approach to the home, and

securing the interest of the prospective mother, are perhaps the most difficult problens

we have to cope with," wrote one nurse.6r Practitioners were therefore encouraged to

make use of their comrnonalities as worren, rather than depend on their educational or

authoritative upper-hand: "Once having gained their confìdence through association with

and interest in the toddlers of the family, we are told tlie secret of the soon-to-be-expected

brother or sister."62 Nurses were further warned to be "careftrl not to injure the patient's

feelings by bluntly opening the subject fof pregnancy]." It was far better to "get

ó0 Mitclrinson, Wendy, The Natw'e of Their Bodies: l4/onten and Theit' Doctors in
Victorian Canada. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991, Clip. 1.

6r Harris, "Pre-Natal Education in the Home," Canadian Nurse,20 (June, 1924),33g.

62 Harris, "Pre-Natal Education in the Horne," 339.
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acquainted on a fi'iendly basis, such as interest many, or other members of the

household."63 Of particular note in the above quotes was the language used when

describing the development of the nurse-patient relationship. Unlike rnedical journals,

nursing articles referred to "friendly" interaction, finding common "interests" and sirnply

"getting acquainted". The terms used to describe the nurse-patient relationship were

directly associated with the gender commonality between nurses and mothers. The tone

of the interaction was based on their association as woûìen, rather than that of health care

provider to recipient.

The gendered association, while admitting tl're legitimacy of nurses, ultimately

served to undermine the solidification of the nursing profession. Medicine

professionalised by relying on the dictates of scientific authority; nursing, though it

sought to link itself to the scientific revolutioll, was lield back by its "nurturing" chal'acter

which seemed to contradict the empirical coldness of science.6a Fighting to achieve

recognized status, nurses had to address the elements of their professional identity tliat

seemed to contradict the nature of professional organizations: "Obedience and conformity

to ideals of respectable middle-class womanhood did nothing to protect student nurses

from becoming the exploited drudges of an expanding hospital system nor graduates frorn

ó3 Harris, "Pre-Natal Education in the Horne," 340,

6o For a discussion of the association between science and rnedicine, see Cliarles
Rosenberg, No Other Gods: On Science and Social Thought. Baltirnore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1976, Cltp. l.
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becorning insecure and ill-paid wage-earners in Canada."65 The very characteristic that

brought nurses into the rnedical realm limited their movements as health care providers.

This message was underscored in nursing literature relating to obstetrical care

which repeatedly stressed the limits placed upon nursing. "As in all other health work,"

wrote Ethel Cryderman, "we naturally look to the medical profession for leadership."66

Jessie Woods, a registered nurse in Toronto's Departrnent of Public Health, warned

readers of Cllnot to step beyond the boundaries of their professional abilities: "Adequate

medical supervision by tlie private physician is, in our opinion, more satisfactory."6T

Self-deprecation in the face of medical authority imrnediately limited the role any nurse

could adopt at the bedside of a parturient woman irrespective of the pre-uatal work

performed and the closel association of mother and uurse.

While many nursing professionals clung to the ideology that nurses provided a

dual role - preventative and curative - outside of the hospital, nurses were limited

theoretically to pre-natal care.68 The gendered limitations placed on nurses in relation to

maternity care led to a very narrowly defined role that relied on public health instruction

as a definitive course. The capacity of the nurse in relation to maternity care was "to

provide against the dangers of pregnancy and childbirth, and to keep the prospective

65 Veronica Strong-Boag, "Making a Difference: The History of Canada's Nurses,"

CBMH,8, 2 (1991),237.

66 Cryderman, "Pre-Natal Work," 536.

67 Jessie M. Woods, "How the Need of Matemal Care is Being Met in Toronto," 418.

68 Etlrel Greenwood, "What Our Pre-natal Work Should Be," C{ 24,7 (Ju|y,1928),364.
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mother in good physical and nervous condition in order that her chilcl rnay develop

nonnally."6e

It is at tliis point where professional perceptions and reality become somewhat

ambiguous. While the literature reinforced the authoritative role of physicians and

insisted on the presence of the doctor, nurses were often the only ones present at the time

of confinement. Patients could not afford the expense of a physician and families did not

necessarily see the need to call a doctor because of labour. Further, some families would

be at a greater distance from medical attendance, and would not wish to incur the expense

of bringing out the doctor. Economical and geographic conditions would have greater

bearing on the choice of birth attendant than supposed scientific evidence. Thus while

the literature limited the role of the nurse, it was also forced to advocate increased

training for nurses in obstetrical care. The reality was such that nurses found themselves

as the only birth attendant present at the tirne of birth, and the joumals needed to lespond

to the queries and concerns raised by nurses.

The perceived characteristics of nursing professionalism were heavily influenced

by the methods of care adopted by nurses in relation to their patients and the community.

Unlike their physician counterparts, nursing's interaction with the population extended

beyond hospitals and medical offices. Public health initiatives introduced nurses into

private homes, schools and community organizations.T0 Occupying the border between

6e Cryderman, "Pre-Natal Work," 536.

70 Strong-Boag, "Making a Difference," 243.
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science and motherhood, nurses were admitted into homes as care-givers who just

happened to carry medical bags. Further, among the working-classes, nurses were sirnply

more accessible. The high cost of physician attendance would have deterred most from

seeking out medical care.

Their role as front-line health reformers linked nurses more directly with political

activism and social reform than the more cautious medical profession. While doctors

were often leaders of the public health rnovement, it was nurses who adopted the

principles of public health into community programs. Higher profiles as health

reforrners, and the gendered nature of the movement, pulled many nursing leaders into

the political forurn. "Unhappy with the social inequality, corruption, and inefficiency

they saw around them," Veronica Strong-Boag has argued, "rnany rlurses supported the

woman suffrage movement. They joined witli other progressive, largely middle-class

women to demand the franchise."Tl

Nursing's closer association with reform and political action further narrowed the

already fine line that distinguished the profession as a scientific pursuit. The principles of

rnaternal ferninisrn which motivated the early twentieth century suff,rage advocates

coincided well with the perceptions of nurses as extra-familial care-givers, reinforcing the

maternal nature of nursing. Evaluating the structure of pre-natal care, Ethel Crydennan

noted that support of the women's organizations was necessary in prornoting the work of

ante-natal nurses:

ir Strong-Boag, "Making a Difference," 243.
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If organizations such as Home and School Clubs, I.O.D.E. Chapters, Red

Cross Branches, Local Councils of Women, etc., would become vitally
interested in the question of pre-natal supervision, and the need for
maternal welfare work appeared frequently on their agenda and in the
columns of their offlrcial organs, then, and only then, would the intelest of
the general public be awakened.T2

In Cryderman's eyes, nurses operated in conjunction with women's reform rnovernents

and so tlre perceptions of these organizations coloured the character of nursing care.

The relationship between nursing and women's organizations was felt in the

broader nursing community as well. A primary example was to be found in the 1896

creation of the Victorian Order of Nurses (VON) for Canada by Lady Ishbel Aberdeen,

wife of Canada's govenlor-general. When Lady Abercleen participated in tlie 1 896

annual meeting of the National Council of Vy'omen (NCW), the membership passed a

resolution asking her to "found an order of nurses in Canada."73 Historian Veronica

Strong-Boag explored this relationship and concluded that:

Women's professions had a special role to perform in the creation of the
modern community. Nursing, social work, teaching, libraly science ancl

home economics, all helped to produce a more orderly, controllable and
productive society. These professions, by remaining identified with the
'feminine' traits of emotionalism, self-sacrifice, culture, nurture, and
spirituality helped make regimentation and supervision more palatable. . .

Male progressives were also attempting to create a more orderly
community but the feminine contribution was perhaps particularly lielpful
in lending the transformation some appearance of humanity.T4

72 Cryderman, "Pre-Natal Work," 539.

7r Cited from "A Century of Caring," www.von.calenglislr/history.htm, April 30,2000.

7a Veronica Strong-Boag, The Parliantent of IV'omen; The National Council of Women of
Canada, 1893-1929. Ottawa: National Museum of Canada,1976,422.
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As this chapter has shown, nursing was particularly well-suited to this role given its

connection to scientific authority and medical doctrine.

In their arguments in support of nursing care, childbirth attendance was a primary

issue for women's organizations. At the 1917 annual rneeting of the NCW, the

membership heard the report of the "Committee appointed by the President to investigate

the need of skilled maternity care for youllg mothers in the sparsely settled districts." The

report, publishecl in CN, argued for the need to ensure that maternity services, such as

those provided by the VON, were extended to all Canaclian women:

Cliild-bearing is a normal function, and theoretically it should not be

accompanied by danger or such dreadful suffering as has been depicted.

Thousands of women have not other care than they obtain from a kindly
neighbor or what assistance their husbands may be able to give; women
have themselves perforrned the necessary operation to complete the birth,
and many successful births are accomplislied in this way . . . It is often
irnpossible for the mothers to stay in bed the requisite number of clays.

They have sometimes the care for other little ones, make bread, etc. and

this frequently gives cause for serious consequerlces arising from
displacement. . . Rich and poor of whatever nationality, in the thinly
settled places of Canada, need rnore, better, and speedier medical and

nursing cate.Ts

The NCW and the nursing profession expressed sir-nilar concerns with respect to child-

bearing, and supported each other, as evidenced by the presence of NCW's annual reports

in the Canadian Nurse.

The association with maternal politics by nursing ante-natal advocates was likely

quite deliberate for social, and political, reasons. As historian Linda Gordon has shown,

75 Winnifred Tilley, "Report of the Committee appointed by the President to investigate
the need of skilled naternity care," C¡/, XIII, 7 (.Iuly, 1917), 430.
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the maternalism beliefs wielded by social reformers were part of a broader strategy. In

order to move within the male-dominated political agenda, without threatening rnale

control, female reform rhetoric needed to be couched in subordinated terms.76 Nurses

were in a similar position. In order to solidify their own professional stature, they needed

to operate within the male-dominated medical profession. This meant that their role at

the bedside of parturient women could not undermine that of the physician, whose

professional stature would have been equally unstable.

Tlie strong link with the family and community was reinforced by nursing's

approach to home care and childbirth attendance. "We not only believe it is the right of

every child to be well born," wrote Mrs. Hannir-rgton on the Victorian Order Nurse.

but we go further and believe it is the right of every child to be born in his
own house, in the bosom of his own family, as well as to be nursed at Ìris
own mother's breast - tliat the coming of a baby is a simple, natural
process, and not an elaborate surgical operation.TT

The image of hearth and home superseded the hospitals.

Why did nurses promote a closer association with community and family not

evidenced among physicians? Why would public health nurses, most often middle-class

Anglo-Canadians, promote home attendance lor working-class mothers when physicians

repeatedly questioned the practice? Nurses, like most of the medical community, applied

a double-standard to health care delivery based on class. In the case of middle-class

76 Linda Gordon, Pitied But Not EnrÌiled; Single Mothers and the History of 'UtelJare,

1890-1935. New York: The Free Press, 1994,55.

77 Mrs. Hannington, "Victorian Order 'Work," 
The Canadian Nurse 14, 17 G.Jov., 1918),

1492.
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patients, home births with a physician in attendance were perfectly acceptable. The need

for the nurse was not as apparent given a physician's attentions. The image, howeveL,

was not duplicated among the working-classes, who comprised a large portion of home

nursing patients, but who rarely employed the services of a doctor. Both professional

groups were motivated by the sources of their incomes rather than scientific theories of

medicine. While interested in accessing the homes of the rniddle-classes, nurses were

conscious of the role they played in working-class communities:

At present we reach only about one tenth of pregnant wornen, and the

majority are not from families where living conditions are normal. This
work is essential because undoubtedly it serves a purpose and keeps down
the deatli rate. But there is a great desire to be able to work also with the
keen young mother whose environment is normal.78

The nursing leadership was conscious of public health nursing's predeterrnined role as

care-gives to poorer urban and mral patients, and certainly interested in fulther

developing their professional reputations among'paying'patients. However, if all health

care, especially parturient care, moved into l-rospital, a large scope of nursing work r,vould

be extinguished.

The rnotivations in support of home births would have been partially self-serving.

As physicians had learned, childbirtli attendance had beneficial repercussions. The

advantages of home obstetrical attendance were recognized openly by the medical

profession in the early days of visiting nurse services. "[T]he medical man was usually

"tried out on the baby" before being admitted to the sacred precincts of the "family

78 Clyderman, "Pre-Natal Work," 539.
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physician.""Te In other words, if the rnother was satisfied with the attendance she received

during confinement, she would likely have relied on the same physician when her family

required medical attention. The introduction of public health nursing therefore was seen

by many physicians as a direct tlueat to their livelihood, interfering with initial contact

between family and physician. Nurses developed a similar rapport with their patients:

"After the nurse cared for the mother in childbirth . . . [t]he young and inexperienced

mother would turn to her in small alarms, and very soon she learned to come before the

clrild was born."80 Parturient care was a great way to drum up business. Nurses, seeking

to define their professional status, would have been favourable to continuing horne

attendance where patients were more directly under their care.

The scope of professional identity extended beyond defining the consumers of

nursing care. Kathryn McPherson has argued that nurses were neither professionals nor

working-class, but constituted their own definition of working-wonìen - one structured by

class and gender. They developed an organization model that would speak to the

"realities and diversity of their workplace experience."sr As a result, they developed

relationships with their patients and the communities they served whicl-r differed from

that of professional physicians. This relationship was even more pronounced in public

health nursing of parturient wornen, where nurses operated in the familiar realm of home

7e Richard Arthur Bolt," The Education of the Medical Student in his Relation to Child
Welfare," Public Health Journal 9, 7 (July, 1918), 303.

80 Hannington, "Victorian Order Work," 1412.

8r McPlrers on, Bedside Matters, l2-15.
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and farnily, rather than in a medicalized hospital environment. Home attendance blended

medical science and traditional care, parallelling the dichotorny of nursing

professionalism.

Ultimately, nursing care did not threaten the role of physiciar-rs. Rather, it

provided a sharper specialization for medicine by eliminating the nurturing aspects of

health care from the scope of physician services. The language used in CN did not

describe pregnancy as a pathological condition, despite such an emphasis in the CMAJ.

On the same token, unlike occasional references in the rnedical journal, CN did not

liighlight the naturalness of childbirth or appear concerned with too rnuch intervention on

the part of pliysicians. This attitude was in keeping witli the "doctor knows best"

philosophy that permeated nursing literature and education.

Julia Kinnear has argued that, as tlie 1920s progressed, nursing fell increasingly

under the jurisdiction of rnedicine as the leadership sought to establish a professional

identity. Perceiving a general apathy among nurses towards professionalizatior-t, "a

gradual shift in political alignments occurred in which the nursing leadership becarne

further distanced from the rank and file and rnore closely allied with the leadership of the

medical profession."s2 How much this shift influenced nursing involvement in obstetrical

care is difficult to deterrnine. However, it is evident that in the field of obstetrical care,

nursing literature increasingly promoted the educational role, as evidenced by the

82 Kinnear, "The Professionalization of Canadian Nursing," 155,
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predominance of pre-natal and post-natal care in nursing care, over that of bedside care at

the time of confinement.

The care provided parturient wonlen by nurses obviously differed fi'om that of

physicians. Gender and professional roles coloured the translation of medical dictums,

while hierarchical structures limited the position of nurses at the bedside. However,

nurses acted as an important link between medical professioualism and the working-class

community that contributed to a broad rnedicalization of childbirth. While few wolking-

class mothers would have interacted with medical professionals, home care nurses

brought the message of pre-natal care and medical attentions directly to the bedsides.

The community associations of the nurses allowed them to interact clirectly with

parturient womerl, a position not often accorded physicians who preferred to work arnoug

private patients or in hospital settings.

The patient load of public health and district nllrses would have likely been the

working-classes and the poor who were unable to afford the greater cost of rnedical

attendance. Physicians worked in a competitive atmosphere vying for patient dollars,

while nurses worked out of benevolent organizations or hospitals. Pliysicians would have

been far more involved in the cases of paying-patients and would have more than likely

provided their own ante-natal care. The distinctive class division of their respective

patients undoubtedly influenced the character of care provided.



Chapter Six

"All our friends and patients know us": Obstetrical Attendance through the
Margaret Scott Nursing Mission

In 1909, Mrs. M, an Italian immigrant who had been living in Winnipeg for three

years, filled-in an application for confinement attendance with the Margaret Scott Nursing

Mission fhereinafter MSNM].I Her husband, a labourer, hacl been out of work for

months, and with three other children to feed, the family was unable to pay anything for

midwifery care. So they turned to the Mission for assistance. On the day her labour pains

started, Mrs. M sent for the Margaret Scott nurse. Arriving in a crisp, clean uniform with

black bag in hand, the nurse immediately took charge of tlie household, stoking the fire

and clealing the birthing room of animals and observers. The nllrse made mother

comfoftable both physically ancl emotionally by attending to the needs of family

ntembers, iricluding preparing the necessary meals and attending to the other children.

When the hour of the birth approached, the nurse saw that the doctor was called and

prepared the birthing room as per the doctors directives. After the birth, the nurse

sponged tlie baby and offered Mrs. M instruction on the care and feeding of the new

arrival. A few days later, the nurse returned to check on mother arid baby and provide

any additional instruction.

Later that same year, Mrs. C, a Canadian woman originally from the maritimes,

also applied for confinement attendance with the Mission. However, her situation was

I The Provincial Archives of Manitoba has granted access to the f,rles of the Margaret
Scott Nursing Mission on the condition that the names of patients not be included in this
dissertation. Biographical details drawn from an ApplicaÍion.for Nu'sing Attendance and
Relief, Margaret Scott Nursing Mission collection lhereinafter MSNM], Provincial
Archives of Manitoba fhereinafter PAM], MG 10 B9, Box 7.
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quite different. Her husband, a driver for the local butcher, earned twelve dollars a week,

and the family had only one other child. Mrs C's file does not indicate the type of

assistance the nurse provided, but the family did offer a donation of three dollars to the

Mission.2

In total, Margaret Scott Nurses attended 367 births in 1909.3 The patient

applications associated with these cases offer a rare illustration of the socio-economic

backgrounds of those womeu who sought confinement attendance with a benevolent

nursing organization. Obviously, such a narrow sarnpling does not represent the total

patient-base of women seeking attendance in Manitoba. However, an analysis of the

material available does provide a valuable glimpse at the private lives of poor and

working-class urban wornen seeking health services outside an institutional setting.

Tliis chapter will examine the confinement attendance services provided by the

Margaret Scott Nursing Mission between 1905 and 19414. The previous chapter

illustrated that nursing professionals represented a distinctive approach to health care

delivery; one gerlerally characterized by gender expectations ancl the social confines of

early twentieth century society. Tlie MSNM was a clear example of nursing's gendered

form of health care delivery. The primary work of the Mission was health care delivery

2 Application.þr Nursing Attendance and Relief, MSNM, PAM MGl0 89, Box 7. The
applications were not available for years prior to 1909.

3 Total of 367 drawn from the Annual Re¡tort.þr 1909 of the Margaret Scoff Nursing
Mission, MSNM, PAM MGl0 89, Box 6. See Appendix 1 for number of births in
Manitoba from 1900 to 1940.

a These years span the period in which the MSNM was in existence. It opened in 1905

and operated until 1941, when it was incorporated into the Victorian Order of Nurses.
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to Winnipeg's working-class population. The organization, however, was well ar.vare of

its role as a benevolent organization. The work of the nurses was a mixture of health care

delivery in the homes of patients and catering to the specific socio-economic needs of the

community. The organization embodied the professional dictates of nursing

professionalism. Nurses, having gained admission to homes as all around care-givers,

carried the secular gospel of medicine to the bedside of patients.

With respect to childbirth cases, Mission nurses acted as a bridge between the

traditional fernale world of childbirth and that of medicalized obstetrical care. Medically

trained professionals, they brought into the homes of their working-class patients the

principles of their scientific training and the beliefs of their socio-economic class.

However, the reason they found thernselves at the bedside of partruient worrren was

equally related to theil status as female care-givers. The Mission came into existence on

the tide of female reform initiatives, and was granted funding and access to the homes of

patients based on a belief in the broadening of maternal care to society at large. In this

way, MSNM straddled the traditional ways of the community of women and modern

science.

As has been shown in previous chapters, a rich historiography of developrnents in

childbirth care is being cultivated in Canadian history circles.5 Recently, however, the

t 
Cyntlria R.Comacchio, "Nations are Made o.f BabÌes;" Saving Ontqrio's Mothers and

Children, 1900-1940. Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1993;Veronica
Strong-Boag and Kathryn McPherson, "The Confinement of Women: Childbirth ancl

Hospitalization in Vancouver, 1919-1939," in Veronica Strong-Boag and Gillian Creese,
eds., British Columbia Reconsidet'ed: Essays on Women. Vancouver: Press Gang
Publications,7992,l43-171; Katherine Arnup, Andrée Lévesque and Ruth Roach
Pierson, eds., Delivering Motherhood; Maternal ldeologies and Practices in the l9th and
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focus of many historians of medicine has shifted to the examination of female directed

health initiatives, such as nursing organizations, in order to identify the experiences of

women within health care programs. Historians have acknowledged that "wonlen health

care workers and their allies had a perspective on health care that differed fi'om the

rnainstream."6 A recent study of nursing in Canada has argued that "nurses occupied a

particular position, one simultaneously defined by class and by gender."7 Nursing

represented a relationship between health care attendant and patient which straddled

matemalism and scientific medicine. As a result, a study of nursing organizations

provides new insight into the role of r,vomen as patients and as health care providels,

particularly in relation to the gender segregated issue of childbirth.

The patient population cared for by tlie MSNM was representative of the

demographic character of Winnipeg in the early twentieth centuries. Patients carne from

diverse socio-economic backgrounds. I{owever, because of the Mission's lnandate and

location, most patients were working-class immigrants. Located in the 'North End', the

2}th Centtø'i¿s. Routledge: London, 1990; Cynthia Cornmachio Abeele, ""The Mothers
of the Last Must Suffer:" Child and Maternal Welfare in Rural and Outpost Ontario,
1918-1940," Ontario History 80 (1988): 183-210; Andrée Lévesque, "Mères ou
malades: les Québecoises de I'entre -deux-guerres vues par les medecins," Revue
d'histoire de l'Antérique française 38 (été, 1984): 29; Lesley Biggs, "The Response to
Maternal Mortality in Ontario, 1920-1940," unpublished M.Sc. thesis, University of
Toronto, 1983; Suzanne Buckley, "Ladies or Midwives? Efforts to Reduce Maternal
Mortality," in Linda Kealey, ed. A Not Unreasonable Claint: Iï/onten and Re/bnn in
Canada, 1880s-1920s. Toronto: Women's Press, 1979, I3I-49.

6 Dianne Dodd and Deborah Gorham, eds., Caring or Curing: Historical Perspectives

on Women and Healing Ìn Canada. Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 1994,2.

' Katlrryn McPherson , Bedside Matlers; The Transformation of Canadìan Nttrsing, I900-
1990. Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1996,9.
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socio-economic make-up of Mission patients was dominated by the r,vorking classes ancl

the poor who resided in the area.

The cultural make-up of Mission patients was also reflective of Winnipeg's

eclectic urban population in the early twentieth century. By 1911, the city's population

was predominantly either Canadian or British-born.t However, there remained a fairly

high nurnber of individuals who represented a vast cross-section of ethnic backgrounds.

Most of this non-British populatiorl was concentrated in the city's'North End'. While

tlrose of British heritage represented 73%o of the city's overall population, by 1916, British

descendants only represented 39Yo of the North End population.e

The standard of living for those 'North End' immigrants was often inadequate.

J.S. Woodsworth, in his role as a methodist clergyman concerned about social ancl

economic conditions prior to WWI, wrote of Winnipeg: "It is difficult to find au actual

working man's family budget which maintains a normal standard."ru The possibility of

promotion was severely lirnited and the social aid system in Winnipeg woefully

inadequate. Woodswofth remarked that:

[t]here was little chance of obtaining a foreman's positiorl, as foremarl's
jobs were limited, the advancement was through favor. Public affairs was

t 
See Chapter One.

t 
Alun Artibise, Winnipeg; A Sociat History of Urban Growth, 1874-1914. Montreal:

McGill-Queen's University Press, 791 5, 158-165.

10 Cited in Artibise , I|/innipeg: A Social HisÍory of Urban Grou,lh, Appendix 4,

312.
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largely in the hands of those looking for "graft". The church was not a
factor in the situation. It was supported by wealthy met1,r'

Further, the charity system in place rested on the principle of "worthy recipients" and thus

much of the effort went into determining whether an applicant was truly in need. In 1908,

the Associatecl Charities Board was establishecl in Winnipeg with the intention of

preventing overlapping of relief. In its l9l2 report, the Board outlined wliat it perceived

as the primary obstacle faced by relief agencies:

Unfortunately, the large rnajority of applications for relief are caused by
thriftlessness, rnismanagement, unemployrnent due to incompetence,
intemperance, immorality, desertion of the family and domestic quarrels.

In such cases the mere giving of relief tends rather to induce pauperism

than reduce poverty . . . [S]society must make sure that the giving of it
frelief] does not simply make it easier for the parents to shirk their
responsibilities or lead a clissolute life.r2

This principle of entitlement was not a uniquely Winnipeg phenomenon. As historian

Linda Gordon has argued, social reformers in the early twentieth century predicated their

assistance on rnoral reform. Thus, candidates for assistance needed to prescribe to the

appropriate model and conduct. In the case of single mothers in the welfare debates

examined by Gordon, the discourse moved away from the stigmatized unwed or deserted

mothers to the more rlorally acceptable widows.r3

The tenants of social welfare and reform, and the public voice accorded to women

under its name, were irnportant to the operation of the MSNM. In their study of the

tt Artibise, Winnipeg: A Social History, 3I3.

tt Cited in Artibise, Winnipeg: A Social Hístory,I88.

tt Linda Gordon, Pitied But Not Enrftled: Single Mothers and the History of lVelfare,

I 890-1 93 5. Toronto: Maxwell Macmillan Canada, 1994, 25-27.
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origi¡s of the welfare states of four countries, historians Seth Koven and Sonya Michel

deter¡ri¡ed that women were able to exert greater influence in the early stages of welfare

policy development, while the structures were still rudimentary, and the question of social

welfare still vascillated between the private and public spheres.ra Winnipeg, coping with

exploding demographics and immature health care structures at the turu of the century,

represented a community where women could step into the void not yet addressed by the

broader political structure. Stepping into this void, the female-dolninated Margaret Scott

Mission was able to carve a place for itself in Winnipeg society. More importautly, the

Missio¡ establishecl itself without tlueatening the male-dominated medical profession

seeking to lay claim to similar ground.

Named after its founder, the history of the Mission became part of Winnipeg

urban folklore. At the closing of the Mission in 7943, a newspaper eulogy revealed the

community's familiarity with the Mission and its námesake:

The clop clop of a shaganappi pony's hoofs have died away fi'om Geo¡ge

street. The Margaret Scott Mission home at No. 99 is sold. The picture of
the white haired lady who started the Mission in 1905 and made her

nursing rounds with pony and trap has been taken down from the mantel

and stored away in a trunk.r5

Tlre organi zation whicli bore her narne was closely associated with the legend of Margaret

Scott. The history of the organization, however, was equally steeped in the traditions of

1a Seth Koven and Sonya Michel, "Womanly Duties: Maternalist Politics and the Origins

of Welfare States in France, Germany, Great Britain, and the United States, 1880-1920,"

American Historical Review,95, 4 (Oct., 1990): 1077.

tt Lillian Gibbons, "The Shaganappi Pony That Went Along George Street," Winmipeg

Tril:une, May 1 5,1943. Found in MSNM, PAM MG 10 89, Box 1.
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social welfare prominent in Canadian society at the turn of the century. Whiie Scott was

the centrepiece of the legend, the evolution of the Mission involved a comrnunity of

social reforrners, led by wolnen, whose class and cultural beliefs fuelled their benevolent

work.

On 28 July, 1855, Margaret Ruttan Boucher (1856-1931) was born into a wealthy

farnily in the town of Colburne, Ontario. At the age of twenty-two, she met aucl marriecl

William Hepburn Scott, a lawyer and member of the Ontario Legislature, and settled into

a predictable and respectable life as a rniddle-class wife. However, at the untimely death

of her husband in 1881 , Margaret Scott's life would adopt a radically different course,

earning her the moniker "the angel of poverty row." Widowed and in need of

employment to support herself, Scott obtained a clerical position with Midlancl Railways

in Peterborough, Ontario. Five years later, in 1886, she took up employtnent with the

Dominion Land Office in Winnipeg, Manitoba, where she met the Rev. C.C. Owen of

Holy Trinity Anglican Church.

Arriving only six years after the incolporation of Manitoba as a province, Scott

was struck by the plight of the immigrant poor in Winnipeg's North End, and volunteerecl

her services for the Reverend's relief work. By I 898, she had given up her position in the

Land Commissioner's Office in order to devote all her time to the work of the Winnipeg

Lodging and Coffee House, a hostel for the destitute and transient. She lived with Rev.

and Mrs. Owen and offered her services by visiting and counseling female prisouers ancl

helping them find employrrent and residence. Eventually, she moved into the Winnipeg

Lodging and Coffee House, a hostel for the destitute and transient. Despite her lack of
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nltrsing training, she began making "rounds" among the poor offering care to the sick.

Scott's work was financed by donations from wealthy patrons. Mr. E.H. Taylor, a local

businessman and long-time supporter of the Coffee l{ouse, became her strongest

benefactor when he offered to pay the salary of a trained nurse to assist Scott through the

winter months. Upon Taylor's death, the city agreed to assume the cost of a full-time

nurse, while Rev. C.W. Connor offered the funds for a second nurse.16

While Margaret Scott served as a "missionary" antong the poor of Wirinipeg, she

was not instrumental in securing funding for the founding of a formal mission. Rather, a

group of rniddle-class women, chaired by a close friend of Scott's, Mrs. A.M. Ftaser,

organized a meeting with prominent citizens and representatives from several of the city's

churclres on May 26,1904. The minutes of the proceedings illustratecl the social

assumptions the attendees made about the irnmigrant poor in Winnipeg at the turn of the

century, noting that the gathering was: "responding to an undercurrent movement towarcls

a closer relation between churches and the homes of the ignorant poor in congested and

unliealthy districts of the city."rt The objective, as outlined by the chairman of the

meeting, John S. Ewart, a prominent lawyer and political commentator, was to:

secure a house that will answer as a central home for nurses to which
application can be made, clothing and subscriptions sent, where benefits of
consultation and cooperation may be had, and where wolnen who have

tirne and ability to devote to such work, can get first hand experience, thus

r6 Biographical information compiled frorn article clippings held in the MSNM, PAM
MGl0 89, Box 2; and, Helena Macvicar, "Margaret Scott: A Tribute", circa. 1939,
MSNM, PAM MG l0 89, Box 2.

17 Board of Managentenl, Minutes of Proceedings, May 12, 1904. MSNM, PAM MG 10

89, Box 4.
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forming a band of nurses to supplernent the work of the regular district
tturse. ' 

t

On Novernber 12, 1904, a second meeting was held for the purpose of selecting an

advisory board, a board of directors and a board of management. At that meeting, it was

resolved that membership to the Mission would be "open to all upon payment of an

annual subscription fee of one dollar."le This fee, while relatively minor, would have

immediately lirnited the membership of the Missior-r, and therefore, restricted the pool of

eligible candidates to sit on the management boards. Only those with sotne form of

disposable income would have been able to pay in order to embark on charity work.

Consequently, it was likely that only middle and upper-class citizens were involved in the

adrninistration positions.

The administration of the mission, named at this meeting after Margaret Scott,

was coltlposed of a "Board of Directors, such Board to be composed of ar-r Advisory

Boarcl of ten gentlemen with power to acld to their nurnbers, and a Board of Management

of twenty-five ladies with power to the latter to add to their number."20 The

representatives of the rnedical community were three physicians, Drs. Blanchard, Jones

and Douglas, who sat on the Advisory Board. The gender division bgtween the two

boards was demonstrative of the gendered split in reform work. In her str,rdy of the

National Council of Women of Canada, historian Veronica Strong-Boag has identified

tt Cited in Macvicar,

'o Cited in Macvicar,

to Cited in Macvicar
2.

"Margaret Scott," 18

"Margaret Scott," 19.

"Margaret Scott," 19 For a list of individuals, see Appendix
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the segregated, but parallel, work of micldle-class citizens involed in community

leaclership and social structure reform:

Professional associations, business combines and church unions were the
male instruments of tliis transformation. The wornan's club movernent --
term erlcompassing feminine collectivities dealt with education, culture,
philantropy, reform, politics, professions and religion -- also providecl
many examples of the enlargement and formalization of cooperative
efforts.2r

The management of the MSNM represented this broader gendered division of social

reform and benevolent work. While both the Advisory Board (all male) and the Board of

Managers (all fernale) were involved in the organization of the Mission, including the

structuring of by-laws and purchasing of land,22 the day to day operation of the Mission

was left solely to non-medically trained rniddle-class women on the Board of

Management and the nurses who served on staff. In the Annual Reporl for 1905, the

officers and board of the Mission listed were all wornen. The staff was listed as Miss

Beveridge, the nursing superintendent, three other trained nurses, two final year nlìrses

frour the Winnipeg General Hospital, a housekeeper, and Mrs. Scott.2i

A consequence of the prevalence of rniddle-class women in the administration of

the Mission r,vas that the cultural and class biases of the organizers rooted themselves

into the treatment of poor and working-class patients. Historian Mariana Valverde has

2l Veronica Strong-Boag, The Parliantent of Wonten; The NatÌonal Cotmcil o.f Women of
Canada, 1893-1929. Ottawa:National Museulns of Canada, 1976,2.

22 MacVicar, "Margaret Scott," 19.

23 Annual Report.fot' 1905 of the Margcu"et Scolt Nursing Mission, 5-6, MSNM, PAM
MG10 89, Box 6.
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argued that the "language of missions and of purity work reflected pre-existing power

relations."2a In the case of the Mission, the nurse's role within the home r.vas not just as a

care-giver, but also as apurifier, elevating the poor through tnissiouary care. A

description of a typical home visit by a Mission nurse was laced with assumptions abottt

working-class families :

Here is a little shack in the Norlli End; you might almost pass it by without
noticing it, as it stands rnodestly back from the road, as if it was almost

ashamed to be seen. We knock on the door and go in. The room is full of
¡re1and children and steam. The little girl has been washing and the

darnp clothes liang all around. The men (father and sons), are out of work,
they say, as it is about 40 below and too cold for outdoor work. The

indoor work devolves on two little girls who cannot afford to be iclle. The

washing and cooking has to be done, the bread made (such as it is!) and

the baby cared for. We pass into the inner room where we find one of our

nurses busy bathing and clressing the baby and making the mother
comfortable for the day. The poor woman's eyes are sparkling as she

gazes at a bright colored quilt on her bed sent by the mission. She is

Polish and cannot speak English, except to say "Tank you, tank yott," but
her eyes show her pleasure. The baby, which had only been wrapped in
dirty cotton rags before, is now washed and dressed in pretty little baby

clothes which nurse has brought with her. The mother and chilclren look
on adrniringly.25

While not overlly critical of the living conditions of the farnily, the language used to

describe the situation was ladden with rneaning. Words such as 'ashamed', used to

describe the shack, were also reflective of the writer's assessment of the family. The tone

with reference to the men, who said they were out of work, juxtaposed against the image

of the little girls, who could not afford to be idle, hinted at the overall impressiou the

2' Marianna Valverde , The Age o.f Light, Soap, and Water: Moral Re.fornt in

English Canada, I 885- I 92 5. Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1991, 42.

25 Annz,tal Report.for 1907 of the MargareÍ Scott Ntrsing Mission,9. MSNM, PAM
MGl0 89, Box 6.
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writer had of the irnmigrant family, discreetly irnposing a value judgement. Ilowever, it

was the language which referred to the nurse that stood out from the above passage. In

comparison to the language used to describe tl're family, the nurse, and the items she

brought into the horne, were 'bright', 'washed' and 'pretty.' The Margaret Scott nurse

stood in contradiction to the squalor that bathed immigrant communities and families. As

tlie list in Appendix 2 suggests, the administrators who ran the Margaret Scott Mission

were middle-class British-Canadian, and thus fit very nicely into the model outlinecl by

historians of the reform movement. Their role as refortners was "a discourse as much

about class as about gender."26 Further, social reform itself was linked to the concept of

"maternal feminism" prominent among female reform organizations such as the WCTU

a¡d the YWCA.27 "ln confronting the working poor," concludes historian Christine

Stansell, "reformers created and redefined their own sense of themselves as social and

spiritual superiors capable of re-rnolding the city in their own itnage."28

As a nursing organization, however, the work of the MSNM was further bolstered

by the autholity of scientific theory, and nurses often assumed a superior and instructive

role in the homes of their patients. The language used by the nurses betrayecl class

26 Valverde , The Age of Light, Soap, and [ilater,32.

" For a discussion of "maternal feminism" in Canada and the role of middle-class wolnen

in social reform see Wayne Roberts, ""Rocking the Cradle for the World": The New
Wornan and Maternal Feminism, Toronto 1877-1914," inA Not Unreasonable Claint:

I4/omen and Refornt in Canada, 1880s-l920s,LindaKealey, ed. Toronto: The Women's

Press, l9l9,15-45; and Carol Lee Bacchi, Liberation Differed? The Ideas of English

Canadian Suffragists, IB77-1918. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1983.

28 Clrristine Stansell, City of Wonten; Sex and Cluss in New York, 1789-11960. Ciricago:

University of Chicago Press, 1987 , xä.
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attitLìcles predicated on their belief system. As a pupil nllrse, J.G. Morrison condernned

the cor-rditions of home nursing serive: "How can a case be conducted with such a state of

affairs existing? It seems to be a desecration of the term technique."2e Like her medical

brethren, the nurse ascribed to a strict 'technique', whose replication was seen as difficult

in the homes of patients.

The nurse's experience and training, therefore, offered her a position in the home

that broke the traditional gender roles. Because of her expeftise, she was allowed to

manage the situation. At times, this included the role of the husband: "First of all, friencl

husband's hitherto useless and often frantic energies are turned into a useful channel. Ile

is made a hewer of wood and carrier of water, also making himself indispendable in

giving general information re: the hiding place of different articles."30 Adrnittedly, the

man in question was not a professional of sirnilar social-class to the rlurse. Nonetheless,

in the home nursing scenario, a man acted as an assistant to a female professional -

turning the tables on many preconceived notions of gender roles.

The involvement of nurses in home cliildbirth attendance represented a bridge

between traditional birthing practices and the rnovernent towards physician-attended, and

r-rltimately hosptialized, birth experiences. As has been argued in the previous chapter,

the care accorded by nurses, while true to the premises of scientific theory, nonetheless,

represented the unique characteristics of women as primary care-givers in the family and

2e Annual Re¡tort.for I926 of the ï4/innipeg General Hospital,24. MSNM, PAM MG10
89, Box 6.

30 Annual Report.for 1926 of the l4/innipeg General Hospital,24. MSNM, PAM MG10
89, Box 6.
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community. Nurses in the early twentieth century, graduates of an educational system

firmly planted in the hospital environment and hierarchy, had been taught the importance

of scientific medicine and its procedures.'' They undoudtedly carried such training

techniques with thern into the homes of patients. However, nurses also provided a type of

extended care which was in keeping with their domestic roles as wornen. American

historian Karen Buhler-Wilkinson described the blend of clomesticity and scientific

training in nursing care:

Good nulsing care was thought to include keeping the ail in the room fresh
and wholesome, the patient, the patient's bed and sick room clear and
quiet, establishing regularity in the giving of nourishment and medicines,
skilled observation of the patient's condition, carefully recorded or
communicated to the doctor, and the taking of appropriate measures to
prevent the spreacl of contagious diseases.32

The containment of contagion spoke to a nurse's scientific training, while the care of the

room and feeding of the patient were similar to the role of any wol.nan in the home.

Historian Susan Reverby, in her study of Arlerican nursing, has referred to this dual

nature of nursing work as the "dilemma of professionalisrn."s3

A visit from a Margaret Scott nurse exemplified the dual nature of nursing work.

Many of the nurses, upon entering the homes of patients, assumed some of the domestic

chores which the incapacitated mother would be unable to perfolm effectively:

tl For a discussion, see previous chapter.

32 Karen Buliler-Wilkinson, False Dau,n; The Rise and Decline of Public Health Ntn'sing,
1900-1930. New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1989,28.

t' Susan Reverby, Ordered to Care; The DÌlentnta of Arnerican Nursing, 1850-1945.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987, l.
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When the neatly uniformed nurse arrives all is quickly changed. A bright
fire is soon blazing; the mother is made comfortable, aud the wee baby is
washed and dressed; warm food is prepared; the house is made tidy; tactful
suggestions are given as to better modes of management, while many
bright and encouraging words are spoken, elevating to higher things. . .

Wrerever the nurses go they give out their best energies, attending to the
sick, chopping wood, drawing water, lighting fires, cooking food, bathing
patients, dressing wounds.3a

While tlte nurse was present because of her training, her position was also firmly rooted

in her identity as a woman. Consequently, the duties she assumed were reflective of her'

domestic role in society. As historian Kathryn McPherson has argued, "nursing relied on

an image of feminine respectability to legitirnate nurses' presence in the health-care

system and their knowledge of the body."i5

In it interesting to note that by the end of 1905, the Boarcl of Directors at the

Mission had arranged for assistants to perform household chores while the nurses

attended the sick and provided instruction.3u In the Annual Report for 1905, it was noted

that the "assistants to the nurses shall do the chores in the homes of the sick. . . so that the

trained nurse's rnore valuable time may be dissipated. These helpers are, as a rule,

foreigners, thus being very useful among our cosrllopolitan population."iT This change

may have been reflective of the increased ntovement of nursing towards

3a Annual Report, i905, pp. 4-5. MSNM, PAM MG 10 89, Box 6.

" McPlrerson, Bedside Matters,76.

36 While this is mentioned in the 1905 Annual Report, no further mention is rnade and it is
not clear whether the assistants were staff or volunteers, or whether it was a response to
rlurses' dernands.

37 Annuul Report,1905, p. 5. MSNM, PAM MG10 89, Box 6.
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professionalization. Althougli writing about a later period in nursing history, McPherson

did note that the "introduction of subsidiary patient-care attendants. . . substantially

enhanced the professional standing of graduate nurses."i8

Nonetheless, the role of the Margaret Scott Nursing Mission was closely

associated with the feminine side of urban missionary work. Throughout its history, the

Mission made furtive atternpts to focus its services on straight nursing work. I{owever,

tlre socio-economic conditions of the areait serviced rendered the provision of nursing

services irnpractical without social service work. As one member of the Mission noted in

1929:

In the early days of the Mission a great deal of relief was dispensed as the
Social Welfare Association was not then in existence. Now only
emergency relief is given, needy cases being referred to the Social Welfare
Assoc. We still supply extra nourishrnent in cases of illness, also clothing,
when we have supplies on hand. We have a loan cupboard with sheets,

nigl-rt-dresses, etc. The Auxiliary keep up out sr-rpplies of these articles,
also making pneumonia jackets, infants and children's clothing, etc. as

required.3e

Despite its best intentions to provide uniquely nursing services, the Mission's history was

steeped in social welfare work.

The MSNM was strongly influenced by two broad developrnents in the evolution

of medical history: the public health movement and the professionalization of nursing.

Chapter I has already discussed the development of the public health movement, in

tt McPlrers on, Bedside Matters, 226.

te Document 1213, author unkrlown, MSNMC, PAM MG 10 89, Box 2.
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response to societal changes resulting from induslrialization and urbanization.a0 The

emphasis of the public health rnovernent encouraged goverrunellt management of private

health issues, creating an environment where the rhetoric of rniddle-class social refolmers

harmonized with that of medical professionals.o' As a result, the "authority of physicians

spill[ed] over its clinical boundaries into arenas or moral and political action for which

medical judgment [was] only partially relevant."a2 The focal points of public health

initiatives were the rnedical profession, and by the 1920s, the hospital.

Coir-rciding with developments in public health at the turn of the century was

nursing's fledgling attempt at professionalization and the establishment of modern

nlrrses' training.a3 In Manitoba, the training revolution, which centered arouncl moral aud

scientifc instruction, translated into the establishrnent of the Winnipeg General Flospital

School of Nursing in 1887. The Nursing School, located in the Winnipeg General

oo See the introduction to the 1965 re-publication of Chadwick's reporl. Eclwin Chadwick,
Reporï on the Sanitary Condition o.f the Labouring Population of Great Britain.
Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1965. Also Benjamin Ward Richardson, I/z¿

Health of Nations: A Review of the Works oJ'Edu,in Chadwick, volume I. London:
Dawsons of Pall Mall, 1965.

o' For a discussion of the discourse of the moral reform movernent, see Valverde, The Age
qf Light, Soap, and Water, 1991,47-49.

a2 Paul Starr, The Social Transforntation o.f Anterican Medicine. New York: Basic Books,
1982,4.

o3 For a fuller discussion of nurses' training, see previous chapter. Also see Judi Coburn,
""1 See and Am Silent": A Short History of Nursing in Otrtario," in Wonten at Work:
Ontario, 1850-1930, Janice Acton, Penny Goldsmith and Bonnie Shepard, ecls. Toronto:
Canadian Women's Educational Press, 197 4, 135-140.
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Hospital, proviclecl a steady stream of nurses into positions across the city, including the

Margaret Scott Mission.aa

Both public health intiatives and nurses' training had strong foundations in

institutional culture and hierarchy by the first decade of the twentieth century. The

previous chapter has already discussed the gendered hierarchical structures inherent in the

professional relationships between doctors and nurses, with nurses adopting a subservient

role to physicians. There were, however, other layers to institution culture, which

permeated health care de I ive ry or ganizations.

Canadian historian Kathryne McPherson has identifecl a central dicirotomy

between private and public patients. Private patients paid daily hospital charges and

physician fees in private or serniprivate rooms. As 'cnstorners', they had their choice of

physician and received the care and attention of the staff. "Standards of gentility were

more easily met on private wards wherein an npper-class domestic decor, cornplete with

silver flatr.vare and china dishes, was replicrled, and rvhere the patient/nurse l'atio was

substantially reduced."45 Public patients, on the other hand, paid little or nothing.

Consequently, they were treated in open wards with numerous other patients, and were

attended by the staff rnembers on duty.a6 If well enough, they would be expected to

contrinute to their own care, and that of those around them. Also, in teaching hospitals,

uo See McPherson, Bedside MatÍers,I49

at McPlrers on, Bedside Matters, Sl.

.- 
Kathryn McPherson, "Skilled Service and Women's Work: Canadian Nursing,

1920-1939." Ph.D. disseltation, Sirnon Fraser University, 1989, L73 .
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public ward patients could be subjected to exatnination by interns and medical stLtclents

receiving clinical training. The attitudes of nurses towards their patients would have

likely been coloured by the socio-economic background of the patients. MSNM nlrrses

reflected their own cultural biases which were reinforced thorough nurses' training

schools.

The public/private clistinction extended to the type of hospital and its objectives as

a health care institution. Public hospitals, the remenants of charity hospitals fi'om early in

the ninetheenth century, were governed by publicly elected boards as benevolent

institutions. Fnrther, as they relied heavily on government funds, public hospitals were

often subject to state demands. Private hospitals, on the other hand, while fewer in

number, were operated by independenl organizations and often fol profit.aT The socio-

economic status of the patient would likely have had a bearing on the duties perfolmed by

the nurse. Wealthier patients would have had a doctor to attend to all medical needs,

wliile the nurse r.vould have been there pi'irnarily as a care-giver. For those working in tlie

public hospitals and wards, and out in the homes of poor and working-class patients, the

doctor may not have even been present. The unrse's role, therefore, would encolrpass

more rnedical-type treatments, as in the case of home tnaternity care.

Nurses, increasingly trained in this institutional environment, often brought the

rigid hierarchical structure of hospital policies into the public health field. Margaret Scott

nurses, many of whom trained at the Winnipeg General Hospital, were no exception.

Upon its inception, the Mission recognized the notion that the hospital was a central

ot McPherson, "Skilled Service," 113-74.
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institution in health care delivery. "lt will, of course," noted the Attrutal Reporl in 1905,

"be borne in ¡ri¡d that this is auxilliary to established hospitals."as Throughout the

histor-y of the Mission, the nurses assutned servile roles in their relatior-rship with

physicians. While the Mission operated inclependently of any health care organizaTion,

many of the city's physicians attended MSNM cases free of charge. Almost all patients,

therefore, were accorcled a visit from a physician, many of whom held attending positions

at the V/innipeg General Hospital.ae The Mission's association with the hospital structure

was further reinforced, in June of 1905, when District Nursing was added to the

curriculum of the Winnipeg General Flospital School of Nursing. Arrangements were

macle for student nurses to receive practical training for two month peliods through the

MSNM.50 This association indicated that both the Mission and the hospital shared similar

views on nursing roles and expectations.

Nurses managed cases daily, but their role was always conditional. The 1938

nursing care standing orders, for exarnple, dtawn up by the Medical Advisory Comtnittee,

were "to be used only when there is no physician in attendance or when previous orders

have not been left by the attending physician, in which case they should be used only until

as Annual Report,1905, 5. MSNM, PAM MG10 89, Box 6.

on The Wimripeg General was the largest hospital in Winnipeg at this time.

50 Board of Managetnent, "Minutes of Monthly Meeting, June 10, 1905," MSNM, PAM

MG 10 89, Box 4.
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it has been possible to cornmunicate with the physician."5r Nursing practitioners

understood the hierarchical structure of the medical system.

Public health nurses, however, were in an environment outside the rigid hierarchy

of the hospital system. While they continued to ascribe to the social and class mores that

they had been taught in training schools, their involvement with the family and

community garned public health nurses a rrore autonomous working environment. Judi

Coburn, in an historical study of women at work in Ontario, noted of public health

nurses: "They are noteworthy because they were much rnore independent than hospital or

private nllrses and their responsibility was often to a community rather than a hierarchic

institution."52 The Board of Directors, for example, was not always amenable to the

requests of the Hospital. In August of 1907, the Board received a letter from a Dr.

McCahnan in the Department of Obstetrics at the Manitoba Meclical College (affiliatecl

with tlie'Winnipeg General) requesting that "arrangements be rnade providing that

stuclents of the final year be called to cases of confinement conducted by the Nurses of

their Mission."53 While the Board did not disrniss the request, the matter was put off for

seveLal months, ancl had not been clecided upon as late as December of 1907. Ultimateiy,

the Board accepted the hospital's request, but not without insisting tllat a comurittee

representing the Mission "meet the Doctors and consult with them on the subject, the

5r "standing Orders," Document 686. MSNM, PAM MG10 89, Box 1.

t2 Coburn, "'l See and Arn Silent"', 150.

t3 D.H. McCalman to the Board of Directors, MSNM, Aug. 9, 1907, MSNMC, PAM
MG10 89, Box 1.
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committee to act at once with the power to accept or reject."5a The committee, composed

of female members of the Boarcl was accorded the power to reject the proposal made by a

medical institution. The Board of Managernent never expressly voiced its concerns, but

in a letter to the Board following his original request, McCalman prornised that "students

should not personally attend or conduct any case presenting any diff,rculty whatsoever. . .

In all instrumental and complicated cases one [a doctor] of experience should be called

upon to do the work."55 Whether the Mission adrninistration, or its nurses, wete

concerned about the skills of students, and the potential danger, is not certain. However,

McCalman's letter, addressing solely this issue, indicated that it was of some itnportance

to the MSNM Boarcl.

The minutes of the MNSM Board meeting also point to an inconsistency in the

Mission's subservient attitude towards rnedical authorities. Expecting full cooperation

from the Mission, McCalman outlined nurses procedure for calling students to cases in a

letter written in October. The Board, however, had still not rnade a pronourlcernent on

the issue.56 The evidence is clear that the Board and nurses complied with physician

directives, but they were not necessarily operating on the same time-line, or with the same

inmediate expectations. Within the confìnes of the day-to-day activities of the Mission,

the Board and nurses maintained a degree of autonomy. The power structure farniliar to

5a Board of Management, "Minutes of Monthly and Annual Meetings," Novetnber 1 1,

1907, MSNM, PAM MG10 B9, Box 4.

5t Letters, Aug. 9, 1907, Sept . 72, 1907 , Oct. 10, 1907. MSNM, PAM MG10 89, Box I .

tu D.H. McCalman to the Board of Directors, MSNM, Oct. 10, 1907, MSNMC, PAM
MG10 89, Box 1.
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both doctors and nurses in the hospital setting, was not necessarily duplicated in welfale

organizations. According to historian Kathryn McPhersou: "The women who occupiecl

adrninistrative and nursing positions within private religious institutions and

organizaTions wielded administrative and medical authority which often surpassed that of

their peers in public, secular hospitals."st The issue of the medical students demonstrated

the power negotiations which occurred outside the hospital.

The funding fol the Mission was derived from a combination of public and private

sources. In addition to private donations, the Mission received $2000 frotn the City of

Winnipeg as contribution to a building fund, and $500 from the Province of Manitoba as

start-trp rnoney. The total budget for the first year of operatioll was 56753.27 .s8 The city

and province continued to provide significant funds to the Mission for its entire history.

Wliile the rnajority of funds were collected through patient fees or private clonatiou, the

MSNM, like public hopitals of the period, relied heavily on public funding (see Appendix

3). As a result of heavy state funding, some of the money was earmarked specifically for'

public health work identihed by the city. From July 1910 until September 7914, the city

provicled a grant to tl-re rnission uniquely to pay the salary of a nurse to carry out child

welfare work. When the city began providing district nurses for child welfare work, it

t7 McPherson, "Skilled Service," 20.

58 Annual Report,1906. MSNM, PAM MG 10 89, Box 6.
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continued the grant to the Mission to carry on work as a milk depot.5e Tl'ris is eviclence

that the work of the Mission was influenced by the requests of its largest contributor.

The Dorninion Governrnent also plovided some funds through the Department of

Immigration; Health service organizations could collect $1.00 for each immigrant

treated, if they could prove that the applicant was indeed a recent immigrant. in 1906,

federal monies totaled $291.89, but diminished to $178.49 by 1907. Because the burclen

of proof was placed on the Mission, the Department of hnrnigration often rejected

applicants based on the fact tliat the names did not appeaÍ on ship manifests.60

In the suûìûìer of 1905, the Mission moved from a temporary location on Pearl

Street to its perrnanent home on George Street. That same year an arrangetÌ1et1t was uracle

with the Winnipeg General Hospital wliereby two student nurses from the School of

Nursing served a public health training period with the Mission.6r While they wore the

uniform MSNM nurses were treated with respect and admiration. When offered a police

escort traveling through the more crime-ridden parts of the city, a mtrse responded: "I am

not afraid to go anywhere at any tirne in my nniform as all our friends and patients kuow

Lts."ó2 While undergoing a training period with the Mission, Mary Sheppard, a graduate

5e Board of Managenlent, "Monthly Meetings," December 10,1923. MSNM, PAM MG
10 89, Box 4.

uo "Memorandum for the Superintendent of Immigration, 1906," MSNM, PAM MG 10

89, Box 1.

6r Tlre number of student nurses was augmented to 5 in 1925, when the Children's
Hospital provicled 3 aclditional students in training. Dr. Ross Mitchell to Miss Bevericlge,

MSNM, July 30, 1925, MSNM, PAM MG10 89, Box 1.

62 Cited in McPherson, Bedside Matters, p. 181.
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of the Winnipeg General Training School, recalled being taunted by a drunken man one

late night on her walk to the streetcar after a case visit. Her only reply to the man, after

she had safely boarded the car, was to say firmly: "lf you don't respect me, you might

have respected the uniform."63

In its first year of operation, i905, the MSNM recorded 6937 visits. However,

each patient was accorded more than one visit, thus the number of patients was

significantly lower than the number of visits.ó4 The greatest nutnber of visits (1731) were

to obstetrical patients.6s The Mission cases were clescribed as:

the infinite number of cases that must otherwise go to hospitals, or else be

neglected - cases where a mother must remain, even in her anguish, to take

care of her home, or chronics where a daily call will tide the sufferer over

the day, or where the home or even the patient suppliecl solne n-l.easure of
self-help, when guided by the District Nurse.66

More cornplete statistics available for 191 2 also reveal that a greater proportion of

MSNM cases were women and childreri. Out of a total of 1330 patients, 686 were

63 See McPherson, Bedside Malters, 182 and McPherson's interview with Mary
Sheppard, Winnipeg General Hospital Nurses Alumni, 1987-1988, PAM C900-941.

u* The Annual Reports do not provide the number of patients until 1913. In that year,

there was a total of 13948 visits, but only 1496 patients, making an average of 9.3 visits

per patient. The ratio of visits per patient however would be highly variable since chronic

and obstetric patients would receive a grea|.er number of visits, while acute patients woulcl

more than likely receive fewer.

6t There was a severe typhoid epidemic in Wimripeg in 1904-05, so 1504 of the visits

were to typhoid patients. This was one of the reasons why many advocated the need for a

nursing mission anong the immigrant poor. By 1906, the number of typhoid visits

dropped to 757. Annual Report,1905. MSNM, PAM MG 10 89, Box 6'

66 Arutual Report,1905, 5. MSNM, PAM MG 10 89, Box 6.



female, 600 were children, and only 44 were male.67

cases invariably occupied a great deal of the Mission

30s

As shown in Chart I Obstetrical

's time and attention.

Chart I

Proportion ofObstetricalVisits atthe MSNM, 1918 to 1941*
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Until tlre 1930s, more than 20o/o of wrsing visits were related to obstetrical cases.

At a ti¡re when national attention was turned towards the maternal mortality rate,

tlre conditions faced by the working-class mothers were a cousistent topic in the Annual

ReporÍs. The nurses echoed the fears and concerns of working-class mothers. Writing in

1908, one of the Mission nurses rernalked of the plight of the poor mothers under her

care:
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children, ancl what should be an occasion for joy, too often is looked on as

a calamity, another mouth to be filled, another little piece of hurnanity to
be clothed, when there is already scanty enough measure for the family.68

Nurses, perhaps because of shared gendered experiences with the women they cared for,

acknowledged the financial strain that childbirth had ou the family. She sympathized

with the mother whose responsibility was to provide for the new arrival. Unlike their

medical colleagues, district and public health nurses seemed to display a better

understanding of the living conditions in working-class communities. Their jobs were

predicated on their ability to circumvent, or accomodate, the surrounclings in order to care

for the patient. With regard to confinement care, MSNM nurses recognized the limits of

poor mothers in preparing arrangements for the birth. Nonetheless, they upheld the

principles of their training whenever possible. As otre nurse noted:

The provision rnade by the mother in view of coming need is often of the

most inadequate description, and here the Mission steps in and does good

service, lending linen, and otherwise providing for those who would be

practically destitute of comfort at a time when they should have all
consideration that can be given. In other cases, however, where the utmost

thrift l-rad been practiced, nothing was lacking in the preparation made and

the little stranger who came, found warrn hearts ready to receive him, and

ample care for his comfort.óe

The expectation was that women should prepare for the births of their children, by

practicing the'upmost thrift', if necessary. However, the nurse's role deviated fi'om that

of a physician in instances where the mother was ill-prepared. The Missiou, in acldition to

68 Annual Report.for 1908 of the Margaret ScotÍ Nursing Mission, 10. MSNM, PAM MG
10 89, Box 6.

6e Annttal Reporl.for' 1908 o.f the Morgaret Scolt Nm'sing Mission, 10. MSNM, PAM MG
10 89, Box 6.
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providing nursing care, acted as a social welfare organization, providing linens, among

other necessities for the birth.

The typical maternity case attended by a Margaret Scott nurse was significantly

different from the routine they would have learned in tlieir training. Like physicians,

nurses were forced to adapt to the surrounding conditions.to However, unlike their

medical brethren, nurses did not advocate the removal of mother from the hotne.

Generally, they were more conciliatory to their surrouudings. A student nurse describecl

the sight of her first obstetrical case:

Nurse arrives, not preceded by the doctor, as is the case in the hospital.

Probably the only liglit in the tiny room is furnished by a srnall coal-oil

lamp, which burns waveringly and spasmodically, the patient lying on the

low, wide, sagging bed in the corner; the nearest telephone two blocks

away; absolutely no sterile dressings other than the few carried in the bac':

dear rne!

Household articles are founcl to make admitable substitutes in the absence

of the proper utensils; if mother has positively only one nightie ancl it is
essential to make a change, why, husband's best shirt is just the thing . . .

What a lesson in bedside nursing is learned! Such a contrast to hospital

routine.Tl

The tone of the llrlrse, dramatically different from the condemnation in the physician's

voice, was perhaps related to the fact that as a woman, and a trained professional, the

nurse felt a higher degree of confort in the home. The dornestic role would have been part

of her job, and therefore, the duties associated with this would not have jeopardized her

role as a professional. In describing a similar situation in 1924, the Anru'tal Report

to For a cliscussion of doctors' impression of home births, see chapter four.

7t Annttal Reporr.for 1926 of the Margaret Scott Nursing Mission,24. MSNM, PAM MG

10 89, Box 6.
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exclaimed:

Did you say, What a miserable place? How unhappy they must me! Oh
no, they are not unhappy. They have each other and the baby. . . Mere
things cannot make you huppy or unhappy. Contentment is needed, and

they are content yet full of ambition, and for their wonderful child they will
struggle, and will "make good," and in this "rnaking good" will become
good Canadian citizens.T2

The language focussed more on the ambitions of a missionary service - the MSNM's

second role - than a nursing organization. Not suprisingly, the use of moral reform

rhetoric infiltrated the Annuel Reports. The Board of Managers who wrote the report for

middle-class members, and potential donors, woulcl have used the language familiar to

their community. The issue of "Canadianizing" foreigners was colllrnon political rhetoric

among members of the middle-class who addressed social problems.T3

Margaret Scott nurses were also involved in pre-natal and post-partum visits.

Beginning in 7922, fhe Annt)al Reports listed the total number of pre-natal and follow up

visits. While these relnained a relatively small proportion of overall visits (0.5% to 3%o),

the 1928 addition to the regular statistics of the total number of visits to infants from

maternity cases, offered a clearer picture of the amount of tirne nurses spent ou cases

related to maternity.'o In 1928, for example, 234% of all visits were obstelrical,2.5Yo

were related to pre-natal or follow-up, and 239% were to maternity infants. The Anrutal

72 Anrutal Report.for 1924 of the Margaret ScotÍ Nursing Mission,20-21. MSNM, PAM
MG 10 89, Box 6.

t3 For a discussion, see Robert Craig Brown, and Ramsay Cook, Canada, I896-192I : A
Nation Transþrmed. Tolonto: McClelland and Stewaú, 1974,73.

to See Chart I.
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Reltort described the breadth of maternity work, and the instructive role played by the

nurse:

This work consists of following up the maternity cases that have been

attended to by our regular staff, as well as cases registered at the City Hall
that have been attended by midwives, On calling, the nurse examines the

infant and thus learns if the child be properly bathed, clothed and

nourished, and when necessary gives instructions and returns to see if they
have been properly carried out.75

The fact that the nurses involved themselves in midwifery cases was indicative of the

tolerance that the medical cornmunity exhibited towards miclwives.Tu It was a tolerance

muted by concern. Overall, the nurse's role in the post-natal period, howevet, rested on

teaching the mother how to mother - how to clothe, feed and bath her child. As is

denronstrated in Chart 1, the proportion of obstetrical cases increased steadily until 1923,

when over 40o/o of all visits were obstetrical. Subsequent to that year, however,

obstetrical cases declined consistently . While this decrease coincided with the iucrease

in hospitalized births, the MSNM was also coping with internal issues.

In 1935, the Mission had five graduate nurses and eight student nurses attending to

tlre needs of its patient population. By 1931, The Board of Managers appointed a

committee to review tl're work of the Mission, witli specif,rc emphasis on the staffing

situation:

7s Annual Report .for I9l 3 of the Margaret ScoÍt Nw'sing Mission, 4. MSNM, PAM MG
i0 89, Box 6.

tt'For a discussion of rnidwives, see J.T.H. Cottnor, ""Large[ Fish Here to Catch Here

Than Midwives": Midwifery arid the Medical Profession iu Nineteenth-Century Otttario,"
in Caring and Curing: Historical Perspectives on Wonten and HealÌng in Canada,
Dianne Dodd and Deborah Gorham, eds. Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 1994,104-
t34.
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Early in the year the Board became conscious of having outgrown its clress.

Changed social conditions in the city and a new counsciousness of the
requirements of a Public Health Nursing Service made the members

realize that some rcorganizafing was necessary. In January, nine members
of the Board were appointed to act with the Nursing Committee to act as

Chairman... It was deemed advisable to call in the Superintendent of
Nurses (acting) for the Winnipeg General Hospital, the Superintendent of
Nurses for the Children's Hospital, as from these two hospitals came our
student nurses, and the Executive Secretary for the Manitoba Association
of Registered Nurses, they to form a smal committee to go carefully into
the nursing situation and give the Board the benefit of their experience.Tt

The structural reorganization was likely a response to the criticism that the Mission had

more student nurses than experienced graduates working among patients. The long-time

practice of using student nurses would likely have undercut the cost of salaries for

graduate nurses, especially for a benevolent organization operating in a working-class

community in the 1930s. However, Katluyn McPherson has identified just such

economic issues as being a primary contributor to a professional crisis in the interwar

years.tt Doubt was raised as to the ability of student rlurses to adequtely perform without

supervision. Further, with nursing struggling to establish its legitimacy, the use of student

nurses rnay have undercut nurses' professional positions.

After the cornmittee was struck, the Mission replaced the entire nursing staff,

revised the organization and implemented a new system of record keeping.Te Obstetrical

cases were no longer recorded in the annual reports, rather, nurses listed their ante-

77 Anrutal Report.for 1937 of tlte Margaret Scott Nursing Mission,7. MSNM, PAM MG
10 89, Box 6.

t8 McPlrerson, Bedside Malters, 1 1 5-1 63.

7e Annual Report.for 1937 of the Margaret Scott Nursing Mission, T. MSNM, PAM MG
10 89, Box 6.
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partlìm, post-partum ancl n'ìaternity infant visits. Ultirnately, the committee recommencled

that the perruanent staff be increased by one to a total of six, and that the number of pupil

nurses be decreased to one.80 The nurses were also reminded of their role in tnedicai care.

While Mission nllrses continued to attend confinements (see Appendix 1), the physicians

advising the Mission reinforced their expected role in the confinement room. The

Obstetrical Standing Orders for nurses drawn up by the Medical Advisory Committee in

1938 effectively omitted all reference to the actual delivery, focussing only on the pre-

and post-natal care cluties.sl

Whetl'rer the Mission actually heeded the advice of the committee is clifhcult to

cletemrine. A report on the services of the Mission, written around 1941, outlinecl the use

of student nurses as a fundamental flaw in the Margaret Scott Mission:

O¡e of the present practices of the Margaret Scott Nursing Mission is to be

frankly condemned ancl that is its program of accepting for training five or

six student nurses... let us not forget that the primary objective of this

training or exposure should always be to provide an experience of true

educational value to the student nurse and not to obtain cheap service.

While doubtless not by intent, the result of the student nurse training
program at the Mission has been largely to obtain cheap service. That this

is true is fairly well substantiated by the figures for the nursing service.

The Victorian Order report for 1940 gives a total number of nursing visits

of I1,356. The Margaret Scott Nursing Mission reports 17,554 nursiug

visits. The Victorian Order has eight field nurses, the Margaret Scott

five.82

s0 Annttal Report.for 1937 of the Margaret Scott Nto'sing Mission, T. MSNM, PAM MG

10 89, Box 6.

s'lr4edical Advisory Committee, "standing Orders", MSNM, PAM MG 10 89, Box 1.

82 Author Unknown, "Report of the Margaret Scott Nursing Mission made in Dr. Buck's

Survey," circa.I94I. MSNM, PAM MG l0 89, Box 2.
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V/itlrin ayeat, the Mission would be incorporated into the Victoriau Order of Nurses

(voN).

The targets of the Mission's services during its tenure of operation, one nurse

stated, were t'the poorer imrnigrants and the foreign elemerlt."83 In 1914, arrangements

had been made with the Victorian Order of Nurses to ensure that the two organizations

did not duplicate services. The MSNM took on only those patients who rvere unable to

pay, wlrile the VON took those who were able to pay their lee of 25þ.84 Iu order to

receive nursing attendance, prospective patients filled out an application for service

(Appendix 4). Tlie information received allowed the Mission to compile a statistical

portrait of its patient population. This information was published in the annual repolts

beginning in 1909.85 That year 9984 visits were made lo ll92 patients. Of these, there

were 181 Canadians (15%), 289 English (24yo),48 Irish (4%),86 Scotch (7%), 17

Americans (I%), and 571 other (48o/o). Further, 622were classified as Protestant(52o/o),

418 Roman Catholic (35%),115 Jewish (10%), and37 unknown (3%). Female patients

represented 71o/o of recorded cases, while attendance of infants ancl sick kids representecl

29o/o of overall visits.86

8i Author unknown, "The Margaret Scott Nursing Mission from the standpoint of a nurse

of the Winnipeg General Hospital," handwritten manuscript. MSNM, PAM MG 10 89,
Box 2.

saAuthor Unknown, Document 1213, "Margaret Scott Nursing Mission." MSNM, PAM
MG10 89, Box 2.

85 Applications are only available for the years 1908 to 1912.

tu Of a total of 9984 visits ,2643 were classified as infants and sick l<ids. AnntLal Reporl,
1919. MSNMC, PAM MG 10 89, Box 6.
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I-low representative was the patient population of the MSNM of the overall

Winr-ripeg population? In order to make a preliminary comparison, data has beeu drawn

fi'onr the 1921, 793 1 and 1941 Census of Canada and the Annual Reports fi'om the

Mission for those same years.87 First, an examination of the gender breakdowus

demonstrate that the MSNM was used most often by women. As Table I indicates,

despite the fact that the city's overall population was more or less evenly split between

rnen and women in 1921 ar-rd 193 1 , the MSNM drew a much higher proportion of female

patients for both years. 'Women were the prirnary consumers of nursing care at the

Mission. The high proportion of visits accorded to maternity cases tlay have beeu one of

the reasons.

Table I

Gender Distribution, MSNM and Cify of Winnip eg,, 1921, 1931, l94l

Number of Male Number of Female Number of Males, Number of
Patients, MSNM

r92t 509

r5r9
N/A

r93 I

t94t

Patients, MSNM

t329

2430

N/A

Winnipeg

1 1563

109742

t42931

Females,
Winnipeg

72962

r 09043

147603

Source: Census of Canada, 1921 ,1931,1941 and Margaret Scott Nursing Mission Annttal Reports, 1921,

1931, 1941.

According to the censual material, Winnipeg citizens listing Canada as their place

of birth totalled 93854 in 1921. This represented over half of the city's population.

Statistics available through the Mission's Annual Report, however, were uruch more

st These years were chosen because of the coinciding of censal years with comparable

data available in the reports.
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reflective of the ethnic diversity of the North End. More than 53%o of the patients

attended by MSNM nurses rvere frorn countries other than the designated Englisir-

speaking nations of Canada, England, Scotland and Ireland (see Chart II). This

discrepancy can be attributed partially to the location of Mission, teetering on the eclge of

the North End. However, the Mission patient portfolio also demonstrates a socio-

economic division based on cultural and ethnic divisions in Winnipeg. Those in neecl of

Mission care were the poorest inhabitants of the city, and the high number of non-British

patients testifìed to the social composition of the city. The middle-class and better off

worki¡g-class people - those who could afford to pay something for nursing care - were

predomi¡a¡tly British-Canadian, while the working poor were pritlcipally foreign

immigrants. The statistical data demonstrate tl-rat the patient population at the Margaret

Scott Nursing Mission would have been predominantly irnmigrant wotnen. The

confrnement attendence provided by tlie Mission, therefore, offers a rare glimpse into the

childbirth experience of immigrant r.vomen in Canada.

Chart2

Ethnic Comparisotr Between the Patient Population at the

MSNM and the OverallWinnipeg Population, 1921

60%

40%

20Vo

0%
Canadian English Irish Scotch Other

¡ Proportion of MSNM Patient Population
g Popoltion of Total Wirrnipeg Population

Source: Covernment of Canada Census, 1921 , and MSNM Attttttal Reports, 1921 .
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Tlie Mission continued to draw a high proportion of irnmigrant patients in 1931.

However, the changing character of the city r,vas influencing the ethnicity of the North

End community. The Mission treated a higher proportion of Canadian-born patients,

reflecting tlie fact that immigration had slowed in the interwar period (see Cliart III).

Chart 3

Ethnic Comparisou between the Margaret Scott N ursing

Mission Population and the Population of W innipeg, 1931

57Yo

Canadian English lrish Scotch US Other

¡ Proportion o l lvl SNM Patient Population

6 Proportion of Total W innipeg Population

Soulce: Government of,Canada Census, 193 l, and Margaret Scott Nursing Mission Annual Reports, 1931.

During the interwar periocl, as denographers Roderic Beaujot and Kevin

McQuillan have demonstrated, "imrnigration did not make a striking impact ou the

country. The settlement pattern of the Prairies, involving high proportions with origins

otlrer tlran British or French, was established by I9I4 and the immigration of the two

following decades had little impact on settlement patterns in the country."88 As a result,

Winnipeg experienced a rise in the numbers of native-born citizens, as second generation

immigrant communities established families. The influence of the changing

88 Rocleric Beaujot and Kevin McQuillan, Grovtth and Dt)qlism: The Demographic
Development o.f Canadian Society. Toronto: Gage Publishing, 1982,94.

60%
5jYo

40%

30o/o

20%

t0%
0%
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demographics were felt among the North End population serviced by Mission nurses.

By 1941, the ethnic character of the MSNM patient population closely resembied

that of the overall Winnipeg populatiori. Iu fact, the MSNM population had a slightly

higher proportion of Canadian patients than were represented in the overall Winnipeg

population.tn The alteration of the patient portfolio was attributable the shift in the city's

population. The phenomenon of slowing imrnigratiou, already influencing the city in

1931, continued to shape the cultural characteristics of Winnipeg.

I-Iowever, the shift in treatment focus of the MSNM also likely contributed to the

slrifting cultural character of the patient portfolio. The 1937 reorganization which had

eliminated obstetrical cases, liad also reoriented the primary focus of Mission activities.

That year, chronic and long-term care patients represented the highest proportion of

nursing visits. Of a total 14787 visits, chronic care consum.ed 4012 (27%), while post-

parturn and newborn care accounted for 4254 (29%) visits.eO Previously, as has been

shown, the work of the Mission was steeped in maternity and infant care, iucorporating a

number of young, more mobile, families, into their patient load. The increasinging

number of chronic care cases may have resulted in a higher proportion of elderly patients.

The character of the nursing service liad undergone a fundamental change, and that had a

bearing on the patient base.

By the late 1930s, increased hospitalization and the decline of irnmigration into

Winnipeg had begun to alter the patient population of the MSNM. The Great Depression

8e See Appendix 5.

e0 Antnnl Report.for,/932. MSNM, PAM MG10 89, Box 6.
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had brought the reluctant federal government into the realm of health care. As historiau

David Naylor has shown, to federal politicians and bureaucrats, hospitals and physicians

were seen as the rnost efficient front line in health care delivery.n' In addition, the

population surrounding the Mission was becoming more homogeueously Canaclian-born

as immigration lagged, and first and second generation who were more exposed to, and

therefore accepting of, modern rnedicine. As a result, the Mission adoptecl more chronic

care cases, while most acute patients sought attendance in hospital. Home births

decreased and nurses were no longer required to provide pre-natal cate, a task assumed by

obstetricians as technologies advanced and promised safer deliveries. The 1942

incorporation of the Mission into the Victorian Order of Nurses showed the

transformation in health care delivery. The VON offered subsidized hotne nttlsitlg care iu

collaboration with local governments and medical insurance providers.

The Margaret Scott Nursing Mission represented a clear example of a medical

care delivery organization not only directed by wonren, but also attending to the needs of

wolllen in the community. Further, the statistics available for the Mission show that a

large portion of the uurses' case loacl consisted of obstetrical care, including childbirth

attendance in addition to pre- and post-natal home care.e' In keeping with the traditiolrs

of fe¡rale reformers prominent in turn of the century Canada, the MSNM represented a

e' For a discussion of the involvement of the federal government in health care delivery,

see David Naylor, Private Practice, Public Payntent; Canadisn Medicine and the Politics
o.f Heatth Insw'ance, 1911-1966. Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1986.

e2 Tlre earliest statistics available are for 1905 which shows a total of 1731 obstetrical

visits out of a total of 7000 visits for that year, representin g 25% of the overall worl< load.
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clear alternative to physician care for those who could not afford a doctor ol simply

escheu,ed the necessity.er As a social service organization, the Mission was typical of the

Victoria¡ health reform movement. It was administered by a group of middle-class

wolTìet1, with support from male professionals, and the values espoused by the

orga¡ization reflected the values of British-Canadia¡ culture.

The experiences of patients at the Mission, therefore, were representative of many

across Canada who sought out benevolent attendance during childbirth. First, while the

discourse which surrounded the Mission certainly had religious overtones, the MSNM clicl

not have direct affiliation with any specific cleuominational church. The mission

statement fir¡rly noted that the nursing organizatiott would not be specif,rcally connectecl

with any denomination in order to offer care to the many immigrants of various religious

backgrounds. The Society was interdenominational, ancl, as expressed in one of its

resolutions, co-operated "in its work with all Churches and Clergy of the City and

Benevolent Associations prosecuting like or similar charitable objects."ea

Second, the objectives of the Mission often paralleled those of settlement houses

such as the one pioneered by Jane Addarns in the United States.es The nurses boarded at

the Mission house in the heart of Winnipeg's Central Core, and they were encouraged to

e' For a discussion of the association between the f,irst wave of fetninism and health

refornr see Valverde, The Age o.f Light, Soap and í4/ater.

ea Annttal Report,1905, p.3. MSNMC, PAM MG 10 89, Box 6.

e'' For a discussion of the settlement movement and moral /health reform see Alleu Davis,

Sltectrheac{s.for Re.fornt; The Social Seltlentents and the Progressive Movement, 1890-

191¡¿. New York: Oxford University Press, 1967'
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make use of visits for instruction ancl education in addition to provicling the necessary

care. The nurses' presence in the community they served set them apart from health care

providers associated with medical institutions. They brought their institutional training

into the community, acting as a bridge between mothers and scientific rnedicine.ou They

also brought with them their middle-class mores and assumptions, which they often

imposed on their patients, despite the obvious economic and cultural gaps. The nurses

were youllg, single, middle-class and white; in clealing with the imtnigrant poor, they

often demonstrated class and cultural biases.eT

Third, while the Mission had connections with the n'redical community - through a

medical advisory board and an affiliation with the Winnipeg General Hospital, r,vhose

doctors attended MSNM cases free of charge - the Mission operated fairly autouomottsly.

Until 1937, most decisions were left up to the staff and the Board of Mar-ragers, all of

whom were women.et In other words, all administrative and medical decisions were left

in the hands of wonten, and readily accepted by the larger medical community.

Lastly, a large proportion of the cases attended by Mission nurses \,vere, in the

eu See Clrarlotte G. Borst., Catching Babies: The Professionalizalion of Childbirth, 1870-

1920. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1995, 118-126. Borst argues that

one of the reasons general rnedical men practicing within ethnic communities were

accepted was because they were members of that community, rather than outsiders

affiliated with a unknown institution.

nt For a discussion of the class conflict of niiddle-class reform organizations, see Stansell,

City of Women,especially ch.2.

ss Annual Report,1937,p.l1. MSNMC, PAM MG 10 89, Box 6. It should be notecl

however that the Mission often consulted physicians, and were subject to the same

hierarchy present in hospitals as described by McPherson, "Skilled Service," 260-62.
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early years, pafturient women in need of childbirlh attendance. The gendered nature of

the cases coloured traditional procedure and contributed to the extension of a community

of women, despite the adherence to a starched medicalized environment. The role of

nurses witliin the home often extended beyond strictly nursiug care, especially in

obstetrical cases. The home nursing program responded to the needs of poor women by

directly addressing the fears of their patients. In addition to fears of pain and potential

death when faced with childbirth, working-class women worried about the expense of

medical attendance and those associated with a new baby.ee Margaret Scott nurses not

only provided medical care, they assistecl r,vith household chores and often brought foocl

ol clothing for tlie children.

Operating for nearly forty years as a legitimate ar-rd respected health care

alternative to hospitalization in Winr-ripeg, the Margaret Scott Mission was perceived as

part of the traditional health care network. The Mission's associations with local

physicians and its teaching collaboration with the Winnipeg General Hospital

demonstrate its acceptance in the Winnipeg medical community. Bred in an age of social

reforrr, the Mission also conformed to the standards of the purity movement orchestrated

by middle-class reformers who sought to inject their values into poor, often irnmigrant,

communities. The Mission was an active, and desired, participaut in health care delivery

ee For a more complete discussion of fears associated with childbirth for lvorking-class
women, see Ellen Ross, Love and Toil: Motherhood in Outcast London, I 87 0- I 9 I L

New York: Oxford University Press, 1993, ch. 4.
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in one of Canada's largest metropolitan centers. Still, the Mission maintained its local

'Winnipeg characteristics due prirnarily to its large immigrant patient population ancl its

locally-based administrative body.

Despite tlie similarities between the MSNM and contemporary medical

organizations and social goals, the Mission had a perspective on health that differed from

the rnainstream. The gendered administrative board, staff and patient population createcl

an envirorunent that was predisposed to the needs of poor women, offering rnedical aud

personal attendance. As a nursing organization, the historical value of the Mission is

twofolcl: it provides insight into the scientific developments of health care delivery, while

furnishing a record of the experiences of women patients. Professionally, nursing was

only beginning to adopt scientific rationale ancl still clung to its gendered identity of

femininity and domesticity for legitimacy. Consequently, uurses maintained a counectiou

to the women they treated which affectecl procedure and the lnanagement of cases. For

most of their patients, Margaret Scott nurses would clean house, provide childcare or

cook meals in addition to medical nursing duties. In the home of patients, these nurses

had an extended role beyond that ofhealth care delivery - an approach that coloured

maternal care policy in early twentieth century Canada.
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Chapter 6, Appendix 1

Total Number of Births (1900-1941) and Stillbirths (1921-1940) in Manitoba, and Total Number of Births Attended by
Margaret Scott Nursing Mission Nurses

Year Births Stillbirths* Births Attended by Margaret Scott
Nurses**

I 900 6562

r 901 6561

1902 6819

r 903 7800

1904 8282

I 905 8908 65

I 906 9454

\90'l I 1032

r 908 I 1695 JJÒ

r 909 12255 367

1910 n72t

1911 13407

1912 14666 404

r9t3 t6424 459

1914 17449 288

t 9l5 17832 325

1916 t7645

1917 t4743

1918 t5317 258

1919 1509t 236

1920 18322 292

t921 I 8478 586 354

t922 11679 566 469

t923 16472 519 520

1924 15454 495

t925 14861 470 540* * *

1926 14661 416 578

1927 14147 472 s82

1928 14504 473 556

1929 r4236 533 539

I 930 1441 1 48t 461

193 1 14316 466 44s
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Year Births Stillbirths* Births Attended by Margaret Scott
Nu rses**

t932 t4124 385 395,& *< {< r:

I 933 r 3304 364 342*t:4<**

1934 t33l0 369 291

1935 13335 331

1936 I 2855 ) 1-t 218

1937 I 2888 345 t'76

193 8 13478 34"1 145

1939 1 3583 328 r08

1940 1477 1 356 101

* Data only available be.qinning in 1921

** Totals not provided for every year. Some

*** As of 1924, the Annual Reports refer to total number of obstetrical cases

'tt,** Statistics asain refer to total number of births. Thiq d.uiut.t tliglttl

i(**** This data comes from Clinical Reports ¿7r?úi S/d//s/lcs, MSCMC, PAM MG10 89, Box 2.

lource: MSNM Alrnual Repofts, pAM MG l0 89, Box 6; Vital Statistics Agency, Consunler and Corporate Affairs, Government

rf Manitoba. 1996.
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Chapter 6, Appendix 2

Members of the Original Board of Directors at Margaret Scott Nursing Mission,
1905

Advisory Board

Mr. W.F. Alloway
Mr. A.M. Nanton
Mr. G.F. Stephens
Mr. H.H. Smith
Mr. Thomas Robinsorr
Capt. Wm. Robinson
Dr. Blanchard
Dr. J.R. Jones

Dr. A.J. Douglas
The Mayor ex-officio

Executive
Mrs. E.M. Wood, Pres.

Mrs. J.V/. Tupper, 1st V.-P.
Mrs. Wrn. Wþte, 2nd V.-P.
Mrs. J.T. Gordon, 3rd V.-P.
Mrs. G.D. Minty, Secretary

Miss Vinney Riley, Asst. Secretary

Mrs. Fred Morse, Treasurer

Board of Directors

Mrs. Margaret Scott
Mrs. E.H. Taylor
Mrs. J.T. Gordon
Mrs. E.M. Wood

Mrs. Colin Carnpbell
Mrs. Wm. Robinson
Mrs. G.D. Minty
Mrs. Higginson
Mrs. Moody
Mrs. Fred Morse
Mrs. Todd
Mrs. Sugden
Mrs. T. Mayne Daly
Mrs. Oldfield
Mrs. F.J. Sharpe

Mrs. Stidston
Mrs. Haggart
Mrs. George Murray
Mrs. Fares

Mrs. J.H. Ashdown
Mrs. David Flemrning
Mrs. D.C. Cameron
Mrs. W..1. Tupper
Mrs. Manlius Bull
Mrs. Sanford Evans
Mrs. Bond
Mrs. Williarn
Mrs. Whyte
Mrs. J.S. Aikins
Miss Drurnmond
Miss Brunsterman
Miss Vinney Riley

Source: Helena McVicar, "Margaret Scott: A Tribute," circa. 1939, MSNMC,
PAM MG 10 89, Box 2.
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Public Funding Recieved

Chapter 6, Appendix 3

by the Margaret Scott Nursing Mission, 1905 to 1941

Year

I 905

r 906

1907

1 908

1909

1912

r 913

1914

l9 r5

191 8

1919

1920

1921

1922

1923

1925

1926

1927

1928

1929

I 930

193 I

1932

1934

1936

1937

1938

1939

1940

1941

Source:

Total($)

6753.27

7101.35

6395.22

6434.97

6241.59

7 624.11

95 85.86

8537.08

9217.97

8719.46

10697.99

11456.93

14023.7 5

t 4545.16

I 5552. I I

17285.72

I 80 r 0.48

21881.78

22106.74

16814.17

24218.98

25405.13

11882.24

15881.39

16297.25

r 3 140.3

t4257.73

t2941.86

13246.36

12526.14

City of
Winnipeg ($)

2000

2400

2400

2400

2400

1 600

3000

3000

3650

2400

3600

I 600

3600

3 600

3600

3600

3600

3600

3600

3600

3600

3600

4920

3',710

3600

3600

3600

3600

3600

Covernment of
Manitoba ($)

500

500

1 000

500

500

I 000

l 000

1 000

2000

I 500

r 500

I 500

I 500

r 500

I 500

t7 49.99

2250

I 500

I 500

I 500

I 500

I 500

750

6'15

675

67s

615

675

675

675

lmmigration
(s)

29t.89

178.49

121.99

133.5

112.5

190.5

13.5

39.7 5

Proportion of Public
Funds
. ao/) t70

45%

56%

47%

46%

JOYO

44%

49%

6lYo

44Vo

48%

21%

36%

35%

) JYO

31%

32%

23%

23%

30%

21%

20%

6%

35%

2'1%

33%

30%
.^6/
JJTO

32%

34%

Annual Reports o.f the Margaret Scott Nwsing Mission, 1905-1941 .

MSNMC, PAM MGIO 89, Box 6.
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Chapter 6, Appendix 4

Margaret Scott Nursing Mission

Application for Nursing, Attendance and Relief

Name........

Address.....

Nationality

Church......

Married or Single...

Number of Children ancl Respective Ages..

Occupation, Man.............Amount per Week, $.'........

Occupation, Wotnan...........Amount per Week, $

Nature and Duration of Sickness.....'.......'.

Property Owned or Rent Paid...........

Period of Residence in the City...........

Period of Residence in Canada................

How Assisted.............

Number of Visits....

Doctor Attending..

Source: Applications for Nursing Attendance and Relief, 1908-1912. MSNMC,
PAM MG 10 89, Box 7-10
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Ethnic Comparison Betrveen the Patient Population at the MSNM and the Overall Winnipeg
Population, l92l

Birth Place of
Winnipeg
Population

93854

28546

5784

I 4580

)OJ¿J

)Zl

Poportion of Total
Winnipeg Population

52A%

15.9Yo

3.2%

8.t%

203%

Ethnicity of Proportion of MSNM
MSNM Patients Patient Population

Canadian

English

I rish

Scotch

Other

Canadian

English

Irish

Scotch

US

Other

Canadian

Britislr

U.S.

European

Latins

Oriental

Others

315

476

66

201

1289

15.6%

19.8%

2.7%

8.4%

53.6%

Ethnic Compation betrveen the Margaret Scott Nursing Mission Population and the Population of
Winnipeg, l93l

Ethnicity of Proportion of MSNM Birth Place of Proportion of Total
MSNM Patient Population Winnipeg Population Winnipeg Population
Patients

1257 3l.8% 123634 56.5%

469 11.9% 26161 12.0%

109 2.8% 5741 2.6%

209 53% 14719 6.7%

99 25% 5902 2.1%

1806 45.7% 39531 18.1%

Ethnic Comparison betn,een the Margaret Scott Nursing Mission Population and the Population of
Winnipeg, l94l

Ethnicity of Proportion of MSNM
MSNM Patients Patient Population

I 139

204

17

280

J

3

t1

68j%
12.3%

|.0%

16.8%

02%

0.2%

1.0%

Birth Place of Poportion of Total
Winnipeg Winnipeg Population
Population

191989 66%

51914 18%

6160 2%

38919 13%

54 0.02%

83 r 0.3%

46 0.02%

Source: Governurent of Canada Census, 1 92 1, and MSNM Annual Reports, 1921, 1931, 1941 .



Conclusion

"Men and women are unequally affected by sex. The male is only male at times; the

female is a fernale all her life and can never forget her sex."

- Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Emile, or On Edttcation (I762)

By the end of the twentieth century, childbirth became a fully medicalized

process. As of the 1940s, more than half of registered Canadian births occurred in

hospital. Today, home births are rare, and at a minimum even they involve some contact

with an obstetrician during pregnancy. However, the transition of childbirth from the

private world of the mother to the public world of the physician was a lengthy and heavily

negotiated procedure. Physicians had begun their association with childbirth in the mid-

nineteenth century, but it would take several decades before the professiou and the pr"rblic

recognized parturient care as a medical specialty. Ultirnately, the efforts of both

physicians and nurses - and their dealings with female patients - helped lead to the

medicalization o f clii I db irth.

The cliildbirth experiences of Canadian women were not homogenous. The type

of care a woman sought out for her confinement would have been influenced by a rnyriad

of circumstances - including, among others, age, geographic location, health, cultural

background and socio-economic status. Thus, an examination of the approaches used by

both physicians and nurses in a prairie city can only purport to be partially representative

of the Canadian experience. What such a study can provide, however, is a degree of

i¡sight into the everyday events of an age long past. Social history grapples with telling

the stories of those omitted from the historical record. A study of the chilclbirth

experiences of mothers in one prairie town responds in some way to that struggle.
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Despite its limitations, the city of Winnipeg does suggest a distinctive example of

urban Canada at the turn of the century. It was a city at the forefront of tnodernity that

also clung to its western pioneer heritage. Its medical men were fully conscious of

developments in modern medicine and strove to establish contemporary services and

institutions. This environment allowed for a degree of choice in care-giving, especially

among mothers seeking safer childbirth experiences. The medical profession shared

similar approaches and goals to physicians elsewhere iu the country, as evidencecl in the

pages of tlre Canadian Medical Associctlíon Joru'nal, which were translated into

contemporary treatment techniques. At the same titne, the city maintained a pioneering

character that gave rise to more traditional forms of attendance for those who could not

afforcl, or did not perceive the need for, physician attendance during cliildbirth. "While

the medical profession, women's organizations and governments sorted out which

solution was best," concludes Nanci Langford, "many homestead families were left to

cope on their own."r

Winnipeg's population was a cross-section of imrnigrants, frontiers-people and

established middle-class entrepreneurs. It was also home to a multinational hodgepodge

of citizens, from a variety of socio-cultural backgrounds. The women who gave birth in

this tow¡ were representative of the overall population. An analysis of their experieuces

offers a breadth of subjects perhaps less easily found in the more ecotlomically and

culturally homogenous surroundings of eastern Canada.

I Nanci Langford, "Childbirth on the Canadian Prairies, 1880-1930," Jourttal of
HisÍorical Sociology, 8 (1 995), I 98.
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Along the way to medicalizaTion, concerns about childbirth woulcl ntove frour the

private homes of mothers to the public domaiu of social reformers and rnedical

professionals. The worry and fears about debility and death were constant for womell.

However, the high cost of maternity entered public debate in the early twentieth century

o¡ly when social reformers couched the issue in nationalistic terms. In the years

surrounding the Great War, the losses of infants ancl mothers were lecognized as losses to

the nation, and public debates swarmecl around the issue of maternity care.

Aligning their arguments with the budding reform rhetoric, physicians developed

a niche for rnedicine, and especially the young specialty of obstetrics. Throughout the

late ni¡eteenth century, doctors struggled to establish professional stature within the

rniddle-classes of Canadian society. The public was only beginning to recognize the

'virtues' of modern rnedical science, and many remained aloof to the curative powers of

medical men. This notion was reinforced in the area of childbirth where physician

knowledge extended not much further than that of local midwives. While doctors had

solne access to maternity training, obstetrical training and experience were often limited

in ¡redical curricula. The limited experience that r,vas available to young doctors r'vas

only i¡ a hospital setting; an environment which ill-prepared them for the realities of

home birth techniques. Nonetheless, physicians, recognized the valuable connections

which could be achieved through confinement attendance. Not only could it create a

busi¡ess opportunity, successful attendance of mothers allowed for an important linl< to

micldle-class families.
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The issue of obstetrical care was prominent in the pages of medical journals.

Throughout the period under investigation in this dissertation, physicians maintained on-

goi¡g debates about obstetrical techniques and the profession's role. The issue of

maternal mortality, however, remained a constant. Doctors - whatever their positions

with respect to techniques such as the use of drugs, the involvemetlt of a midwife, or pre-

natal care - were united in their belief that medicine would be able to find the 'cure' for

lrigh death rates arnong Canadian mothers. Publications such as the Canadian Mother's

Book andthe Pre-Natal Letters, written by doctors but addressed to the public,

underscored a faith in the abilities of the profession'

While the rnale-dominated medical profession had a significant role, women were

also involved in bringing about the rnedicalization of childbirth, both as patients and

professiolals. Fearful of any number of potential ills which could befall them during a

pregnancy, those women who could afford it appear to have been pleased to avail

themselves of the promises of modern medicine. From anaesthesia to instruments,

wotnen recognized the potential of science to alleviate some of the chronic pain and

suffering associated with cliildbirth. Tlie desires of female patients were evidenced iu the

pages of¡redicaljournals and in the treatrnent techniques adopted, or rejected, by

phsyicians in reaction.

It was nurses, however, who provided the greatest rnediative role in the

medicalization of birth. Seeking to legitimize nursing as a profession, tlurses sought to

ide¡tifu a role for themselves which clung to the principles of Victorian femininity. They

structured their role at the bedside of patients within the realm of care-giver, always
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subservient to rnale rnedical experts. They were, however, professional care-givers.

Their techniques were based in the rigid training of scientific medicine, but their duties

were part of the traditional comrnunity of women who came to assist in confinement.

Consequently, nurses moved easily between two distinctive worlds. In so doing, they

brought the secular gospel of medical science and public health to the bedside of patients.

Nurses, therefore, opened the gateway through which physicians ultirnately stepped to

bring about the medicalization of childbirth by the n-riddle of the twentieth ceutury.

Writing about the education of a young female pupil, Rousseau laid dowu a

premise which seems particularly appropriate for the history of chilclbirth in Canacla.

While a "male is only a male at times," noted Rousseau, "the female is a fernale all her

life and can never .forget her sex." Childbirth was a coustant reminder for women that

they could not escape their fernininity. The 'scientization' of a traditional female wor'lcl

highlighted Rousseau's contention that men (physicians) could step in ancl out, but that

women (mothers and nurses) would always be relegated to a maternal role.
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